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Section I

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
In January, 2010, Swaback Partners, and a multi-disciplinary team were commissioned by the
City of Scottsdale to perform a Phase 2 - Feasibility Study for the proposed Desert Discovery
Center. The study built upon, and expanded the work of the Phase 1 – Feasibility Study performed in 2008 by ConsultEcon. The Swaback Partners Team included architects, land planners, management and economic development specialists, interpretive planners and designers, landscape architects, construction cost estimators, and market research specialists.
This report evaluates the feasibility of the proposed Desert Discovery Center (DDC) located
at the Gateway within the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. Within this report is summarized the
study methodology, research, analysis, and findings of the study. The work includes a high degree of citizen involvement in the form of citizen committees, work with the Tourism Development Commission, the McDowell Sonoran Preserve Commission, survey work, focus groups,
public open houses, significant numbers of meetings with citizen leaders within Scottsdale,
consultation with leaders of other similar facilities and work with city staff.
The results of this study indicate that there is a high level of interest and support for the DDC
within the City of Scottsdale as well as the greater metropolitan area. The design concepts and
interpretive exhibit plan presented in this report were deemed highly creative and desirable by
most who reviewed them during the study process. Clearly, there are members of the community who are concerned about the impact the DDC will have on the Preserve, as well as the ability of the community to develop the capital costs necessary to build and operate the DDC, and
the business plan within the study addresses alternatives for both of those concerns. Strong,
creative leadership was continually cited as what is needed to see the DDC come to life and be
successful. The DDC concept is unique and will give Scottsdale a world-class environmental
education facility that is entertaining and inspiring. It is a facility that will educate the visitor
on the wonders of the Sonoran Desert and McDowell Sonoran Preserve. It is more than a building. It is about experiences woven into the desert that can only be had at the DDC, and to get
that experience again you have to return. It has no true competition. It is unique and thus will
give Scottsdale its’ next strong tool in tourism development, while being extremely respectful
of the majestic site it occupies within the Preserve.
The experience within the DDC will take the visitor through a variety of linked desert pavilions; each with an interpretive subject matter being presented, and desert environments that
will aim to tell an environmental story of Adaptation. Each visitor will experience great vistas
to the Preserve, and the DDC will act as a base camp for understanding and exploring the
Preserve. Visitors will experience interpretive exhibits presented in numerous ways including
highly interactive exhibits, multi-media presentations, outdoor amphitheater events, as well
as presentations by docent scholars. The facilities will include unique event spaces that can be
used as a revenue stream for the DDC as well as highly flexible spaces for constantly changing
presentations. The exhibits and experiences at the DDC will be dynamic with a goal of being
able to have a different experience 360 days a year. The concept of “Adaptation” is the main
theme of the interpretive plan, and the DDC environment itself. The interpretive plan focuses
on telling the story of adaptation of animals, plant life, and human within the Sonoran Desert,
which is the richest, most amazing desert on earth. The linked desert pavilions are conceptually designed to be highly adaptive to the climate throughout the year so that they can be open
and act as indoor/outdoor facilities during the pleasant temperature months and tempered
in the cooler and warmer months. The goal is to create a LEED Platinum facility that demonstrates a high commitment on the part of the citizens of Scottsdale to build within the desert
a place that respects its site and shows the best of the best building techniques for sustainable
buildings.
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Executive Summary
The study concluded that the DDC as conceptually designed should be a series of facilities with a total
of 72,000 gross square feet of enclosed space. The construction cost estimate for the facility, inclusive
of all known costs to develop it turnkey, including all pre-opening expenses, and create a full year operating cost reserve is approximately $74 million dollars. It is projected that in a stabilized year that
approximately 333,000 visitors would come to the DDC. The yearly operating costs in a stabilized year
of the facility would be approximately $ 7.4 million dollars. The revenue from a variety of earned and
non-earned revenue streams including ticket sales, special events, and fund raising could reasonably
be assumed to match the operating expenses. The personnel plan shows approximately 79.25 full time
equivalent employees. The full business plan is presented in Section VI with an Executive Summary.
The project square footage and capital costs shown in this report are larger than previous studies. The study team is confident of its recommendations and notes that any previous study had
nowhere near the amount of research and analysis that this study has.
Several methods of capital funding for the facilities were discussed during the study such as bonding and public/private partnerships. While it is not the scope of this study to identify exact sources of funding, it was generally agreed by those involved during the process that some method of
public/private partnership funding was the best method to raise capital funds.
As a separate document, the DDC Subcommittee has produced a Suggested Work Program for
“next steps” to be considered.
In summary, the DDC is a concept that has been talked about for many years within the City of
Scottsdale. As presented in this report, the DDC is a world-class facility that will draw residents
and visitors alike to understand the beauty and majesty of the Sonoran Desert, and inspire them
to return.
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The following are a variety of simple facts contained within the feasibility study.
Site Size
· DDC:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8-9 Acres
· New Parking:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4-5 Acres
· Existing Parking: . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4-5 Acres

Facility Size
· Net:   . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 61,610 Sf
· Gross:   . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 73,932 Sf

Parking
· Existing Parking and Circulation:   . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 216 Spaces
· Current Parking Expansion:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 125 Spaces
· New DDC Parking:   . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 428 Spaces
· Total:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 769 Spaces

Capital Cost . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $74.0 M
· Buildings and Site:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $35.1 M
· Exhibits:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $13.1 M
· Permits, Design, Engineering:   . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $4.0 M
· City Project Management / Public Art:  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $3.9 M   
· Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment:   . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1.0 M
· Contingency (10%):  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $4.8 M
· Startup Budget: . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $5.8 M
· Operating Reserves/Endowment:. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $6.3 M

Annual Mid-Range Attendance Potential . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 333,000 visitors
Ticket Price:
· Adult. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $15.00
· Child  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $9.00

Annual Earned and Contributed Revenue. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $7.1 M
Annual Operating Budget. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $7.1 M
Personnel
Full Time . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 46
Part Time. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 60
Volunteers. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 250+
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Section II

Introduction & Process

Introduction & Process
Introduction
The Scope of Work of the Phase 2 - Feasibility Study of the DDC included major tasks and
subtasks that would provide enough definition of the overall architectural and exhibit concept
that it could be tested in market research, as well as have a preliminary cost of construction
and on-going operations cost developed for it. A full business plan, architectural concept, and
interpretive plan are included in this document. These were developed and constantly refined
during the time of the study.
The following is the outline of the Scope of Work of the study;

Study Process
Task 1 – Define and Finalize the DDC Concept, Visitor Experience and Community Uses
1.1

Project Initiation

1.2

Develop and Refine Concept

Task 2 – Market Survey, Concept Testing, and Refinement
2.1 Primary Research
		

2.1.1 Qualitative Research

		

2.1.2 Quantitative Research

2.2 Public Open House
2.3 Revised Market Analysis
		

2.3.1 Site Review

		

2.3.2 Define Market Segments

		

2.3.3 Resident Market Evaluation

		

2.3.4 Tourist Market Profile

		

2.3.5 Experience of Visitor attractions in the area

		

2.3.6 Comparable Facility Experience

		

2.3.7 Attendance Potential

		

2.3.8 Attendance Mix

		

2.3.9Sizing Parameters

Task 3 – Preliminary Architectural Design
3.1 Concept Design
3.2 Concept Refinement
3.3 Architectural Renderings
Task 4 – Preliminary Project Cost Estimates
4.1 Cost Estimating Parameters
4.2 Preliminary Cost Estimate
4.3 Refinements to Cost Estimate and Architectural Design
4.4 Final Cost Estimate
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Task 5 – Preliminary Business/Marketing Plan & Pro Forma Budget
5.1 Ticketing
5.2 Earned and Contributed Revenue Sources
5.3 Personnel Plan
5.4 Preliminary Marketing Strategy
5.5 DDC Operating Expenses
5.6 Ongoing Operations Pro Forma Analyses
5.7 Organization Ramp-Up Plan
5.8 Draft Operating Plan
Task 6 Project Updates

Public Involvement Process
The study team met on a regular basis, often bi-weekly, throughout the approximately 9 months
of the study with the 4 person Joint Sub-Committee made up of 2 members of the Tourism Development Commission and 2 members of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve Commission, that
was authorized by the City Council, in open public meetings. The committee received updates
by the study team in each meeting and gave direction when requested.
The public involvement process was designed to include the following opportunities:
· Open weekly or bi-weekly meetings of the Joint Sub-Committee where public input was a
regular agenda item.
· Public open house held at the DC Ranch Desert Camp community room.
· Presentation before the City Council and viewing on the Cities Cable Channel
· 2 focus groups
· On-line surveys
· On-going work sessions with members of the public and the study team
· Presentations before the Tourism Development Commission (TDC)
· Presentations before the McDowell Sonoran Preserve Commission (MSPC)
· Presentation before the McDowell Sonoran Conservancy
· Presentations before Joint Sessions of the TDC and the MSPS
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Site Location
The site location for the Phase 2 – Feasibility Study was selected prior to the study teams
involvement and is located immediately north of the existing Gateway at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.

Desert Discovery
Center Site

The area was defined generally on drawings produced during the design of the Gateway and
further on master plans for the Preserve. Parking and vehicular circulation was initially defined
in the plans for the Gateway and in the time span of the study the parking was being expanded
to allow for the current demands of the Gateway. The study team did not study alternative site
locations within Scottsdale as part of its Scope of Work.
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Initial Architectural Space Program
The Phase I – Feasibility study defined an architectural space program, which was referred to
within that study as Exhibition Sonora as defined by the Scope of Work. That architectural space
program became the initial starting point of the study team for Phase II. The study team studied that program and refined it by eliminating and adding spaces, as necessary, as the concept
evolved. That initial program is listed below:

Exhibition Sonora: A destination attraction
· In-depth exhibits 1½ - 3 hour length of stay
· Exhibits are also a stand-alone experience
· 120-seat 3D theater; 100-seat planetarium w/ observatory
· Destination-themed retail shop and café
· 40-70,000 square foot building
· 200-seat outdoor amphitheater
· Many public programs and substantial sponsored research
· Serves regional residents, schools and tourists
· Adult admission: $10-20. Substantial discount for Scottsdale residents
· High attendance potential; Iconic attraction with high national profile
· Capital development costs: +/- $50 million
· Significant new job creation and economic impacts
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Initial Exhibit Summary
The Phase 1 – Feasibility study defined a set of central interpretive exhibit themes, which the
study team reviewed, and as part of its work extensively refined and expanded upon these
themes and further defined the interpretive plan as presented in Section IV of this report.
The major interpretive themes that were identified in the Phase 1 work included an overall
central theme of “Adaptation”. Under that central theme the sub-themes identified included:

Central Interpretive Theme
The diverse adaptations that allow native plants and animals to survive in the harsh environment of the Sonoran Desert are a continual source of wonder to the careful observer, and a
wellspring of ideas and inspiration so that future generations will have adequate resources to
meet their needs as well as the opportunity to experience the magic and mystery of the natural
world.

Biodiversity
Despite the biological diversity of the Sonoran Desert (home to 2000 native plants, 60
mammals, 30 fish, 20 amphibians, 100 reptiles and more than 350 birds), many people
still perceive the desert as a wasteland; overcoming this perception may be the last best
hope for conserving large enough landscapes to allow ecosystem processes to continue on
a genetically-meaningful scale.

Edge Ecology
The location of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve on an ecotone between the basin and upland
plant communities of the Sonoran Desert creates a biological treasure chest of uncommon
value, and the intricate network of interactions among its many species is so complex that the
human intellect may never achieve the capability to fully comprehend it.

Urban/Wildland Interface
City dwellers place a high value on natural landscapes adjoining urban areas, and increasing
recreational pressure on such lands can hamper resource conservation efforts, necessitating
a reliance on interpretation and environmental education to create an informed public that
actively supports management objectives.

Water
In the arid environment of the Sonoran Desert, the presence or absence of water has a profound effect on topography and the composition of natural communities, which reflects the
fact that society’s critical need for adequate supplies of clean water will define, in large part,
the politics of 21st Century human interaction with the remaining natural landscapes of the
American Southwest.

Archaeology
The evidence of ancient irrigation canals in the McDowell Mountains, and the presence of
numerous toolmaking sites, testifies to the fact that humans have always manipulated their
environment and exploited desert resources, but the eventual passing of early cultures that
were far more in tune with the natural rhythms of the desert than modern society reminds us
that change is the only constant, and that even our highly-advanced technologies do not free
us from the need to adapt or perish.
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Geology/Cultural Geography
Exploitation of the mineral resources of the McDowell Mountains by both prehistoric and
more recent human cultures emphasizes the intimacy and depth of the connection between
people and planet: geologic forces that occurred millions, or even billions, of years ago shaped
a landscape that still shapes patterns of human migration and settlement today.

Sustainability
The vision of the people of Scottsdale to preserve open space in the McDowell Mountains requires striking a delicate balance between economic development, recreational access and resource protection that confers, on those who manage and interpret the resource, a responsibility to set impeccable standards for sustainable development and environmental education.
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Section III

Concept Development

Concept Development
Introduction
As the study process unfolded, the study team focused first and foremost on designing an
experience at the DDC that would be exceptional. An experience that would be inspiring, engaging, educational, entertaining, one-of- kind, and also one that would allow the visitor to experience, to discover, the Sonoran Desert and the Preserve in a way that is befitting its unique
character.
Much has been discussed about the DDC through the years and yet often few could define what
it wanted to be. The design process endeavored to begin that process by creating a conceptual
design that could be tested in focus groups and surveys, as well as understood from the perspective of construction costs, operating costs, and a business plan.
Early in the process, as the interpretive exhibit plan was beginning to unfold, the concept of
creating something that was less about a building and more about an experience in the desert
began to emerge. The idea that rather than one building, that a series of spaces would be more
meaningful as well as spaces that could be woven into the desert landscape rather than one
large building placed on this site. Many other comments and suggestions began to surface.
However, before any architectural lines were drawn, the Joint Subcommittee wanted to establish a mission statement and a set of goals that gave clarity to the overall process. The following
is a statement of the mission and the goals for the DDC.
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Desert Discovery Center Mission Statement

The Desert Discovery Center is a
magical place providing a culture
of educational wonder, and
recreational insights, inspiring
both residents and visitors to
understand, appreciate, sustain,
and return to the McDowell
Sonoran Preserve and the worlds
richest, most amazing desert,
which is it’s home.
(revised April 8, 2010)
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Desert Discovery Center Goals
• Increase appreciation and understanding of the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve and its
relationship to the the greater Sonoran Desert.
• Enhance quality of life and tourism.
• Inspire use, enjoyment, and conservation of
the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the
Sonoran Desert.
• Promote living sustainably in the desert.
• Serve residents of Scottsdale and greater Phoenix
area visitors and tourists.
• Provide a gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
• Provide a world-class immersive desert experience.
• Provide a culture of educational wonder.
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Concept Development
Site Analysis
The Desert Discovery Center (DDC) study area lies on gently sloping terrain just east of Thompson Peak Parkway at
the western foothills of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
An access road ascends from Thompson Peak Parkway
(TPP) toward the Gateway Access trailhead facility before
turning and providing several aisles of parking that slope
back toward TPP. The study area lies just north of both the
access drive as well as the existing Gateway Access facility.
The size of the study area is approximately ten acres, and
is within the Environmental Sensitive Lands (ESL) overlay
district. It offers impressive views, and is situated among
the unique landforms and natural beauty of the McDowell
Mountains.
The ten-acre DDC study area is on the western bajada of the
McDowell Mountains, generally characterized as an upper
desert landform. A gradient average of 4% rises from the
Gateway Access facility establishing an approximate grade
difference of about 35’ from the Gateway facility pavilion
to the northern-most reaches of the study area. A significant draw descends from the northeast toward the existing Gateway Access facility, forming a major wash east of
the existing facility. A smaller wash branches off from the
larger one, which creates the immediate eastern boundary
for the study area. From there, several wide ridge forms
with equally wide and shallow low-points, creating a typical
corrugated desert landform, making up the main portion
of the site. Many of these smaller swales eventually join
up with others, creating washes of significant importance.
These washes are identified as carrying storm-water of 50
cubic feet per second (cfs) or greater, with several such
washes to the north and west
of the site respectively.
These washes create natural
clusters of thicker vegetation, which includes much
of the tree cover on-site.
As such, they serve as naturally occurring visual breaks
and buffers to the development to the west, as well as
for more proximate service
drives and corridors that will
serve the DDC. Conversely,
the ridges are dotted with
majestic saguaros, barrel,
and cholla cacti; along with
the bursage-brittlebush-creosote community of plants
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Concept Development
that is typical of the upper desert landform.
Views from the site are impressive in all directions. Standing on the proposed site, a 180-degree ridgeline panorama extends from the southwest to northwest. This view opens up the
valley floor with vistas stretching as far as South Mountain Park, with many of the signature
valley peaks such as Camelback, Mummy, and North Mountains creating an expansive ridgeline panorama, also serving as a silhouette for the signature sunsets Arizona is renowned for.
A more proximate and impressive ridgeline lies to the east. The southern ridge of Horseshoe
Canyon begins a ridgeline that terminates at a peak just south of the Taliesin Overlook. Along
the way, in a clock-wise direction, Tom’s Thumb seems perfectly framed at the termination of
a draw that stretches up toward the northeast. The Lookout Peak continues ascension of the
ridgeline from Tom’s Thumb toward Drinkwater Peak and McDowell Peak, which are two of
the more recognizable peaks of the McDowell Mountains, and also serve to define the eastern
boundary of the Gateway Access Stewardship Area. A prominent peak rises immediately to the
east of the site, and although unnamed, it is surrounded at the base by the Gateway Loop trail.
A second distant peak just south of this foreground feature is also one of the region’s more
recognized peaks--Thompson Peak. A series of descending ridges terminate at the Taliesin
Overlook saddle, before rising once again to the last peak that lies just to the east of Taliesin,
and thus completing an impressive 180-degree panorama from the DDC site.
The study area for the Desert Discovery Center is geographically situated to take advantage of
many opportunities. Views from the site are wide and expansive. Distant vistas to the west,
as well as proximate panoramic views to the east are impressive. Equally impressive is the site
itself, with gently sloping ridge forms, creating a setting that is surrounded by natural buffers
of thickly vegetated washes.
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Concept Development
Site Analysis

DDC Panorama
(Landforms)

1

1. Tom’s Thumb
2. Lookout Point
2

3. Drinkwater Peak
4. McDowell Peak
5. “Gateway Loop” Peak
3

6. Thompson Peak

4

7. Taliesin Overlook
5
6

7

TOM’S THUMB

McDOWELL PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

DRINKWATER PEAK

TALIESIN OVERLOOK
THOMPSON PEAK

2 VIEW NORTH/EAST FROM EASTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE
TOM’S THUMB

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK
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7 VIEW SOUTH FROM NORTHERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

5 VIEW SOUTHWEST FROM NORTHEASTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

3 VIEW WEST FROM EASTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

1 VIEW NORTH FROM GATEWAY ENTRY COURT

TOM’S THUMB

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK
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12 VIEW NORTH OF POTENTIAL SERVICE LANE FROM MAIN ACCESS DRIVE

11 VIEW NORTH/EAST FROM ACCESS DRIVE

TOM’S THUMB

10 VIEW EAST FROM SOUTHWESTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE (ADJACENT TO C.O.S. 50 cfs WASH)

9 VIEW EAST FROM NORTHERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK

DRINKWATER PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK

THOMPSON PEAK

THOMPSON PEAK

TOM’S THUMB

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

THOMPSON PEAK
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“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

TALIESIN OVERLOOK
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8 VIEW NORTH/EAST FROM NORTH-WESTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

6 VIEW NORTH/EAST FROM NORTHERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

TOM’S THUMB

TOM’S THUMB

4 VIEW NORTH/EAST FROM NORTH-EASTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

2 VIEW NORTH/EAST FROM EASTERN EDGE OF PROJECT SITE

TOM’S THUMB

DRINKWATER PEAK

DRINKWATER PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK
DRINKWATER PEAK

THOMPSON PEAK

THOMPSON PEAK

McDOWELL PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK

THOMPSON PEAK

“GATEWAY LOOP” PEAK
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THOMPSON PEAK

TALIESIN OVERLOOK

Concept Development
Architectural Space Program
Based on the results of the work in the Phase 1 Feasibility study and the input that was received throughout this
study process, as well as the expertise of the study team, the following Architectural Space Program was developed. While this is a very thorough program, it is still conceptual in nature. It is envisioned that if the project proceeds into Schematic Design that this program is once again refined as the various detailed spaces are evaluated
and the projects systems evolve.

Desert Discovery Center - Program of Spaces
Area Description

Welcome Pavilion

Net Sq. Ft.

Updated June 16, 2010

Net % Gross Sq. Ft.

Notes

2,775

4.50%

3,330

Public Restrooms

600

0.97%

720

Public Lockers

800

1.30%

960

Vending

250

0.41%

300

Concierge Station

500

0.81%

600

Ticketing

500

0.81%

600

Security Desk

125

0.20%

150

10,300

16.72%

12,360

Event Pavilion

6,300

10.23%

7,560

Catering Kitchen

2,000

3.25%

2,400

400

0.65%

480

1,300

2.11%

1,560

300

0.49%

360

4,600

7.47%

5,520

Sonoran Market

2,000

3.25%

2,400

Locate at facility exit, function in tandem with
Café. Provide free access to general public.

Desert Café

2,600

4.22%

3,120

80 Seats per Phase I study. Open to Desert Dining
Garden with views to Preserve.

1,500

2.43%

1,800

Desert Great Room

Bar Storage
Restrooms
Lobby

Hospitality Pavilion

Orientation / Introduction

Locate near entry. Verify count based on final
program.

Serves Desert Great Room and Desert Terrace.

Orientation Exhibit. Provides context of facility
and exhibits.

History of the McDowell
Sonoran Preserve

Story of a special place

Orientation to the DDC

Planning an enjoyable visit

Mysterious World

5,000

8.12%

6,000

Desert Seasons

3,500

5.68%

4,200

75-100 Seats per BRC. Locate near Desert Great
Room and Amphitheater

Spiral Sculpture of the Seasons: A Year in the Life

A curving, walk-in sculpture that takes visitors on
a tour of a year in the Preserve

Many-Colored Desert

An interactive, raised-relief map of the of the
Sonoran Desert

Tom’s Thumb Theater

An immersive mini-theater experience focused on
geology

Cacti/Agave Gallery

Images of the Cacti of the Preserve, a saquaro
sculpture, a learning station and inter. exhibits

Woody Plant Gallery

Images of the woody plants of the Preserve with a
learning station and interactive exhibits

Herbaceous Plant Gallery

Images of the flowering plants of the Preserve with
a learning station and interactive exhibits
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Desert Discovery Center - Program of Spaces
Area Description

Staying Alive

Net Sq. Ft.

4,500

Updated June 16, 2010

Net % Gross Sq. Ft.

7.30%

Notes

5,400

The Desert After Dark

A virtual hunting experience at night using vision,
smell, and thermal sensing

Airborne Enemy

A virtual hunting experience during the day using
vision

Twilight Wall

Large-scale mural of an evening desert scene with
multiple interactive elements

Dawn Wall

Large-scale mural of an morning desert scene with
multiple interactive elements

Couch’s Spadefoot Sculpture

Adaptation elements

Grasshopper Mouse / Darkling Beetle Sculpture

Adaptation elements

Tortoise Combat Sculpture

Adaptation elements

Costa’s Hummingbird at Chuparosa Sculpture

Adaptation elements

The Hidden Desert

3,500

5.68%

4,200

World Beneath Our Feet

Interactive soil profile

Wildlife Cams

Real-time snapshots of Preserve life; on-demand
archival footage

Snake’s Eye View Theater

A different perspective on the desert world

The Secret Sex Lives of Plants

Basics of pollination and weird/wonderful relationships

Ant Habitat

Underground societies; specialization and cooperation

Bee Habitat

Solitary in Sonora

Reptile Habitat

North America’s only venomous lizard, an Arizona
icon

Human Adaptation

5,000

8.12%

6,000

Water Allocation

Marriage of water, art, and interactive learning

Hohokam Environment

Manipulation of water by the first inhabitants of
the Valley of the Sun

Cowboy Enviroment

Importing EuroAmerican land use models into the
McDowells

Fifties Environment

Boomtown; air-conditioning and urban sprawl;
adapting the desert to human needs

Contemporary/Near-Future
Environment (Sustainability)

Adapting human society to meet the extremes of
the desert

The Tomorrow Pavilion

3,000

4.87%

3,600

Walk-in Saguaro Cactus

Enter an icon

Interactive Floor

A view of the world beneath our feet

Time Machine

Encouraging thinking about the past and shaping
the future

Free Learning Space

Beyond playground

Terrarium Listening Station

Different ways of observing the desert world

Small Animal Habitats

Engaging in conservation

Rotating Exhibits

2,500

4.06%

3,000
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Desert Discovery Center - Program of Spaces
Area Description

Administration

Net Sq. Ft.

Updated June 16, 2010

Net % Gross Sq. Ft.

Notes

5,335

8.66%

2,160

3.51%

2 General Work Areas

800

1.30%

960 400 sf each

Reception

125

0.20%

150

1,300

2.11%

1,560 8’x8’ cubicle or equivalent / open office

Staff Breakroom / Kitchen

500

0.81%

600 Provide exterior space at breakroom.

Employee Locker Room

200

0.32%

240

Staff Bathrooms

250

0.41%

300 Locate near Administration Offices.

2,400

3.90%

2,880

400

0.65%

480

2,000

3.25%

2,400

7,700

12.50%

9,240

Curatorial / Exhibit Shop

1,200

1.95%

1,440

Locate near Service Entry and Storage. West side
of facility.

Storage

2,000

3.25%

2,400

Locate near Exhibit Shop.

Landscape Maintenance
Building

1,500

2.43%

1,800

Locate near Shop and Storage

Other Back of House / Mechanical

3,000

4.87%

3,600

Locate on west side of facility.

61,610

100.00%

73,932

18 Offices

20 Work Spaces

Resources
Volunteer Room
Research / Library

Back of House

Total Building Net Square
Footage
Total Building Gross Square
Footage

6,402
2,592 10’x12’, 120 sf each

73,932

Locate near Library. Provide easy access
to exhibits.

Grossing Factor of 20%, includes
interior circulation, walls, mechanical.

Phase I Estimate

52,920

Phase I Low Estimate

42,300

Phase I Net SF -20%

Phase I High Estimate

63,500

Phase I Net SF +20%

12,000

Incorporate wayfinding exhibit. Exterior Greeter/
Concierge station. Served by special

Exterior Spaces
Welcome Terrace
Orientation Courtyard

5,500

Central Plaza including orientation exhibits.

Event Terrace

12,000

Plaza serving Desert Great Room, located to views
of preserve.

Connecting Passages

25,000

Numerous landscape and hardscape spaces that
flow between Desert Pavilions.

Desert Dining Garden

3,000

On view side of Café. Provide exceptional exterior
dining environment.

View Terrace

5,000

Welcome Plaza feature, frames views to foreground
preserve mountains.

Amphitheater

5,800

200 Seats per Phase I study.

Group / School Kids’ Orientation

2,400

Provide exterior gathering space for children’s
tours. Incorporate seating.

Total Exterior Spaces

70,700
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Desert Discovery Center - Program of Spaces
Area Description

Net Sq. Ft.

Net % Gross Sq. Ft.

Updated June 16, 2010
Notes

Parking
Existing Gateway Trailhead
Parking

216 spaces

25 Existing bicycle parking

Current Gateway Trailhead
Parking Expansion (to be
completed 09-30-10)

125 spaces

Currently under construction

Total Gateway Trailhead
Parking at Full Buildout
Proposed DDC Parking

341 spaces
428 spaces

Employee and Volunteer Parking Required

85 spaces

Typical Saturday Visitor Parking Required

230-300 spaces

Peak Period Visitor Parking
Required

250-325 spaces

Total DDC Parking Required

410 spaces

Total Proposed Parking
at Full Buildout

769 spaces

On-Site Bus/Large Vehicle
Parking

31 spaces

Shared/Off-Site Parking for
Events and Buses

Potential available at
Westworld

Total New Parking

553 spaces
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Concept Development
Space and Flow Diagram
As the study team discussed various options on how visitors would experience the DDC, and
how they find themselves through it, or discover it, several space and flow models were debated. Given the fact that there could be large variations in visitation on given days or seasons,
a model known as “spoke and hub” flow was chosen. This model gives the visitor freedom to
explore the DDC in the way they find most enjoyable. They can go to the different interpretive exhibits or spaces with the environment at their leisure or according to their individual
interests. Another model, which was explored, but eliminated was a “linear” flow. It would
require you to go to one exhibit and then the next. It has the very real possibility of creating
bottlenecks in visitor flow. Also, since our interpretive plan is less about telling a time line or
linear story it did not seem appropriate. The diagram on the following page illustrates the DDC
space and flow.
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Concept Development

Preserve Views

Space and Flow Diagram
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Immersive
Experience
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Human
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Concept Development
Interpretive Exhibit Flow
The exhibits are grouped into major themes and sub-themes and they are then housed in their
various pavilions or within the desert garden spaces between pavilions.
Based upon the study teams Interpretive Plan, several Exhibit flow diagrams were explored in
conjunction with the space and flow diagram. The concept began to emerge early in the study to
house the exhibits in pavilion type spaces where the major interpretive exhibit themes might
occupy the full pavilion, and that through exhibit design and space planning, the sub-themes
would be organized within the space of the pavilion. The spaces between these pavilions could
then be used for exterior exhibits.

ORIENTATION AND INTRODUCTION NODES
· The Sonoran Desert in context: planetary point of view
· History of McDowell Sonoran Preserve: story of a special place
· Orientation to the DDC: planning an enjoyable visit

DESERT SEASONS
· Spiral of the Seasons: A Year in the Life a curving, walk-in sculpture that takes visitors on
a tour of a year in the Preserve
· The Many-Colored Desert: An interactive, raised-relief map of the Sonoran Desert
· Tom’s Thumb Theatre: An immersive mini-theater experience focused on geology
· Cactus/Agave Gallery: Images of the cacti of the Preserve, a saguaro sculpture, a learning
station and interactive exhibits
· Woody Plant Gallery: Images of the woody plants of the Preserve with a learning station
and interactive exhibits
· Herbaceous Plant Gallery: Images of the flowering plants of the Preserve with a learning
station and interactive exhibits

STAYING ALIVE
· The Desert After Dark: A virtual hunting experience at night using vision, smell, and
thermal sensing
· Airborne Enemy: A virtual hunting experience during the day using vision
· Twilight Wall: A large-scale mural of an evening desert scene with multiple interactive elements
· Dawn Wall: A large-scale mural of a morning desert scene with multiple interactive elements
· Couch’s Spadefoot Sculpture: Adaptations include estivation, body morphology, chemical
defense, metabolic adjustment, accelerated reproductive cycle
· Grasshopper Mouse/Darkling Beetle Sculpture: Adaptations include chemical defense,
territorial defense, immunity to venom(s),hunting/killing techniques similar to large predators
· Tortoise Combat Sculpture: Adaptations include body morphology, urine concentration,
hibernation, avoidance, metabolic adjustment
City of Scottsdale · Desert Discovery Center Feasibility Study: Phase II
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· Costa’s Hummingbird at Chuparosa Sculpture: Adaptations include torpor, morphology,
migration, posture, plumage compression; shedding leaves, succulence

THE HIDDEN DESERT
· Interactive Soil Profile: The world beneath our feet
· Wildlife Cams: Real-time snapshots of Preserve life; on-demand archival footage
· Pollination Gallery: The secret sex lives of plants; weird and wonderful
· Snake’s Eye View Cam: A different perspective on the desert world
· Ant Habitat: Social life and cooperation in the insect world
· Bee Habitat: The world of the cactus bee
· Reptile Habitat: Gila monsters et al.

HUMAN ADAPTATION
· Water Allocation: A marriage of water, art and interactive learning
· Hohokam Environment: Manipulation of water by the first human inhabitants of the
Valley of the Sun
· Cowboy Environment: The importation of EuroAmerican land use models into the
McDowell Mountains
· Fifties Environment: Boomtown, urban sprawl and adapting the desert to meet human
needs
· Contemporary/Near-Future Environment: Adapting human society to meet the demands of the desert

CHILDREN OF TOMORROW
· Walk-in Saguaro Cactus: Enter an icon
· Interactive Floor: A view of the world beneath our feet
· Time Machine: Encouraging thinking about the past and shaping the future
· Free-Learning Space: Beyond playground
· Terrarium Listening Station: A different way of observing the desert world
· Small Animal Habitats: Engaging in conservation
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iNTERPRETIVE EXHIBIT FLOW DIAGRAM
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design
After the study team evaluated the experience elements it was trying to achieve, as well as
thoroughly studying the space and flow concepts, it began to evaluate several architectural
concepts. Many of the rough study sketches that were developed during this period of the
study are included within Appendix D. One of the reoccurring concepts was that it began to
feel more important for visitors to always be connected to the desert and not be put in one
large refrigerated facility removed from the desert. As such, more and more discussion focused
on the concept of “linked desert pavilions”. The idea that several pavilions, with an openness
to them, an indoor/outdoor feeling to them, could be integrated and woven into the desert
site more effectively than one large facility. These pavilions could be oriented to work with the
natural site condition, solar exposure, topography and the desired architecture statement. The
roof overhangs could be soaring cantilevered forms that give shade. The spaces between could
have other shading devices that could help temper the desert heat and thus make the space
more temperate and livable during the hot summers.
The Desert Discovery Center will be a new benchmark of green and sustainable desert architecture, and will be a celebration of the beauty of the Sonoran Desert. The buildings will be made
of bold forms, built in natural, enduring materials, and set in an oasis of lush, native, desert
landscaping.
The following is an overall statement of the architectural concept.

Statement of Architectural Concept
The Desert Discovery Center is the primary gateway into the McDowell Sonoran Mountain
Preserve, which is the largest urban nature preserve in the United States, and home to the
worlds richest and most amazing desert.
The architecture of the Desert Discovery Center is conceived as a world-class statement on how
to sensitively integrate a built environment into its pristine Sonoran desert setting, while at
the same time providing for all the educational, recreational, and social opportunities the Center affords. Conceived as a collection of indoor/outdoor desert pavilions set within lush desert
landscaping, the pavilions will be connected by a series of heavily shaded courtyards to provide
an oasis effect in the midst of the desert. Materials will be rugged and desert like, yet refined
and all selected to blend with the desert. The various pavilions will be sculptural in nature all
reflecting the fractured geometry of their mountain backdrop with soaring cantilevered roof
forms. Some will be set low into the earth and some will soar high, all reflecting the character
of the desert. Water elements will add to the cooling effect of the courtyards through capturing
rainwater and reusing water within the center.
Experiencing the DDC’s various pavilions and courtyards you gain an insightful education
about the McDowell Sonoran Mountain Preserve, as well as the Sonoran Desert. Numerous
interpretative exhibits, and hands-on demonstrations by Preserve docents will be contained
within the courtyards and pavilions geared to all ages and all levels of interest, providing a
culture of educational wonder. A theater experience will take you on an immersive, emotional
journey through the desert like no other you have ever experienced. It will be a place of constantly changing presentations and events so that one gains a different experience each time
you return. Within the DDC one will be able to fully experience the mysteries of the desert and
the hidden worlds of the desert plant and animal life.
The DDC will be a place of community gathering and entertainment. A high quality restaurant/and cafe will be featured with a unique desert-dining garden for enjoying a fine meal,
gathering for coffee after a hike or having a refreshing drink on a warm day. A shade covered
City of Scottsdale · Desert Discovery Center Feasibility Study: Phase II
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Concept Development
amphitheater will feature on-going talks as well as musical entertainment; all with a perfectly
framed view of the majestic McDowell Mountains. A retail pavilion will feature a unique blend
of desert related items such as gifts, hiking gear, books, desert plants, art, cd’s, ect all focused
on enjoying the beauty of the desert long after your visit. The Desert Great Room, another
community gathering place, will be a mult-purpose, architecturally unique, indoor/outdoor
pavilion within the center also set with a majestic view of the mountains that will be used for
a variety of presentations, conferences and social gatherings such as weddings, parties and
corporate events.
The DDC will most importantly act as a gateway to explore the Preserve, as it will be directly
linked a short interpretive path to stroll into the desert or to continue on to enjoy the miles of
pathways that take you deep into the desert.
The following is a further description of the conceptual spaces.

Site Plan
The site plan for the DDC was designed to integrate with the existing Gateway and the existing parking areas and expand upon the concept of integrating into the desert with great care.
The multiple pavilion concept allows for a greater ability for the visitor to always have contact
with the desert and to help transition them into the preserve. The multiple pavilion concept,
while consuming more land than a singular building, will actually have the ability to integrate
the pavilions into the desertscape more due to their smaller scale and to control the limits of
disturbance with more care by allowing the pavilions to fit within the natural landforms easier
then a large building would.
Back of house areas are serviced by a low impact road that feeds around to the north end of the
DDC. From the main back of house area smaller electric service vehicles will be able to access
the individual pavilions, as well as the other areas that might be used for special events.
The site plan is set up to allow a free flow of hikers through the existing Gateway so their experience is much the same as it is today. The welcome plaza will be the main entry focal point for
all arrivals and a major gathering place within the DDC.
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Potential Parking
Expansion
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Concept Development
Parking
The Gateway facility is envisioned to be the primary public access to the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve. Additionally, the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) is anticipated to be a major tourist
attraction to both out-of-town and local visitors alike. It is likely that the majority of these
visitors will visit this destination via automobile; so parking will be a critical component in
satisfying demand, while carefully planning and developing on the proposed site. The Parking
areas will be integrated and blended into the desert with stabilized decomposed granite and
trees for shade.
Preliminary estimations accounted for a DDC facility size significantly smaller than the current plan, but did acknowledge and identify the need to accommodate vehicular uses beyond
passenger vehicles, including school and touring buses, as well as larger vehicles including
those hauling horse trailers. The City of Scottsdale’s Parking Ordinance identifies 500 to 600
spaces required for this facility, including those for tour buses and horse trailers. Updated
DDC studies, along with market studies, and general observation pursuant to the popularity of
the facility updates this figure closer to 750 stalls, although the City of Scottsdale is conducting
independent parking studies to confirm this updated estimate.
The initial Gateway master plan for both the Gateway and the DDC anticipated five hundred
nine (509) stalls at build-out, with two hundred seventy four (274) provided with phase one.
Two hundred sixteen (216) were built, along with the primary circular access drive that presently envelops three parking aisles. The two hundred sixteen (216) spaces includes one hundred ninety-six (196) passenger vehicles—ten of which are accessible stalls, plus an additional
twenty (20) stalls for larger vehicles, buses, and horse trailers. With growing demand, plans for
immediate expansion are under way, with two additional parking aisles being built, adding one
hundred twenty-five (125) stalls to the current capacity, and bringing a total for existing and
first phase expansion to three hundred forty-one (341) spaces.
The Gateway master plan design utilizes a site circulation plan that is expandable over time.
The current DDC plan expands upon this master plan concept, offering additional phased parking, which expands outside of the primary circulation loop. The secondary loop crosses the
existing primary circulation route to the west and is consistent with the initial plan; however,
additional parking aisles are proposed to increase capacity within the loop. These additional
aisles would be built along with initial phase construction of the DDC, increasing capacity
within proximity of the primary circulation loop to five hundred ninety-three (593) stalls.
A second parking lot is envisioned to the north of the existing one. A service access drive for
DDC back-of-house serves double duty to a series of parking bays providing the balance of required parking. Its proximity to the service yard, and administration facilities at the DDC suggests this area to be utilized primarily for staff and employees, as well as serving extra capacity
during peak season. This lot, in addition to administration spaces adjacent to the service yard,
adds an additional one hundred seventy-six (176) spaces. Thoughtfully site-planned to utilize
existing vegetation as a means of visual screening, this parking lot is situated on a gently sloping ridge that is visually screened from the DDC western-viewing terraces. Should demand
warrant it, this area could accommodate future expansion.
The Gateway is already a very popular trailhead destination. Parking provided in the initial
phase is already being expanded to satisfy a growing demand. Current DDC plans proposes a
need to expand the existing Gateway master parking plan, both internal to the existing circulation loop, as well as a secondary lot that is in proximity to the planned administration and
service yards of the DDC.
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Concept Development
PARKING
GATEWAY AND DESERT
DISCOVERY CENTER
PARKING STUDY
216
125
428

769

TOTAL PROPOSED PARKING

101

31

BUS PARKING

BUS/LARGE VEHICLE/EQUESTRIAN PARKING
(ADDITIONAL BUS PARKING POTENTIAL AT
WESTWORLD)

24
20

67

66
66
64

BUS PARKING/STAGING

42

58

22
24

40

36
36

61
49

36
22

36

45

56
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Concept Development
Overall Floor Plan
The overall floor plan of the DDC features the linked desert pavilions laid out around a central
courtyard desert garden that is the location of several interpretive exhibits, as well as the main
circulation to the Mysterious World Theater on the north end. The entry to the DDC off of the
Welcome Plaza is designed in a way to have a feeling of openness and welcoming. It draws visitors in by the shape of the various angular walls that help organize the pavilions into a strong
architectural composition.
The overall plan organization will be clear and understandable to the visitor through just a
natural sense of way finding, as well as with various signage techniques. The plan is also influenced by a sense of discovery. There will be an overall sense of mystery as one finds their
way through. Space opens up to courtyards, distant views and a refreshing sense of shade and
protective coverage reinforcing the “adaptation” theme. Clear passages allow for large crowd
circulation to areas such as the Amphitheater and the Desert Great Room to allow for special
events to occur during normal operations and for the two to work together.
The plan indicates each individual pavilion form will eventually be designed with 4 strong walls
that do not meet. It is at these points, through various design techniques, that the pavilion
nature of the building is derived. Large-scale doors, rolling panels, and louvered vents are
all details conceived to allow the pavilions to have a strong sense of indoor/outdoor feeling
to them. The pavilions, by the way they are juxtaposed to each other create interesting and
unique courtyards and areas of preserved desertscape between them. This alows the visitor to
never feel they are detached from the desert.
One pavilion form breaks away from the angularity of the plan. It is the Mysterious World Theater. Its’ architectural character is based on an abstract composition inspired by the cactus flowers. It has layered walls much like the petal of a flower. It is located within the protective nature
of the central courtyard; much like a cactus flower is protected by the spines of a cactus.
The plan has a composition of angularity that is reminiscent of the angular geology of the McDowell Mountains. Long straight lines carry through, almost in a subliminal way to organize
the composition and to give it a sense of cohesiveness.
The individual areas of the DDC are further explained below.
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Conceptual Design - Floor Plan
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Concept Development
Welcome Plaza Area and Entry Portal Plan
As a visitor finds their way from the parking area to the Welcome Plaza, they will immediately
be focused on a magnificent framed view of the McDowell Mountains. The Welcome Plaza will
be a central greeting and meeting area and will be free access to all. Hikers there to enjoy the
Preserve will flow right through the Welcome Plaza and go on their way through the Gateway
Pavilion just as they do today. The Welcome Plaza will also offer a great opportunity for photos
with a picturesque view of the McDowell’s as a backdrop. Various introductory exhibits will
be on display in the Welcome Plaza as well as several of the ones that are currently within the
gateway.
Visitors coming to enjoy the DDC can check in at the Welcome Pavilion for tickets, special tours,
restrooms and other guest services. In the center of the Welcome Plaza is the Entry Portal to the
DDC. Its’ architectural feeling created through a series of angular walls give a sense of welcome.
We envision that rather than a turnstile like entry that we will have an open entry with Greeters
to welcome visitors and give them a short overview of the daily highlights of the DDC.
Visitors to the DDC who wish to enjoy the Café and the Desert Dining Garden will be able to
access those directly off of the Welcome Plaza without having to go through the DDC main
entry. The setting for the Café is such that it has one of the premiere desert dining experiences
in Scottsdale, which should position it to be very successful on its own. The menu is envisioned
to be unique to the setting so that it can develop its own reputation as a great restaurant and
central gathering spot. The dining experience is indoor/outdoor and it will provide a quick pick
up concept for those in a hurry as well as full table service. The Sonoran Market, which will
house a shop of unique DDC products for sale is also conveniently located off of the Welcome
Plaza so visitors who might want to come by just to shop for a gift can gain direct access. All
visitors to the DDC will exit directly adjacent to the Sonoran Market and the Café so they can
stop and eat or shop on their way out.
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Enlarged Entry Plan
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Concept Development
Central Courtyard/Linked Desert Pavilions
Once a visitor has entered the DDC through the Entry Portal, they will enter a central courtyard
that leads them to the various Pavilions housing the interpretive exhibits. The central courtyard is also the main organizing element for circulating to the Amphitheater, Desert Great
Room and Event Terrace, the Sunset Terrace, and the Immersive Theater. Several outdoors
exhibits are located within the central courtyard as well many landscape interpretive gardens.
The Central Courtyard is shaded from the sun with a unique set of tensile shade structures that
are designed on a grid so they can be easily moved throughout the year and can follow the path
of the sun and be most effective in providing a temperate environment. They will also act as
coverings for inclement weather during the rainy time of the year.
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Enlarged Central Plaza Plan
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Concept Development
The Amphitheater
An approximately 200-seat amphitheater, with a magnificent view of the McDowell’s is situated between the Desert Great Room and the Rotating Exhibit pavilion. The amphitheater is
covered by a series of shade structures so that is can be used at all times of the day. An informal
stage allows for the amphitheater to be utilized in many different ways. It is thought that the
amphitheater can be used on a continual basis so that it is a major part of every visitors experience to the DDC, rather than just for specials events. An appropriate sound system and lighting will be incorporated so that it can be used for evening events. The amphitheater is one place
where programming can be provide on a very dynamic basis. Programs should vary greatly so
that those who are on return visits to the DDC can experience something different each visit.

The Desert Great Room
The Desert Great Room is a highly versatile, creative meeting, event and gathering space. It can
serve as a place for special events, special programming, educational experiences, and rotating
exhibits. Events as common as weddings, and as special as international conferences can be
held in the facility. It is the most dynamic of all spaces within the DDC. It is a pavilion space
in which the architectural space plan can vary greatly due to the moveable wall systems that
are concepted for it. It has covered and shaded exterior spaces on grand terraces that overlook
the preserve. The space can be divided into many different shapes to accommodate a variety of
functions. The ceiling space is flexible to allow for the creation of special events. AV and IT systems, as well as lighting are all incorporated to give the space all of the technology it requires
to host a large amount of events. Food service will be provided by the catering/dish out kitchen
that is part of the facility. By having a catering style kitchen it will allow the DDC to partner
with many local catering companies to provided the food service and not require the DDC to
get into the food service business. This has been done successfully at the Phoenix Zoo’s Stone
House Pavilion.
It is thought that if the Desert Great Room is marketed properly it can be the most special
meeting environment in Scottsdale, or the Greater Phoenix area, and that it will attract many
out of town users due to its very special character. Its adjacency to the amphitheater and the
Immersive Theater will provide it with two other very unique venues that can be used in conjunction with the events staged in the Desert Great Room.

The Immersive Theater
The Immersive Theater, which hosts the Mysterious World exhibit, is a major visual focal point
in the main courtyard. The space is not a pavilion like the other DDC space. It is a fully enclosed
multi-media theater space. The Theaters architecture is an abstraction of the cactus flower and
is a curvilinear shape protected by “rugged armor” much like the cactus floor. The exterior
walls are conceptually thought to be broken desert rock that is reclaimed from various sources
including the underground construction of the DDC. The rock is contained in curvilinear steel
nets that are shaped in a very artistic form. The entry will descend in grade and have the feeling
of entering a desert canyon.
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Enlarged Desert Great Room,
Amphitheater, Immersive Experience Plan
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The Resource Center
A significant amount of educational and intellectual material exists from a variety of sources
relating to the Preserve, as well as the Sonoran Desert in general. More will continue to be developed in the future. The idea of a Resource Center for the DDC is based on the concept that
staff, future volunteers, and visiting researchers, and presenters will be attracted to the Preserve who will use the Resource Center as a base. This space allows for meeting spaces, library
space, classroom space and computer research stations. It acts to some degree as a field office
for these activities.
Visitors to the DDC will be able to view certain aspects of the Resource Center and have access
on a controlled basis to some of the library and research materials. The policies and concepts
for this center will evolve as the character of the DDC evolves.
The Resource Center will really become the intellectual side of the DDC that will help it evolve
into an institution of great depth.

Back of House Spaces
The architectural program outlines a full range of back of houses spaces that will be required to
make the DDC function as a stand-alone business. All of the necessary staffing spaces, as suggested by the business plan, are housed within two structures linked to the Resource Center. One
is more of a warehouse/storage/workshop quality facility and the second is more of an open office plan that is envisioned to be highly flexible to accommodate changes that come about as the
DDC operates through the years. A small amount of staff parking is provided adjacent to these
buildings to allow easy access to senior staff. The majority of staff parking will be in the remote
area of the parking areas.

Roof Plan & Shade Environments
The roof structures of the DDC provide for protection to the individual pavilions as well as
cantilever out to provide shade for the spaces between the pavilions and for covering during
inclement weather. Additionally, there is a system of shade canopies designed that will provide
more shade and coverage during bad weather. The system of shade canopies is envisioned to be
able to be moved and adjusted during different parts of the year as the sun moves. The support
structure would allow the canopies to be lowered and reassembled with ease on to different
support structures at different orientations so that they provide a high degree of flexibility.
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Roof Plan
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Concept Development
Exterior Architectural Character and Materials
Design work within this Feasibility study was focused on creating a very conceptual set of images of the architectural character. The architectural character is a culmination of all the work
within the process of this study. It has been refined and updated as the study proceeded.
The following are a series of conceptual architectural sketches that illustrate the character of
the DDC. The forms are born in the original architecture of the Gateway, but go beyond to celebrate the bold character of the Sonoran Desert as well as the ruggedness of the desertscape.
Materials will be very compatible and organic in nature. Rammed earth, rusted steel, a variety
of glass types that insulate from the sun and filter light. Pervious paving for walkway, colors
that are derived from nature and roofs that are capped with the desert soil and living desert
wall all give the DDC are very pure and simple organic nature.

Weathering Steel

Colored, Form-lined Concrete

Steel

Rammed Earth Accents
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design
Architectural Character: Interior Courtyards
The Desert Discovery Center links Desert Pavilions via courtyard spaces enhanced with sculptural shade structures and
tree canopies to make a continuous, cool, shaded environment.
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Architectural Character: Desert Pavilions
The Desert Discovery Center showcases Desert Pavilions that house various exhibits and experiences that entertain and
educate visitors to the magic of the Sonoran Desert. In this view two of the pavilions serve as a backdrop to lush desert
riparian landscaping and a “sunset terrace” for spectacular views of the Sonoran Desert’s natural wonders.
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Architectural Character: Sweeping Forms of the Immersive Experience Theater
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Architectural Character: Entry & Central Plaza
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Architectural Character: Desert Great Room and Event Terrace
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Architectural Character: The Desert Pavilion
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Concept Development
Conceptual Design - Architectural Character: View From the Entry Drive
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Concept Development
Interior Architectural Character
The following are a series of conceptual interior architecture sketches that show the interior
of various pavilions as well as some of the exhibit concepts. The interiors will have a strong
sense of controlled day lighting. The ceiling will appear to float by the nature of the structural
system supporting it, which is an abstract composition of structural members that take their
que from the ocotillo branch forms. The spaces are bold and simple. They blur the line of indoor
and outdoor.
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Interior Architecture

The “Hidden Desert” Pavilion
The Hidden Worlds pavilion will feature experiences that show visitors
glimpses of the desert world that are not typically seen with the naked eye. An
entire wall will be made of transparent plexiglass so that a view of the soil behind it is
revealed. Visitors will see animals in burrows; activate video that shows microscopic soil life;
learn how the caliche layer forms; understand cryptobiotic crust (and why they need to stay on trails to
avoid damaging it) and pull out drawers that reveal touchable minerals and other objects that docents can
change out to support various programs. A bank of monitors will reveal real-time images from cameras
placed at sites throughout the Preserve, including infrared nighttime footage from watering stations.
Visitors will be able to access archival footage that ultimately will become a Preserve “life list” of bird
sightings and occurrences of other animals. Live reptiles, amphibians and various arthropods will be creatively displayed in small habitats.
A small gallery focused on pollination will fascinate visitors with a micro-focused audiovisual experience
about the sex lives of plants, and the wonderful, sometimes bizarre, quirks of the way they reproduce.
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For millennia, humans have adapted to the desert environment by manipulating water, so the centerpiece of the human adaptation pavilion will be a
dramatic, interactive vertical water sculpture. Water will flow down strands of transparent or reflective material (in the manner of rain chain). Visitors will be
able to change the flow of the water using interfaces mounted on the massive crucible into which the water flows, mimicking the real-life diversions and dams
that affect the flow of the Colorado, Salt and Gila rivers. The complementary experience will be a walk through time via various re-created environments that
reflect the evolution of human society in the Valley of the Sun. Visitors will experience a Hohokam pit house, a cowboy line shack from the EuroAmerican
settlement era, a Fifties bungalow and a sustainable home of the near future in which they learn the basic tenets of desert sustainability. The habitats will be
united by the common thread of water, and how human society in the desert is ultimately shaped by how people relate to this vital resource.

The “Human Adaptation” Pavilion

Interior Architecture

Interior Architecture

The “Desert Seasons” Pavilion
Visitors entering the Desert Seasons pavilion encounter a spiral-shaped structure of gracefully curving walls that give a
tantalizing hint of the experience within. A walk inside the spiral takes the visitor on a tour of a year in the desert, with
imagery of the plants that bloom at a certain time, migratory birds that are arriving or leaving, other animals that may be
going through mating rituals or bearing young and what sort of weather is typical. Interactive, three-dimensional exhibits spaced at intervals along the spiral will provide opportunities that help visitors understand the adaptations that allow
plants to survive the desert’s climatic extremes. The spiral tour will include stories about unusual relationships between
plants and pollinators, as well as the way desert microclimates shape species composition.
Other experiences in this pavilion will include secluded galleries, rich in vibrant imagery, that use interactive interfaces
to acquaint visitors with the full suite of plants they can see on the Preserve. A mini-theatre will offer an immersive audiovisual experience focused on the geologic forces that shaped the McDowell Mountains.
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The “Children of Tomorrow” Pavilion
The Children of Tomorrow pavilion will be open to visitors of all ages, but its primary target audience will be kids ten and under. Free play spaces will include a 3D scale model of the McDowell
Mountains on which kids can climb. The full suite of learning experiences will offer challenges
such as identifying animals by listening to sounds. Kids will be able to enter a walk-in saguaro
cactus and activate “rain” to see its ribs swell, how water is transported within the cactus and view
a bird’s nest from the inside-out. They will have the opportunity take a trip back in time to witness
(for instance) what the Valley of the Sun was like before air-conditioning, or make choices in the
present day, then travel into the future to see the consequences.
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Dynamic, realistic, large-scale sculpture of various animals will be used as segues to learning experiences about various adaptation strategies so that visitors
will understand not just how animals defend themselves and hunt, but also
how they reproduce and survive extremes of weather. Smaller galleries will
offer visitors the opportunity to interact with exhibits focused on four major
families of animals (birds, mammals, herptiles and arthropods).

This pavilion will focus on the adaptations that allow desert animals to survive
in a harsh, arid landscape where summer temperatures can exceed 120 degrees.
Curving walls will separate the experience into night and day since so many desert animals are nocturnal. Half of the space will be dim, cool and mysterious.
The other half will be bright, warm and airy. The gallery walls will be a rich
visual cornucopia depicting desert fauna, with various interactive experiences
that help visitors understand that, despite its beauty, the desert is a place where
the struggle for survival does not cease, a constant battle between predator and
prey. Private spaces will offer virtual experiences such as being a raptor floating
on the wind, searching for prey, or a mouse on the desert floor, hunting insects
while being hunted itself by snakes, coyotes and birds of prey.

The “Staying Alive ” Pavilion

Interior Architecture

Interior Architecture
The “Mysterious World” Pavilion
“Mysterious World” is a unique immersive experience that transports guests
into a world of wonder, mystery, and excitement. Guests are initiated into
the extraordinary wonders of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. They are not
passive spectators in this world – they are immersed in it and caught up in its
sights and sounds. Guests suddenly find themselves on top of a cliff helping a
fellow rock climber. Or become a water droplet, plummeting from the sky at 100
miles per hour only to be absorbed into a cactus flower opening in the springtime
sun. They could experience desert wildlife at night with “night vision.” Or become
an eyewitness to half a billion years of geologic history rising up around them in
seconds.
The experience utilizes synchronized video, theatrical lighting, background music,
sound effects and physical special effects. The main area is dominated by a dynamic composition of projection screens. These screens float in front of a backdrop capable of creating effects such as sunrise, daytime, sunset and nighttime with stars.
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Interior Architecture
The “Mysterious World” Pavilion
The drama of sunrise in the Sonoran Desert. Vivid
sky-shades of cobalt blue and shimmering gold (back
screen) shine on a desert filled with radiant wildflowers (front screens) in luminous shades of red, pink, orange, yellow and green. As the sunrise illuminates the
desert, the field of flowers grows and grows until it fills
the theater – the audience is engulfed in a riotous rainbow
of colorful flora.
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Interior Architecture
The “Mysterious World” Pavilion
The desert at “magic time” -- sunset. Artists come
here from all over the world to capture this bewitching, radiant, ephemeral shade of amber-gold light. Audience members find themselves bathed in this light,
and become part of this magic moment when nature
comes alive. It’s a moment beyond words – an ‘emotional
souvenir’ of this presentation.
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Interior Architecture
The “Mysterious World” Pavilion
How did the Sonoran Desert come to be? The dynamic
geologic history of 40 million years is telescoped into
seconds. Volcanoes explode with atomic force, generating red-hot liquid rock that flows off the screens into
the audience. The spent volcanoes collapse into calderas.
The land rumbles and rips art, producing new mountains
and valleys. This whole fiery story is in the rock, if you
know how to ‘read’ it…
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Concept Development
Sustainability Strategies
The DDC should, be by its very existence, be an environment that demonstrates a great deal about the future
of living in the Sonoran Desert. It needs to demonstrate a lot about “adaptation” of man in the desert. As such,
strong strategies of sustainable building concepts have been conceptually laid out for the pavilions, the parking
and the overall operations of the DDC. The various concepts and diagrams for the pavilions are outlined below.
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Concept Development
Sustainability Concepts

How will the Desert Discovery Center maintain a Sustainable Site?
By Selecting and Developing the Site Wisely
• Construction Activity Pollution Prevention Avoided to the Terms of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System*.
• The project has avoided developing land in danger of a 100 year flood, land that serves
as habitat for threatened or endangered species, land adjacent to wetlands or any water
body as consistent with the Clean Water Act, or land that had previously been public
parkland.
By Reducing Emissions Associated with Transportation
• Promotes alternative transportation by providing bicycle storage & shower facilities and
priority parking for low-emitting & fuel efficient vehicles.
• Provide Preferred Parking for Alternative Fuel Vehicles.
By Protecting Surrounding Habitats
• Site Disturbance is Limited to Minimal Areas Outside of Building and Hardscape Boundary.
By Managing Stormwater Runoff
• Post-Development Stormwater Discharge Rate Equal or Less Than the Pre-Development
Discharge Rate for 1 and 2 Year, 24 Hour Design Storms.
• 90% of Stormwater is Treated to Remove 80% of Contaminants and Pollutants (Total
Suspended Solids) via Permeable Paving and Rain Harvesting Strategies.
By Reducing the Heat Island Effect
• Urban Heat Island Reduced by Shading all Hardscape Surfaces with Landscaping, Solar
Panels, and High Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) Surfaces.
• Roof Structures Integrate a Combination of Vegetated Surfaces and High SRI Surfaces.
By Eliminating Light Pollution
• Excess Lighting and Glare Avoided Within the Project and at It’s Perimeter, Preserving
Night Sky Access.
By Planting Sustainable Landscapes

How will the Desert Discovery Center integrate Water Efficiency?
By Reducing Indoor Potable Water Consumption
• 1.0 gpf High Efficiency Toilet, Single Flush Power Assist (vs 1.6 gpf)
• 0.0 gpf Waterless Urinals (vs 1.0 gpf)
• 0.25 gpm Public Lavatories with Auto Sensors (vs 0.5 gpm)
• 1.8 gpm Low Flow Showers if applicable (vs 2.5 gpm)
• 1.8 gpm Kitchen and Janitorial Sink Faucets (vs 2.2 gpm)
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Concept Development
Sustainability Concepts

How will the Desert Discovery Center integrate Water Efficiency? (cont.)
By Reducing Water Consumption to Improve Environmental Well-Being
• Captured Rainwater
• Recycled Gray Water
By Monitoring Water Consumption Performance
By Practicing Water Efficient Landscaping
• Drought Tolerant Native Plant Species
• Efficient Irrigation Delivery Systems
• No Potable Water for Landscape Use
• Harvested Rainwater for Landscape Use
• Recycled Graywater for Landscape Use

How will the Desert Discovery Center conserve Materials & Resources?
By Selecting Sustainable Materials
• 20% of Materials (Based on Cost) are Comprised of Recycled Material
• 20% of Materials (Based on Cost) are Extracted, Harvested, or Manufactured within 500 Miles
• 2.5% of Materials (Based on Cost) are Renewable Within a 10 Year Cycle
• 50% of Wood Based Products are Certified by the Forestry Stewardship Council
By Practicing Waste Reduction
By Reducing Waste at Its Source
• 75% of Construction Waste Material Recycled and/or Salvaged
By Reusing and Recycling
• 10% of Materials (Based on Cost) are Salvaged, Refurbished or Reused
• Dedicated Area Provided For Collection and Storage of Recyclables

How will the Desert Discovery Center conserve & protect Energy & Atmosphere?
By Improving Energy Performance
• Energy Simulation to Verify 40% Improvement Over ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Appendix G*
By Tracking Building Energy Performance Through Design, Commissioning & Monitoring
• Designated Independent Commissioning Authority Verifies Energy System Design and Integration
• Implement Measurement and Verification Plan to Monitor Energy Use for a One Year Period
By Managing Refrigerants to Eliminate CFC’s
• Use Natural Refrigerants Such as Carbon Dioxide, Ammonia, or Propane
• Use Low Ozone Depletion HFC Refrigerants
By Using Renewable Energy
• Photo voltaic and Solar Thermal Systems to Offset 15% of Energy Requirements
• Purchase 35% of Building Energy Supply From Green-e Certified Source**
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Concept Development
Sustainability Concepts
How will the Desert Discovery Center ensure Indoor Environmental Quality?
By Managing Air Contaminants
• Smoking Prohibited Within 25 Feet of All Building Entries
• Monitored Ventilation from Outdoor Air
• Monitored Carbon Dioxide Within Interior Spaces
• Outdoor Air Ventilation Rate 30% Above ASHRAE 62.7-2007 Rates
• Implement Indoor Air Quality Management Plan During Construction
• Flush Out Buildings Prior to Occupancy to Remove Construction Pollutants
By Specifying Less Harmful Materials
• Utilize Low VOC Adhesives, Sealants, Paints, Coatings, Flooring & Composite Wood Products
• Remove Contaminants with Entry Walk Systems
• Exhaust to Provide Negative Pressure in Areas Housing Chemicals
By Allowing Occupants to Control Desired Settings
• Individually Controlled Task Lighting and Adjustable Multi-Occupant Lighting
• Optimize Thermal Comfort Systems for Hot and Mild Seasons
• Monitor Thermal Comfort Performance for 12 Months After Occupancy
By Providing Daylight and Views
• Document 25fc Daylight Illumination for 95% of Occupied Spaces
• Provide Exterior View Between 30”-90” Above Finish Floor For 90% of All Occupied Areas
By Improving Ventilation
• Mechanically Ventilated Interior Spaces
• Manually Ventilated Interior Spaces for Natural Ventilation and Thermal Comfort

How will the Desert Discovery Center propose Innovation in Design?
By Proposing Desert Roofscapes
• Shade environments
• Thermal Mass
By Proposing Desert Living Walls
• Tempered shade spaces
• Watered with otherwise unused building ‘perspiration’
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Concept Development
sustainability concepts
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Concept Development
Landscape Concepts & Themes
The visitors’ journey through the Desert Discovery Center will be a built experience of a mysterious walk through
the desert and its habitats. The following are the most dominant themes of this experiential walk:

Water
The life giving force of the desert is water and this is the underlying theme of the landscape site plan. It shapes
the topography, dictates densities and types of vegetation, habitation sites and was/ is the key to desert dwellers
ability to survive living in this harsh climate.
· Water harvesting methodology – from simple check dams and grading used for centuries to slow water - to
cisterns that hold roof run-off, ac condensate and gray water for re-use in irrigation and judicious water
features
· A small pond created by gray water that creates wildlife habitat viewing zones will continue to be studied.
Some believe this to be an inappropriate exhibit.

Microclimates
The multitude of outdoor landscape experiences will demonstrate the variations in temperature and sun patterns
that determine human comfort at various times of the day and year. Temperature gauges will measure the differences of sheltered vs. exposed spaces and the effects of different surfaces and plant material make to create
habitable spaces. The effects of microclimate will also be demonstrated with the plant communities that thrive
in different conditions.

Adaptation
The characteristics of desert plants will demonstrate how Sonoran desert plants have adapted to harsh light and
temperature conditions. Each plant will be accompanied by descriptions of the traits that allow for their survival
and humans will take away potential ideas for human survival from these examples.
Landscape architectural features such as living walls, shaded space, changes in grade, breezes and water harvesting structures will also show human and architectural ways of adaptation for the urban desert dweller.

Plant Biomes
Biomes of the bajada, desert ephemeral arroyo and desert riparian will be demonstrated through created and
existing landscape that exemplify these habitats.

Animal Habitats
The nests and homes of desert birds, reptiles and mammals will be demonstrated through larger than life examples built into the sunken living walls of the outdoor space at the children’s outdoor play area. These will align
with the ‘Hidden Worlds’ exhibits and be an interpretive and experiential play habitat for children. Kids will see
first hand what it is like to sleep in a fox hole and a hummingbird nest and a coyote den to name a few.

Senses of the Desert
The journey through the DDC will convey the multi-sensory experience of the desert. From the smell of creosote
to the vibrant flame red living walls of ‘Chuparosa Alley’ the visitor will be immersed into a desert experience that
awakens all of the senses. The entire landscape will be an explosion of native color and texture and shelter with
fragrances only found in the desert that identifies this unique place in the world.

Ethnobotanical Gardens
This could be a garden that demonstrates humans’ use of native plants for their survival.
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Concept Development
landscape concepts and themes
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Concept Development
Phasing and Expansion
The study team believes strongly that for the DDC to create the kind of media attention and
initial draw to the public that it should be built out entirely as currently conceptualized in the
initial phase. The various component of this are all interlinked and even though this is a multiple pavilion project no one piece of it can be considered without the other. Building the DDC
in a smaller form or phased should not be considered unless the initial program is completely
rethought and the business model becomes based less on a destination attraction and more as
a visitor center.
Should the DDC be successful as the survey and focus groups lead us to believe then the expansion of the facility is a clear probability. The site plan and floor plan concept give many different options for expansion in many different directions. While the overall plan and program
currently seems to be conceptually complete as time goes on elements of it may prove to be
more attractive to visitors or some unexpected event may occur that would give reason for expansion. It is clear that any expansion needs to be considered carefully so as to not overwhelm
the Preserve and be designed to be as integrated to the desert as this current concept and the
existing Gateway is.
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Section IV

Interpretive Exhibits

Interpretive Exhibits
Desert Discovery Center: Exhibit Concept Narrative
This document offers an overview of exhibit concepts for the Desert Discovery Center (DDC).
It is supplemental to the architectural and exhibit concept renderings that communicate the
feel of the linked pavilion interpretive approach visually. The core visitor experience includes
an exterior introductory module and six pavilion structures:
• Orientation and Introduction Node (exterior, not a separate pavilion, may be multiple
structures)
• Desert Seasons
• Mysterious World
• Staying Alive
• The Hidden Desert
• Human Adaptation
• Children of Tomorrow

Central Theme
The diverse adaptations that allow native plants and animals to survive in the harsh environment of the Sonoran Desert are a continual source of wonder to the careful observer, and a
wellspring of ideas and inspiration so that future generations will have adequate resources to
meet their needs, as well as the opportunity to experience the magic and mystery of the natural world.

Notes on the Use of Space Not Dedicated to Exhibits
Planners of informal learning facilities are regularly tasked to allocate space for special events,
festivals, lectures and temporary exhibitions. Operators of informal learning facilities sometimes struggle to maximize the potential of those spaces, which in some cases tend to lie unused for long periods.
The existing concept plan suggests two significant public spaces (other than retail/dining)
without permanent exhibits: the Desert Great Room and an amphitheatre. Maximizing use of
these spaces is critical to economically-efficient facility operation. It is also critical to tapping
the repeat local market and creating a unique word-of-mouth brand for the DDC.
Case studies of informal learning facilities (and a significant body of empirical evidence) suggest
that regularly-changing programming and the delivery of messaging by skilled personal interpreters are among the key attributes that differentiate exceptional facilities. The finest non-personal exhibitry on the planet lacks the magnetic appeal of quality personal interpretation.
The DDC’s success is tied to its enthusiastic acceptance by locals. If the product draws the local crowd,
the tourist crowd will follow. The best way to keep the local audience coming back, and to maximize
the use of space, will be to offer a continually-changing suite of high-quality interpretive programming in both the Desert Great Room and the amphitheatre.
We envision a seasonally-changing menu of interpretive offerings that will also change day-byday and even hour-by-hour. The essence of this concept is that anytime a visitor comes to the
DDC, they will be able to see something they haven’t seen before. We should strive to create a
vibrant, fair-like atmosphere, an environment in which a visitor can see a program, take a hike
and go to lunch, then return to the same space and see something totally different.
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The Great Room and the amphitheatre will be magnets for repeat visitation because there will
always be something going on, always something happening. There is a robust interest in volunteer support for the Preserve. While appropriate caution needs to be exercised by requiring
rigorous training of volunteers and careful monitoring of public contact, it appears reasonable
to assume that the human resources to deliver a very ambitious suite of regularly-changing
programming are available.
The second pathway to local acceptance (and efficient use of the Desert Great Room and amphitheatre spaces) goes through the school system. If the DDC is appreciated and valued by
local schoolchildren and educators, the hearts and minds of local parents will have been won.
We envision an assertive outreach to local school systems from the DDC. Facility managers
need to meet with local educators and develop an understanding of their challenges. Whatever
is needed to get the local kids to the DDC as part of their school experience needs to get done.
Those tasks might include developing age-specific programs to meet curriculum requirements,
providing transportation, priming the pump by delivering programs at schools, putting up a
kids-only website with interactive blogs and other activities, etc.
A third pathway to local acceptance is the presentation of temporary exhibitions. The powerful draw of traveling exhibitions such as Body Worlds is indisputable. The key issue, and one
which deserves in-depth discussion and consideration, is whether or not traveling exhibitions
(or art shows) that are not consistent with the interpretive themes of the DDC should be presented in the facility. A clear consensus emerged from Phase I work that the permanent exhibits should have a local focus, but whether this criterion should be strictly applied across the
board is an open question.
Finally: festivals and special events. The Desert Great Room will be a unique and powerful
magnet for events like corporate meetings, weddings and so forth. Rental of the space for such
events will likely provide an important revenue stream. But part of the creative vision for the
DDC needs to be unique festivals. It seems like every resort town in the West now has a jazz
festival, art walk and/or film festival. The process of final design for the DDC should include
developing the vision for several festivals that will be unique to the DDC and Scottsdale, something no one else is doing.
One possibility that has been discussed within the design team is the World Series of Interpretation. This event would bring the finest interpreters in the nation together for a week of
rotating presentations in the DDC public spaces. A small stipend to cover travel expenses (or
subsidies from local hotels for lodging, etc.) would probably be adequate incentive to draw a
small army of quality interpreters. They would present their programs (not necessarily using
DDC themes) on a rotating basis to facility visitors who would then be asked to rate the programs. At the end of the weeklong festival, the winning interpreters would be recognized at an
awards ceremony and receive a cash prize.
Creative use of the Desert Great Room and amphitheatre spaces for continually-changing programming, environmental education, temporary exhibitions and festivals will not only maximize revenue and efficiently utilize space, it will also create incentive for repeat visitation and
contribute to the development of a unique DDC brand.

Notes on Visitor Outcomes
The phrase “visitor outcomes” in this document is used to describe interpretive intent. The
purpose of an exhibit is stated in terms of what visitors will know, feel and do as a result of
their experience. Some planners use the phrases “teaching points” or “interpretive objectives”
instead. Whatever phrase is used, it is important to consider all three dimensions: cognitive/
intellectual (know), affective/emotional (feel) and behavioral (do).
The outcomes described in this document are the overarching interpretive objectives of the
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tors. It is not possible or desirable, at this point in the design process, to list every factoid that
will be part of DDC messaging.
Visitors to informal learning facilities rarely remember factual information for even a few days
(they remember feelings far longer). This is not to say that the DDC should not provide an engaging learning environment, but reality dictates that we should try to identify a handful of central
takeaway messages that every visitor, no matter their level of interest, will understand and retain.
There is a tendency to want to turn the development of visitor outcomes into a listing of facts we
want visitors to learn. We do not want to marginalize the importance of the DDC’s education function, but should we be measuring success or failure solely by cognitive outcomes, by whether or not
visitors remember a certain list of facts when they exit?
Is it a better measure of success if a given visitor is inspired to explore the desert (a behavioral outcome), and has a feeling of wonder at the Preserve’s marvelous community of plants and animals
(an affective/emotional outcome)?

Notes on Biological Perspective
The DDC will be focused on biota specific to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, which is dominated by a saguaro-palo verde forest plant community. The generally-accepted division of the
Sonoran Desert into six primary biomes will be used for context, with the caution that such
divisions almost always have fuzzy boundaries, are open to scientific debate and subject to
change as scholars rethink and reclassify. While the Phoenix metropolitan area is considered
to lie in the Lower Colorado River Valley Biome, the vegetation in the McDowell Mountains
is far more characteristic of the Arizona Upland Biome. The Preserve lies on an ecotone: the
biological richness that occurs at the confluence of different ecosystems should be the focus,
not the technical consideration of how it should be classified.
There are few distinct boundaries in the natural world, and our approach needs to emphasize
interconnectivity rather than division, an holistic perspective that views the planetary ecosystem
as a series of connected working parts.
The fact that the DDC lies on an ecotone is of particular importance in interpretation of the
area’s cultural as well as natural history. The bajadas that form at the base of sky island mountain ranges like the McDowells tend to be home to more diverse flora and fauna than either the
rocky slopes above them or the sun-baked valley floors below. Humans have found the bajada
environment to be conducive to habitation as well.
One of the defining attributes of the McDowell Mountains is a biological diversity that results
from a monsoon season, topographic variability and proximity to other biomes that contribute
to both floral and faunal diversity. The hilly terrain offers a wealth of microhabitats on varied
slope aspects and in shaded canyons, while ephemeral or permanent water creates even more
microhabitats: washes, seeps and springs.

Orientation and Introduction Nodes
This experience will offer orientation to the DDC facility and its amenities, an overview of the
great deserts of the world, an introduction to the Sonoran Desert, and a brief history of the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve. One of the “pull” exhibit techniques that will be used throughout
the facility to engage younger visitors will be introduced here as well.
Some exhibits “push” messages at visitors (watching an audiovisual presentation, for instance).
But research on visitor outcomes has consistently shown that actively engaged users learn
more and enjoy themselves more. This knowledge is reflected in the contemporary emphasis
on interactivity in informal learning as compared to the more passive viewing (i.e. looking at
artifact cases and dioramas) characteristic of traditional museum experiences. Effective modern exhibitry asks visitors to reach out and “pull” the message in.
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The technique recommended here is a simple, low-tech way to stimulate and maintain interest
in the audience segment aged 3-12, but it will be available to adult visitors as well. Interested
visitors will be encouraged to carry a special flashlight with them during their visit. Text and
graphic content that is visible only when the flashlight is shone on a surface will be located
throughout the exhibit pavilions. When visitors shine their light on the correct spot, they
will discover supplemental artwork and information that adds a layer of detail to the primary
exhibit. The invisible messages are a value-added reward for engaged visitors willing to reach
out and “pull” the content.
Two or three levels of message content will be developed to appeal to different age groups from
toddlers to adults. It is easy to imagine a scavenger hunt game to engage the younger crowd,
while many adults will also enjoy the opportunity to search and discover. This technique will
allow an additional level of experience to be affordably created without adding any visual or
textual clutter to the pavilions.
The initial concept of using an oversized globe as the physical centerpiece of this exhibit did
not receive strong support. It has been discarded. The current thinking is that as many as
three different structures will be utilized to deliver the orientation information visitors need,
as well as introductory interpretive material (i.e. to answer the question “What is a desert?”)
and other messages that place the Sonoran Desert and the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in ecological context. These structures will be an integral part of the landscape experience, offering
shade and seating so that they will function not only as exhibit experiences, but also as resting
spaces.

Orientation and Introduction Nodes Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this interpretive experience, a majority of visitors will:
• feel welcomed
• be stimulated to learn more about the Sonoran Desert
• know where specific topics, types of experiences and amenities such as restrooms and dining
are located in the DDC, and have all the information they need to plan an enjoyable visit
• know that the Sonoran Desert is the most biologically-diverse desert on the planet
• be able to provide a working definition of the word “desert”
• feel appreciation for the City of Scottsdale’s taxpayers, who paid for the acquisition of Preserve lands, and the activists who worked for the passage of the sales tax
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Desert Seasons
This pavilion will offer a somewhat non-traditional viewpoint of the seasons, utilizing both the
scientific perspective of five rather than four seasons and the Native American viewpoint of
marking the year’s passage with twelve moons. The focus will be on natural rhythms and cycles
with an emphasis on climate and plant adaptations.
The Desert Seasons pavilion will feature:
• Spiral of the Seasons: a curving, walk-in structure that takes visitors on a tour of a year in
the Preserve
• Many-Colored Desert: an interactive, raised-relief map of the Sonoran Desert
• Tom’s Thumb Theatre: an immersive mini-theatre experience focused on geology
• Cactus/Agave Gallery: images of the cacti of the Preserve, a saguaro sculpture, a learning
station and interactive exhibits
• Woody Plant Gallery: images of the woody plants of the Preserve with a learning station and
interactive exhibits
• Herbaceous Plant Gallery: images of the flowering plants of the Preserve with a learning station and interactive exhibits

Notes on Docent Stations
The importance of personal interpretive services as an integral part of the DDC experience
cannot be overestimated. The finest and most well-crafted exhibits typically do not have as
powerful an impact on visitors as messages delivered by a talented interpreter.
A docent station is proposed for each of the five primary exhibit galleries. A flexible sort of
“non-structure” is envisioned, one that will allow, for instance, a volunteer to deploy a counter
to set up a display of objects such as cactus ribs, feathers or minerals, etc., for a learning activity. Each station will be configured in such a way as to allow for changing out graphic elements
and making other adjustments that might be needed to allow the docent interpreters to give
their creativity full rein.
There are hundreds of volunteers eager to make the DDC a vibrant community center. The
docent station concept responds to the tremendous potential for robust personal interpretive
services that is created by this wealth of human resources. These stations are also envisioned
as places where organizations such as the Center for Native and Urban Wildlife, Phoenix Herpetological Society, Liberty Wildlife and Southwest Wildlife can pitch their conservation messages and enhance the DDC visitor experience by displaying live animals. Should the local
Native American tribes wish to become involved in DDC programming, these stations would
provide the space needed for them to reach out to the visitor population.
The docent stations are not intended to be changeable exhibit space for non-personal exhibitry,
rather they are intended to create venues for personal interaction that will add the color and
warmth of the human touch to the DDC interpretive experience.
Identifying techniques that will stimulate repeat visits by local residents is a key objective of
this process. The presence of different docents interpreting different themes on different days
appears to be a positive way of achieving this objective while generating a high degree of community involvement and commitment.

Spiral of the Seasons
Visitors will encounter a spiral-shaped structure of gracefully curving walls hinting at something special within. Horizontal linear elements following the spiral will suggest the pulse of
life as they trace seasonal variations in temperature, rainfall and other natural phenomena. A
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walk inside the spiral will take the visitor on a tour of a year in the desert, with imagery of the
plants that bloom at a certain time, migratory birds that are arriving or leaving, other animals
that may be going through mating rituals or bearing young, what sort of weather is typical and
so forth.
Interactive, three-dimensional exhibits spaced at intervals along the spiral will provide opportunities that help visitors understand the adaptations that allow plants to survive the desert’s
climatic extremes. The spiral tour will include stories about unusual relationships between
plants and pollinators, as well as the way desert microclimates shape species composition.
Visitors will be able to follow certain plants and animals through an entire year. For instance,
a spadefoot will be depicted in its dormant state, burrowed into the ground, at most times of
the year, to be shown in its mating ritual during the monsoon. A seed will be followed from
germination through an entire annual life cycle.
The spiral of seasons will feature an elaborate image array at its center, with multiple photographs of the Preserve in different seasons and at different times of day. We envision hundreds
of images.

The Many-Colored Desert
An interactive, raised-relief map will tell the story of the various biomes that constitute the
Sonoran Desert, with particular emphasis on the biota of the Preserve, the Arizona Upland and
Lower Colorado subdivisions of the Sonoran Desert and the ecotonal bajada between upland
and valley floor on which the DDC will be located.
A large, table-style map will be the centerpiece of this engaging multimedia experience intended to generate relatively lengthy visitor stays.
The map will be a free-standing, walkaround structure with a four-sided screen suspended
above it. Visitors will engage the map using interfaces mounted on the map railing. Only one
interface will be available for choice-making at a time, but all will display the same visuals.
Whichever interface is in use will override the others, e.g. as soon as a visitor begins using one
of the interfaces, the other will not accept user instructions, but will continue to show all the
visual content. It may be necessary to limit users’ time at the decision interface on days with
heavy visitor loads.
Map users will be able to choose from a menu of programmed macro-stories, and choose from
subthemes within the stories. The interfaces will allow levels of engagement from simply activating a macro-story to self-directed inquiry on a specific, local level.
An example of a programmed macro-story might be “Microclimates of the Desert,” with subcategories such as “washes” and “seeps.” When a visitor chooses the “wash” option on the
touchscreen, several things will happen simultaneously. The laser projector will trace an area
on the map in decreasing concentric circles, gradually focusing in on a “dot” location (in this
case, on the Preserve). While that is occurring, the suspended screens and inset screens on the
user interfaces will show a zoom-in from a satellite image of the landscape to a closeup view
of a wash. Once the closeup/detail imagery is appearing on the screens, a brief narration will
begin. Audio will be delivered using listening cones suspended above the interfaces and/or
listening wands mounted on the map railing.
Macro-stories will include themes along the lines of “Plant Communities of the Sonoran Desert,” which would use screen imagery and map-tracing to show the range of various plants and
how scientists use them to define ecosystems. Here again, selection of a subcategory, such as a
specific plant species, would trigger a zoom-in and brief audiovisual presentation (at the user’s
discretion).
The map will be of particular value in interpreting birds. For instance, selection of “Birds of
the Sonoran Desert” will open up a sub-menu that will allow users to select a specific species of
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interest. Once chosen, the laser will trace the bird’s breeding/wintering ranges and migration
routes on the map while the screens offer an audiovisual presentation that acquaints visitors
with the natural history of the bird.
Four languages are recommended for these and other touchscreen interfaces: English, Spanish, German and Japanese.

Tom’s Thumb Theatre
Tom’s Thumb Theatre will present a mini-immersive experience, delivering the geology theme
via a brief audiovisual presentation. It will use animation and narration to help visitors understand the natural processes that shaped the landscape we see today.
The theatre structure will be a scale model of Tom’s Thumb, blended into a mural on the wall.
Various exhibitry accompanying the structure (such as stratigraphic columns, displays of
touchable minerals, schematic representations of geologic forces and aerial photography) will
introduce visitors to the basics of geology.
The film will be in the neighborhood of 5-7 minutes long, with the first part dedicated to an
explanation of the how the basin-and-range topography of the Southwest was created, and
where/how the natural processes that formed the Mcdowells can be observed in the contemporary landscape. The narrator will be a climber, and the film will open with a climbing scene
on Tom’s Thumb, using imagery obtained with a helmet camera. The narrator will be one of
the climbers, who will begin the narration from the top of the formation. Sweeping views of
the surrounding landscape will challenge visitors to understand how the basin-and-range landscape came into existence. The film will then shift to animation (using the same narrator) to
demonstrate the geologic forces that shaped the Desert Southwest.
The seats in this mini-theatre will be of the kind that can transmit shaking and vibration, so
that screen images can be supplemented with a tactile experience. The culmination of the AV
presentation will be a re-creation of the Marcus Landslide event, with viewers at the bottom of
a reconstructed range (pre-landslide) that will then come crashing down towards them. As the
seats shake and lights dim, an avalanche of rocks will descend towards the audience and “bury”
them as the screen fades to black.

Cactus, Woody Plant and Herbaceous Galleries
These galleries will provide visitors a somewhat secluded, relatively more contemplative experience with opportunities for in-depth learning about specific plant species and adaptations.
The structures are envisioned as being semi-circular in shape, placed against a wall or in a
corner. The outward-curving walls of the galleries will feature projection screens displaying
dramatic, large-format, full-color photos of representative Sonoran Desert plants. The photos
will morph from one into another other periodically. Another large, static image will be placed
on the gallery wall at the back of the space.
Two elongated ovoid reader rails (or other exhibit structures similar in scale) will be mounted on
the concave, inner surfaces of the gallery walls. These will deliver the basic interpretation that
helps visitors understand the suite of adaptations that allows desert plants to survive climatic
extremes. At least two mechanical or touchable interactive elements will be included in each gallery. Photo arrays on the inner walls will offer a collage of photos that depict plants organized by
the five Sonoran seasons: summer monsoon, autumn, winter, spring and foresummer.
A discovery portal will be located in the center of the gallery space. Its opening screen will
show the photo collages, and a touch on a given image will take the visitor to another screen
(or set of screens) that gives the natural history of that species. This information will be supplemented with artistic interpretations of the plants from a variety of artists, ethnobotanical information (historical and contemporary human uses of the plant) and also any Native
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American or other historical legends that might be associated with it.
The information portals will include various identification games, Q-and-A challenges and other
elements that will actively engage visitors beyond the simple reading/viewing of information.

Notes on Discovery Portals
Circular, floor-mounted discovery portals will be an integral component of a number of DDC
exhibit experiences. The intent of providing similar structures is to increase visitors’ comfort
levels: they will recognize each structure as a vehicle they can use to delve more deeply into
exhibit content and enjoy interactive learning experiences on the cyber-level.
The upper surface will be a circular screen that will allow for use by up to four users at one time.
If a single user activates the interface, the imagery will fill the entire surface. Two users would
result in a split-screen, while if there are three or four users, each will have access to a dedicated
screen defined by an arc across either 120 or 90 degrees of the circle.
The intent is to familiarize visitors with the portals early in their experience, encouraging use
even in visitors who might not be comfortable with a touchscreen interface (a population segment that is steadily shrinking). An important component of the design intent is to limit the
amount of text content that will need to be delivered via media such as graphic panels.

Desert Seasons Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this interpretive experience, a majority of visitors will:
• feel a sense of wonder at the biodiversity of the Sonoran Desert
• know that the McDowell Sonoran Preserve has distinct seasons, even though the change
of seasons may not be as readily-apparent as the change of seasons in temperate climates
• be able to define “monsoon” in the context of the Sonoran Desert
• be motivated to take a hike on the Preserve
• know that the Sonoran Desert has several distinct plant communities, and that the McDowell Mountains lie on a transition zone between the Upland Arizona division and the
Lower Colorado River division
• be stimulated to visit other exhibit galleries
• be able to name and describe three specific adaptations of plants endemic to the Preserve
• be able to identify three plants endemic to the Preserve in the field
• be able to define the phrases “basin-and-range” and “sky island”
• be able to describe the geologic processes that created the McDowell Mountains
• feel excited and even a little frightened by the Tom’s Thumb Theatre experience.
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Mysterious World
This pavilion will be the venue in which visitors take part in an immersive, multimedia experience. They will view the show seated on irregularly-shaped, terraced benches. The primary
viewing area will be dominated by a composition of projection screens that float in front of
a seamless backdrop. The backdrop has the capability to bend time by delivering effects such
as sunrise, sunset, daytime and nighttime. A sculpted landform in front of the backdrop will
create a stage-like structure that blends the main show area with the seating area. Projected
images and special lighting effects will spill off the screens and onto the audience.
Mysterious World is far more than a documentary presentation about the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve. In the space of ten to twelve minutes, guests will be transported into a world of wonder, mystery and excitement. Manipulation of scale, space and time are keys to the experience.
Visitors may find themselves the size of ant, facing down a gigantic lizard. They could become
a water droplet plummeting from the sky, or become a witness to all of geologic history as billions of years of planetary history are projected around them in a space of less than a minute.
Mysterious World is not just about high-tech, it’s about people and their relationship with the
desert. The experience will be narrated by three hosts to provide the human touch, the warmth
and sensibility that will connect visitors with the story being told.
“Initiation” will be narrated by an elderly woman who migrated to the desert for her health.
An artist, she is at first uninspired by her new desert home until she starts to try to capture
it on canvas. Then she becomes progressively more enchanted with the light, the colors, the
fascinating animals and plants, and she is eager to share her enthusiasm for Sonoran beauty
with others.
“Revelation” will be narrated by a charismatic teacher in his 30s. He is the docent/guide/interpreter who reveals the desert at night to his “students.” Building on the aesthetic view of
the Sonoran Desert presented in the first piece, this piece gives the intellectual point of view,
delivering the message that the desert is a place of wonder and complex interconnection that
we can spend a lifetime studying and still never fully understand.
“Invitation” focuses on a family of hikers with a 9-year-old Native American girl as narrator.
She goes hiking with her grandfather, who perceives himself as a steward of the land and presents the indigenous point of view as far as people’s relationship with the land. He teaches his
granddaughter different ways of looking at the desert, different ways of understanding the
dynamics between flora and fauna, inviting the audience to get out on the Preserve and have
their own unique experience.
Mysterious World is envisioned as a unique, dynamic experience that will be a key attribute of
the DDC brand, and a don’t-miss item on the itinerary of Scottsdale visitors.

Mysterious World Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this visitor experience, a majority of visitors will:
• feel a sense of wonder
• be stimulated to get out on the Preserve and take a hike
• feel differently about the desert and their relationship to it
• tell friends and family that the DDC is a “don’t-miss” experience with a great multimedia
presentation
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Staying Alive
This pavilion will challenge visitors to look at life in the desert from the perspective of faunal
adaptations for survival. It will focus on how Sonoran animals meet the challenges of extreme
heat and aridity, and acquaint visitors with the techniques desert animals use to get food, survive predation and reproduce.
The Staying Alive pavilion will feature:
• Desert After Dark: a virtual hunting experience at night using vision, smell and thermal sensing
• Airborne Enemy: a virtual hunting experience during the day using vision
• Twilight Wall: large-scale mural of an evening desert scene with multiple interactive elements
• Dawn Wall: large-scale mural of a morning desert scene with multiple interactive elements
• Couch’s Spadefoot Sculpture: adaptations include estivation, body morphology, chemical
defense, metabolic adjustment, accelerated reproductive cycle
• Grasshopper Mouse/Darkling Beetle Sculpture: adaptations include chemical defense, territorial defense, immunity to venom(s),hunting/killing techniques similar to large predators
• Tortoise Combat Sculpture: adaptations include body morphology, urine concentration,
hibernation, avoidance, metabolic adjustment
• Costa’s Hummingbird at Chuparosa Sculpture: adaptations include torpor, morphology,
migration, posture, plumage compression; shedding leaves, succulence
Two large, gently-curving walls will separate the Staying Alive pavilion into night and day sides,
emphasizing the fact that so many desert animals are nocturnal. Half of the space will be dim,
cool and mysterious. The other half will be bright, warm and airy. The dividing walls, and the
walls of the pavilion itself, will be a rich visual cornucopia depicting desert fauna in their native habitat, with various interactive experiences to help visitors understand that, despite its
beauty, the desert is a place where the struggle for survival does not cease: a constant battle
between predator and prey played out on a stage where every life form must meet the ongoing
challenges of climatic extremes.

Dawn Wall
The Dawn Wall experience will occur on the night side of the pavilion, suggesting the transition
from night to day. The mural will be a sweeping desert scene in the golden light of early morning. We envision a diorama-style depiction, with far more creatures in the scene than would ever
occur at the same place/time in reality. At first glance, the mural will appear to be a static, twodimensional work of art. But the surface will be rich with opportunities for discovery and interaction. The first level of interaction will be available to visitors using the flashlights previously
discussed. An entire world of imagery and ideas will be revealed by the simple act of shining a
light on the surface. Visitors using the flashlights will be able to see, for instance, an x-ray view
of a rattler’s hollow fangs, heat radiating from a jackrabbit’s ears, toads and insects burrowed in
the ground, a lizard absorbing solar heat and so forth.
The second level of interaction will be activated mechanically. A series of doors and sliders will
be hidden in the mural, at first glance appearing to be part of the scene. But by opening the
portals, visitors will discover another world of information. The focus will be on the life histories of various animals in the scene. One of the doors, for instance, might be concealed in the
part of the scene that shows the paw of a mountain lion. When opened, a touchable replication
of the paw will be revealed so visitors can appreciate its size and marvel at its deadly claws. As
another example, moving a slider concealed over the image of a vulture’s legs will reveal a video
screen that shows how the blood vessels in its legs dilate to dissipate heat (and even how the
animal urinates on its legs to trigger evaporative cooling).
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Twilight Wall
The Twilight Wall experience will occur on the opposite (day) side of the Staying Alive pavilion,
suggesting the transition from day to night. The mural will be a desert scene at twilight, during
the transition time when many creatures emerge from hiding and sheltering from the heat of
the day. Visitors will use the same discovery techniques to interact with the mural: searching
for hidden imagery using ultraviolet flashlights or manipulating doors and sliders to find various experiences concealed behind the surface.
Two virtual experience chambers will be part of the visitor experience, one on each side:

Airborne Enemy
The dayside hunting experience will ask the visitor to become a raptor such as a Harris’ hawk.
The user will enter a black-box chamber in which multiple projection screens show a sweeping
aerial view of the McDowell Mountains. An audio track will provide the necessary instruction for visitors to learn the use of a handheld interface (similar to a Wii controller). Once
acquainted with the use of the interface, visitors will be challenged to fly over the landscape in
search of prey on the ground below.

Desert After Dark
The nightside hunting experience will ask the visitor to become, in turn, a snake and a
cougar. Two black-box chambers will offer the experience of hunting by heat sensing or
by vision and sound.
Visitors taking part in the heat-sensing hunting experience will be seated in a chamber in
which multiple projection screens depict a shadowy nighttime scene from the perspective of
a pit viper on the ground. They will get audio instruction on how to use a simple controller to
move around the scene (with the dim shapes of rock and cacti towering above) or hide and lie
in wait for prey to appear. The virtual prey will appear as thermal signatures. The successful
hunter will strike at a mouse-sized image using the controller, while the unsuccessful hunter
will fail to sense the approach of a king snake and be killed and eaten itself, or sense the approach of the giant thermal signature of a human and be forced to retreat into hiding or strike
out in defense.
Visitors who become a cougar will use a controller to move around a larger-scale nighttime
scene lit similarly to the view our soldiers see with their night-vision goggles. They will get
clues from both their vision and an audio track where deer might be located, mimicking the
manner in which the cougar uses both sound, sight and smell to locate its prey (for obvious
reasons, the scent cues will need to translated into auditory cues). Once they detect prey, visitors will be challenged to stalk it. The successful hunter will take a path toward the deer that
avoids making any sound; should they take the wrong path, and step on a twig or approach the
herd from upwind, the deer will flee and the cougar will go hungry.

Sculpture
The open spaces on either side of the day/night dividing walls will feature dramatic, realistic,
large-scale sculptures. Visitors will interact with the sculptures on two different levels: concealed images and messages on the figures will appear to flashlight users, and discovery portals
will offer in-depth interpretation and various cyber-based interactive activities. The sculpture
that is envisioned is not representational: it will be anatomically-correct, and the only artistic
license taken will be that of manipulating scale. Monochromatic sculpture is recommended, to
be crafted from metal or even concrete. Innovative use of a recycled material is suggested, to
create an additional interpretive modality and remain true to the sustainability/conservation
message of the DDC.
Generating emotional response is a critical consideration in this exhibit space. The affective
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outcomes that will be generated include fear (by putting visitors in the perspective of prey
animals), pity/sadness (several animals will be about to be eaten) and admiration/awe (the efficient killing tools of predators will be vividly portrayed).
A discovery portal associated with each sculpture will offer interpretation of the specific adaptations that are portrayed in the sculpture, with both photographic and/or film imagery depicting Sonoran Desert species that utilize the same/similar adaptation. The portals will also
provide quiz situations, identification challenges and other electronic interactive activities to
engage users at all levels of interest and ability.
The portals will be able to function as research libraries as well. There is no compelling reason why in-depth natural histories should not be provided: doing so creates no visual clutter,
requires no physical space and presents no major technological challenges. Such resources,
combined with good pre- and post-visit curriculum guides, will be an important component of
the suites of assets that attract school field trips and make the DDC an important contributor
to environmental education in the Greater Phoenix area.

Staying Alive Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this interpretive experience, a majority of visitors will:
• be able to describe three adaptations that help animals survive climatic extremes
• know that many desert animals are nocturnal
• be able to describe three adaptations that help prey animals avoid being eaten
• be moved by the drama of survival in the Sonoran Desert
• be able to identify and describe five desert animals with which they were not previously
familiar
• feel empathy for prey animals
• be able to describe two different hunting techniques used by desert predators.
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The Hidden Desert
The Hidden Desert pavilion will offer visitors the opportunity to take a long look at worlds they
cannot see through ordinary observation, and encourage them to learn new ways of looking at
the natural world of Sonora.
The Hidden Desert pavilion will include:
• World Beneath Our Feet: an interactive soil profile
• Wildlife Cams: real-time snapshots of life on the Preserve; on-demand, searchable archival footage
• Snake’s-Eye View Theatre: a different perspective on the desert world
• The Secret Sex Lives of Plants: basics of pollination and weird/wonderful relationships
• Ant Habitat: social life and cooperation in the insect world
• Bee Habitat: the world of the cactus bee
• Reptile Habitats: Gila monster et al.

Soil Profile
An entire wall will be made of transparent plexiglass so that a view of the soil behind it is revealed. This wall will actually be below finished grade if engineering issues (drainage, etc.) can
be effectively addressed. Visitors will see animals in burrows; activate video that shows microscopic soil life; learn how the caliche layer forms; understand cryptobiotic crust (and why they
need to stay on trails to avoid damaging it) and pull out drawers that reveal touchable minerals and other objects that docents can change out to support various programs. Large-scale
imagery/sculpture of some of the truly beautiful microbes that inhabit healthy soils (diatoms,
rotifers, etc.) will be used to create a unique aesthetic experience.
Pending consideration of engineering challenges and consultation with entomological specialists, a live ant colony and/or underground bee habitat may be integrated into the soil profile.

Wildlife Cam
The wildlife cam concept responds primarily to the fact that many desert animals are nocturnal
and secretive. Even people who have lived their entire lives in the Southwest have probably
never a cougar, Gila monster or Arizona’s state mammal, the ringtail.
This exhibit will be much more than live feeds from cameras at Preserve watering stations, but
it begins there. The goal is to create as rich and dramatic a virtual wildlife-viewing experience
as possible, even for visitors who may never set foot on a trail. The core concept is to bring the
outside in by transmitting on-ground imagery from the Preserve into the DDC.
Cameras equipped for infrared night photography will be placed at watering stations, with additional cameras at various viewpoints throughout the Preserve (i.e. on top of a ridge, offering a
view of the Phoenix metropolitan area or looking down the opposite side of the range across the
Marcus Landslide, etc.). These will provide live feeds via a wireless network to a set of monitors
in the gallery. This bank of screens will be the primary exhibit structure.
Anybody who has ever tried their hand at wildlife photography is painfully aware that it involves
many hours of patient, sometimes unproductive waiting for something to happen. It is a certainty that there be little or no wildlife action in the cameras’ viewsheds for long periods. So,
in addition to the live feeds, a user interface that will allow visitors to view archival imagery on
demand will be provided. As time goes by, the DDC should be able to build a library of footage
that will be of interest not just to casual visitors, but to the scientific community as well. Once a
library of imagery accumulates, it will be searchable so that visitors can look for footage in their
area of interest.
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Animals on the Preserve are known to use abandoned mines as habitat, particularly bats.
Placement of infrared cameras inside the mouth of one of these manmade caves might yield
some excellent images of the bats that few people ever get a really good look at (unless one gets
trapped inside their house).
The bird life of the Sonoran Desert is particularly diverse and colorful, and birders are a small but important DDC audience. Engaged birders tend to be ardent conservationists who are very knowledgeable
about the natural world (many local birders are undoubtedly already strong supporters of the Preserve).
To the extent that it can achieved without disturbing the animals (consultation with wildlife authorities
and experts is obviously indicated), nest cams and cameras in other locations likely to yield imagery of
birds will be deployed. A log of sightings, to be available via the internet, is suggested. Keeping such a
log of bird sightings (both personal and via camera feeds) will require a commitment from volunteers,
but here again we are making the assumption of a committed group of volunteers. The log will be made
available as a blog so that it functions as a dialogue to which local birders can contribute.

The Secret Sex Lives of Plants
The role of pollinators in the maintenance of healthy plant communities, as well as food production, may be one of the most under-appreciated phenomena in the natural world. This
exhibit space will have a two-pronged focus: to increase visitors’ appreciation and understanding of the role of pollinators, and to provide an entertaining look at some of the fascinating,
unusual relationships between plants and insects.
We envision a single gallery of the same general shape and feel as the three galleries proposed
for the Desert Seasons pavilion. It will be a semi-secluded space, separated from the primary
exhibit space by two curving wall structures. The surfaces facing the primary exhibit space
will be constructed from large projection screens. Micro-photography will dominate, featuring
images of various insects at mega-scale, and close-ups of flowers and the reproductive organs
of plants. The images will morph from one into another. The interior surfaces of the walls
will feature arrays of still photos. Two reader rail structures will be mounted on the interior,
convex surfaces of the walls to introduce visitors to the basics of plant reproduction and pollination. Large-scale touchable elements will help visitors grasp the various structures within
a flower, and lightbox-style viewers will demonstrate the visual cues that help insects find the
plants that sustain them.
A discovery portal located in the center of the interior space will offer an array of engaging games,
quizzes and other activities. It will include a library/research function with access to in-depth
natural histories of both plants and insects, but its primary function will be to deliver entertaining and interesting video of plants and their pollinators in keeping with the pavilion subtheme of
revealing natural phenomena that are difficult or impossible to view in the real world.
The design goal will be to have video available for every plant and insect portrayed in the photo arrays. The images will be reproduced on the opening screen so that visitors will be able to easily find
information about species from the arrays that are particularly appealing or interesting to them.

Snake’s Eye View Theatre
The Snake’s-Eye View Theatre experience is conceived as a black box in the exhibit space that will
offer a short (5-7 minute) feature film to small groups. A capacity of 6-8 persons seems appropriate so that an extended family group can be accommodated. One of the functions of this experience will be to address illogical fears of the desert that are common to many persons unfamiliar
with the environment. By showing visitors how large a human being is in comparison to some of
the animals that typically induce fear, and by offering behavioral orientation, exploration on the
Preserve will be encouraged and fear will be replaced with curiosity and even empathy.
The screen in the theatre will be mounted high in the space, tilted downward so that visitors
seated in reclining chairs will have a comfortable, predominantly upward viewing angle.
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The story will begin with a male parent and a female child in a setting outside the DDC. The
parent will be encouraging the kid to take a walk in the desert, but the kid resists, being fearful of snakes. The parent begins a dialogue that starts along the lines of: “Suppose you were a
snake? And didn’t have any arms or legs? And had to crawl around on the ground? Can you
imagine that?” The kid starts thinking, and a dream-like sequence begins: the scene morphs
so that the perspective of the viewer is from ground level, looking upward. The visuals will
show hikers passing by: in this perspective they are enormous giants, their boots crunching
loudly on the trail as they walk past. The dialogue between parent and child continues, with
the parent trying to get the kid to understand that snakes are likely far more scared of humans
than humans are scared of snakes. When another hiking group comes by, one of the hikers
shouts in fear “It’s a snake! Kill it, quick!” At this point in the experience, the view is of rapid
flight over the ground until the snake crawls beneath a rock as the screen fades to black. The
camera returns to the scene outside the DDC, and after dad calms the kid, he becomes the narrator of a brief multimedia overview of how snakes evolved, how they are adapted to live in the
desert, and how they have been the target of illogical fears for most of human history. This
mini-lecture provides a segue to a discussion of trail ethics, wildlife-viewing ethics, etc. The
closing scene shows father and daughter happily hiking off into the Preserve.

Reptile Habitats
Tasteful and innovative display of small live animals is envisioned as a key component of the visitor experience in this pavilion, even though Phase I research found little support for the DDC to
be a zoo in the strict sense of the term. That said, the Sonoran Desert has a rich and fascinating
assortment of insects (bees, in particular) and arthropods. Some of these creepy-crawlies (certain tarantulas, for instance, and scorpions) might even be considered iconic. Some species have
specific adaptations to the desert environment that make interpreting them solidly theme-appropriate in the overall context of the DDC. It is appropriate, as well, within the thematic context
of the pavilion to show visitors small animals that they probably won’t encounter even on an
extended nature hike: a Gila monster, for instance, or various snakes that hunt at night.
There is no such thing as a manufactured exhibit that is as compelling as a live animal. Nothing
resonates more with visitors, particularly the younger audience, than living, breathing creatures.
We have good reason to believe that the DDC will have a strong base of volunteer support, a factor
that partially mitigates the issue of maintenance (as will the choice to not display large mammals or
birds). Pending more discussion with experts and stakeholders, we envision that the Hidden Desert pavilion will include tasteful displays of small live animals such as arthropods and herptiles.

The Hidden Desert Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this interpretive experience, a majority of visitors will:
• be motivated to apply new observational skills on the Preserve
• know that healthy soil is a living community of plant and animal species
• be fascinated by images of wildlife on the Preserve, and motivated to take a hike
• be able to describe, in layperson’s terms, the biology of plant reproduction
• appreciate the critical role that pollinators play in maintaining natural plant communities
as well as food crops
• be able to describe two plant/pollinator relationships
• know that burrowing is one of the most common adaptations of desert animals, and that
most desert animals are active at night
• feel empathy with desert animals such as snakes that are typically feared and disliked by humans
• feel appreciation at the opportunity to see live animals they have never seen.
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Human Adaptation
The Human Adaptation pavilion will encourage visitors to consider how humans have adapted
to the desert: the technologies used by prehistoric and historic cultures, how contemporary
human societies have utilized natural resources, and how future societies will need to adapt.
For millennia, humans have adapted to the desert environment by manipulating water, so the
centerpiece of the human adaptation pavilion will be a large-scale, interactive exhibit that interprets water allocation. The pavilion will be organized in a generally circular motif that will
include the water exhibit and four period environments tied together with the tagline “Changing Times”:
• Water Allocation: a marriage of water, art and interactive learning
• Hohokam Environment: manipulation of water by the first human inhabitants of the
Valley of the Sun
• Cowboy Environment: the importation of EuroAmerican land use models into the McDowell Mountains
• Fifties Environment: boomtown, urban sprawl and adapting the desert to meet human needs
• Contemporary/Near-Future Environment: adapting human society to meet the demands
of the desert.
Readers should not assume that “Changing Times” will be a traditional museum-style experience with re-created period environments whose primary purpose is the display of artifacts.
Nor should the assumption be made that equal weight will be given to each period. Adaptation
is the key theme, and both individual and societal adaptations that will enhance the possibility of a sustainable future will receive the greatest emphasis: the contemporary/near-future
environment will receive the largest space allocation and greatest emphasis. The other three
environments will “set the table” by providing historical context.
Were there to be an exit quiz as visitors left this pavilion, the critical question would be: “What
adaptations must human society make to create a sustainable future in the desert?” This might
also be stated: “What three (or five, or ten) things can you do to help create a sustainable human society in a desert environment?”

Water Allocation
This exhibit concept is not a fountain, and it should not be perceived as a decorative water feature.
It is an interactive exhibit intended to help visitors understand water allocation. It is purposeful
in an educational sense, and that will be its primary function. The fact that it will also function
as a work of art should not be taken to mean that its primary purpose is decorative.
The water allocation exhibit is envisioned as being at once substantial and ephemeral, a complex
cylindrical structure of vertically-oriented reflective elements down which water trickles from a
light well into a massive crucible.
Water will flow down strands of reflective (i.e. stainless steel) or translucent (i.e. acrylic) material in the manner of a rain chain. The volume will be representative of the surface water available to Southern Arizona (essentially the flow of the Colorado, Salt and Gila rivers). Symbols
within the crucible or floating on the surface of the water will represent various users of the
water: the cities and towns of Arizona, farmers in California and Mexico, industrial/domestic
users in Southern California and so forth.
Visitors will be able to manipulate the water flow with interfaces mounted on the crucible to
show how the delivery of available water has changed over time through engineering works.
For instance, moving a lever might represent the diversion of water from the Colorado River
to Southern California. This will change the flow by altering the angle of one of the strands so
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that a certain amount of water is diverted from its natural destination in the Sea of Cortez to
Los Angeles. LED lighting within the structure, or track lighting mounted outside it, may be
used to illuminate the points in the sculpture at which the changes are taking place.
Eventually, if all the storage projects, diversions and other engineering works are brought into
play, the flow of water into the Sea of Cortez will cease, making the powerful point that human
society has already overdrawn the account of available water. Visitors might use a pump mechanism to represent the pumping of ground water to supplement surface flows, and/or manipulate other mechanisms to represent the recycling of waste water as is done in Scottsdale.

Changing Times
Visitors will travel through four different environments in this experience, tracking human
adaptation to the desert through the lens of the living spaces various cultural manifestations
have created. The trip through the human occupation of the Valley of the Sun will visit:
• Hohokam farmers in a pit house
• cowboys in a line shack
• Baby Boom family in a suburban bungalow
• contemporary Arizonans in a dwelling that is half-McMansion, half LEED structure.
We want to re-emphasize that the purpose of creating these environments is not to provide
a museum-type experience. While the re-creations will be technically accurate down to the
finest detail, the purpose is not the display of artifacts. Rather, an encompassing period feel
that uses everything from music and temperature control to lighting and smell will provide the
backdrop for the interpretation of human adaptation and the way resource use, especially the
manipulation of water, has evolved over time. The environments are not the point, lifestyle
choices are the point. The three historical environments will be significantly smaller than the
contemporary/near-future environment, serving as contextual lead-ins that explore the situation societal lifestyle choices have created.
The entry space for Changing Times is envisioned as a mood piece with a bright, airy feel. Visitors will walk through a simple “maze” created by hanging, translucent curtains. The mood
will be mystical and meditative with Native American flute music, chants or similar audio. The
imagery on the curtains will be symbols of Southwestern indigenous cultures.
As visitors transition from the entry space into the Hohokam space, the temperature will
drop, the light will grow dim and the sound will be muted. Descent may be implied or actual (depending on architectural and technical considerations). The transition will be from
the ephemeral to the solid, outside/aboveground to inside/below, implying the change from
nomadic to sedentary, hunting to agriculture. The Hohokam space will be used to deliver interpretation of the archaeology of the McDowells with the result that this will probably the
most museum-like experience in the gallery (i.e. artifact displays). The primary user interface will be a discovery portal of the same design and style as elsewhere in the DDC. Graphic
imagery will portray the manipulation of water through the building of canals, weirs and
diversion structures. The key interpretive message will be that irrigated agriculture was an
adaptation to the desert environment that profoundly altered the course of human history
since the need to cooperate in labor-intensive activities dictated less mobility, larger villages
and increasingly complex social structures.
The next transition will include a rise in temperature and an increase in ambient light as visitors enter a space defined by a re-created above-ground dwelling from the EuroAmerican settlement period. An information portal will again be used as the primary message delivery system, supplemented by graphic panels featuring historic photos. Research completed in Phase
I indicated little support for extensive interpretation of the valley’s ranching and mining history (a focus on the natural resources of Preserve was preferred, and that has guided exhibit
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development). But the contrast between the lifestyle of indigenous peoples and the new arrivals was profound, and it makes a key point about human adaptation: different utilization
of resources and different modes of food production result in the evolution of different social
structures. The cattle culture that was imported to Arizona required many acres to support a
single animal. Large ranches and widely-scattered family units were the resulting adaptation,
a rural lifestyle that differed profoundly from the village-centered lifeways of the Hohokam
that preceded it, and the urban sprawl that followed.
The next transition will take visitors from early ranching/mining to the Baby Boom years. The
environment will be constructed against a backdrop of a postwar bungalow, basically a Leave
It to Beaver scene. Interpretation will be delivered using media that are an integral part of
the scene: visitors, for instance, will get messaging from newspapers and magazines (actually
fabricated from durable material) that appear to have been casually left open on a coffeetable.
A livingroom seating area capable of seating 3-6 people will face an early television set that will
offer a video delivered in grainy black-and-white imagery. The theme of this short video will
be the manner in which the growth of Arizona’s great cities was not so much an adaptation
to the desert environment as it was a dynamic of using technology and engineering to adapt
the desert to meet human needs. Topics covered will include the building of Hoover Dam, and
how the reliable water supply and cheap power it created fueled agricultural and urban development in Arizona. A key theme will be the parallels between the manner in which Hohokam
and post-war societies both manipulated water resources for their benefit.
The final transition will bring the visitor to a contemporary/near future scene. This exhibit
space is envisioned as being of a size on the order of twice as large as the other environments.
The backdrop for the interpretive experience will be a contemporary home that is bifurcated
to show traditional building techniques and materials on one side, alternative building techniques and materials on the other. The same media technique used in the Baby Boom scene
will be used here: media that are an integral part of the scene such as a computer monitor, bigscreen TV and miscellaneous print items will deliver interpretation of a society in flux, looking
toward its future. The basic theme will be the ongoing, fundamental shift in our philosophy of
resource use: from using engineering to manipulate the desert environment to meet human
needs to a focus on adaptation of society’s resource use to the reality of the desert environment.
Without being preachy or alarmist, a primary message will be that society’s current pace of resource use and waste generation cannot continue. This will be the space where alternative futures
are explored, new energy technologies examined, sustainable building techniques evaluated and
a dialogue about the direction of human adaptation to the desert environment will be ongoing.
An important aspect of this space will be to provide visitors with a guide they can use to discover
and understand the sustainable building technologies used in the structures of the DDC.
The key questions: How Will You Adapt? What Five Things Can You Do To Help Our Society
Survive Into the Next Century? What Will Scottsdale Look Like in 2100?
The contemporary/near-future exhibit space will use the medium of an unfinished residential
structure to challenge visitors to understand how traditional building techniques and a consumer economy have depleted resources in an unsustainable manner and placed our society at
a critical nexus in its evolution. Visitors will play the “Adaptation Game.” They will be given
“resource budgets” and “impact budgets.” Game players will be challenged to figure out the
ways they can stretch their budgets and reduce their impacts through lifestyle choices. Knowledge areas that will be explored include water conservation (i.e. using grey water for plant irrigation), energy conservation (i.e. building underground, use of landscape plants/structures
to cool homes, use of alternative energy sources such as solar and wind, use of swamp coolers and fans instead of air-conditioning), materials conservation (i.e. recycled/recyclable steel
structural elements instead of wood, insulating with organic waste such as straw instead of
fiberglass). The Adaptation Game will also include choice-making in which visitors learn the
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benefits of alternative transportation choices (i.e. how much energy can be saved using public
mass transit, cycling/walking and/or electric or natural-gas powered vehicles). Other aspects
of the Adaptation Game will track the lifecycle of a consumer product such as a computer from
extracting the raw materials used to make it to disposing of it so that visitors will understand
the impacts of the choices they make as consumers (and how they can mitigate them). Another aspect of the game will explore food production: visitors will be challenged to feed their
family without exceeding an “impact budget” by making choices such as buying locally-grown
foods and foods grown without pesticides.
Changeability and, well, adaptability are vital in this space so that knowledge of new technologies can be disseminated as it is developed.
Visitors will exit the space through a curtain maze similar to the one through which they entered, but the ghostly translucent imagery will be visions of a future society in the manner of
Robert McCall’s cities floating over the Arizona desert.

Human Adaptation Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this interpretive experience, a majority of visitors will:
• be stimulated to compare how prehistoric and historic societies adapted to the desert environment and how contemporary societies have adapted
• be stimulated to think about the sorts of adaptations human society needs to make to create a viable future, and what sorts of technology will help society achieve sustainability
• know that urban development and agriculture in Arizona are largely dependent on water
supplies that are finite and over-allocated
• know that the City of Scottsdale recycles its wastewater to reduce its dependence on imported water
• be able to describe who uses the available surface water in the Desert Southwest
• appreciate the future-friendly building technologies used in the construction of the DDC
• be motivated to make sustainable lifestyle choices
• be encouraged to envision the future.
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Children of Tomorrow
This children’s gallery will be focused on the age group ten and under. This is a somewhat
arbitrary choice, and there are huge differences in learning styles and abilities within the age
group. The assumption is being made that most of the content in the other galleries will be
understandable and accessible to kids of middle-school age and up. An exterior free-learning
space for toddlers and early elementary schoolkids is suggested, with moveable shade structures, walls, etc., so that it can be adapted for use throughout the year. Accommodating classroom-sized groups of twenty or more kids needs to be a consideration as well. To a large extent, DDC programming and activities aimed at kids will be conducted outside, with a strong
emphasis on getting out on the Preserve trails, experiencing nature firsthand and getting some
exercise in the bargain. This space will provide fun learning experiences that stimulate the
desire to get outside.
This gallery will include:
• Walk-in Saguaro Cactus: enter an icon
• Interactive Floor: a view of the world beneath our feet
• Time Machine: encouraging thinking about the past and shaping the future
• Free Learning Space: beyond playground
• Terrarium Listening Station: different ways of observing the desert world
• Small Animal Habitats: engaging in conservation

Walk-in Saguaro Cactus Sculpture/Interactive Floor
This cactus sculpture will be a highly-interactive, fun learning experience. Kids will enter the
cactus to see its rib structure, look at a bird’s nest from the inside, activate a demonstration
that shows how the ribs swell as they absorb water after a rain, and have the opportunity to
do lots of activities related to plant adaptation through additional interactive exhibits within
the structure.
Another, true-scale cactus model will be installed outside the structure, with the root system
appearing in the floor using the medium of LED lights. Kids will be challenged to find some of
the many animals that burrow within the root structure of the plant. Interfaces on the cactus
will allow the activation of many sorts of other games in which the kids learn about the plant’s
physiology and the animals that rely on the saguaro for habitat or food. These, and all exhibit
activities in the gallery, will actively encourage exploration of the Preserve.

Time Machine
The Time Machine will be a curiosity-provoking structure that suggests exploration of the
strange and fantastic. Kids will explore past and future using both mechanical and electronic
interfaces on the structure. A wide variety of challenging, engaging learning games are envisioned. Kids will make choices about, for instance, the sorts of materials they might choose
to build a home, then get transported to the future to see the consequences of their choices.
They will be tasked with deciding about larger issues such as land use, and the machine will
take them back in time to learn about the consequences of choices made by previous cultures,
then return to the present, make their own choices and travel into the future again to see the
consequences.
This structure is envisioned as having interfaces on the outside as well as being a walk-in experience such that 2-3 kids can enter and sit as if in a spaceship. The experience might have
significantly more impact as a “spaceship” since the environment within could be enhanced
with vibration, interactive lighting and so forth.
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The Time Machine will also provide an extensive suite of scavenger-hunt style games, Q-and-A
games related to plant/animal adaptations, etc., to encourage kids to explore the other DDC
galleries.

Free-Learning Space
A safe, well-conceived area in which younger kids can blow off some steam will resonate strongly with parents managing toddlers who need a place to run around and have some unstructured fun. Done well, this area could conceivably become a place for local moms and dads (who
have DDC annual passes or memberships) to gather and socialize while their kids expend their
energy.
One of the original ideas proposed for this space was to re-create the McDowell Mountains as a scale
model using recycled tires or similar material. A concern has emerged that offering such a structure
as a play space would send the wrong message. Staying on trails is one of the most important stewardship messages that Preserve managers hope to communicate. The concern is that having kids
climb on a mountain model might inadvertently make them think that going anywhere off the trail
in the desert would be OK, creating an unsafe situation and causing environmental damage. Other
reviewers have suggested that this point of view represents an over-reaction, and have asserted that
kids know the difference between a model and the reality of the desert.
The free-learning space will offer a variety of activities and structures, perhaps even a waterbased environment (which brings in an entire set of logistical and maintenance issues). The
space will be landscape-integrated, with nooks built into retaining walls that kids can enter to
mimic the burrowing of desert animals. Challenging kids to think about their future in different ways will be a subtle but important point to make in this exterior area. We envision bringing the sort of experience described in the Time Machine outside in a low-tech mode. Kids
will be challenged to think of ways they can create different futures (i.e. “Five Things You Need
to Know to Survive in the Desert of the 22nd Century”) through such techniques as building
structures with oversized foam blocks that represent alternative materials (e.g. straw bales).
Young visitors might play with balance beams by placing weighted objects on scale pans that
create different cost/benefit scenarios of various methods of power generation, waste management, resource use, water allocation and so forth. The experience will be low-tech and fun.
An overriding consideration for the Free-Learning Space needs to be a focus on indirect learning and enjoyment as opposed to a didactic approach.

Terrarium Listening Station
This exhibit will be a “world under glass” that features a detailed, miniature reconstruction
of the habitat of the McDowells. Listening tubes will transmit the sounds of various animals
(coyotes, birds, cougars, etc.) to young users. Kids will be challenged to listen, identify the
animals and find them in the mini-diorama.

Small Animal Habitats
The logistical and maintenance issues involved with displaying live animals are well-known,
but in the case of this kids’ space we recommend having at least one habitat since the resonance of live animals with kids is so powerful. If a single habitat is found to be desirable, a
desert tortoise is suggested because of the obvious potential for teaching and encouraging conservation. But tortoises spend a lot of time hibernating in burrows, so even though kids can be
actively engaged in activities such as trying to pick the date a resident tortoise might come out
of hibernation, there will be lots of time when no immediate gratification is provided.
Consideration of allocating enough space to provide either insect or herptile habitats within
this exhibit space is encouraged, as well as consideration of using the exterior play space to plant
a butterfly garden that could actively engage kids in both maintenance and learning activities.
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Children of Tomorrow Primary Visitor Outcomes
As a result of this interpretive experience, a majority of visitors will:
• have fun
• be able to name two animals that rely on the saguaro cactus for food/habitat
• be able to describe two adaptations of the saguaro cactus
• be stimulated to think about what the future might look like
• be able to identify two animals by sound alone
• have fun.
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Interpretive Exhibits

Mysterious World
A Proposal for an Immersive Experience for the Desert Discovery Center
Scottsdale, Arizona

Prepared for:
Swaback Partners

Prepared by:
BRC Imagination Arts

March 16, 2010
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“Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you.”
Frank Lloyd Wright

“Mysterious World”

An Immersive Experience for the Desert Discovery Center, Scottsdale, Arizona

“Mysterious World” is more than a presentation about the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. This is an
immersive experience that transports guests to a world of wonder, mystery, and excitement. In the
space of ten to twelve minutes, guests will be initiated into this exotic world, amazed by the revelation
of its extraordinary wonders, and invited to join friends and neighbors as fervent protectors and
stewards of its magic. Visitors will return with family and friends to experience this astonishing world
again and again.

Guests view the experience seated on irregularly shaped terraced benches. These benches face the
main show area. The immersive “show” utilizes synchronized projected media, theatrical lighting,
background music, sound effects and physical special effects. The main show area is dominated by a
dynamic composition of projection screens which float in front of a seamless backdrop. This backdrop
is capable of creating effects such as sunrise, daytime, sunset and nighttime with star-field. A sculpted
land-form creates a stage-like structure that blends the main show area with the guest seating area. At
times during the show, projected media and special lighting effects spill off the screens and onto the
audience.

Guests are not passive spectators in this world – they are immersed in its wonders, caught up in its
sights and sounds, and enthralled by its mysteries. These guests might suddenly find themselves
half an inch tall facing down a ferocious Chiqualla lizard. They might then become a water droplet,
plummeting from the sky at 100 miles per hour only to be absorbed into a night-blooming cactus
flower, opening to a summer sun. They might then become an eternal eyewitness to history, watching
half a billion years of geologic history rise up around them in 20 seconds.

No other nature center or museum has an experience like “Mysterious World.” It’s a signature
experience that will generate repeat visitation. In this awesome adventure, the thrills are non-stop and
the guest is the star.
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Narrative Walk-Through
The Initiation, the Revelation, and the Invitation
Three hosts narrate the experience. Each host sees the McDowell Sonoran Preserve from a distinctive
perspective - reveal how a dramatic encounter with this fascinating landscape has turned into a
lifelong love affair. These hosts will appear only briefly. They are doorways into the special aspects of
the Preserve, and their words enhance the power of the images. This experience is all about the visuals
that drive the message, “Discover this mysterious world for yourself.”
As the experience begins, the first host initiates the guests into this mysterious world. What better person to
reveal this special place than a woman who was herself transformed by its wonders?
“INITIATION” -- THE PAINTER – This 60 year old artist reluctantly came here 20 years ago from
back East with her husband, who came here for health reasons. At first, she wasn’t inspired by her
new desert home. Then she became enchanted with the sights and sounds of the desert, and her life
changed as she captured this desert on canvas. We see her vibrant paintings that metamorphose into
the environments that inspire her. We are immersed in the desert light at dawn and sunset – it’s like
no other light in the world. The painter describes how her fascination deepened as she experienced the
changing seasons of the desert, and we experience these changes as the light, the land, the flora and
the fauna transform over the period of a year. “I’ve never had an art teacher that taught me as much as
this land. Every time I look, I see something new -- something I have to capture about this mysterious
world.”
Now we know we’ve journeyed to a special place. It’s time to go deeper into its mysteries and hidden
treasures…
“REVELATION” -- THE TEACHER – This charismatic man in his early 30’s uses his passion for desert
life to engage the imaginations of his students. We are immersed in the wild world he reveals of
the desert at night -- full of fascinating plants, animals and insects. It’s a world of baffling riddles
and extraordinary revelations. Best of all, it’s a hidden world that only gives up its secrets to those
willing to stop, look and listen. “Everything you think you know about the desert is wrong,” he tells
his students. “It looks barren, but it’s teeming with life. It looks rugged, but it’s actually fragile. It
looks dry, but it has an incredible system for saving and using water. It seems to be a place you can
understand at a glance, but you can spend a lifetime exploring its wonders and never learn everything.”
After the revelation, comes the invitation – experience the wonders for yourself, and become a steward so
others can explore and share this wondrous place…
“INVITATION” -- THE FAMILY OF HIKERS – Our host here is a friendly 9-year-old Native-American
girl. She’s come to love the desert as she’s hiked these trails with her energetic grandfather, a NativeAmerican tribal elder. The grandfather doesn’t just see himself as an avid hiker – he’s a steward. He
wants to make sure that his granddaughter loves this land as he does, so that she will inherit this
sense of stewardship. Then someday her children and her children’s children can enjoy this land as
well. As they walk the trails, we are immersed in astonishing images of the land – the McDowells, the
hiking trails, the flora and fauna, intriguing rock formations, and interesting geologic sites. We see
grandfather teaching granddaughter how to “read” the land. The girl says, “The history of the world is
right here – ever changing and ever evolving. Out here you can see what happened a million years ago,
and imagine what it might be like a million years from now.”
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At the end of the experience, everyone comes together with an invitation. “No description of this mysterious
world can ever do it justice. Take the dare. Go out there. Learn. Explore. Experience the mystery and the magic
for yourself. This is OUR place. The land belongs to us, and we belong to the land.”
FEATURES OF THIS APPROACH
• This is a one-of-a-kind signature presentation in a unique theater built just to present this particular
show in the most dramatic way possible. The result is an exceptional experience that can’t be enjoyed
anywhere else but here.
• The presentation is specifically designed to produce the emotional engagement necessary to achieve
the results of the DDC Mission Statement, as exemplified by the words “compelling,” “inspire,”
“understand,” and “appreciate.”
• This presentation will be designed to exceed the high standards of the people of Scottsdale. We
understand this place is near Taliesan West, the summer home of one of the world’s greatest
architectural visionaries. This will be a sophisticated experience in creation and execution, designed to
encourage repeat visitations from guests who have seen the best shows of this type the world over.
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Preliminary Immersive Experience Facility Considerations
FACILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Story/Flow Considerations
The overall ticketed attraction should be organized around a central “hub” which presents the guests
with clear choices for how to organize their visit. There should be design consideration given to a
“preferred” visitor route, but it should not be fixed and linear. The immersive experience should be
considered the first stop on the preferred route in order to accommodate first-time visitors and to
build anticipation for the rest of their experience.
Site Considerations
After the initial load-in, consideration should be given to occasional back-of-house access to the
immersive experience. Ideally, technical equipment and scenic elements should be able to be accessed
without having to cross into public spaces. Whether the immersive experience is housed in a dedicated
building, or is part of a larger shared building, sound and vibration mitigation should be important
factors in its relationship to the other attraction elements. A post-immersive experience area could
include a picture window with a “framed” view of the McDowell Mountains to the North.
Facility Considerations
The facility should be approximately 3000-5000 sq. ft. The ceiling should be free-span ranging in
height from 20 to 24 feet clear (to the underside of beams or trusses). The footprint should tend more
toward a square shape rather than a narrow rectangle. There should be dedicated “facility” power
(house lighting, emergency power, HVAC, etc…) and dedicated “show” power (show controls, low
voltage, servers, etc...). The main show space for the immersive experience should have total light
control.
The immersive experience should be pulsed. At this time we think of this as a seated experience, but we
are early in the design process. We might include options for guests who wish to stand. There should
be separate entrance and exit doors and pathways. Consideration should be given to queuing and
batching audiences before each performance on design and peak days.
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Executive Summary
BUSINESS PLAN
FOR THE DESERT DISCOVERY CENTER

This report presents the preliminary business plan for the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) to be
located at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve Gateway in Scottsdale, Arizona. The DDC business
plan reflects the DDC concept, interpretive plans, architectural concept, project scale and target
capital cost and relationship of the DDC to its site and the overall McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
The full design analyses and concepts are under separate cover, and are the specific project concept
that this business plan is based on. The business plan also reflects input received from the DDC
design team and the DDC oversight committee.
The research and analysis undertaken in preparing this DDC business plan include:
♦ Analyze the resident and tourist markets available to support the DDC;
♦ Evaluate, from a market and operating perspective, the site and facility concepts;
♦ Test the DDC interpretive, design and operating concepts through primary market research
(the primary market research tested both tourist and resident markets);
♦ Evaluate alternative governance and operating approaches for the DDC;
♦ Analyze the attendance potential of the DDC as currently planned;
♦ Estimate the Operational Revenue potential of the DDC concept as proposed given its
attendance potential and operating plan;
♦ Prepare a personnel plan and pro-forma operating budgets commensurate with the DDC’s
operating opportunity and to support DDC’s success and fulfillment of its mission and
objectives;
♦ Identify the appropriate amounts of Non-Operational Revenues to be targeted to support
planned operations, achieve operating success and fulfill DDC mission and objectives;
♦ Summarize marketing considerations for the DDC;
♦ Prepare a low-range sensitivity analysis; and,
♦ Prepare a pre-opening organization capital budget estimate.
Site Evaluation
The proposed DDC will be located in Scottsdale, a city in the Phoenix Metropolitan Area in central
Arizona. Scottsdale currently has a population of approximately 237,000. The estimated
metropolitan area population in the “Valley of the Sun” exceeds 4.3 million people, with a projected
population of 5 million by 2014.
The proposed DDC will be located in the Gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. The
Gateway will be the largest public access area in the Preserve. The site would be easily accessible
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by vehicle to residents from the Phoenix metro area, as well as visitors from outside the region that
may be less familiar with the area. The Phoenix metro area is served by major highways running
east-west and north-south through the middle of Phoenix -- Interstate 10 and Interstate 17 -- as well
as near concentric highways composed of Loop Routes 101, 202 and 303. The proposed DDC site
is situated to the northeast of the intersection of Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Rd.,
approximately 1 mile from Exit 14 (Bell Rd.) on Route 101, the major north-south limited access
thoroughfare to and through Scottsdale.
Figure 1
Map of Location of Proposed Desert Discovery Center
Preliminary Description of Facility Characteristics

Source: Mapquest.com.

Adjacent uses and site size and quality are supportive of the development of a facility such as the
proposed DDC. The primary adjacency of the proposed DDC is the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
The Preserve will be the central interpretive theme for the proposed DDC. Residential uses lie to
the west and south of the site, across Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Road, respectively. A mix
of uses is located to the north. The proposed DDC site in the Gateway is situated at the foot of the
mountains, with direct views of the McDowell Mountains in one direction and views over the
Phoenix urban area in the other. This will provide a dramatic contrast of views between natural
desert and urban environments.
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Figure 2
Map of McDowell Sonoran Preserve Lands and Trails

DDC
Location at
Preserve
Gateway
Source: City of Scottsdale

Desert Discovery Center Concept
The Desert Discovery Center Mission Statement as adopted to date by the DDC oversight
Committee is:
The Desert Discovery Center is a magical place providing a culture of educational
wonder and recreational insights, inspiring both residents and visitors to understand,
appreciate, sustain, and return to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the world’s
richest, most amazing desert, which is its home.
(Revised April 8, 2010)
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The full architectural plan as prepared by Swaback Partners is separately documented, and is the
basis for this market study and business plan.
A program of spaces as prepared by Swaback Partners includes 72,972 gross square feet of
indoor space featuring Exhibit Pavilions, Welcome Pavilion, Desert Great Room, Administrative
Spaces, and Back of House spaces. Exterior spaces include terraces, dining areas, a 200-seat
amphitheater and other public spaces, for a total of 70,700 square feet. In place or under
construction are 341 parking spaces for the Gateway; 428 spaces are planned for DDC; and, 101
additional spaces can be developed for either or both if necessary. A separate study conducted
by the City of Scottsdale will confirm the final parking needs and the appropriate parking layout.
Based on the site, and the parking space plan, opportunities for parking mitigation, and the
upcoming detailed parking planning process, it is assumed that there will be sufficient on-site
parking for DDC.
Resident Market
The resident market for a destination such as the DDC is defined as the area whose residents would
visit the DDC as part of a day-trip. The overall Resident Market Area for the proposed DDC is
defined as the area surrounding Scottsdale within Arizona, extending to about 75 miles away from
the planned site. Within this overall Resident Market Area, Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Market segments are defined as follows:
♦ Primary Resident Market Area: City of Scottsdale, Arizona.
♦ Secondary Resident Market Area: Area within a 30-minute drive of the intersection at
East Bell Road and North Thompson Peak Parkway in Scottsdale, not including the Primary
Resident Market Area.
♦ Tertiary Resident Market Area: Phoenix Metropolitan Area (Maricopa and Pinal
Counties) not including the Primary and Secondary Resident Market Areas.
The overall Resident Market Area population is projected to increase between 2009 and 2014 by
14.8 percent, from 4,344,200 to 5,000,100. This growth trend will increase the size of the markets
available for the proposed DDC. The demographic characteristics of the Resident Market Areas
include moderately high household income levels, a similar age profile to the United States as a
whole, and a large population of school-age children. In all, there were an estimated 885,100 school
age children in 2009 in the Resident Market Area, a number that is projected to increase by 17
percent, to approximately 1,035,700 by 2014. The median household income in the overall
Resident Market Area is somewhat higher than those of the State of Arizona and the U.S. as a
whole. While this indicates a significant number of households that can afford to visit a
conservation and education destination such as the proposed DDC, care should be taken in planning
ticket price ranges to be affordable to all economic levels in the Resident Market Areas. Overall,
these population and income level data are good indicators for resident market visitation to the
proposed DDC.
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Tourism Market
Tourism is an important component of the Arizona economy, with over $18.5 billion in visitor
expenditures in 2008. Scottsdale is an important tourism destination in Central Arizona, known
for its spas, resorts, golf course, art galleries and shopping destinations, as well as rich desert
scenery. While Scottsdale only has 5 percent of the region’s population, Scottsdale’s Hotel
Market Area contains about 27 percent of the Phoenix Metro Area’s hotel and motel rooms. The
Scottsdale Market Area had more than 75 resorts and hotels, with over 16,200 rooms in 2008.
As a major new destination, the proposed DDC has the potential to draw visitation from tourists
in Scottsdale, as well as tourists staying in other locations throughout the Phoenix Metro
Area/Central Arizona. In addition the DDC’s focus on desert ecology and the natural world, as
well as its close proximity to primary loop highway (US 101) in the region, may draw visitors
passing through the area en route to natural destinations throughout the state.
In 2008, the Scottsdale Market Area hosted 8.1 million visitors, comprised of 6.9 million (85
percent) day visitors and 1.2 million (15 percent) hotel visitors. The economic impact of these
visitors was an estimated $3.6 billion. Day visitors are currently defined as a proportion of total
visitors to the Phoenix Metro Area, approximately 15.0 million in 2008, according to the Arizona
Office of Tourism.
Due to their close proximity and length of stay, hotel visitors in the Scottsdale Market Area are
good candidates for DDC visit. Therefore, the quality of the visitor experience at DDC should
appeal to the typical Scottsdale visitor. Scottsdale tourists tend to be older, with higher incomes
than the average Central Arizona visitor. Scottsdale visitors are well traveled, technologically
connected, environmentally conscious, interested in other cultures, and enjoy sport/exercise. The
DDC has the potential to appeal to the lifestyles and attitudes exhibited by Scottsdale visitors.
Approximately 40 percent participate in outdoor activities—they also participate in other artsrelated, cultural and heritage activities at rates greater than 50 percent. Many of the fine resorts
in Scottsdale are located in close proximity to the DDC, creating an opportunity for shuttle
service to and from the DDC, as well as guided experiences.
Phoenix Area Attractions
The Phoenix Metro Area, which includes Scottsdale, offers many popular attractions, professional
sports teams, major shopping malls, outdoor recreation, and a substantial accommodations base. In
addition, there are a number of cultural and nature based destinations, including museums, parks,
educational attractions, and historic sites. However, for a metropolitan area with over 4.3 million in
population that is rapidly growing, there are few cultural and nature based destinations that achieve
high levels of attendance, which would indicate that there is room to grow within the market.
Attendance at the top tourist attractions in Phoenix Metro Area ranges up to nearly 1.5 million at the
Phoenix Zoo. There are five cultural/nature based destinations that draw an estimated 200,000 to
400,000 visitors annually, including the World Wildlife Zoo and Aquarium, Desert Botanical
Garden, Arizona Science Center, the Heard Museum, and Phoenix Art Museum. Opened in April
2010, the Musical Instrument Museum is projected to have an annual attendance of 250,000.
Taliesin West in Scottsdale has an annual (2008) attendance of 88,000.
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Ticket prices at local facilities vary greatly, from $2.00 at some of the smaller venues to $16.00 at
the Zoo, with the most popular attractions generally charging $10.00-$15.00 for adult admission.
Ticket prices at the DDC should be in line with other attractions in the Phoenix Metro Area.
Case Studies of Conservation and Education Destinations
To inform the DDC plan, case studies of seven national conservation and education destinations
were prepared. While there are no exactly comparable facilities to the DDC, the case studies the
detailed analyses identified the following success factors for facilities of this type.
♦ Image able, unique setting that is well located for accessibility.
♦ Outstanding facility that highlights its setting and interpretive programming. Newer
facilities are “green” and/or LEED certified.
♦ Staying true to the mission of the facility.
♦ High quality, immersive exhibits that tell a story.
♦ Exciting, changing exhibits that bring in new and returning audience.
♦ Special events and festivals that appeal to a wide demographic.
♦ Aggressive marketing that promotes the facility, its exhibits and special programming.
♦ Competitive ticket pricing.
♦ Strong educational programs for adults, children, families, and school groups.
♦ Appropriate staffing.
♦ Cost controls and careful operational planning.
♦ Retail, food service and other guest services that allow visitors to spend more time and
dollars at the facility.
♦ Public/private partnerships that allow for membership and donor opportunities.
Primary Market Research
Direct input from potential resident and tourist market visitors provides important insights into
the design process, the operating plan and to attendance potential at the DDC. Two primary
market research protocols were undertaken. First were focus groups of Scottsdale residents and
of other Phoenix area residents. These provided qualitative insights to the project and helped to
provide information for the second research protocol. Next was an online quantitative survey of
past and potential future Scottsdale tourists, Scottsdale residents and of other Phoenix area
residents.
Key findings of the focus groups include:
♦ When prompted, participants display interest and concern about the desert environment.
Many are keenly aware of the uniqueness of the desert environment in which they live.
They are concerned with its preservation in a natural state and the impact that development
has had on it.
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♦ Participants are very positive about integrating the built environment into the pristine
Sonoran Desert setting, creating a green and sustainable preserve, and celebrating the beauty
of the Sonoran Desert.
♦ All participants expressed positive to extremely positive perceptions toward the DDC
concept as presented in the focus groups. Most were excited about the prospect of the DDC
project and all were supportive of the plan as presented. No serious reservations about any
aspect of the plan were raised. In the end, public support and success of the project will be
based on providing the “world-class” offering promised and presented.
♦ An admission price of $20-$25 dollars is implied from the responses of these 19 participants
to a survey administered at the end of the focus groups.
A statistically valid online survey was conducted. The survey investigated consumer attitudes
toward the Sonoran Desert, the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the DDC concept. Interest in
attending, repeat visitation potential, interest in food service and retail, ticket pricing and other
specific DDC project issues were investigated in detail. The survey included 698 representative
individuals from the following groups:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Scottsdale Residents
Greater Phoenix Residents
Non Residents (tourists)
Total

122 in Sample
103
473
698

Overall Response
♦ There is substantial agreement about the desirability of a Desert Discovery Center (DDC).
♦ The size and scope of the proposed DDC is about right for 75-90% of respondents whether
for the desert location, the City of Scottsdale, or the Greater Phoenix Scottsdale Area.
♦ More than 80% of respondents find the indoor/outdoor layout and the overall "vision" for
the Desert Discovery Center desirable. More than one-third say it is "very desirable".
Exhibits and Attractions
♦ About 70-80% of respondents say an immersive experience is "very desirable" or
“desirable” for the proposed
♦ Eighty to ninety percent (80-90%) of respondents say all five exhibits tested are desirable,
with 30-50% saying "very desirable."
Attendance
♦ Sixty percent (60%) of Scottsdale residents and 40% of Phoenix area residents are more
than “likely” to visit over the course of a year.
♦ Tourists/visitors (30%) are at least “likely” or “very likely” to visit DDC during their
Scottsdale trip.
♦ Keeping with the goals for DDC, 55-60% of locals say DDC is "very desirable for school
outings and educational programs.”
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Usage and Pricing
♦ Food and beverage service should be included in the DDC according to the majority of
respondents.
♦ More than 50% say DDC is a desirable setting for social events like weddings and parties.
♦ Respondents like the idea of family pricing, annual memberships, and season passes.
♦ Admission prices lower than $9.00 are counterproductive and above $20.00 are too high
(i.e., begins to be too high) for the proposed Desert Discovery Center. The results reflect
consumer expectations and perceptions of price-value, and do not necessarily reflect the
optimum pricing from the perspective of economic sustainability.
Attendance Potential
Based on the market research and analysis undertaken and the high-quality visitor experience
proposed a preliminary range of attendance potential for the DDC has been established.
Attendance potential at the DDC in a stable year is estimated at 264,000 to 403,000, with a midrange “best estimate” of 333,000.
In addition to visitors to the interpretive areas, it is anticipated that there will be considerable regular
use of the non-paid components of the DDC such as the proposed café, information desk, retail and
veranda areas by local residents and Scottsdale tourists. This would generally be in conjunction
with hiking and other use of the overall McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
Governance and Organization Structure
Successful operation and achieving the goals and mission of a complex facility and organization
such as the DDC will require an appropriate governance structure and operational plan. Moving
forward, establishing the governance structure and organization plan for the development and
operation of the DDC is critical to project success.
This plan assumes that the City retains legal title to the land and buildings. Due to the need to
ensure the appropriate operation of DDC within the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, it is also assumed
that the City maintains, at a minimum, oversight of DDC operations and recourse to correct
violations of key conservation, ecological and operational issues. Three illustrative organization
and operations structures for the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) are outlined below. These
represent a spectrum, ranging from full-City operation to full private not-for-profit operation. There
could of course be variations to these governance and organization structures.
1. City Operation - All aspects of DDC operations are provided by the City including facility,
exhibits, programming and events. An advisory board and/or a private “friends of the
DDC” type support group might be established. There may be formal ties to existing
conservation and community organizations as well, and/or other partnerships.
2. Programming Partner - The City operates and maintains the DDC facility and grounds and is
responsible for capital repairs, and grounds maintenance, etc. A contracted private not-forprofit organization provides education programs, experiences, exhibits, interpretation,
marketing and public interface. The programming partner might be responsible for
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reinvestment in exhibits and public areas. There may be formal ties to existing conservation
organizations as well.
3. Independent operator - The City enters into a long-term lease with a private not-for-profit
operator for the facility. The private partner would be responsible for upkeep, maintenance
and reinvestment of the DDC property and all ongoing operations. There would likely be
performance criteria and facility use regulations applied to the independent operator. There
may be formal ties to existing conservation organizations as well.
The revenue and operations plan as described herein could occur within a range of organization and
operating structures. Typically, however, for facilities of this type, a public-private partnership
yields superior results, and in all three of the above governance and organization structures, a form
of public-private partnership is assumed. It is not the purpose of this report to resolve the
governance and organization format issues for the DDC; as there is not sufficient information and
public engagement to make this decision at this time. Establishing governance and operating
structure will be important for DDC moving forward.
Revenue Potential
There will be substantial operating revenue potential based on the DDC’s attributes and
assumptions, the initial project description and its attendance potential. Three major revenue
streams include:
♦ Directly related 50%
♦ Auxiliary 25%
♦ Contributed 25%, for baseline operating scenario only. Actual targets would be higher,
based on fundraising strategy.
As does virtually all cultural, conservation and education destinations, the DDC will generate
revenues from a wide variety of sources. Operational Revenue sources will include tickets, retail,
food service, facility rentals and so forth; from memberships. Non-Operational Revenue sources
may include endowments, grants, gifts, contributions, fund-raising events, bequests and so forth.
These many revenue sources are needed to meet the institution’s operating costs and to contribute to
future facility re-investment and capital maintenance. The stable year Operational Revenue
potential for the DDC is estimated to be approximately $5.6 million in current dollars based on the
findings and assumptions of this report. Non-Operational Revenues have been estimated at $1.8
million in a stabilized year in current dollars (25% of total revenues). Total revenue potential for
the DDC as proposed in a mid-range attendance scenario is $7.4 million.
Operating Costs
The staffing profile for the project includes 51 full-time year-round employees, 52 part-time
employees and 9 seasonal employees, for a total of 79.25 full-time equivalent positions. The total
payroll for the DDC is estimated at $3.6 million. Paid staffing can be supplemented with
volunteers. Total operating costs, including personnel, budgeted expenditures for administration,
marketing, exhibits, programs, utilities, maintenance, etc., plus capital reserves, is estimated at
approximately $7.4 million in a stable year and in current dollar value.
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Operating Potential Summary
Based on the analysis in this report, the DDC has the potential to operate successfully over time, if
the assumptions regarding quality of facility development, operations and annual fundraising are
met. This project will derive substantial income from tickets, retail, food service, facility rentals,
memberships and programs; however, active and successful fundraising is vital to sustain the DDC.
In this scenario, the DDC earns about 75 percent of the revenues needed to support the facility’s
operating costs. This is a strong rate for a successful, well-run facility of this scale and type, and
reflects the outstanding site, the attractive facility plan, and the organizational profile and expense
budgets as outlined herein.
In addition to the DDC’s substantial capacity to generate Operational Revenues, the DDC, like
virtually all not-for-profit institutions of its type, will need to secure Non-Operational Revenues to
sustain operations. The Non-Operational Revenues target has been set only at the level needed to
cover the operating expenses of the plan. The Non-Operational Revenues assumed in this plan are
well within the experience of other major conservation and education destinations nationally and in
the Phoenix Metro Area. In reality, the DDC would set higher targets for Non-Operational
Revenues in order to expand programs, build endowment, reinvest in the facility and increase
financial reserves to mitigate any variances from Operational Revenue plans. A directed set of
fundraising and giving programs will help to accomplish this goal.
There is a $6.3 million cash operating reserve planned as part of the project’s initial capital cost that
would be available for any contingencies, as well as to provide funding should fundamental shifts in
the organization’s structure be necessary to reach a new equilibrium between revenue sources and
operating costs. The amount of the cash operating reserve is equal to a full year’s operating budget
not including retail cost of goods sold and contributions to capital reserve accounts.
Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis at the low end of the attendance potential range (264,000 visitors in stable
year) was prepared. The Operational Revenue potential at the low attendance range is $4.4 million
in stable year in current dollars, and non-Operational Revenue target of $2.2 million. In this
scenario, operating expenses were adjusted downward to reflect the lower attendance and a leaner
organization operating profile. Operational Revenues cover approximately 66 percent of the $6.7
million operating expenses appropriate for the Low Attendance Range Sensitivity Analysis. This
sensitivity analysis indicates that at a low range market response, there should be good opportunity
to adjust operations and raise additional funds to operate DDC successfully.
Preliminary Pre-Opening Operating Plan
In addition to design, permitting, building construction, exhibits design, fabrication and installation,
and furniture, fixtures and equipment; the development costs for an organization such as DDC
include, in part, costs associated with the following:
♦ Development administration
♦ Fundraising and financing
♦ Project management, business planning, legal and other professional services
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♦ Additional staff recruitment and training
♦ Administrative costs
♦ Pre-opening marketing and outreach
♦ Gift shop (initial stock)
♦ Temporary work space for new employees and those displaced during construction
♦ Pre-opening building operations after the building has its occupancy permits but before
grand opening
♦ Funds to secure any travelling or special exhibits in place at grand opening
♦ Additional financial reserves given the increased organizational scale
♦ Pre-opening gala & events
♦ Operating reserves and endowment
A development period assumed to require 3.5 years to grand opening. This development period is a
preliminary placeholder for this early analysis but is typical for a project of this type and scale. The
design, permitting, construction and other building specific expenditures will be based on final
design and future conditions. However, an initial estimate of the project’s timeline and order-ofmagnitude pre-opening costs is useful to the planning process. The identified pre-opening operating
costs are estimated at $6.1 million in the value of the dollar in the year they are planned to be
expended plus an additional $6.3 million for operating reserves in future dollars. These would be
part of the DDC’s initial capital cost. This provides an indication of the actual dollar amount
needed for this component of the overall development plan. As project planning moves forward,
the pre-opening operating plan should be revisited and refined.
Preliminary Marketing Strategy
The marketing, advertising and public relations elements of the marketing program – during all
phases – must not only describe the quality of the planned attraction, but also create excitement
among residents, potential visitors, media, and potential funders, sponsors, and marketing partners.
It will be an early action task to formally develop the DDC “Brand” and to use this Brand in
informing future marketing and project development. The DDC website will be the information
portal for most people regarding a visit to the DDC and regarding its important interpretive themes.
It should be well designed at inception and well maintained to provide the public with updates on all
that is happening at the DDC; and content related to DDC that draws visitors to learn more about
the DDC and the desert environment it interprets. The advancement of the DDC marketing plan
will occur in tandem with the advancement of overall project planning and implementation.
Project Planning and Decision-Making- Recommended Next Steps
Following are recommended next steps in the development process. These may not occur
sequentially. These steps should be coordinated with committee recommendations.
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1. Fundraising Capacity
Project leadership in conjunction with community to evaluate funding capacity (possibly with
assistance of fund raising counsel):
♦ Investigate fund raising capacity for project development - conduct a fundraising feasibility
study for initial capital contributions and for ongoing contributed support.
♦ Investigate ongoing operating support options from various public and private sources.
2. Professional Staffing
Engage professionals to manage the subsequent planning process for the DDC.
3. Concept Refinement
Refine DDC planning and design according to the design process established by Swaback Partners.
This would include exhibits, visitor experience, building size and design opportunities, site plan and
operations plans as well as corresponding capital costs and ongoing operating costs.
4. Project Leadership/ Governance Options
Consider governance options and engage community to support DDC project.
5. Operating and Business Plan
Refine on an ongoing basis the operating plan for DDC as presented herein. This would be based
on refinements to the DDC plan, new information and plans for project capital and ongoing funding,
and changes in the economic environment. Consider evaluating project economic impacts and
community benefits.
6. Capital Cost Analysis
Refine capital costs as planning moves forward.
7. Select Preferred DDC Scenario
City Council and Project Leadership to choose preferred DDC governance scenario based on the
refined options, economic and community benefits of the options, project capital and ongoing costs,
and community resources and preferences.
8. Project Leadership to Engage Fundraising Counsel if not already Engaged
9. Final Planning and Construction
Project leadership to continue to involve community and engage design team to finalize planning of
the DDC:
♦ Hire DDC staff needed for final planning and construction phase.
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♦ Begin and undertake capital campaign.
♦ Refine exhibits, building and site plans moving in subsequent phases of work to design
documents.
♦ Refine business plan.
♦ Undertake approvals process.
10. DDC Construction
11. DDC Opening
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Section I
INTRODUCTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

This report presents the preliminary business plan for the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) to be
located at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve Gateway in Scottsdale, Arizona. The DDC business
plan reflects the DDC concept, interpretive plans, architectural concept, project scale and target
capital cost and relationship of the DDC to its site and the overall McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
The full design analyses and concepts are under separate cover, and are the specific project concept
that this business plan is based on. The business plan also reflects input received from the DDC
design team and the DDC oversight committee. A summary of the primary market research
undertaken in support of project planning is included, with the full primary market research studies
in the report appendices.
The research and analysis undertaken in preparing this DDC business plan included:
♦ Review of DDC objectives and concepts.
♦ Review of previous analyses and studies of the proposed DDC.
♦ Analyzed the resident and tourist market available to support the DDC;
♦ Evaluate, from a market and operating perspective, the site and facility concepts
♦ Research and prepare case studies of regional and national education and conservation
destinations and children’s and family oriented museums;
♦ Test the DDC interpretive, design and operating concepts through primary market research
(the primary market research tested both tourist and resident markets);
♦ Evaluate alternative governance and operating approaches for the DDC;
♦ Analyze the attendance potential of the DDC as currently planned;
♦ Estimate the Operational Revenue potential of the DDC concept as proposed given its
attendance potential and operating plan;
♦ Prepare a personnel plan and pro-forma operating budgets commensurate with the DDC’s
operating opportunity and to support DDC’s success and fulfillment of its mission and
objectives;
♦ Identify the appropriate amounts of Non-Operational Revenues revenues to be targeted to
support planned operations, achieve operating success and fulfill DDC mission and
objectives;
♦ Summarize marketing considerations for the DDC;
♦ Prepare a low-range sensitivity analysis; and,
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♦ Prepare a pre-opening organization capital budget estimate.
The DDC design team and the oversight committee were consulted with on an ongoing basis,
and this business plan reflects their substantial input and review. In turn, the design process was
informed by the ongoing research, analyses, findings and recommendations of this business plan.

Study Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in preparing this report. This study is qualified in its entirety
by the following.
1. The analyses and operating plan developed in this report assume the following. The size
and design of the DDC will be appropriate to its market potential, and will serve to create a
high-quality, stimulating conservation and education destination with broad-based audience
appeal to the resident and tourist markets; and will have a distinctive image as described
herein. The DDC will be competently and effectively managed. An appropriate
promotional campaign for the DDC will be developed and implemented. This program will
be targeted to prime resident and visitor markets. The admission prices for the facility will
be consistent with the educational and entertainment value offered.
2. There will be no physical constraints to impede visitors to the facility, such as major
construction activity. Changes in economic and social conditions due to events including,
but not limited to, economic recessions, major environmental problems or disasters, issues
on nearby or adjacent properties etc. that would negatively affect operations and visitation
may affect the results of the findings in this study, including operating potential estimates.
3. Every reasonable effort has been made in order that the data contained in this study reflect
the most accurate and timely information possible and it is believed to be reliable. This
study is based on estimates, assumptions and other information developed by ConsultEcon,
Inc., from its independent research efforts, general knowledge of the industry, and
consultations with the client group. No responsibility is assumed for inaccuracies in
reporting by the client, its agents and representatives, or any other data source used in the
preparation of this study. No warranty or representation is made that any of the projected
values or results contained in this study will actually be achieved. There will usually be
differences between forecasted or projected results and actual results because events and
circumstances usually do not occur as expected. Other factors not considered in the study
may influence actual results.
4. Possession of this report does not carry with it the right of publication. This report will be
presented to third parties in its entirety or through the Executive Summary. This report may
not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared, and is expressly for
the exclusive use of the City of Scottsdale.
5. The research and analyses contained in this report reflect the advancement of the DDC
design plan and exhibit plan as advanced to date, as well as the operational plans contained
herein. Substantial further refinement of the overall project will occur. This will include all
of the design elements and operating plan as well as new planning for on-site programming,
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commercial aspects of DDC, governance, fundraising, and other necessary planning. As
these advancements in the DDC development process occur, the economic analyses and
business plans contained herein will need to be refined.
6. Outputs of computer models used in this report are rounded. These outputs may therefore
slightly affect totals and summaries. This report was prepared in March through August
2010. It represents data available at that time.
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Section II
SITE EVALUATION

This section reviews the proposed DDC site from a market perspective. Essential aspects of the
market potential of a conservation and education destination are its location, accessibility,
visibility, adjacent uses, and site size and quality. Following is a summary of these factors as
they relate to the proposed DDC.

Regional Context
The proposed DDC will be located in Scottsdale, a city in the Phoenix Metropolitan Area in
central Arizona. Scottsdale currently has a population of approximately 237,0001. The
estimated metropolitan area population in the “Valley of the Sun” exceeds 4.3 million people,
with projected population of 5 million by 2014.
Figure II-1 is a street map of the Phoenix region. The Phoenix metro area is served by major
highways running east-west and north-south through the middle of Phoenix -- Interstate 10 and
Interstate 17-- as well as near concentric highways composed of Loop Routes 101, 202 and 303.
The red star shows the location of the DDC site at McDowell Sonoran Preserve. This site has
easy accessibility within Scottsdale and the overall metro area. In particular, Ring highway 101
provides highway access to all areas of the metro area and from the interstate highway system.

_______________________
1

Estimated 2009 population; source: Claritas, Inc.
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Figure II-1
Regional Accessibility in Phoenix Metropolitan Area

Source: Mapquest.com.

Location
Figure II-2 provides a street map of the Scottsdale area. The proposed DDC site is situated
northeast of the intersection of Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Rd. The intersection is
approximately 1 mile from Exit 14 (Bell Rd.) on Route 101, the major north-south limited access
thoroughfare to and through Scottsdale that provides connections to all major routes that traverse
the metropolitan area.
The proposed DDC site is part of a larger area that has been identified as the Gateway to the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve. In addition to the proposed DDC, this area will contain the largest
public access, in terms of the range of amenities and trails provided, in the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve.
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Figure II-2
Map of Location of Proposed Desert Discovery Center

Source: Mapquest.com.

McDowell Sonoran Preserve Location
Figure II-3 is a map of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. The McDowell Sonoran Preserve
contains recreational trails for walkers, hikers, runners, and equestrians that are also included on this
map. The location of the DDC at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve principal Gateway location will
be an important aspect of its visibility and will increase public awareness of the facility.
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Figure II-3
Map of McDowell Sonoran Preserve Lands and Trails

DDC
Location at
Preserve
Gateway
Source: City of Scottsdale
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Accessibility
The site is accessible by vehicle from Thompson Peak Parkway. A major circumferential highway
and primary high-speed route to and through Scottsdale, Route 101, exits onto Bell Road,
approximately 1 mile from the Preserve Gateway and proposed DDC site. The site is easily
accessible by vehicle to residents from the Phoenix metro area, as well as visitors from outside the
region that may be less familiar with the area. The primary commercial airport in the region, Sky
Harbor Airport, is approximately 20 minutes from the site, contributing to Scottsdale’s status as a
visitor destination.

Visibility
The site is located along Thompson Peak Parkway. Thompson Peak Parkway is one of the few
north-south thoroughfares in this part of Scottsdale. Data in Table II-1 provides recent traffic
patterns on SR 101.
Table II-1
Traffic Patterns on SR 101 in Scottsdale
SR101 Traffic Log 2003-2008

Exit 12-14

2003
2006
2007
2008
80,500 135,000 112,000 107,000

Exit 15-14

70,100 122,000 127,000 122,000

Source: State of Arizona
According to traffic data from the Arizona Department of Transportation, State Route 101 average
annual daily traffic (AADT) counts have increased overall since 2003. In the highway segment
between Exit 12 and Exit 14 (Bell Rd.), AADT increased 61.5 percent from 80,500 to 130,000
between 2003 and 2006. From 2006 to 2008, however, AADT in this segment decreased nearly
21% from 135,000 to 107,000. The highway segment between Exit 15 and Exit 14 (Bell Rd.)
showed a relatively similar trend, with AADT increasing 42.5 percent from 70,100 to 122,000
between 2003 and 2006, but remaining at 122,000 through 2008. Local officials attribute this
reduction in AADT to effects of the country’s recession, which have led to fewer new residents and
employees and also less construction. It was also noted that this trend has been seen throughout
Scottsdale over the past few years, but the AADT is expected to rebound. Even with the effects of
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the recession, AADT in the highway segment between Exit 12 and Exit 14 has increased
approximately 33 percent from 2003 to 2008 and AADT in the highway segment between Exit 15
and Exit 14 has increased 42.5 percent in that same period. The proposed DDC’s visibility can be
heightened among travelers with permissible roadway signage.

Figure II-4 is an aerial view of the Gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve site northeast of
the Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Road intersection. This is the DDC location.
Figure II-4
Aerial View of Proposed Desert Discovery Center Site

Desert
Discovery
Center

Source: Mapquest.com.

McDowell Sonoran Preserve Setting
Figure II-5 provides a collage of images that represent the natural beauty of the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve. The quality of the Preserve is an important aspect of the market potential of the DDC and
in turn, the DDC will be interpreting the natural qualities and characteristics of the Preserve.
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Figure II-5
Depictions of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve

Source: City of Scottsdale
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Site Size and Quality
The McDowell Sonoran Preserve currently encompasses about 16,000 acres of mountains and
desert land that encompass the McDowell Mountains and land north of the mountains connecting to
the Tonto National Forest. Major expansions in Preserve acreage are proposed The DDC site in the
Gateway is situated at the foot of the McDowell mountains, with direct views of the McDowell
Mountains in one direction (see Figure II-6), and views over the Phoenix urban area in the other
(see Figure II-7). This will provide a dramatic contrast of views between natural desert and urban
environments.
Figure II-6
View East from Proposed Desert Discovery Center Building Location

Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

Figure II-7
View West from Proposed Desert Discovery Center Building Location

Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Adjacent Uses
The primary adjacent use of the proposed DDC is the McDowell Sonoran Preserve as described
above, 16,000 acres of Sonoran Desert that is to remain in a natural state for perpetuity. There are
plans to increase the Preserve to over 30,000 acres. Residential uses lie to the west and south of the
site, across Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Road, respectively, and a mix of uses including
resorts are located to the north.

McDowell Sonoran Preserve Current Trail Use Pattern
The McDowell Sonoran Preserve is already a very popular and well-used outdoor resource. Since
its initial opening in 2005, the number of visitors to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve has grown
continuously. Trail usage has increased 290% from 33,104 visitors in calendar year 2006 to
129,030 in calendar year 20092. From January through April 2010, there were 98,676 visitors, a
119% increase from the 45,061 visitors in the same months of 2009. There were more users in the
first four months of 2010 than in all of 2008. Figure II-8 depicts the usage pattern for calendar
years 2006-2009.
Figure II-8
Total Trail Count by Calendar Year
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Source: City of Scottsdale

_______________________
2

The McDowell Sonoran Preserve calculates its attendance with electronic trail counters. The data represents the
findings of the trail counters, with estimations made for the months in which the instruments did not function
properly. The figures also under-represent the actual number of visitors, as the counter cannot distinguish a group
with no space between them from a single individual.
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Data in Table II-2 provides annual usage patterns for each of the trails. It should be noted that the
2005 data is for the months of July through December only and the 2010 data is for the months of
January through April only.

Table II-2
Total Trail Count by Calendar Year
McDowell Sonoran Preserve Trails

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

1/

2/
3/

Sunrise
8,668
24,855
22,088
34,286
38,161
18,298

Lost Dog
0
8,249
37,482
47,296
51,991
26,664

Gateway
0
0
0
0
36,105
48,443

Tom's
Thumb
0
0
0
0
2,773
6,797

Total
8,668
33,104
59,570
81,582
129,030
100,202

1/ Data for July 1 - Dec. 31
2/ Data for Gateway from May 1- Dec. 31; for Tom's Thumb Oct. 1 - Dec. 31
3/ Data for January 1 - April 31
Source: City of Scottsdale

The most relevant available annualized data is for the 12 month period in which the Gateway has
been opened in May 2009. From May 2009 through April 2010, the Preserve had 182,645 visits a
substantial increase over the previous 12 months. The opening of the Gateway Trailhead increased
usage patterns substantially. The Gateway represented approximately 46% of all visits during this
time period, or 84,548 visits.

Trail Use Seasonality
The peak season of trail use runs from approximately November to May, with the most popular
month to visit the Preserve being March. The Gateway Trail has a higher seasonal variation than
the other trails, with a higher percent use during the November through May period. This implies,
perhaps, that the Gateway is used for more recreational purposes while other paths may be used
more on a year-round basis by local residents. Figure II-9 depicts the seasonality of the McDowell
Sonoran Preserve trail use based on the monthly trail count since the Preserve’s opening. Figure II10 provides the trail counts for the most recent twelve months that data is available.
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Figure II-9
Total Trail Count by Month
McDowell Sonoran Preserve Trails
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Figure II-10
Total Trail Count by Month May ’09 – April ‘10
McDowell Sonoran Preserve Trails
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Summary
The proposed DDC will be located in Scottsdale, a city in the Phoenix Metropolitan Area in central
Arizona. Scottsdale currently has a population of approximately 237,000. The estimated
metropolitan area population in the “Valley of the Sun” exceeds 4.3 million people, with projected
population of 5 million by 2014.
The proposed DDC will be located in the Gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. The
Gateway will be the largest public access area in the Preserve. The site would be easily accessible
by vehicle to residents from the Phoenix metro area, as well as visitors from outside the region that
may be less familiar with the area. The Phoenix metro area is served by major highways running
east-west and north-south through the middle of Phoenix—Interstate 10 and Interstate 17—as well
as near concentric highways composed of Loop Routes 101, 202 and 303. The proposed DDC site
is situated to the northeast of the intersection of Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Rd.,
approximately 1 mile from Exit 14 (Bell Rd.) on Route 101, the major north-south limited access
thoroughfare to and through Scottsdale.
Adjacent uses and site size and quality are supportive of the development of a facility such as the
proposed DDC. The primary adjacency of the proposed DDC is the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
The Preserve will be the central interpretive theme for the proposed DDC. Residential uses lie to
the west and south of the site, across Thompson Peak Parkway and Bell Road, respectively. A mix
of uses is located to the north. The proposed DDC site in the Gateway is situated at the foot of the
mountains, with direct views of the McDowell Mountains in one direction and views over the
Phoenix urban area in the other. This will provide a dramatic contrast of views between natural
desert and urban environments.
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Section III
DESERT DISCOVERY CENTER CONCEPT

This report section describes the DDC concept as currently envisioned. Following is an abbreviated
project description that focuses on the underlying concept. The full concept including exhibits,
landscape design, architectural design and cost estimates is included in separate documents.
However, this business plan was prepared iteratively with the design and project concept, and it
reflects the current DDC design and program.

Desert Discovery Center Mission that Guided this Process
The Desert Discovery Center Mission Statement as adopted to date by the DDC oversight
Subcommittee is:
The Desert Discovery Center is a magical place providing a culture of educational
wonder and recreational insights, inspiring both residents and visitors to understand,
appreciate, sustain, and return to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the world’s
richest, most amazing desert, which is its home.
(Revised April 8, 2010)

This interim revised DDC Mission statement is intended to assist project leadership moving forward
knowing that the DDC’s mission statement may be further revised in the future.

DDC Goals
Following are interim DDC Goals as prepared for the primary market research undertaken for this
plan. While these are subject to refinement as the project advances beyond the current stage of
planning, for the purposes of this planning phase, they reflect the project as currently conceived.
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Desert Discovery Center Goals
INCREASE
Appreciation an Understanding of the Desert and its Eco-system.
ENHANCE
Quality of Life and Tourism.
INSPIRE
Use, Enjoyment, and Conservation.
SERVE
Area Residents of Scottsdale and Greater Phoenix and their Visitors.
PROVIDE
Gateway to McDowell Sonoran Preserve,
Immersive Desert Experiences,
Educational Programs,
Superior Visitor Amenities.
Source: Swaback Partners

Architectural Narrative
The following architectural narrative was prepared by Swaback Partners as a summary to lead the
architectural design process. The full architectural plan as separately documented has been the basis
for this market study and business plan.
The Desert Discovery Center will be located at the primary gateway into Scottsdale’s
McDowell Sonoran Preserve, which offers 16,000 acres of preserve land including
breathtaking mountain peaks. The Sonoran Desert is one of the most diverse and certainly
one of the world’s most amazing deserts.
The architecture of the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) is conceived as a world-class
statement on how to sensitively integrate a built environment into its pristine Sonoran desert
setting, while at the same time providing for all the educational, recreational, and social
opportunities the DDC affords. The architecture will be a new benchmark of green and
sustainable architecture for the desert, as well as be a celebration of the beauty of the
Sonoran Desert. Conceived as a collection of indoor/outdoor desert pavilions set within lush
desert landscaping, the pavilions will be connected by a series of heavily shaded courtyards
to provide an oasis effect in the midst of the desert. Materials will be rugged and desert like,
yet refined and all selected to blend with the desert. The various pavilions will be sculptural
in nature, all reflecting the fractured geometry of their mountain backdrop. With soaring
cantilevered roof forms. Some will be set low into the earth and some have soaring
cantilevered roof forms. All will reflect the character of the desert. Water elements will add
Desert Discovery Center
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to the cooling effect of the courtyards through capturing of rainwater and reusing water from
the DDC.
Experiencing the DDC’s various pavilions and courtyards you gain an insightful education
about Scottsdale’s McDowell Sonoran Mountain Preserve, as well as the Sonoran Desert.
Numerous interpretative exhibits and hands-on demonstrations by Preserve docents will be
contained within the courtyards and pavilions geared to all ages and all levels of interest.
An immersive theater experience will take you on an emotional journey thru the desert like
no other you have ever experienced. Within the DDC, one will be able to fully experience
the mysteries of the desert and the hidden worlds of the desert plant and animal life through
interesting and engaging exhibit experiences. These will include experiences geared to
adults as well as to children. The DDC will be a place of constantly changing presentations
and events so that one gains a different experience on every visit.
The Center will be a place of community gathering and entertainment.
♦ A restaurant/and cafe will be featured with a unique desert-dining garden for
enjoying a fine meal, gathering for coffee after a hike or having a refreshing drink on
a warm day.
♦ A shade covered amphitheater will feature on-going talks as well as musical
entertainment all with a perfectly framed view of the majestic McDowell Mountains.
♦ A retail pavilion will feature a unique blend of desert related items such as gifts,
hiking gear, books, desert plants, art, cd’s, etc., all focused on enjoying the beauty of
the desert long after your visit.
♦ The Desert Great Room, another community gathering place, will be a multipurpose, architecturally unique, indoor/outdoor pavilion within the center also set
with a imagistic view of the mountains that will be used for a variety of
presentations, conferences and social gatherings such as weddings, parties and
corporate events.
The Center will most importantly act as a gateway to explore the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve, as it will be directly linked to a short interpretive path to stroll into the desert or to
continue on to enjoy the miles of pathways that take you deep into the desert.
Proposed Program of Spaces
Data in Table III-1 provides the program of spaces as prepared by Swaback Partners. This
program was also the basis for this market study and business plan.
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Table III-1
Desert Discovery Center Proposed Program of Spaces

Area Description

Net Square Feet

Net %

Gross
Square
Feet

Welcome Pavilion

2,775

4.56%

3,330

Public Restrooms
Public Lockers
Vending
Concierge Station
Ticketing
Security Desk

600
800
250
500
500
125

0.99%
1.32%
0.41%
0.82%
0.82%
0.21%

720
960
300
600
600
150

10,300

16.94%

12,360

6,300
2,000
400
1,300
300

10.36%
3.29%
0.66%
2.14%
0.49%

7,560
2,400
480
1,560
360

Desert Great Room
Event Pavilion
Catering Kitchen
Bar Storage
Restrooms
Lobby

Hospitality Pavilion
Sonoran Market
Desert Café

Discovery Portals

7.56%

5,520

3.29%
4.28%

2,400
3,120

Locate at facility exit, function in tandem with Café. Provide free access to general public.
80 Indoor Seats per Phase I study. Open to Desert Dining Garden with views to Preserve.

1,500

2.47%

1,800

Orientation Exhibit. Provides context of facility and exhibits.
Story of a special place
Planning an enjoyable visit

5,000

8.22%

6,000

Seasons of the Sonoran Desert

3,500

5.76%

4,200

Spiral Sculpture of the Seasons: A Year in the Life
Many-Colored Desert
Tom's Thumb Theater
Cacti/Agave Gallery
Woody Plant Gallery
Herbaceous Plant Gallery

4,500

7.40%

5,400
A virtual hunting experience at night using vision, smell, and thermal sensing
A virtual hunting experience during the day using vision
Large-scale mural of an evening desert scene with multiple interactive elements
Large-scale mural of an morning desert scene with multiple interactive elements
Adaptation elements
Adaptation elements
Adaptation elements
Adaptation elements

3,500

5.76%

4,200

World Beneath Our Feet
Wildlife Cams
Snake's Eye View Theater
The Secret Sex Lives of Plants
Ant Habitat
Bee Habitat
Reptile Habitat

Interactive soil profile
Real-time snapshots of Preserve life; on-demand archival footage
A different perspective on the desert world
Basics of pollination and weird/wonderful relationships
Underground societies; specialization and cooperation
Solitary in Sonora
North America's only venomous lizard, an Arizona icon

5,000

8.22%

6,000

Water Allocation
Hohokam Environment
Cowboy Enviroment
Fifties Environment
Contemporary/Near-Future Environment (Sustainability)

The Tomorrow Pavilion

Marriage of water, art, and interactive learning
Manipulation of water by the first inhabitants of the Valley of the Sun
Importing EuroAmerican land use models into the McDowells
Boomtown; air-conditioning and urban sprawl; adapting the desert to human needs
Adapting human society to meet the extremes of the desert

3,000

4.93%

3,600

Walk-in Saguaro Cactus
Interactive Floor
Time Machine
Free Learning Space
Terrarium Listening Station
Small Animal Habitats

Rotating Exhibits

Desert Discovery Center

75-100 Seats per BRC. Locate near Desert Great Room and Amphitheater

A curving, walk-in sculpture that takes visitors on a tour of a year in the Preserve
An interactive, raised-relief map of the of the Sonoran Desert
An immersive mini-theater experience focused on geology
Images of the Cacti of the Preserve, a saquaro sculpture, a learning station and inter. exhibits
Images of the woody plants of the Preserve with a learning station and interactive exhibits
Images of the flowering plants of the Preserve with a learning station and interactive exhibits

The Desert After Dark
Airborne Enemy
Twilight Wall
Dawn Wall
Couch's Spadefoot Sculpture
Grasshopper Mouse / Darkling Beetle Sculpture
Tortoise Combat Sculpture
Costa's Hummingbird at Chuparosa Sculpture

Human Adaptation

Serves Desert Great Room and Desert Terrace.

4,600

Mysterious World

The Hidden Desert

Locate near entry. Verify count based on final program.

2,000
2,600

History of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve
Orientation to the DDC

Staying Alive

Notes

Enter an icon
A view of the world beneath our feet
Encouraging thinking about the past and shaping the future
Beyond playground
Different ways of observing the desert world
Engaging in conservation

2,500

4.11%

3,000
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Table III-1 (continued)
Desert Discovery Center Proposed Program of Spaces
Net
Square
Feet

Area Description

Administration
18 Offices
2 General Work Areas
Reception
20 Work Spaces
Staff Breakroom / Kitchen
Employee Locker Room
Staff Bathrooms

Resources
Volunteer Room
Library

Back of House
Curatorial / Exhibit Shop
Storage
Landscape Maintenance Building
Other Back of House / Mechanical

Net %

Gross
Square
Feet

5,335

8.77%

6,402

2,160
800
125
1,300
500
200
250

3.55%
1.32%
0.21%
2.14%
0.82%
0.33%
0.41%

2,592
960
150
1,560
600
240
300

1,600

2.63%

1,920

400
1,200

0.66%
1.97%

480
1,440

7,700

12.66%

9,240

1,200
2,000
1,500
3,000

1.97%
3.29%
2.47%
4.93%

1,440
2,400
1,800
3,600

100.00%

72,972

Total Building Net Square Footage

60,810

Total Building Gross Square Footage

72,972

Phase I Estimate
Phase I Low Estimate
Phase I High Estimate

52,920
42,300
63,500

Notes

10'x12', 120 sf each
200 sf each
8'x8' cubicle or equivalent / open office
Provide exterior space at breakroom.
Locate near Administration Offices.

Locate near Library. Provide easy access to exhibits.

Locate
Locate
Locate
Locate

near Service Entry and Storage. West side of facility.
near Exhibit Shop.
near Shop and Storage
on west side of facility.

Grossing Factor of 20%, includes interior circulation, walls, mechanical

12,162

Phase I Net SF -20%
Phase I Net SF +20%

Exterior Spaces
Welcome Terrace

12,000

Orientation Courtyard

5,500

Incorporate wayfinding exhibit. Exterior Greeter/Concierge station. Served by special
entry wall. Main arrival space located between DDC and existing Gateway trailhead.
Central Plaza including orientation exhibits.

Event Terrace

12,000

Plaza serving Desert Great Room, located to views of preserve.

Connecting Passages

25,000

Numerous landscape and hardscape spaces that flow between Desert Pavilions.

Desert Dining Garden

3,000

On view side of Café. Provide exceptional exterior dining environment.

View Terrace

5,000

Welcome Plaza feature, frames views to foreground preserve mountains.

Amphitheater

5,800

200 Seats per Phase I study.

Group / School Kids' Orientation

2,400

Provide exterior gathering space for children's tours. Incorporate seating.

Total Exterior Spaces

70,700

Phase I Exterior Space Estimate: 70,580 SF

Parking
Employee and Volunteer Parking Required
Typical Saturday Visitor Parking Required
Peak Period Visitor Parking Required
Total DDC Parking Required

85
230-300
250-325
410

spaces
spaces
spaces
spaces

Existing Phase I Trailhead Parking
Existing Phase I Bicycle Parking

216 spaces
25 spaces

Phase II Vehicle Parking
Phase II Bicycle Parking

293 spaces
23 spaces

Phase III Parking

175 spaces

Total New Parking

468 spaces

Alternate: Additional Phase IV Parking
Alternate: Phase I-III Covered Parking

162 spaces
684 spaces

Desert Discovery Center

Per Gateway Siteplan A0.1. Bid Alternate added 58 additional spaces.
Trailhead (Major Community)
Vehicle Spaces Required: 200-300 spaces
Bicycle Spaces Required: 20-30 (1:10 ratio)
Per Gateway Siteplan A0.1.
Per Gateway Siteplan A0.1.
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Parking
There is sufficient space to accommodate parking needs. The amount of parking required for the
proposed DDC will depend on the size and scale of the facility and the activities planned onsite,
especially events with potentially large attendance. In addition, parking will need to accommodate
non-DDC users of the public Gateway access area and trails in the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
There will need to be sufficient parking for large vehicles, including tour and school buses, as well
as vehicles with equestrian trailers. Following is the current site concept for parking spaces:

Existing Gateway Parking:

Parking Spaces
216

Phase I Gateway expansion:

125 (currently under construction)

Phase II DDC Expansion:

428 (planned)

Possible Gateway and DDC Expansion

101 (if necessary)

Total Gateway and DDC Parking Potential:

870 spaces

A separate study conducted by the City of Scottsdale will confirm the final parking needs and the
appropriate parking layout. Based on the site, and the parking space plan, opportunities for parking
mitigation, and the upcoming detailed parking planning process, it is assumed that there will be
sufficient on-site parking for DDC.
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Section IV
RESIDENT MARKET AREA DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS

The proposed DDC is expected to attract visitors from both resident and tourist markets.
This section of the report evaluates the resident markets for the project.

Resident Market Definition and Analysis
Although the proposed DDC will draw a variety of market segments, the project’s resident market
will be a significant source of visitors. Ultimately, the geographic reach and available markets for a
project depend on the size and quality of the facility and its exhibits and programs, its accessibility
and location, the presence of nearby attractions, regional transportation networks, and marketing
efforts.
The resident market for a destination such as the DDC is defined as the area whose residents would
visit the DDC as part of a day-trip. Persons in the resident market often have repeat visitation
patterns, or become members of the institution. Visiting the project would be a primary purpose or
important part of a day-trip. Resident markets are analyzed within a “gravity model” context; the
closer residents live to the conservation and education destination, the more likely they are to visit.
Depending on the individual market’s circumstances, resident markets can extend up to 100 or more
miles, or be as narrow as 50 miles. On its periphery, the resident market changes over to the visitor
(or tourist) market. The visitor market will be reviewed in a subsequent section of this report.
The overall Resident Market Area for the proposed DDC is defined as the area surrounding
Scottsdale within Arizona, extending to about 75 miles away from the planned site. Within this
overall Resident Market Area, Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Market segments are defined as
follows:
♦ Primary Resident Market Area: City of Scottsdale, Arizona.
♦ Secondary Resident Market Area: Area within a 30-minute drive of the intersection at
East Bell Road and North Thompson Peak Parkway in Scottsdale, not including the Primary
Resident Market Area.
♦ Tertiary Resident Market Area: Phoenix Metropolitan Area (Maricopa and Pinal
Counties) not including the Primary and Secondary Resident Market Areas.
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Figure IV-1 shows the Resident Market Areas for the proposed DDC3.
Figure IV-1
Resident Market Areas for the Proposed Desert Discovery Center

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.

The Primary Resident Market Area is located near the site, and would draw spontaneous trips to the
facility. The residents are familiar with the travel routes and Scottsdale is a “top-of-mind”
destination for recreational and educational activities. There is potential for the residents of this area
to develop repeat visitation patterns.
The Secondary Resident Market Area is defined as the population residing within a 30-minute drive
time from the project site (excluding the Primary Market Area). This area is within easy day-trip
distance. The residents of the area are probably familiar with travel routes, and they identify
_______________________
3

On Figure IV-1, the Primary Market Area is identified as “Area 1”; the Secondary Market Area is identified as
“Area 2”; and, the Tertiary Market Area is identified as “Area 3”.
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themselves with Scottsdale as a media market and the central city in the region. There is potential
for the residents of this area to make repeat visits.
The Tertiary Resident Market Area is defined as the Phoenix Metropolitan Area (excluding the
Primary and Secondary Market Areas), extending about 75 miles from the site. The residents of the
Tertiary Market Area are still within day-trip distance; however, the trip would likely be planned in
advance and include visits to other attractions. These residents are familiar with the travel routes,
but live farther from the site.

Resident Market Area Demographic Characteristics
Following is a review of the demographic characteristics of the Primary, Secondary and
Tertiary Resident Market Areas.

Resident Market Area Population
Data in Table IV-1 detail estimated 2009 and projected 2014 populations within the Resident
Market Areas.
Table IV-1
Resident Market Estimated 2009 and Projected 2014 Population
Proposed Desert Discovery Center
2009 Estimated
Population
Primary Market Area

2014 Projected % Change
Population 2009 to 2014

237,000

260,200

9.8%

Secondary Market Area

1,992,500

2,165,200

8.7%

Tertiary Market

2,124,700

2,574,700

21.2%

Total Resident Market

4,354,200

5,000,100

14.8%

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.
Note: Numbers are rounded to nearest hundred.

The Primary Resident Market Area population is estimated at 237,000 in 2009, and is projected at
260,200 in 2014, an increase of 9.8 percent. The Secondary Resident Market Area population is
estimated at 1,992,500 in 2009, and is projected to increase to 2,165,200, an increase of 8.7 percent,
by 2014. The Tertiary Resident Market Area was an estimated 2,124,700 residents in 2009, and is
projected to increase to an estimated 2,574,700 by 2014, an increase of 21.2 percent. The overall
Desert Discovery Center
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Resident Market Area population is projected to increase by 14.8 percent, from 4,344,200 to
5,000,100, from 2009 to 2014.
The growth rate in the total Resident Market Area, (14.8%) is slightly higher than the projected
growth rate of the population of the State of Arizona over the same period (13.2 %), and
significantly higher than the projected growth rate of the population of the U.S. as a whole over that
period (5.1 %). These market data represent a growth trend that will increase the size of the markets
available for the project.

Resident Market Area Age Profile
Important audiences for conservation and education destinations such as the proposed DDC are
adults in their mid 20’s through 40’s with children, and adults in their 40’s and 50’s who have more
time and disposable income for recreational activities of this type. Data in Table IV-2 profile the
Resident Market Areas by age categories.
Table IV-2
Resident Market Estimated 2009 Age Distribution
Proposed Desert Discovery Center
0-17

18-24

25-34

35-54

55+

Primary Market Area
Secondary Market Area
Tertiary Market Area
Total Resident Market

19.9%
26.3%
29.2%
27.4%

6.4%
9.6%
8.8%
9.0%

12.0%
15.7%
14.5%
14.9%

30.0%
28.6%
25.4%
27.1%

31.6%
19.8%
22.1%
21.6%

State of Arizona
US Population

26.4%
24.3%

9.3%
9.8%

14.1%
13.3%

26.4%
28.4%

23.7%
24.2%

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.

The overall Resident Market population has an age profile that is fairly consistent with that of the
State of Arizona and the U.S. as a whole. The Primary Resident Market Area has an age profile
slightly older than that of the State and the U.S.
These data are supportive of the development of the proposed DDC, as people in these older age
groups are often retirees (and grandparents), with disposable time and income, and can form an
important component of the audience for this type of conservation and education destination.
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Resident Market Area School Age Population
Students are an important component of a conservation and education organization’s market for
several reasons. First, families with children are frequent visitors to this type of facility, as parents
seek educational, as well as entertaining family outings. Second, school groups are an important
component of visitation, particularly during off-peak periods and on weekdays when general
visitation numbers are lower. In addition, visits to a conservation and education destination such as
the DDC by children in school groups can result in word-of-mouth advertising to friends and
family. This in turn leads to repeat visitation and new visitation. Data in Table IV-3 show the
estimated number of children ages 5 through 18 in the Resident Market Areas in 2009, as well as
the projected number of school age children in 2014.

Table IV-3
Resident Market Estimated 2009 and Projected 2014 School Age Children
Proposed Desert Discovery Center
Estimated
2009
Primary Market Area

Projected Percent Change
2014
2009-2014

36,900

41,800

13.3%

Secondary Market Area

394,700

436,600

10.6%

Tertiary Market Area

453,500

557,300

22.9%

Total Resident Market

885,100

1,035,700

17.0%

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.
Note: Numbers are rounded to nearest hundred.

In all, there were an estimated 885,100 school age children in 2009 in the Resident Market Area.
This number is projected to increase by 17 percent, to approximately 1,035,700 by 2014.

Resident Market Area Households
Data in Table IV-4 show the estimated and projected numbers of households in the Resident
Market Areas.
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Table IV-4
Estimated 2009 and Projected 2014 Households in the Resident Market Areas
Proposed Desert Discovery Center
2009
Estimated
Households

2014
Projected % Change 2009
Households
to 2014

Primary Market Area

104,800

114,900

9.6%

Secondary Market Area

742,200

803,700

8.3%

Tertiary Market Area

711,600

858,200

20.6%

1,558,600

1,776,800

14.0%

Total Resident Market

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.
Note: Numbers are rounded to nearest hundred.

In 2009, there were an estimated 104,800 households in the Primary Resident Market Area, 742,200
households in the Secondary Resident Market Area, and 711,600 households in the Tertiary
Resident Market Area, for a total of 1,558,600 households. The number of households in the
overall Resident Market Area is projected to increase by 14 percent between 2009 and 2014, with
the Tertiary Resident Market Area showing the largest increase.
Data in Table IV-5 show household size characteristics in the Resident Market Area compared
to the State of Arizona and the U.S. as a whole.

Table IV-5
Estimated 2009 and Projected 2014 Household Sizes in the Resident Market Areas
Proposed Desert Discovery Center

Primary Market Area
Secondary Market Area
Tertiary Market Area

2009
2000 Estimated % Change
Household Household
2000 to
Size
Size
2009
2.22
2.24
0.90%
2.61
2.65
1.53%
2.86
2.93
2.45%

2014
Projected
Household % Change
Size 2009 to 2014
2.25
0.45%
2.66
0.38%
2.96
1.02%

Total Resident Market

2.67

2.75

2.89%

2.78

1.02%

State of Arizona

2.64

2.69

1.89%

2.71

0.74%

United States

2.59

2.59

0.00%

2.59

0.00%

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.
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The Primary Resident Market Area has the lowest estimated average household size with 2.24
persons per household in 2009, while the Secondary and Tertiary Resident Market Areas have
larger households, with 2.65 and 2.93 persons per household, respectively. The 2.75 weighted
average household size in the Resident Market Area is slightly higher than that of the State of
Arizona (2.69) and that of the U.S. as a whole (2.58). It should be noted, however, that although
decreasing household sizes are an ongoing national trend, the average household size in the overall
Resident Market Area is projected to increase by just over one percent. Households with children
are a target market of conservation and education destination such as the proposed DDC; and in this
case the larger household sizes in the Resident Market Areas (indicating families with children) are
a positive indicator for visitation potential.

Resident Market Area Income Characteristics
Higher incomes are associated with visitation to conservation and education destinations such as the
proposed DDC, both in terms of the ability to visit (disposable income, transportation and leisure
time) and the desire to visit, as higher incomes frequently reflect higher educational attainment.
Several measures of income are provided in this assessment. Data in Table IV-6 show the median
household incomes in the Resident Market Areas as compared to the State of Arizona and the U.S.
as a whole.
Table IV-6
2009 Estimated and 2014 Projected Median Household Income Comparison
Proposed Desert Discovery Center

Primary Market Area
Secondary Market Area
Tertiary Market Area
Total Resident Market

2009 Median
Household
Income
$68,189
$53,421
$56,204
$59,099

2014 Projected
Median Household Percent Change
Income
2009 to 2014
$73,095
7.2%
$58,138
8.8%
$62,693
11.5%
$65,229
10.4%

State of Arizona

$50,445

$56,273

11.6%

United States

$51,433

$56,581

10.0%

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.
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The estimated 2009 median household income for the Primary Market Area is $68,189, which is
higher than that of the Secondary and Tertiary Resident Market Areas, with estimated incomes
averaging $53,421 and $56,204, respectively. The estimated weighted median household income in
the overall Resident Market Area, $59,099, is somewhat higher than those of the State of Arizona
($50,445) and the U.S. as a whole ($51,433). While this indicates a significant number of
households that can afford to visit a conservation and education destination such as the proposed
DDC, care should be taken in planning ticket price ranges to be affordable to all economic levels in
the Resident Market Areas.
The 2014 projected weighted median household income for the overall Resident Market Area is
$65,229, indicating a growth rate (10.4%) that is just slightly lower than that of the State of Arizona,
but fairly comparable to that of the U.S. as a whole.
A second measure of income is by income groups. Data in Table IV-7 compare the income groups
of the Resident Market Areas to the State of Arizona and the U.S. as a whole.

Table IV-7
Estimated 2009 and Projected 2014 Income Group Comparison
(by Percentage of Households)
Proposed Desert Discovery Center
Less than $25,000 to $35,000 to $50,000 to $75,000 to
$25,000
$34,999
$49,999
$74,999
$99,999 $100,000 +
Primary Market Area
Secondary Market Area
Tertiary Market Area
Total Resident Market

14.8%
19.6%
18.7%
18.8%

8.5%
11.1%
10.4%
10.6%

13.2%
16.5%
15.5%
15.8%

18.5%
20.4%
21.5%
20.8%

12.2%
12.5%
13.9%
13.1%

32.8%
19.9%
19.9%
20.8%

State of Arizona
United States

21.9%
22.9%

11.5%
10.8%

16.3%
15.2%

20.1%
19.6%

12.1%
12.3%

18.1%
19.3%

Source: Claritas, Inc. and ConsultEcon, Inc.

The above data show that the total Resident Market Area has a greater proportion of households
with an income greater than $50,000+ than the State of Arizona. Approximately 54.7 percent of
households in the Resident Market Area have incomes in that range, compared to approximately
50.4 percent of households in the State of Arizona, and 51.1 percent in the U.S. as whole. These
income data are supportive of the first income analysis, with a significant percentage of Resident
Desert Discovery Center
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Market Area residents that have the economic means to attend conservation and education
destination such as the proposed DDC.

Summary
The overall Resident Market Area population is projected to increase between 2009 and 2014 by
14.8 percent, from 4,344,200 to 5,000,100. This growth trend will increase the size of the markets
available for the proposed DDC. The demographic characteristics of the Resident Market Areas
include moderately high-income household levels, a similar age profile to the United States as a
whole, and a large population of school-age children. In all, there were an estimated 885,100 school
age children in 2009 in the Resident Market Area, a number that is projected to increase by 17
percent, to approximately 1,035,700 by 2014. The median household income in the overall
Resident Market Area is somewhat higher than those of the State of Arizona and the U.S. as a
whole. While this indicates a significant number of households that can afford to visit a
conservation and education destination such as the proposed DDC, care should be taken in planning
ticket price ranges to be affordable to all economic levels in the Resident Market Areas. Overall,
these population and income level data are good indicators for resident market visitation to the
DDC.
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Section V
TOURISM MARKET

This section reviews the tourist markets available to the proposed DDC. This includes a review of
Arizona and Phoenix regional tourism trends and an evaluation of Scottsdale tourism and selected
area visitor attractions and cultural and nature based sites. As a major conservation and education
destination, the proposed DDC has the potential to draw visitation from tourists in Scottsdale, as
well as tourists staying in other locations throughout the Phoenix Metro Area (Central Arizona
Tourism Region), which is defined as Maricopa and Pinal Counties. In addition the DDC’s focus
on desert ecology and the natural world, as well as its close proximity to the primary loop highway
(US 101) in the region, may draw visitors passing through the area en route to natural destinations
throughout the state. As proposed, the DDC will also have the potential to draw from longer daytrip markets such as Tucson and Flagstaff because of its unique offerings and physical setting.
For the purposes of this study, tourist4 markets are defined as follows:
♦ Overnight Visitors to Phoenix Metro Area, with the following segments by overnight
accommodations:


Hotel/Motel Visitors in Scottsdale Market Area



Hotel/Motel Visitors in remainder of Phoenix Metro Area



Seasonal residents – Second homeowners, families and friends occupying a residence
(owned or rented) for less than a full year in the Phoenix Metro Area



Visitors staying with friends and relatives that live in the Phoenix Metro Area

♦ Day Trip Visitors to Scottsdale who reside outside of the Phoenix Metro Area.5
The data utilized in this section represent the latest data available for the geographies under
consideration. The sources of these data include:
♦ Arizona 2008 Tourism Facts: Year‐end Summary, Arizona Office of Tourism.
♦ Arizona Lodging Indicators, Arizona Office of Tourism.
♦ Phoenix/Central Arizona 2007 Tourism Facts, Arizona Office of Tourism.
♦ Metropolitan Arizona Visitor Study. Behavior Research Center, 2000.
_______________________
4

The terms “visitor,” “tourist” and “traveler” are used interchangeably.

5

Day trip visitors to Scottsdale who reside in other areas of the Phoenix Metro Area are included in the resident
market analysis.
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♦ The Scottsdale/Paradise Valley Tourism Study - Part I: Lodging Statistics and Part II:
Visitor Statistics, City of Scottsdale. Office of Economic Vitality, February and August
2009;
♦ City of Scottsdale Visitor Inquiry Study. Behavior Research Center, August 2009; and,
♦ Interviews with and information supplied by the Arizona Office of Tourism, City of
Scottsdale’s Economic Vitality Department, and the Scottsdale Convention and Visitors
Bureau.
VISITATION TO ARIZONA
Tourism is an important component of the Arizona economy. In 2008, there were an estimated
37.4 million domestic and international overnight visitors to Arizona. In the same year, these
visitors spent an estimated $18.5 billion, which accounted for 166,900 jobs, $5.0 billion in
earnings, and $1.4 billion in local and state tax revenue.

Domestic Overnight Visitors
The largest segment of overnight travelers was out-of-state domestic visitors at 22.6 million in
2008. In addition, there were 9.8 million Arizona resident overnight visitors and 5.0 million
international overnight visitors. Data in Figure 1 present the trend in domestic overnight
travelers to the state by resident and non-resident visitors. Between 2002 and 2007, the number
of domestic overnight visitors to Arizona increased each year. Due to the economic recession
and a reduction in travel overall, the number of visitors to the state declined 4.2 percent between
2007 and 2008.
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Figure V-1
Trend in Arizona Domestic Overnight Visitors (in millions)
by Non-Resident and Resident Visitors, 2008

Source: Tourism Economics.

Data in Figure V-2 present the trend in domestic overnight travelers to the state by leisure and
business visitors. In 2008, approximately 81 percent or 26.1 million overnight visitors to
Arizona were traveling for leisure purposes. Among overnight leisure visitors, 49 percent were
traveling to visit friends and relatives, 17 percent were touring, 10 percent were traveling
outdoors, and 9 percent were attending a special event. Two thirds of overnight leisure visitors
stayed in paid accommodations. The average overnight leisure travel party size was 2.9 persons
and 31 percent of these parties included children.
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Figure V-2
Trend in Arizona Domestic Overnight Visitors (in millions)
by Leisure and Business Visitors, 2008

Source: Tourism Economics.

International Overnight Visitors
International visitors include overnight visitors from Mexico, Canada and overseas markets.
There were an estimated 5.0 million overnight international visitors to Arizona in 2008.
Business travelers would include meeting and convention travelers as well as general business
travel. Mexican overnight visitors accounted for approximately 76 percent of all international
travelers, or 3.8 million international overnight visitors. In addition, there were an estimated
700,000 overseas visitors and 500,000 Canadian visitors.

International Day Visitors
In addition, there were a significant number of Mexican day visitors to Arizona. According to a
study conducted by the University of Arizona, there were a total of 24.04 Mexican visitors
crossing the border in 2008. Approximately 84 percent or 20.3 million were day visitors. Most
of these day visitors were visiting Arizona border communities. Since 2001, the last time the
University of Arizona conducted a study, the number of Mexican overnight visitors increased
substantially.
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VISITATION TO CENTRAL ARIZONA
The Arizona Office of Tourism (AOT) defines travel regions in the state, including the Central
Arizona Tourism Region (“Central Arizona”), which is defined as Maricopa and Pinal Counties.
Central Arizona drew an estimated 15.0 million domestic overnight visitors in 2008, a decline of
2.6 percent from 15.4 million overnight visitors in 2007. In both years, Central Arizona captured
46 percent of all domestic overnight visitors to Arizona.6

Trip Purpose and Activities
In 2007, 74 percent of overnight visitors to Central Arizona were traveling for leisure purposes.
An estimated 37 percent or 5.7 million VFRs visited Central Arizona in 2007. Another 11
percent or 1.7 million were on a getaway weekend, and another 1.7 million were on general
vacation. Leisure visitors will be more likely to attend the DDC for exhibitions and desert
experiences than will business travelers, who may have limited time for non-business activities
on their trip. However, business travelers include meetings and conventioneers, who might hold
a reception at the DDC. Approximately 26 percent or 4 million travelers were on business trips
in 2007. Business travelers may attend DDC during their free time; or more likely during
meetings, corporate and conference/convention events held at the DDC. Incorporating spaces
large enough for meetings, events and banquets will create an opportunity for Operational
Revenue.

Visitor, Party and Trip Characteristics
The average visitor to Central Arizona in 2007 was 48 years old and had a household income of
$86,200. The average party size was 2.0 persons and 16 percent of parties were families,
including children. The average length of stay was 4.0 nights. In 2007, 60 percent of overnight
visitors to Central Arizona stayed in paid accommodations. The peak season for travel was
January, February and March. Top five states by visitor origin were:
♦ California
♦ Arizona
♦ Illinois

25.2 percent of all visitors,
19.3 percent,
7.5 percent,

_______________________
6

The Arizona Office of Tourism did not publish regional tourism profiles for 2008 and is currently transitioning to a
new tourist statistics vendor. 2007 data are most current for Central Arizona/Phoenix Metro Area. 2009 data will be
published in late 2010 and may not be comparable to 2007 data due to different vendor survey methods.
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6.7 percent, and
4.3 percent.

The top five states accounted for 63 percent of all domestic overnight visitors to Central Arizona
in 2007. All other states accounted for 27 percent of domestic overnight visitors to Central
Arizona.

Regional Hotel/Motel Rooms
Central Arizona has experienced an expansion in supply of hotel and motel rooms in recent
years, which is an indicator of the area’s population growth and growth in popularity as a tourist
destination. As of February 2010, there were 436 properties and 60,147 rooms in Central
Arizona. According to Smith Travel Research data, the annual average occupancy rate in 2009
was an estimated 52.4 percent and there were 11.2 million occupied room nights. This area wide
occupancy rate is lower than previous periods and reflects the recent recession. It is reasonable
to expect and improved tourism market in the future, as the overall economy recovers. In fact,
the number of occupied room nights increased 1.6 percent between the fourth quarter of 2008
and the fourth quarter of 2009. However, the average occupancy rate for the period declined due
to an increase in room supply.

Seasonal Visitors and Resident Guests
In addition to overnight visitors in paid accommodations and private homes of Central Arizona
residents, there are second homeowners and their family and guests staying overnight seasonally
in the region. Based on 67,700 seasonal housing units and an average of 10 visitors, including
homeowners, family and guests per seasonal unit, there are an estimated 677,000 additional
overnight visitors classified as seasonal visitors. Approximately 20 percent or 136,000 of the
seasonal visitors are located in the City of Scottsdale.

VISITATION TO SCOTTSDALE
Due to its natural beauty, desert surroundings, and local attractions, Scottsdale has a long history of
tourism. According to the City of Scottsdale, in 2008, the Scottsdale Market Area hosted 8.1
million visitors, comprised of 6.9 million (85 percent) day visitors and 1.2 million (15 percent) hotel
visitors. The number of hotel visitors is derived by the City of Scottsdale from the average number
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of nights stayed in the area (5.5 night in 2008), the average number of room occupants (1.8
persons), and total occupied room nights, which was an estimated 3.6 million in 2008. The
economic impact of these visitors was an estimated $3.6 billion. Day visitors are currently defined
as a proportion of total domestic overnight visitors to Central Arizona, approximately 15.0 million
in 2008. The City derived day visitors as follows:
“The total number of hotel visitors to the Scottsdale/PV market area (1.2 million) was
subtracted from [the total number of domestic overnight visitors to Central Arizona] and a
capture ratio of 50 percent was applied to the balance (using the findings that 63 percent of
metro Phoenix visitors frequent Scottsdale/PV; and discounting 20 percent of that to
eliminate those visitors who went only to Paradise Valley), making the number of estimated
Scottsdale day visitors to be about 6.9 million in 2008.”7
Scottsdale Market Area
The Scottsdale Market Area had more than 75 resorts and hotels, with over 16,200 rooms in
2008. (This is about 27 percent of the total hotel/motel rooms in the Phoenix Metro Area in
2010.) The Scottsdale Market Area is defined as:
♦ Scottsdale – Within the corporate limits of the City of Scottsdale
♦ Paradise Valley – Within the corporate limits of the Town of Paradise Valley
♦ Other – Within the Scottsdale/Paradise Valley market area; including portions of East
Phoenix, North Tempe, Carefree, Cave Creek, and Fountain Hills
The average room rate for market area hotels in 2008 was $172.26, up 1 percent from $170.59 in
2007. The occupancy rate was 61.0 percent in 2008, a 13 percent decrease from the market peak at
70.4 percent in 2004.

Seasonality of Hotel Visitation
Data in Figure V-3 chart the 5-year average monthly occupancy rates for Scottsdale Market Area
hotels from 2005-2009. November and December 2009 were the first year-over-year gains in
average monthly occupancy rate since February 2008. Staff at the Scottsdale Convention and
Visitors Bureau (CVB) indicates that occupancy rates are improving in 2010 year to date. The

_______________________
7

Source: The Scottsdale/Paradise Valley Tourism Study - Part II: Visitor Statistics, City of Scottsdale. Office of
Economic Vitality, August 2009.
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peak season for tourism in Scottsdale is mid-January through mid-April, the low season from midJune through mid-September, and shoulder seasons between mid-April and mid-June and midSeptember through early- to mid-January.

Figure V-3
Average Monthly Occupancy Rates for Scottsdale/Paradise Valley 2005-2009

Source: Smith Travel Research and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Hotel Guest Spending
Estimated hotel guest spending per person per day in 2008 was $258.65, while the average day
visitor spent $41.73 per day. Scottsdale Market Area visitors staying in hotels estimated percentage
of expenditures were:
♦ Lodging

37 percent,

♦ Food and beverage

25 percent,

♦ Retail

14 percent,

♦ Local transportation
♦ Entertainment
Desert Discovery Center
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Scottsdale Visitor Profile
As reported in the City of Scottsdale Visitor Inquiry Study conducted by Behavior Research
Center, Inc. of inquirers to the Scottsdale CVB, the typical Scottsdale visitor (i.e. inquirers who
visited) was 57 years old with a median yearly income of $101,600 in 2009. The following are
additional insights into Scottsdale visitors.
♦ Almost 30 percent of visitors had incomes exceeding $150,000.
♦ The median length of stay by Scottsdale visitors was 5.5 nights in 2009.
♦ The 2009 median party size of visitors to Scottsdale was 2.8 persons.
Data in Table V-1 show the percent of traveler parties containing different age segments. An
estimated 20 percent of travel parties included children. Compared to travel parties to the state
as a whole (31%), Scottsdale has a smaller proportion of travel parties with children. With
activities geared towards families and children, the DDC would have the potential to draw more
travel parties with children, thereby expanding Scottsdale’s tourism base. Moreover, the existing
in place travel pattern would indicate a substantial number of families visiting Scottsdale that
would be a target market for the DDC.
Table V-1
Percent of Parties Containing Persons of Different Age Demographics, 2009
5 or
younger

6-17

18-34

35-49

50-64

65+

7%

13%

14%

39%

50%

24%

Note: The total of all categories exceeds 100% as many parties include people in
different age groups.
Source: City of Scottsdale Visitor Inquiry Study, August 2009, Behavior Research
Center, Inc.

Visitor Origin
Scottsdale visitors originated primarily from the Midwestern and Western regions of the United
States in 2009. The mix of visitor origin has shifted in recent years, with a smaller share coming
from the Northeast and a greater share coming from the West. This phenomenon is likely
because tourists have been opting to travel closer to home during the economic recession. In
2007, the Scottsdale CVB evaluated its visitor markets in detail. The primary visitor origin
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markets included: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and San Francisco. The secondary and
emerging markets included: Denver, Dallas, Philadelphia, Washington DC, Boston, Seattle, and
San Diego. Many Scottsdale visitors come from the largest metropolitan areas in the country,
and therefore, are exposed to some of the largest and most visited museums and cultural
destinations in the country. The DDC will have to live up to expectations about quality and
content of visitor experience of culturally savvy Scottsdale visitors.

Visitor Lifestyles and Attitudes
Scottsdale visitors are typically well traveled, technologically connected, environmentally
conscious, interested in other cultures, and enjoy sport/exercise. The DDC clearly has the
potential to appeal to the lifestyles and attitudes exhibited by Scottsdale visitors. In lifestyle
categories, for instance, Scottsdale visitors have a greater than average propensity to have
travelled abroad to Italy in the past 3 years; to have traveled outside of the country in the past 3
years; to drink imported wine; to have a passport; to be enrolled in a frequent flyer program; to
have a home computer network; and to contribute to a charitable educational organization in the
last year. The following are a sample of some attitudes of Scottsdale visitors that would indicate
potential interest in the DDC.
♦ Internet is first place I look for information
♦ I love the idea of traveling abroad
♦ I do some sport/exercise at least once/week
♦ I make a conscious effort to recycle
♦ I’m interested in other cultures

Trip Activities
Data in Table V-2 summarize activities that Scottsdale visitors participated in during recent
years. The high degree of shopping is typical of tourists to most urban destinations. There have
been recent increases in the Native American arts and culture and Western culture and attractions
activities. The high levels of participation in outdoor desert activities, day trips and museums are
especially significant to the potential for the DDC. The DDC will help to diversify and enhance
Scottsdale’s tourism offerings with its outdoors – desert focus. It will also be a large high-profile
destination of the type that is essential to destinations such as Scottsdale.
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Table V-2
Scottsdale Visitors Activity Participation, 2009

Source: City of Scottsdale Visitor Inquiry Study, 2009.

Additionally, in the City of Scottsdale 2005 Leisure Visitor Inquiry Study, a question was included
regarding desire for additional products and experiences. Data in Table V-3 summarize the
findings from that survey. It is important to note that data in Table V-3 reflect a strong desire by
many Scottsdale travelers for more kid’s activities, outdoor desert activities and day trips. All of
these would be addressed by the DDC.
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Table V-3
Additional Scottsdale Attractions Desired by Survey Participants 2005

Source: City of Scottsdale Leisure Visitor Inquiry Study, 2007

Day-Trip Visitors
Day-trip visitors to the DDC will primarily come from the resident markets, evaluated in the prior
report section, or from parts of Arizona outside the Phoenix Metro Area. This will likely be a small
segment of the DDC’s visitation. Regardless, there may be visitors traveling from Tucson or
Flagstaff for the day or other visitors due to pass through traffic en route to an overnight destination
outside of the Phoenix Metro Area.
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REGIONAL CULTURAL AND NATURE BASED DESTINATIONS
The Phoenix Metro Area, which includes Scottsdale, offers many popular attractions,
professional sports teams, major shopping malls, outdoor recreation, and a substantial
accommodations base. In addition, there are a number of cultural and nature based destinations,
including museums, parks, a zoo, botanical garden, educational attractions, and historic sites. In
addition to leisure tourism, the Phoenix Metro Area is also an active business and university
center that draws a number of business and convention travelers. A multi-phased $600 million
expansion project has nearly tripled the size of the Phoenix Convention Center, making it one of
the top 20 convention venues in North America, offering nearly 900,000 square feet of rentable
space and more than 2 million square feet total. Smaller convention venues are located
throughout the Greater Phoenix area.
The nature of local attractions, their attendance and pricing levels inform the evaluation of
attendance potential at the proposed DDC. Data in Table V-4 show selected regional cultural and
nature based destinations and provide a summary of attendance, ticket prices, and descriptions. The
selected facilities included those with 20,000 or more reported attendance or a Scottsdale location.
For a metropolitan area with over 4.3 million in population that is rapidly growing, there are few
cultural and nature based destinations that achieve high levels of attendance, which would indicate
that there is room to grow within the market. Attendance at the top tourist attractions in Phoenix
Metro Area ranges up to nearly 1.5 million at the Phoenix Zoo, which has the largest number of
visitors of the profiled attractions. There are five cultural/nature based destinations that draw an
estimated 200,000 to 400,000 visitors annually, including the World Wildlife Zoo and Aquarium,
Desert Botanical Garden, Arizona Science Center, the Heard Museum, and Phoenix Art Museum.
Opened in April 2010, the Musical Instrument Museum is projected to have an annual attendance of
250,000. Taliesin West in Scottsdale has an annual (2008) attendance of 88,000.
Ticket prices at local attractions vary greatly, from $2.00 at some of the smaller venues to $16.00 at
the Zoo, with the most popular facilities generally charging $10.00-$15.00 for adult admission.
Ticket prices at the DDC should be in line with other attractions in the Phoenix Metro Area.
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Table V-4
Selected Cultural and Nature based destinations in the Phoenix Metro Area and Scottsdale
(Ranked by Attendance if Available)
Attraction/ Location

Annual
Attendance

Admission Pricing

Description

Phoenix Zoo

1,485,000

$16.00 adult

The Phoenix Zoo has 125 acres of exhibits, with
trails leading through an African savanna, a
tropical rainforest and the Arizona environs,
with wildlife of the respective regions.

Phoenix

$11.00 senior
$ 7.00 child 3-12

WestWorld Equestrian
Center

8

600,000

General admission is
free, but there are
charges for most
shows, and rental fees
vary depending upon
event and usage

Owned and operated by the City of Scottsdale,
WestWorld is an equestrian center and special
events facility, with numerous arenas, fields,
and barns available for events and individual
use. Events hosted include horse shows,
rodeos, dog shows, and club/riding
competitions.

400,000
(AZA)

$26.50 adult

Privately owned and operated, the Wildlife
World Zoo first opened its doors in 1984. The
Zoo opened an aquarium in 2008. The Zoo and
Aquarium contain Arizona's largest collection
of exotic animals with over 3000 animals
representing nearly 600 species.

Scottsdale

World Wildlife Zoo
and Aquarium
Litchfield Park

$14.25 child 3-12
After 5 pm
$16.99 adult
$ 8.99 child 3-12

Desert Botanical
Gardens

369,000

$15.00 adult
$13.50 senior

Phoenix

$ 7.50 student w/id
$ 5.00 child 3-12

Arizona Science Center

300,000

Phoenix

$12.00 adult
$10.00 senior
$10.00 child 3-12

Musical Instrument
Museum
Phoenix

Phoenix Art Museum

New;
projected at
250,000+

$15.00 adult
$13.00 senior
$10.00 youth 6-17

210,000

Phoenix

$10.00 adult
$ 8.00 senior
$ 4.00 child 6-17

The Desert Botanical Garden showcases 50
acres of outdoor exhibits, including rare,
threatened and endangered plant species from
around the world. Focus is on desert plants and
environments.
Collections include interactive exhibits on
human body, psychology, networks, weather,
aerospace, geology & physics, a 285-seat giant
screen theater, and 200-seat planetarium.
Opened on April 24, 2010, the Musical
Instrument Museum contains collections of
instruments from around the world; history &
diversity of instruments; music & world
cultures; audio & video. Library; 75,000 sq. ft.
exhibit space; restaurant; classrooms. Museumrelated items for sale.
One of the largest art museums in the
Southwest, the museum houses a permanent
collection of some 16,000 works of art spanning
the centuries and also includes a popular
miniatures collection and a “Please Touch”
children’s gallery, as well as a café and gift
shop.

_______________________
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Table V-4 (cont.)
Selected Cultural and Nature based destinations in the Phoenix Metro Area and Scottsdale
(Ranked by Attendance if Available)
Attraction/ Location

Annual
Attendance

Admission Pricing

Description

The Heard Museum

200,000 est.

$12.00 adult

A leading U.S. showcase of Native American
art and culture, the Heard Museum interprets the
cultures of Native American tribes in the region
through exhibits, demonstrations and live
performances and displays the work of
contemporary Native American artists. Artists
demonstrate their work during the week and
musicians perform on most weekends.

Phoenix

$11.00 senior
$ 5.00 student w/id
$ 3.00 child 6-12

Arizona Museum of
Natural History

136,000

$10.00 adult
$ 9.00 senior

Mesa

$ 6.00 child 3-12
$ 8.00 student w/id
13+

Taliesin West

88,0009

Scottsdale

Thurs.-Mon.:
$24.00 adult
$20.00 senior, student,
and military

The Arizona Museum of Natural History is
dedicated to inspire wonder, respect and
understanding for the natural and cultural
history of the Southwest. Exhibits focus on
natural history from 4.5 billion years ago to
present and include dinosaurs, fossils and
minerals, and native cultures, among others.
Owned and operated by the City of Mesa.
Facility is over 80,000 square feet.
Taliesin West was architect Frank Lloyd
Wright’s winter home and school in the desert;
today. Today it houses the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation, a school for architects, and is open
to the public for tours.

$10.00 youth 4-12
Tues.-Weds.
$18.00 adult, senior,
student, and military
$ 7.00 youth 4-12
Boyce Thompson
Arboretum

85,000 est.

Superior

$7.50 adult
$3.00 child 5-12

Near Superior, AZ, the University or Arizona’s
Boyce Thompson Arboretum brings together
plants from the Earth's many and varied deserts
and dry lands. Approximately 3,200 different
desert plants can be found within the arboretum,
and most of them can be seen along the 1.5 mile
main trail. During wildflower season, the
Boyce Thompson Arboretum is especially
popular, displaying all the varied colors of the
desert. More than 250 species of birds have
been recorded at the Boyce Thompson
Arboretum.

_______________________
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Table V-4 (cont.)
Selected Cultural and Nature based destinations in the Phoenix Metro Area and Scottsdale
(Ranked by Attendance if Available)
Attraction/ Location

Annual
Attendance

Admission Pricing

Description

Arizona Museum for
Youth

71,000

$6.50 child 1 + and
adult

Hands-on fine arts organization for children and
adults with a mission to inspire children of all
ages to experience their world differently
through art, creativity and imagination.
Partnership between City of Mesa and not-forprofit Museum for Youth Friends.

65,000 est.

$7.00 adult

This living history complex features over 20
late 19th-century homes & shops, pioneer life
artifacts, agricultural items & machinery,
Arizona history memorabilia, a day theatre and
restaurant, as well as a gift shop.

Mesa

Pioneer Arizona Living
History Village &
Museum

$6.00 senior
$5.00 student 6-18

Phoenix
Arizona State Capitol
Museum

60,000

Free

Housed in the restored Capitol Building, this
museum presents programs and exhibits about
the government of the Arizona Territory and the
early days of statehood.

55,000 est.

$7.50 adult

Collection includes cowboy memorabilia,
western art, Native American art and artifacts,
minerals and gems, and historic period rooms.

Phoenix
Desert Caballeros
Western Museum

$6.00 senior

Wickenburg
Arizona State
University Art Museum

Free – child 16 & under
51,000

No charge

Art Museum & gallery feature collections of
contemporary art, including new media,
American & European print collection- 15th
century to present, contemporary ceramics,
Latin American art, research library, seminar
rooms, gift shop.

50,000

$2.00 adult

The Arizona Mining and Mineral Museum
features collections of lapidary, geology, mining
artifacts, minerals of Arizona and the world.

Tempe

Arizona Mining and
Mineral Museum

Free 17 & under

Phoenix
Pueblo Grande
Museum and
Archaeological Park

49,000

$5.00 senior
$3.00 child 6-17

Phoenix
Scottsdale Museum of
Contemporary Art

46,000

$7.00 adult
$5.00 student

Scottsdale
Hall of Flame Museum
of Firefighting, Phoenix

$6.00 adult

Free – child 15 & under
35,000

$6.00 adult
$5.00 senior
$4.00 student 6-17
$1.50 child 3-5

Desert Discovery Center

More than 1,000 years old, these ruins are from
a Native American village and the artifacts
unearthed from the area. Features include
hands-on activities, hikes and tours.
Museum features collections of modern &
contemporary paintings, sculpture, prints,
drawings, photos, architecture and design,
outdoor sculpture garden, gift shop.
The Hall of Flame has about an acre of fire
history exhibits, with over 90 fully restored
pieces of fire apparatus on display, dating from
1725 to 1969. The Hall of Flame sponsors the
National Firefighting Hall of Heroes, which
honors firefighters who have died in the line of
duty or who have been decorated for heroism.
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Table V-4 (cont.)
Selected Cultural and Nature based destinations in the Phoenix Metro Area and Scottsdale
(Ranked by Attendance if Available)
Attraction/ Location

Annual
Attendance

Admission Pricing

Description

Bead Museum

30,000

$5.00 adult

Founded in 1984 the Museum houses an
international collection of over 100,000 beads
and beaded artifacts. The museum features
permanent and changing exhibitions, and
education and outreach programs of lectures,
tours, and classes for the visitor.

Glendale

$2.50 child 4-12
Free Thursdays after 5
pm and Sundays
between Memorial Day
and Labor Day

Mesa Historical
Museum

28,000 est.

$4.00 senior

Mesa

American Heart
Association Halle Heart
Center

$5.00 adult

$3.00 youth 3-12
28,000 est.

No charge; donations
accepted

The Halle Heart Center Museum features
16,000 square feet of collections of medical
equipment, hands-on exhibits, library, 50-seat
large screen & interactive stage, TV theater,
activity center, electric industrial demonstration
kitchen.

25,000 est.

$5.00 adult

The Superstition Mountain Museum collects,
preserves and displays the artifacts, history and
folklore of the Superstition Mountains, Apache
Junction and the surrounding region.

Tempe

Superstition Mountain
Museum

The mission of the Mesa Historical Museum is
to preserve and create interest in the tangible
evidences of local and regional communities
and of settlement and development of Mesa,
Arizona.

$4.00 senior

Apache Junction

$2.00 student 17+
Free – child with adult

Shemer Art Center and
Museum

25,000 est.

Phoenix

Arizona Historical
Society Museum at
Papago Park

Admission fee for some
special events

22,500 est.

$5.00 adult
$4.00 senior & students
12-18

Tempe

Tempe Historical
Museum

Free

Free under 12

20,000

Tempe

Desert Discovery Center

No charge; donations
accepted

The Shemer Art Center and Museum is a
historical site operated by the City of Phoenix
Parks and Recreation Department as a familyoriented art education center and museum.
Shemer offers a variety of fine art classes for all
ages as well as a monthly professional
development lecture series. Their exhibitions
include traditional and nontraditional works by
contemporary Arizona artists.
History Museum features collections of 19th &
20th-century items, china, silver, decorative arts,
textile, clothing, tools, photos, books, maps,
works by Arizona artists. Facilities include
library pertaining to 20th-century Arizona &
Western history, 272-seat auditorium, 50-seat
theater, catering kitchen, outdoor exhibitions.
Museum features collections of late 19th & earth
20th century domestic artifacts, farm & ranch
equipment, business equipment, photos, &
archives, gift shop. The Museum was recently
expanded and re-opened in late Feb. 2010.
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Table V-4 (cont.)
Selected Cultural and Nature based destinations in the Phoenix Metro Area and Scottsdale
(Ranked by Attendance if Available)
Attraction/ Location

Annual
Attendance

Admission Pricing

Description

House of Broadcasting
Radio & Television
Museum

1,500 est.

No charge (donations
accepted)

Museum featuring exhibits on Arizona's radio &
television broadcasting history & personalities;
broadcasting artifacts; personal artifacts;
photographs; costumes; autographed books.

500 est.

$3.50 adult (suggested
donation)

Religious antiques museum housed in Temple
belonging to oldest Jewish Congregation in the
Phoenix area, featuring collections of Jewish
arts & ceremonials from 1600 to present,
archaeology of Israel, Tunisian period gallery of
synagogue, pioneer Jews of Arizona, Biblical
garden.

NA

$ 5.00 adult

A community location of the Heard Museum,
featuring two exhibit galleries of American
Indian artwork, and educational programs and
special events like the annual Navajo Folk
Festival

Scottsdale
Sylvia Plotkin Judaica
Museum of Temple
Beth Israel
Scottsdale

Heard Museum-North,
Scottsdale

$ 4.00 senior
$ 2.00 student w/id
$ 2.00 child 6-12

African-American
Multicultural Museum,
Scottsdale

NA

No charge

Museum features exhibits on African-American
art; history; and culture. Open limited hours
Thurs.-Sat., other times by appointment.

Hoo-hoogam Ki
Museum, Scottsdale

NA

No charge

Collections featuring Salt River Pima-Maricopa
cultural heritage & history; Pima basketry;
Maricopa pottery; native dress; period
furnishings; personal artifacts; sculpture;
artwork; gift shop.

Wells Fargo History
Museum, Phoenix

NA

No charge

Company history museum featuring Concord
Stagecoach; Wells Fargo banking & express
history; fine art, including paintings by N.C.
Wyeth; mining; staging; early Phoenix history.
Guided group tours; audiovisual programs;
imaginary rides on replica stagecoach.

Note: Attendance figures are rounded.
Source: Facilities listed; Official Museum Directory 2010; and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Planned Nearby Attractions
Due to their proximity to the DDC, there are two planned attractions that may inform the planning
and development of the DDC. Located in Scottsdale’s downtown area adjacent to the Main Street
Plaza, the Museum of the West will celebrate the story of the American West through exhibitions,
educational programs and community outreach. According to its website, the new museum will be
45,000 square feet and museum supporters are in the midst of fundraising $30 million for museum
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construction and an endowment. A 2006 feasibility study projected annual attendance at 80,000.
Newspaper reports indicate that the economic recession has created a challenging fundraising
environment and the museum, which was planned to be completed by Arizona’s Centennial in
2012, will be completed by the end of 2013.
The Odysea in the Desert is a proposed 500,000 square foot retail, restaurant and entertainment
destination, located at Highway 101 and Via de Ventura, near Scottsdale in the Salt River PimaMaricopa Indian Community. In addition to shopping and dining, planned attractions include an
aquarium, a Ripley’s Believe it or Not!, an IMAX theater, a butterfly pavilion, an Arizona
experience and MagiQuest. There is no reported opening date for this proposed development.

Other Local Attractions
In addition to the diverse array of cultural and nature based destinations described in the table, there
are a number of other local attractions, including mixed-use destinations, parks and recreation, and
important Scottsdale events, which draw large numbers of tourists. The following examples
provide insight into competitive context for DDC and may be illustrative to developing visitor
experience and facility plans due to the existing market appeal.

Mixed-Use Destinations
Mixed-use destinations, such as parks and recreation venues, are popular places for visitors to go.
Some of the more popular of these include:
♦ Papago Park - Covers 1,200 acres and has numerous picnic sites with ramadas, tables,
grills, water and electricity. The Park also contains fishing lagoons, bike paths, and a golf
course. Two of east Phoenix's best known landmarks are in the Park, Hole-In-The-Rock, a
natural geologic formation; and Hunt's Tomb, a white pyramid burial place of Arizona's first
governor.
♦ Historic Heritage Square – A part of Heritage & Science Park that includes the Arizona
Science Center, Phoenix Museum of History, restaurants and a parking garage. The Park is
operated by the city of Phoenix Parks and Recreation Department in conjunction with the
Rosson House-Heritage Square Foundation. This tourist center contains shops, museums
and restaurants, and also includes the only remaining group of residential structures from
Phoenix's original settlement.
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Recreational Parks
Piestewa Peak and South Mountain Park are among regional parks in Phoenix Metro Area that offer
similar recreational opportunities to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. Piestewa Peak, formerly
known as Squaw Peak, is part of the Phoenix Mountains Preserve. The elevation of Piestewa Peak
is 2,608 feet; the total elevation gain for the Summit Trail is 1,190 feet. According to the City of
Phoenix, it is one of the most heavily used trails in the nation with 4,000 to 10,000 hikers per week.
At over 16,000 acres, South Mountain Park and Preserve often is considered the largest municipal
park in the country. There are more than 50 miles of trails for horseback riding, hiking and
mountain biking. At 2,330 feet, Dobbins Lookout is the highest point in the park accessible by trail.
With its location at the trailhead, the DDC will be visible to hikers.

Scottsdale Events
Scottsdale has many cultural events throughout the year that are popular with residents and visitors
alike. Some are more directly related to the proposed DDC than others and are also potential crosspromotional opportunities and marketing partners. McDowell Sonoran month in October every
year encompasses a schedule of educational and recreational events that celebrate Scottsdale’s
unique desert environment. McDowell Mountain Music Festival is held annually at WestWorld,
with proceeds benefiting Phoenix Day Child & Family Learning Center and Boys Hope Girls Hope
of Arizona.
Attracting a similar demographic audience, there are more than 100 art galleries in Scottsdale, and
Scottsdale ArtWalks are conducted every Thursday evening, year-round from 7 - 9 p.m. Each
week, Scottsdale Gallery Association members host special exhibits - many with artist receptions and join together for an informal come-and-go “open house” throughout the district. Several times
per year, the Scottsdale Gallery Association holds Special Event ArtWalks with live music along
the streets and special themed events.
The Parada del Sol Rodeo has been going on since 1956. The Parada del Sol Rodeo is a PRCA
sanctioned rodeo and consists of four sessions over a period of three days; cowboys from all over
the country participate. The Parada del Sol Rodeo is held at WestWorld in February.
In addition to Scottsdale events, there may also be opportunities to attract visitors attending major
events in the Greater Phoenix Area.
Desert Discovery Center
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SUMMARY
Tourism is an important component of the Arizona economy, with over $18.5 billion in visitor
expenditures in 2008. Scottsdale is an important tourism destination in Central Arizona, known
for its spas, resorts, golf course, art galleries and shopping destinations, as well as rich desert
scenery. As a major new destination, the proposed DDC has the potential to draw visitation from
tourists in Scottsdale, as well as tourists staying in other locations throughout the Phoenix Metro
Area/Central Arizona. In addition the DDC’s focus on desert ecology and the natural world, as
well as its close proximity to primary loop highway (US 101) in the region, may draw visitors
passing through the area en route to natural destinations throughout the state.
In 2008, the Scottsdale Market Area hosted 8.1 million visitors, comprised of 6.9 million (85
percent) day visitors and 1.2 million (15 percent) hotel visitors. The economic impact of these
visitors was an estimated $3.6 billion. Day visitors are currently defined as a proportion of total
visitors to the Phoenix Metro Area, approximately 15.0 million in 2008, according to the Arizona
Office of Tourism.
While Scottsdale only has 5 percent of the region’s population, Scottsdale’s Hotel Market Area
contains about 27 percent of the Phoenix Metro Area’s hotel and motel rooms. The Scottsdale
Market Area had more than 75 resorts and hotels, with over 16,200 rooms in 2008. Due to their
close proximity and length of stay, hotel visitors in the Scottsdale Market Area are good
candidates for DDC visit. Therefore, the quality of the visitor experience at DDC should appeal
to the typical Scottsdale visitor. Scottsdale tourists tend to be older, with higher incomes than
the average Central Arizona visitor. Scottsdale visitors are well traveled, technologically
connected, environmentally conscious, interested in other cultures, and enjoy sport/exercise. The
DDC has the potential to appeal to the lifestyles and attitudes exhibited by Scottsdale visitors.
Approximately 40 percent participate in outdoor activities—they also participate in other artsrelated, cultural and heritage activities at rates greater than 50 percent. Many of the fine resorts
in Scottsdale are located in close proximity to the DDC, creating an opportunity for shuttle
service to and from the DDC, as well as guided experiences.
The DDC should appeal to other overnight visitors in the Phoenix Metro Area, including VFRs
and visitors in seasonal homes. Compared to travel parties to the state as a whole, Scottsdale has
a smaller proportion of travel parties with children. With activities geared towards families and
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children, the DDC would have the potential to draw more travel parties with children, thereby
expanding Scottsdale’s tourism base. In 2007, there were an estimated 5.6 million VFRs. This
market segment best attracted through “word of mouth” of the resident they are visiting. Based
on a total of 67,700 seasonal housing units and an average of 10 visitors, including homeowners,
family and guests per seasonal unit, there are an estimated 677,000 additional overnight visitors
classified as seasonal visitors. Approximately 20 percent or 136,000 of the seasonal visitors are
located in the City of Scottsdale. Day-trip visitors to the DDC will primarily come from the
resident markets, evaluated in the prior report section, or from parts of Arizona outside the Phoenix
Metro Area. This will likely be a small segment of the DDC’s visitation.
The Phoenix Metro Area, which includes Scottsdale, offers many popular attractions, professional
sports teams, major shopping malls, outdoor recreation, and a substantial accommodations base. In
addition, there are a number of cultural and nature based destinations, including museums, parks,
educational attractions, and historic sites. However, for a metropolitan area with over 4.3 million in
population that is rapidly growing, there are few cultural and nature based destinations that achieve
high levels of attendance, which would indicate that there is room to grow within the market.
Attendance at the top tourist attractions in Phoenix Metro Area ranges up to nearly 1.5 million at the
Phoenix Zoo, which has the largest number of visitors of the profiled attractions. There are five
cultural/nature based destinations that draw an estimated 200,000 to 400,000 visitors annually,
including the World Wildlife Zoo and Aquarium, Desert Botanical Garden, Arizona Science Center,
the Heard Museum, and Phoenix Art Museum. Opened in April 2010, the Musical Instrument
Museum is projected to have an annual attendance of 250,000. Taliesin West in Scottsdale has an
annual (2008) attendance of 88,000.
Ticket prices at local facilities vary greatly, from $2.00 at some of the smaller venues to $16.00 at
the Zoo, with the most popular attractions generally charging $10.00-$15.00 for adult admission.
Ticket prices at the DDC should be in line with other attractions in the Phoenix Metro Area.
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Section VI
SELECTED CONSERVATION AND EDUCATION DESTINATION CASE STUDIES

This section of the report includes case studies of selected conservation and education destination s
to inform the development of the business plan for the Desert Discovery Center (DDC). There is no
case study exactly comparable to the DDC, which has a unique location at the interface of a large
urban area and a large natural preserve. The DDC is also located in a region with a large population
and a community with a high level of tourism activity. The interpretive themes and experiences are
unique to the place the DDC will be located, the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. The case studies are
intended to inform several topical areas relevant to the development of the DDC and will reflect one
or more of these areas, including:
♦ Interpretive and Experience Focus – The interpretive focus is on natural environments,
primarily desert environments, with the exception of one newly built presidential library and
museum. Visitor experiences, amenities and services offered are high quality and sufficient
to warrant a half-day trip or longer.
♦ Local Area Focus – The facility interprets the natural environment of the local area and
serves as a place to introduce people to it.
♦ Immersive Visitor Experience – The project incorporates an iconic immersive visitor
experience among its offerings.
♦ Project Scale – The project is of moderate or large scale, and is adequately sized to its
market potential and the visitor experience offered.
♦ Features Sustainable Architecture – Project elements and programming are related to a
“green” building or other sustainable features, including site and building elements.
♦ Project’s Market Focus – The project appeals to resident and tourist markets.
♦ Market Context – The project is located in or near a large resident population. The facility
can be located in remotely, but accessible to population centers, or densely populated areas.
The project also has a large tourist population.
Each case study reflects one or more of the above attributes. Data in Table VI-1 lists these in
alphabetical order, and provides an overview of some of the characteristics of the case studies as
they relate to potential attributes of the proposed DDC. Facility profiles reflect 2008 and 2009 data.
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Desert Discovery Center
Yes
No
No

Desert Environment,
Local Art and Culture
Desert Environment,
Ecology, Conservation
Desert Environment,
Gardens, Zoo

High Desert Museum

Las Vegas Springs Preserve

Living Desert

Source: Facilities profiled and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Yes

No

Desert Environment,
Gardens

Desert Botanical Garden

Natural History,
Local Ecology

Yes

Desert Environment,
Gardens, Zoo

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Immersive
Visitor
Experience

Moderate

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Project
Scale

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Features
Sustainable
Architecture

Resident /
Tourist

Tourist

Resident /
Tourist

Resident /
Tourist

Resident /
Tourist

Resident /
Tourist

Resident /
Tourist

Project's
Market
Focus

Low Population
High Tourism

Moderate Population
High Tourism

Large Population
High Tourism

Low Population
Moderate Tourism

Large Population
High Tourism

Large Population
High Tourism

Moderate Population
Moderate Tourism

Area Market
Context

Table VI-1
Review of Selected Case Study Characteristics

Wild Center - The Natural History
Museum of the Adirondacks

No

Local Area
Focus

Presidential Library,
Museum, and Complex

Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library and Museum

Name

Interpretive and
Experience Focus

Table VI-1
Review of Selected Case Study Characteristics
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Overview of Case Studies
Following is list of case study summaries in alphabetical order, not ranked according to any ranking
criteria. Detailed profiles of each attraction appear in Appendix A.
♦ Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum – Springfield, Illinois – The
Presidential Library and Museum is a new, state-of-the-art facility with exhibits and
programming reflecting the latest in technology and innovation. Exhibits are designed to
evoke emotional impact and involvement of the viewer. Opening year attendance in 2005
was 600,000 and has since stabilized to about 400,000 visitors per year. The Museum is
part of a larger library-gateway complex, and the Museum itself is 100,000 square feet with
over 40,000 square feet of exhibits.
♦ Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum – Tucson, Arizona – This facility is a zoo, botanical
garden, and natural history museum, attracting over 400,000 visitors annually. Eighty-five
percent of the museum’s exhibits are outdoors and incorporate 2 miles of pathways, over 21
acres. Facilities include the Center for Sonoran Desert Studies, ASDM Art Institute, two
cafés, coffee bar and snack shop, and retail store.
♦ Desert Botanical Garden – Phoenix, Arizona – The botanical garden features a wide array
of desert plants on over 50 acres. The garden holds a number of events each year, including
musical events, culinary events, and desert plant sales. Total visitation is typically over
320,000, and in 2008, it was 369,000 due to a special exhibit. Garden facilities include café,
gift shop, meeting space, research library, and herbarium.
♦ High Desert Museum – Bend, Oregon – This 110,000-square-foot museum focuses on
living history and desert wildlife in the high desert of Oregon. The site is located near a
National Forest and totals 135 acres. Exhibits are located indoors and outdoors, with over
150 live animals. 2009 attendance was 150,000. The facility includes a gift shop and café.
♦ Las Vegas Springs Preserve – Las Vegas, Nevada – This attraction, opened in 2007, has
extensive interpretation, exhibits, and project elements. Built at a cost of over $250 million,
interior building space totals 176,000 square feet. The Nevada State Museum under
construction will add 78,000 square feet. Located in the middle of Las Vegas, the site is 180
acres, with 8 acres of gardens and 1.8 miles of trails (2.6 miles upon completion). There is
an outdoor amphitheater with 1,800 seats, as well as a 250-seat garden amphitheater and a
156-seat indoor theater. The Preserve’s most recent annual attendance was over 200,000
visitors.
♦ Living Desert – Palm Desert, California – A large attraction, described as a zoo, botanical
garden, nature preserve and natural history museum, the Living Desert has developed over
time from its founding in 1970. The preserve encompasses 1,800 acres with 200 acres
developed. Facilities include cafés, gift shops, a garden center, and a 600-seat outdoor
amphitheater. Themed around the local desert as well as the African savanna, annual
attendance in FY 2008-2009 was 325,000, including attendance to special events, tours, and
programs.
♦ Wild Center- The Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks – Tupper Lake, New
York – The museum opened in 2006 and is located on a 31-acre site near the geographic
center of the Adirondack Park. The museum building is 54,000 square feet with 13,000
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square feet of interior exhibit space. The museum features an outdoor trail system, main
exhibit hall, the “Living River,” which follows a course from a marsh to its source at the
summit of a High Peak, live animals, hands-on collections, and discovery boxes. Annual
visitation is estimated near 100,000 visitors.
Summary and Findings
Each case study highlights a destination educational attraction that is located in a special part of the
country and interprets unique, local qualities and attributes, as well as other topics and themes. In
addition to interpreting their own and other landscapes, the natural history-focused centers promote
sustainability, conservation, environmental education, and stewardship of the land. A visitor will
typically spend 2 to 4 hours at a destination attraction, and facilities offer many amenities including
extensive exhibits, programs, demonstrations, special events and festivals, shows, films, walking
trails, libraries, gardens, zoos, cafés, and gift stores. Following are summaries of key characteristics
and lessons learned.

Facilities
Data in Table VI-2 provide a comparison of selected facility characteristics of case studies. The
profiled destination conservation and education destination range in size from 54,000 square feet to
176,000 square feet, and they offer a wide variety of exhibits, amenities, and services. Program
areas include exhibits, indoor and outdoor spaces, walking trails, outdoor amphitheaters,
auditoriums, libraries, cafés, and retail stores.
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Table VI-2
Facility Size Characteristics of Selected Case Studies
Name

Location

Opening/
Founding Building Size (SF)

Land Area
(acres)

Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
Springfield, IL
and Museum

2005

Total: 200,000
Museum: 100,000

NA

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Tucson, AZ

1952

70,000 +

21

Desert Botanical Garden

Phoenix, AZ

1937

NA

50

High Desert Museum

Bend, OR

1974

110,000

135

Las Vegas Springs Preserve

Las Vegas, NV

2007

176,000

180

Living Desert

Palm Desert, CA

1970

NA

200

Wild Center - The Natural History
Museum of the Adirondacks

Tupper Lake, NY

2006

54,000

31

Source: Facilities profiled and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Several conservation and education destination have been developed over time, including the
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, Desert Botanical Garden, and Living Desert. Others, such as the
Wild Center, Las Vegas Springs Preserve, and Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum,
were built recently using technology and advances in environmental design and construction. Las
Vegas Springs Preserve, a large facility with seven LEED-certified10 buildings, has many interactive
and immersive exhibits related to the natural and cultural history of the area. The preserve focuses
on desert ecology and sustainability, and has over 110 permanent exhibits and a 1,800-seat outdoor
amphitheater, as well as many other amenities including a Wolfgang Puck café overlooking the Las
Vegas Strip. Las Vegas Springs Preserve was built at a cost of over $250 million in 2007.
Opened in 2007, The Wild Center is a 54,000-square-foot, LEED-Silver building overlooking a 3acre pond. It is located on a 31-acre site within the Adirondack Park. It includes a number of
features that mix the indoors and outdoors, including a river flowing around the inside of the
museum's main Hall of the Adirondacks, wetlands exhibit connecting directly through a giant glass
window to a living marsh outside, indoor waterfall, towering glacial ice wall, high-definition

_______________________
10

LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design and is a program of the U.S. Green Building
Council that certifies buildings as meeting standards for energy savings, water efficiency, CO2 emissions reductions,
improved indoor environmental quality and overall stewardship of resources.
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interactive films, a wide-screen theater, and indoor trail leading from an Adirondack Lean-to in the
Museum's Great Hall to a replica of the summit of a mile-high mountain. The center has a café and
gift shop.
The DDC will be constructed using LEED or other green building guidelines. As other
environmentally oriented and education oriented destinations, there is an opportunity to integrate the
design and construction of the building with interpretive themes and exhibits, perhaps relating to
nature and engineering. Moreover, while sustainable design and building may result in higher
capital investment costs, there are potential savings over the facility’s lifecycle through energy
reduction and water conservation. As well, a green building has the potential to create public
interest, community awareness, educational opportunities, and marketing themes.

Exhibits
The educational destinations recently constructed employ the latest technology in their exhibits.
This is true at the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum where exhibits use
historically accurate life size figures, technology, and interactive approaches. There is a
holographic theater that brings Lincoln documents and rare artifacts to life, such as Lincoln’s hat
and the original Gettysburg Address. The museum complex is the focal point of other important
Lincoln historic sites in Springfield, Lincoln’s home and origin of his political career.
The profiled educational destinations report that special exhibits increase attendance and give
visitors new reasons to return. The High Desert Museum shows a 14 percent increase in attendance
this year due to increased marketing, and more attention to special exhibits. They have changed
their temporary exhibit policy, and now have 9 new exhibits per year, displayed for short amount of
time, typically 3 to 6 months. Previously, “temporary” exhibits were displayed for longer periods.
Rather than the traditional history museum exhibit, the facility is showing all aspects of central
Oregon pioneer life, such as Sin in the Sagebrush, which is drawing larger crowds than exhibits in
past years. Over half of their attendance is from Oregon, and visitors reportedly need new and
exciting reasons to visit the museum. Another example of a successful special exhibit is Chihuly,
the Nature of Glass at the Desert Botanical Garden. This exhibit led to a significant increase in
attendance.
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Special Events, Festivals, and Programs
Facilities report celebrations, festivals, and special programs increase attendance and expand the
audience. Approximately 180,000 children participated in the reading of the Gettysburg Address,
both in person and virtually, during the Lincoln bicentennial celebrations held at the Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Museum and Library. Other institutions report high attendance at holiday and
nature-oriented special events. Some are held annually such as the Haunted Harvest and Winter
Lights Festival at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve with a combined attendance of 30,000. Summer
Saturdays at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum are popular with families drawing 5,000 visitors
each Saturday. For this program, ticket pricing is reduced by almost half, and families and residents
attend as contrasted to the typical attendee who tends to be a tourist adult visiting during the winter.

Market and Attendance
Not merely visitor centers or nature centers, educational destinations are multi-faceted and most
have weathered the storm of the recent economic downturn. Many report slight reductions in
attendance in 2008-2009; hardest hit are those in tourist areas a substantial distance from population
centers, but many report that their attendance declines are the same or less than those of other area
attractions. Data in Table VI-3 provide population and attendance characteristics of the profiled
educational destinations. Recent data show that annual attendance in 2009 ranged from 100,000 to
over 400,000.
The profiled facilities report that drive markets are still strong as is visitation from European
tourists. The Las Vegas Springs Preserve anticipates a 20 percent increase in attendance in 2010,
and the High Desert Museum showed a 14 percent increase this past year. In 2009, Lincoln’s
bicentennial year, the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum’s attendance rose by 17
percent. The Living Desert projects a 6 percent increase in attendance in 2010, the result of
marketing targeted at its drive markets, which include Los Angeles and San Diego.
Both the opening year of a new facility and special exhibits at established sites drive attendance
higher than is typical, with the opening year at Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
at 600,000 (stabilized is about 400,000), and the Chihuly exhibit at the Desert Botanical Garden
bringing 550,000 visitors in a six-month period, almost twice the typical yearly attendance.
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Springfield, IL
Tucson, AZ
Phoenix, AZ
Bend, OR
Las Vegas, NV
Palm Desert, CA

Tupper Lake, NY

Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
and Museum

Desert Discovery Center

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Desert Botanical Garden

High Desert Museum

Las Vegas Springs Preserve

Living Desert

Wild Center - The Natural History
Museum of the Adirondacks

50,000

4,143,000

Riverside-San BernardinoOntario, CA
Franklin County, NY

1,903,000

Las Vegas-Paradise, NV

159,000

4,364,000

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale,
AZ
Bend, OR

1,020,000

208,000

Tucson, AZ

Springfield, IL

Metro Area or County

100,000

325,000

206,000

150,000

320,000

400,000

410,000

Annual
Attendance

1.99

0.08

0.11

0.95

0.07

0.39

1.97

Attendance to
Population Ratio

Market Population and Attendance of Selected Case Studies

Note: Population and attendance figures are rounded to the nearest 1,000.
Source: Facilities profiled, Census Population Estimates 2009, and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Location

Name

Table VI-3

2009 Metro /
County
Population

Table VI-3
Market Population and Attendance of Selected Case Studies
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Ticket Prices
Data in Table VI-4 show adult ticket prices at the profiled case studies. In season, the profiled
facilities charged between $10.00 and $18.95 for an adult ticket. Las Vegas Springs Preserve offers
Nevada state residents half-price tickets, and Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library offers various
Illinois counties half-price tickets on a rotating basis. These measures were taken to increase local
and regional attendance and encourage audience diversity. The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
and the High Desert Museum reduce ticket prices in their off-seasons. On the other hand, the Desert
Botanical Garden increased their adult ticket price from $10.00 to $15.00 at the beginning of the
Chihuly show in November 2008, with no adverse effect on attendance. The Living Desert
eliminated their reduced summer admission fees, and although their attendance had dropped 5
percent or more in the last few years, it is expected to rebound by 6 percent in 2010.
Table VI-4
Adult Ticket Prices of Selected Case Studies
Name

Adult Ticket Price

Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library and Museum
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

$10.00
$13.00 (high season)
$9.50 (low season)

Desert Botanical Garden
High Desert Museum
Las Vegas Springs Preserve

$15.00
$15.00 (May to Sept.)
$10.00 (Oct. to April)
$18.95 (non-residents)
$9.95 (Nevada residents)

Living Desert

$12.50

Wild Center - The Natural History
Museum of the Adirondacks

$15.00

Source: Facilities profiled and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Governance, Management and Operations
Data in Table VI-5 present selected operating characteristics of case studies of educational
destinations. Following is a discussion of various components of operations.
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Desert Discovery Center
$1,569,000

Non-Profit
Public Water
District and
Non-Profit

High Desert Museum

Non-Profit

Wild Center - The Natural History
Museum of the Adirondacks
$1,942,000

$5,876,000

$4,764,000

$2,901,000

$1,407,000

$10,633,000

$1,306,000

$6,811,000

$3,036,000

NA

NonOperational
Revenue

$4,676,000

$9,088,000

$12,182,000

$3,972,000

$8,537,000

$8,056,000

$10,000,000

Operating
Expenses

42%

65%

13%

55%

56%

64%

NA

Operational Revenue
as a Percent of
Operating Expenses

Source: Facilities profiled, Guidestar, and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Note: Figures are rounded to the nearest 1,000. NA = Not Available.

3/ The Las Vegas Water District provides large majority of non-operational revenue, as part of their public education and conservation mandate.

2/ Part-time employees at 50% of full-time employee and seasonal employees at 25% of full-time employee.

1/ Because this is a public-private partnership that operates both a museum and library, employee estimate does not include 30 employees at library.

Non-Profit

Living Desert

Las Vegas Springs Preserve

3/

$2,200,000

Non-Profit

Desert Botanical Garden

$5,117,000

NA

Non-Profit

1/

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Library and Museum

State and
Non-Profit

Operational
Revenue

Abraham Lincoln Presidential

Name

Governance
Structure

Table VI-5
Operational Characteristics of Selected Case Studies

42

110

89

44

110

122

47.5

Employees

2/

Full-Time
Equivalent
(FTE)

150

550

220

250

1,166

500

NA

Number of
Volunteers

Table VI-5
Operational Characteristics of Selected Case Studies

$111,000

$83,000

$137,000

$90,000

$78,000

$66,000

$211,000

Operating
Expenses per
FTE Employee
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Governance
Five of the seven facilities profiled are private, not-for-profit institutions. The Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum and Las Vegas Springs Preserve are publically owned and
operated but supported by foundations for the purpose of membership, fundraising, marketing, and
volunteer and donor programs. These public-private partnerships, for the most part, can enhance an
institution by widening and expanding support for the facility, its exhibits and programming.

Operating Budget
The profiled educational destinations had annual operating budgets that ranged from $4.0 million to
$12.1 million. Larger facilities tend to have higher budgets. The institutions with the highest
operating budgets are the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum and the Las Vegas
Springs Preserve. Both of these are publically owned and operated, and in addition, have private
foundation support. Both are very large, comprehensive facilities.

Employees
The profiled educational destinations employed between 42 and 122 full-time equivalent
employees. Of these, most are full-time employees, but many sites have a small number of seasonal
and part-time employees, as well as a volunteer or docent program.

Revenue
The Operational Revenue potential can be significant for educational destinations. In addition to
charging admission fees, educational destinations can earn revenue through retail and food service,
facility rentals, program and special events fees, and membership dues. Revenue from Operational
Revenue covers between 13 percent and 65 percent of the profiled organizations’ operating costs.

Membership
All profiled facilities have membership programs. Family membership fees range between $50.00
and $100.00. Membership numbers range from 5,000 to 22,500. Older, established facilities and
those in large urban areas such as the Arizona Sonora Desert Museum and Desert Botanical Garden
have memberships of over 20,000. Whereas the Wild Center recently opened and while located in a
sparsely populated area, it has 5,000 memberships. It is similar in setting to the High Desert
Museum that opened in the 1990’s with 5,000 memberships.
Desert Discovery Center
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Food Service and Retail
All profiled facilities have cafés and gift shops, from simple to more elaborate facilities; some have
more than one café and/or gift shop. Most food service and retail operations are outsourced to
vendors. Reportedly very successful is the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Store. It is outsourced to Event Network, with patrons buying books to learn more about Lincoln
after their visual experience in the museum. Garden shops and plant sales are popular at the Desert
Botanical Garden and Living Desert.

Marketing
Marketing is a significant factor in attendance with marketing budgets ranging from $150,000 to
$500,000 annually, with many in the $225,000 to $260,000 range. Facilities report that no matter
the exhibit, event or program, marketing is a key factor to visitation. Without it, the public does not
know of the program and is not enticed to attend. Where there is high attendance, one finds a large
budget for marketing and a focus on multiple market segments. All facilities report that increased
marketing has led to greater visitation.
For its blockbuster special exhibit, the Desert Botanical Garden spent $500,000 marketing Chihuly,
the Nature of Glass, twice the normal annual marketing budget. Prior to hosting the exhibit, the
Garden analyzed visitation and operational data from Chihuly shows elsewhere, and estimated
revenues conservatively for careful planning and promotion. Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
and Museum had 600,000 visitors in its opening year. Attendance declined to 350,000 in 2008, but
after a marketing director was hired, visitation rose to 410,000 in 2009, a 17 percent increase, when
the museum promoted the Lincoln bicentennial year. Without marketing, this special event may
have gone relatively unnoticed. Las Vegas Springs Preserve has recently refocused on marketing to
promote their programs with added special events and festivals giving visitors new reasons to return
to the park. They have seen a 20 percent increase in attendance this year.
Success Factors
Following are success factors identified by a review of the case studies.
♦ Image-able, unique setting that is well-located for accessibility.
♦ Outstanding facility that highlights its setting and interpretive programming. Newer
facilities are “green” and/or LEED certified.
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♦ Staying true to the mission of the facility.
♦ High quality, immersive exhibits that tell a story.
♦ Exciting, changing exhibits that bring in new and returning audience.
♦ Special events and festivals that appeal to a wide demographic.
♦ Aggressive marketing that promotes the facility, its exhibits and special programming.
♦ Competitive ticket pricing.
♦ Strong educational programs for adults, children, families, and school groups.
♦ Appropriate staffing.
♦ Cost controls and careful operational planning.
♦ Retail, food service and other guest services that allow visitors to spend more time and
dollars at the facility.
♦ Public/private partnerships that allow for membership and donor opportunities.
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Section VII
PRIMARY MARKET RESEARCH

Direct input from potential resident and tourist market visitors provides important insights to the
design process, the operating plan and to attendance potential at the DDC. The purpose of primary
research is to inform the planning and design process, check results of the market and operations
study contained herein, and verify consumers are amenable to potential design concepts. It is
important to note that the primary market research does not have a derivative purpose. In other
words, the research results are not direct inputs into assumptions about DDC operating
performance.
Two primary market research protocols were undertaken. First were focus groups of Scottsdale
residents and of other Phoenix area residents. These provide qualitative insights to the project and
help to provide information for the second research protocol. Next was an online quantitative
survey of past and potential future Scottsdale tourists, Scottsdale residents and of other Phoenix area
residents.
Following is a brief summary of the research protocols. Appendix B provides a full summary of the
focus group process and results. The focus groups study objectives were:
♦ Understand the breadth and depth of knowledge, as well as emotional attachment, to the
Sonoran Desert ecosystem and environment – including Scottsdale’s McDowell Sonoran
Preserve.
♦ Describe interest in Scottsdale’s proposed Desert Discovery Center (DDC).
♦ Measure public resonance and interest in the proposed DDC’s layout and architecture.
♦ Measure response and reaction to the proposed exhibits and offerings of the DDC.
♦ Gauge visitation interest and general pricing expectations.
Key findings include:
♦ When prompted, participants display interest and concern about the desert environment.
Many are keenly aware of the uniqueness of the desert environment in which they live.
They are concerned with its preservation in a natural state and the impact that development
has had on it.
♦ Participants are very positive about integrating the built environment into the pristine
Sonoran Desert setting, creating a green and sustainable preserve, and celebrating the beauty
of the Sonoran Desert.
Desert Discovery Center
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♦ All participants expressed positive to extremely positive perceptions toward the DDC
concept as presented in the focus groups. Most were excited about the prospect of the DDC
project and all were supportive of the plan as presented. No serious reservations about any
aspect of the plan were raised although participants were more probing about the details and
specifics. In the end, public support and success of the project will be based on providing
the “world-class” offering promised and presented.
♦ An admission price of $20-$25 dollars is implied from the responses of these 19 participants
to a survey administered at the end of the focus groups.
Online Survey
A statistically valid online survey was conducted. The survey investigated consumer attitudes
toward the Sonoran Desert, the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the DDC concept. Interest in
attending, repeat visitation potential, interest in food service and retail, ticket pricing and other
specific DDC project issues were investigated in detail. The survey included 698 representative
individuals from the following groups:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Scottsdale Residents
Greater Phoenix Residents
Non Residents (tourists)
Total

122 in Sample
103
473
698 in Sample

Following were the specific goals of the survey:
♦ The overall objective of this research is to gauge the level of interest in a Desert Discovery
Center (DDC) to be located at the Scottsdale McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
♦ Target segments for analysis are Scottsdale and Greater Phoenix-area residents and past and
future area tourists and visitors.
Specific objectives include:
♦ Evaluation of desert location and McDowell Sonoran Preserve site for DDC.
♦ Evaluation of the Desert Discovery Center concept, vision, goals and its proposed size and
scope.
♦ Evaluation of exhibit concepts including the immersive experience Magical World.
♦ Evaluation and likely use of attraction amenities such as food and beverage offerings, gift
shop, etc.
♦ Estimate likelihood of attendance by segments, desirability for potential users, and potential
for re-visits.
♦ Evaluate potential for various types of usage.
♦ Determine potential admission prices and price structure.
Desert Discovery Center
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Summary of Survey Results
Overall Response
♦ There is substantial agreement about the desirability of a Desert Discovery Center (DDC).


Generally, tourists and visitors are even more supportive of DDC than are local
residents of Scottsdale and elsewhere in the greater Phoenix area.

♦ The size and scope of the proposed DDC is about right for 75-90% of respondents whether
for the desert location, the City of Scottsdale, or the Greater Phoenix Scottsdale Area.


Scottsdale residents are most likely (only 24%) to say the proposed project is too big
for the desert setting.

♦ More than 80% of respondents find the indoor/outdoor layout and the overall "vision" for
the Desert Discovery Center desirable. More than one-third say it is "very desirable".


About 70% say the layout of the grounds is easy to navigate and about 60%
recognize the pavilion designs as "works of art".



About 75% say the DDC design looks "cool and refreshing" while blending
appropriately with the dessert environment and showcasing the desert flora.

Exhibits and Attractions
♦ About 25-35% of respondents say an immersive experience is "very desirable" for the
proposed DDC. When including all those who say an immersive experience is desirable, the
percentage increases to 70-80%. It is important to note that the immersive experience
cannot be as readily conveyed in the survey instrument as other potential visitor experiences.
Thus, this experience may not score relatively as well the other experiences.


About the same number say the immersive experience Magical World is "very
desirable."



Seventy to eighty percent (70-80%) of respondents say the four storyboards tested
are desirable for inclusion in the immersive experience.



Of the four storyboards tested, Sunrise tested lowest with just below 70% of locals
saying it is desirable.



Dimensional analysis identifies Geologic Time as least closely related to the other
storyboards in the minds of respondents.

♦ Eighty to ninety percent (80-90%) of respondents say all five exhibits tested are desirable,
with 30-50% saying "very desirable."


The Children of Tomorrow exhibit is ranked most desirable for inclusion but fewest
"wanting to experience" (perhaps because most people recognize the need for
children friendly experiences but finding them least important to their own
enjoyment.

♦ People like the scenic vistas and the hiking and walking opportunities offered by the
proposed Desert Discovery Center site.
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Tourists and visitors appreciate the scenic vistas enhanced by early morning and late
afternoon lighting consistent with the storyboard preferences for the immersive
experience.

♦ Most people (>50%) say the proposed DDC should promote understanding and appreciation
of the desert and its ecosystem.
♦ DDC is perceived to be equally desirable (80-90%) for adults and children.
♦ Eighty-five to ninety percent (85-90%) recognize DDC as desirable for tourists and those
visiting family and relatives.
Attendance
♦ Sixty percent (60%) of Scottsdale residents and 40% of Phoenix area residents are more
than “likely” to visit over the course of a year.


Thirty percent (30%) of tourists/visitors are more than “likely” to visit DDC when in
the metro-area.



No more than 20% of all respondents say they are unlikely to visit DDC.

♦ Tourists/visitors (30%) are at least “likely” or “very likely” to visit DDC during their
Scottsdale trip.
♦ Tourists/visitors are least likely to be effected by season in their likelihood of visiting DDC.
♦ Keeping with the goals for DDC, 55-60% of locals say DDC is "very desirable for school
outings and educational programs.”
♦ Eighty to ninety percent (80-90%) say DDC is a desirable destination experience for “visits
of 1-3 hours with family or friends”.
♦ DDC is intriguing enough that about 90% say they are likely to visit more than once.


About 15% of local residents say they are likely to visit on average six or more times
per year and the average local resident will visit about four (4) times each year.



Even among tourists/visitors, the average number of visits is greater than one.

♦ The closer one lives to DDC the shorter the expected length of visits.


Many tourists/visitors expect a visit to last more than four hours.



Phoenix residents expect their visits to average a little less than four hours.



Scottsdale residents expect their visits to last about three hours.

Usage
♦ Seventy to eighty percent (70-80%) say outdoor activities, like hiking, are desirable as part
of their DDC visit. Such use would be consistent with the capacity of the individual
audience members, with many taking short walks, while others would have much more
extensive outdoor experiences.


More than 80% are likely to use DDC for access to the McDowell Preserve and its
hiking trails.
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Forty to sixty percent (40-60%) say they are likely to use hiking supplies or rental
mountain bikes if offered.

♦ Food and beverage service should be included in the DDC.


Beverage service is a must for the 80-90% likely to use it and 30-50% are likely to
consume beer, wine, and cocktails.



Twenty to forty percent of people say they are likely to have a table cloth dinner at
DDC while as many as 80% say they are likely to have a casual café lunch at DDC.



Breakfast is also likely for 65-70% of respondents.

♦ Thirty to forty-five percent (30-45%) say DDC is a desirable location for drinks with friends
and to socialize with friends or co-workers after work.
♦ More than 50% say DDC is a desirable setting for social events like weddings and parties.


Two-thirds of all respondents would want to attend a social or business event held at
DDC.



Forty to Fifty percent (40-50%) of locals would consider renting DDC for a social
event or occasion.

Pricing
♦ Respondents like the idea of family pricing, annual memberships, and season passes.
♦ Admission prices lower than $9.00 are counterproductive and above $20.00 are too high
(i.e., begins to be too high) for the proposed Desert Discovery Center. The results reflect
consumer expectations and perceptions of price-value, and do not necessarily reflect the
optimum pricing from the perspective of economic sustainability.
♦ The market varies in its expectations about admission price levels and could support a two
or three-tiered pricing system. However, such a pricing approach may not be the optimum
choice for the DDC based on other operating and market considerations.


Tourists/Visitors expect to pay higher admission and report willingness or ability to
pay 50-60% more than Scottsdale and Phoenix-Area residents would.



Phoenix-Area residents expect to pay slightly higher ($1-$2 more) admission and
report willingness or ability to pay as much as 10-20% more than Scottsdale
residents.

These are consumer responses to the project description as presented. Ticket prices assumed in this
report are based on the value of the DDC experience relative to Phoenix area visitor attraction’s
ticket prices, comparable projects nationally, as well as the input from this survey.
The full survey report is presented in Appendix C.
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Section VIII
DESERT DISCOVERY CENTER ATTENDANCE POTENTIAL

Following is an evaluation of the attendance potential of the DDC as proposed. The attendance
potential analysis reflects the project’s scale and design, the exhibit plan the organization and
operating plan as outlined herein; and the active programming, changing exhibits, marketing and
events activity as planned. In addition, the attendance and operating potential take into
consideration the results of the Olinger Group’s focus group (see Appendix B) and on-line survey
(see Appendix C) primary market research findings.

Conservation and Education Destination Success Factors
Planning, creating and operating a conservation and education destination, such as the DDC, is a
substantial undertaking. Audiences today are exposed on a daily basis to extremely high-tech, highquality media at work or school and on television. Due to high audience standards, those in the
entertainment and educational destination industry have adopted the same high quality techniques to
attract visitors. As the expectations by audiences of leisure time products and educational
experiences are very high, a successful conservation and education destination must meet audience
expectations of value, provided both in terms of money and in terms of time spent. To achieve its
goals for interpretive and economic success, a destination such as the proposed DDC should fulfill
the following criteria.
♦ Exhibit Quality and Audience Appeal – The interpretive elements should have a high
degree of interest and/or relevance to the audience. Audience expectations of content and
presentation have risen dramatically.
♦ Good Location – The accessibility and visibility of the location is critical to its market
success. Facilities in outstanding locations, from an accessibility and visibility
perspective, naturally have the greatest market opportunity.
♦ Critical Mass of Attraction Elements – There must be sufficient attraction content to
appeal to a diverse audience with a degree of subject interests, ages and educational
levels. There must be a variety and quantity of experiences for the visitor to feel they
have visited a special place.
♦ Exhibit Quality and Audience Appeal – The conservation and education destination
must have sufficient quality and quantity of content to warrant a special trip, and to
possibly forego alternative activities. Typically, this implies that more than one hour is
spent experiencing the conservation and education destination, with a target length of
stay of perhaps one and a half to two or more hours. When combined with a meal or
Desert Discovery Center
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snack, shopping for souvenirs, taking a walk and/or relaxing in an outdoor area or taking
a hike, the experience must be the focal point of a half-day or full day recreational
experience. Most importantly, it must be an entertaining experience.
♦ Repeatability – For most conservation and education destinations of the scale being
analyzed, the resident market is the focus audience, and a repeat visitation pattern is
necessary for success. To bring an audience back, the conservation and education
destination must have exhibits, program and site qualities that justify repeatable
experiences. Changing and interactive exhibitry, consistently new and innovative
programming and special/annual events are successful ways for projects of this type to
encourage repeat visitation.
♦ Serves Visitor and Residents – Conservation and education destinations of the scale
proposed can and should focus on both visitor and resident markets. Planning for and
marketing to both groups ensures both maximum and year-round visitation. Further,
successful local marketing is an essential approach to attracting the visitor market, as many
tourists are visiting friends and relatives, and many locals advise out-of-towners on the best
local attractions.
♦ Serves as an Event Venue for Facility Rentals – Visitor attractions and museums and are
increasingly being used as “unique” event venues for facility rentals. Conservation and
education destinations located in desirable nature based settings especially those with great
views, have been very successful in this regard. Further, when the facility is designed to
accommodate this use and is physically large enough, interesting event spaces can be
created. In Scottsdale, the proximity of a substantial tourist population and a large
hospitality resources base makes this a good business opportunity. In order to serve this
market segment, the building program must support catering, and the facility staff and
operation must successfully market and administer the events.
♦ Marketing and Programs – Successful conservation and education destinations allocate
resources to creatively reach their resident and tourist markets. The marketing must not
only describe the quality of the conservation and education destination, but also create
excitement among potential visitors to travel to the conservation and education destination.
Marketing in channels that reach enthusiasts is an important success strategy. Ongoing
programming is important in attracting first time visitors and repeat visitors.
♦ Comprehensive Facility and Programs – The facility and its programs should be
comprehensive to include spaces for groups to gather for informal education, information
provision and visitor center functions, spaces for events and facility rentals, venues for
lectures and presentations, retail and food service offerings and adequate office space and
back-of-house areas to fully support the multiple activities that would occur on site.
♦ Sound Financial Base – An appropriate project scale for the potential audience is important
so that revenues can support both operations and the physical infrastructure of the facility.
Entrance fees must be set to maximize revenues while maintaining optimum visitation levels
given the markets to be served. Operations and marketing must sustain the audience size
and the physical infrastructure and provide a quality visitor experience. Operations must be
scaled to the particular attributes of the facility, including staffing, seasonality and other
factors. Meeting these requirements would help to create a sound financial base.
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The DDC has the potential to become a successful project. Following is a discussion of factors
underlying the estimate of visitation to the project.
♦ Attraction Elements – DDC has been designed as a conservation and education destination
that would become a high-profile regional serving attraction with substantial resident market
and tourism market appeal. It would attract audiences with a wide range of interest in the
desert environment. DDC will offer indoor and outdoor interpretation; access to an
interpreted loop trail; as well as immediate access to the larger McDowell Sonoran Preserve
trail system.
♦ Location, Site and Accessibility - A successful conservation and education destination
must be highly accessible both locally and regionally. Scottsdale and the subject site have
good regional accessibility. Within Scottsdale, the DDC location is readily accessible and
can have an effective signage and wayfinding program.
♦ Available Markets - The DDC will draw a major portion of its attendance from resident
markets. The estimated 2012 population of the City of Scottsdale, the Primary Resident
Market Area, is 250,200. The Secondary Resident Market Area is the area within a 30minute drive of the site (not including Scottsdale). It has an estimated 2012 population of
2,059,400. The Tertiary Resident Market is the remainder of the Phoenix Metropolitan
Area with an estimated 2012 population of 2,292,000.
♦ Scottsdale is an urban tourism destination. Scottsdale and the surrounding area have
an active tourism economy. Scottsdale attracts large numbers of visitors -- the most
recent year for which data are available, the Scottsdale Market Area11 hosted 7.7 million
visitors, comprised of 6.4 million day visitors and 1.3 million hotel visitors. In addition,
there are millions of visitors to other places in the Phoenix metro area that would be DDC
visitor prospects given its proposed unique offerings.
♦ Facility Pricing - The facility’s ticket prices are assumed to be in keeping with the
breadth and quality of the visitor experience, and the time a visitor would spend at the
DDC. In current value of the dollar, the ticket price should be competitive with other
comparable attractions in the region, and should take into account income levels of the
resident population. DDC assumes an admission fee of $15.00 for adults, $12.25 for
seniors, $9.00 for youth and $6.00 for students in groups. An allowance for coupons and
discounts has also been included in this plan at 5 percent of ticket prices. These ticket
price assumptions were informed by the comparable facilities and ticket prices in the
Phoenix Metro area. The results of the primary market research undertaken for this plan
also provided input to the ticket price assumptions. The assumptions are focused on
balancing ticket revenues with strong attendance patterns.
♦ Competitive Context – There are several nature-based attractions in the greater Phoenix
area and therefore provide some competition for visitors. These include the Phoenix Zoo,
Desert Botanical Gardens, which are both first-rate and popular attractions. The DDC as
proposed however would be uniquely positioned from two perspectives. First, it will be
located in perhaps the premier Phoenix-area accessible wilderness area; second, it would be

_______________________
11

See Section IV for full details on Scottsdale area tourism economy.
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directly focused on the local environment rather than biomes from around the world.
Therefore, it could position itself uniquely in the market.
♦ Marketing and Programs - The design and operating plan for the DDC assumes an
ongoing marketing effort aimed at prime audiences, which include the defined resident
market area, as well as Scottsdale tourists and tourists to the greater Phoenix area. With the
tourism audiences, there are marketing channels that can be used to build awareness of the
DDC. These include hotel and information center “pamphlet racks”; cooperative marketing
with the Scottsdale Convention and Visitors Bureau; co-operative marketing with the other
nature-based attractions in the greater Phoenix area; local newspapers and radio spots and
other marketing channels.
♦ Days Open - It is recommended that DDC operate year-round. Closing days for major
holidays would depend on the local market and operating experience.
Attendance Potential
The DDC has substantial attendance potential from resident and visitor markets. The estimate of
attendance potential at the DDC has been prepared through a “gravity model” analytical approach.
That is, the propensity to visit this conservation and education destination is strongest among people
who reside the closest, or who are visiting areas closest to the facility. In addition, attendance
prospects who are staying overnight in the area are more likely to visit than those people who are
visiting less proximate areas of the metropolitan area. The attendance potential estimates have been
informed by the comparable facilities profiled in this report, as well as the various educational
attractions in the Phoenix metro area. Further, the experiences of facilities of this type nationally
have been considered in preparing the attendance potential estimates. The results of the focus group
and on-line visitor survey are very positive and are factored into this analysis.
Data in Table VIII-1 provide a summary of the derivation of the attendance potential estimate for
the DDC, based on the data and analyses contained in this report, and the proposed program.
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Table VIII-1
Preliminary Attendance Potential
Desert Discovery Center
Market Penetration Rates
Estimated 2014
Market Population

Visitation Range

Low

High

Low Range
Attendance

Mid Range
Attendance

High Range
Attendance

Percent to
Total

Resident Market
260,200

8.00%

12.00%

20,816

26,020

31,224

7.8%

Secondary Market Area

Primary Market Area

2,165,200

3.00%

5.00%

64,956

86,608

108,260

26.0%

Tertiary Market Area

2,574,700

2.00%

3.00%

51,494

64,368

77,241

19.3%

Total Resident Market

5,000,100

2.75%

4.33%

137,266

176,996

216,725

53.1%

Low

High

Low Range
Attendance

Mid Range
Attendance

High Range
Attendance

1,183,000

2.50%

3.50%

29,575

35,490

41,405

10.6%

237,000

2.00%

3.00%

4,740

5,925

7,110

1.8%

136,000

2.00%

3.00%

2,720

3,400

4,080

1.0%

6,895,000

1.00%

1.50%

68,950

86,188

103,425

25.9%

2,031,000

1.00%

1.50%

20,310

25,388

30,465

7.6%

10,482,000

1.20%

1.78%

126,295

156,390

186,485

46.9%

263,561

333,386

403,210

100.0%

264,000

333,000

403,000

Estimated 2008
Visitor (Tourist) Market

Tourist Market

1/

Scottsdale Overnight Visitors
Domestic & International Overnight
Hotel Visitors
Visiting Friends & Relatives (VFRs)
Overnight Visitors Staying in Seasonal
Homes
Scottsdale Day-Trip Visitors
Domestic Overnight Day-Trippers to
Scottsdale

2/

International Overnight Visitors to
Metro Phoenix, Not Staying in
Scottsdale

3/

Total Visitor (Tourist) Market
Total Stabilized Attendance Potential Range
Mid Range Attendance

4/

1/ Based on latest data available. Projections for 2014 are not available.
2/ The City of Scottsdale defines this segment as day visitors in its annual Scottsdale/Paradise Valley tourism study. Day visitors are domestic overnight tourists staying in
accomodations outside of the Scottsdale/Paradise Valley.
3/ International overnight visitors is derived from Mexican, Canadian and Overseas visitors to Arizona.
4/ Rounded to nearest 1,000.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

The estimated market capture rates for the DDC are estimated at 8.0 percent to 12.0 percent of
residents in the Primary Market Area and 3.0 to 5.0 percent of residents in the Secondary Market
Area. These capture rates indicate a steady pattern of use of the ticketed areas of the facility among
those area residents interested in the topics being interpreted and strong school group use. In
addition to the strong anticipated visitation pattern of residents of the Phoenix Metro Area; the
DDC will be attractive to Scottsdale and area tourists, people visiting friends or relatives in the
area, or convention and meeting attendees. In addition, there would be use of the facility by
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people on longer day trips from beyond the metro area. These are estimated to be over 45 percent
of all visitations based on the size of the available markets.
Stabilized attendance levels are typically achieved in the third or fourth year after opening.
Attendance potential at the DDC in a stable year (Year 3) is estimated at 264,000 to 403,000,
with a mid-range estimate of 333,000.
In addition to visitors to the interpretive areas, it is anticipated that there will be considerable regular
use of the non-paid components of the DDC such as the proposed café, information desk, retail and
veranda areas by local residents and Scottsdale tourists. This would generally be in conjunction
with hiking and other use of the overall McDowell Sonoran Preserve. In calendar year 2009, the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve trail system attracted over 129,000 visits. In May 2009, the Preserve
opened the Gateway Trail, which is located in proximity to DDC. In its first year after opening, the
Gateway Trail attracted over 84,500 visits. From May 2009 through April 2010, the Preserve had
over 182,600 visits and these numbers are expected to continue to grow.

Attendance Factors
The range in the estimates of attendance for the DDC is based on several factors:
♦ How well the architectural and landscape concepts proposed for the project are translated
into the visitor experience. As the facility design is in a preliminary planning phase, there
could be substantial variability in the actual facility developed.
♦ The facility size and the program of spaces.
♦ How well the concepts proposed for the project are translated into the visitor experience. As
the exhibits are in preliminary planning phase, there could be substantial variability in the
actual exhibitry developed.
♦ Quality, scale, relevance and frequency of rotating (or traveling) exhibits.
♦ The extent of visitor amenities that are offered such as food, retail, visitor information.
♦ The extent of facility rentals.
♦ The extent of on-site programming such as demonstrations, lectures, docent led hikes and so
forth.
♦ Ticket pricing policies.
♦ The extent of special events that are sponsored on-site.
♦ Quality of operation and attention to visitors will affect attendance levels.
♦ Success of membership development efforts.
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♦ The amount and quality of marketing employed (including pre-opening marketing).
♦ The changes in the economic environment in Scottsdale and the U.S. generally.
♦ The variation in market acceptance of the project that may occur.
Five-Year Attendance Patterns
During the first few years after opening, the project would be expected to achieve a higher
attendance than in later “stable” years of operation based on local excitement about the facility.
This early year surge is typical of new visitor destinations, especially among high profile attractions
in large metro areas that generate a significant amount of pre-opening publicity through multiple
media channels targeted to prime audiences. Interest in the facility would likely be highest in the
Primary and Secondary Market Areas. This early year surge in attendance would be balanced by
the need to grow awareness in the Tertiary Market Areas; to get the DDC included on more school
field trip itineraries; and, to build awareness in the visitor (or tourist) markets. Based on these
factors, a first year attendance pattern of 20 percent above stabilized attendance for the DDC is
assumed with a 5 percent factor for Year 2. Stabilized attendance would then be expected to occur
in Year 3. Data in Table VIII-2 provide estimated five-year attendance potential for the DDC.

Table VIII-2
Early Year Attendance Factors and Attendance Growth Pattern
Desert Discovery Center

Percentage of
Stabilized
Attendance
Mid Range
Visitation Potential

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

STABLE
YEAR 3

120%

105%

100%

399,600

349,650

333,000

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

100%

100.5%

333,000

334,665

NOTE: DDC is expected to open in 2014. Therefore, Year 1 represents 2014.
1/ Stabilized attendance expected to occur in Year Three. This analysis assumes that the full facility will be
open for Year One of operations.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Attendance Seasonality
An important factor in facility planning is seasonality of visitation. Data in Table VIII-3 provide a
summary of stabilized year attendance by month for the DDC. This estimated attendance pattern
reflects the composition of the audience, school year attendance patterns, the experience of the
current DDC, major events in Scottsdale, and the experience of other nature-based attractions.
Table VIII-3
Monthly Attendance Distribution
Desert Discovery Center
Low Attendance Scenario
Seasonality

Total
Attendance

Mid-Range Attendance
Seasonality

Total
Attendance

High Attendance Scenario
Seasonality

Total
Attendance

January

7%

18,452

7%

23,310

7%

28,224

February

9%

23,724

9%

29,970

9%

36,288

March

11%

28,996

11%

36,630

11%

44,352

April

13%

34,268

13%

43,290

13%

52,416

May

11%

28,996

11%

36,630

11%

44,352

June

7%

18,452

7%

23,310

7%

28,224

July

6%

15,816

6%

19,980

6%

24,192

August

6%

15,816

6%

19,980

6%

24,192

September

6%

15,816

6%

19,980

6%

24,192

October

8%

21,088

8%

26,640

8%

32,256

November

8%

21,088

8%

26,640

8%

32,256

December

8%

21,088

8%

26,640

8%

32,256

100%

263,600

100%

333,000

100%

403,200

Total

Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

High Day Attendance Analysis
The peak attendance analyses presented in Table VIII-4 use the estimated stabilized attendance to
prepare estimates of high day facility attendance days (facility visitors) during the peak season.
This analysis uses the estimate of the attendance during a peak month (the peak month would be
estimated to occur during April); a strong week during that period; and a high day in that week (18
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percent of weekly attendance, probably a Saturday); to arrive at an appropriate “design day”
attendance levels for the DDC given the overall assumptions and analyses of this report.
Table VIII-4
Peak On-Site Population
Desert Discovery Center
Mid- Range
Attendance
Annual Visitation

1/

333,000
Average Periods During
Peak Months

Peak Periods
Peak Month Attendance

43,290

Average Month Attendance

27,750

High Week at 28% of peak month
High Day Attendance at 18% of
high week
Length of Stay

12,121

7,770

2,182

1,399

(2 hr. stay 30%)

(2.5 hr. stay 35%)

(2 hr. stay - (2.5 hr. stay 30%)
35%)

Peak in-house Population

655

764

420

490

Rounded
High Day Parking

650

760

420

490

259

303

168

196

2/

Requirement
Potential for Event Parking
Demand

Facility
Rentals

3/ 4/

200

1/ Early year attendance may be fifteen percent higher or more. However, this analysis uses a more conservative assumption of
10% for financial modeling purposes.
2/ Based on 95 percent auto usage during peak daytime periods (bus usage is higher during the shoulder seasons from school groups and tour groups).
2.5 persons per vehicle. Plus 5% turnover requirement. Does not include employee, volunteer and other administrative visitor parking. This is for DDC
only. The parking will need to be considered in the context of the Gateway trailhead use and parking needs.
3/ Estimated at one car per two attendees at events of 300 people per event, plus 50 cars for caterers and servers, security, DDC staff, volunteers etc.
4/ Most major facility rentals will be during evenings or at the end of the day, so they would seldom overlap with the peak in-house times of day which
tend to be 10am to 2pm. Further, if there were a need for a mid-day facility rental, the parking might be accomodated through mitigation measures such as
remote parking shuttles etc. For the vast majority of events parking demand accomodated by parkingavailable because the demand from hikers and/or
DDC attendees is lower at the time of the event.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

Attendance Potential Summary
Based on the market evidence presented in this report, the high-quality visitor experience
proposed for the DDC, a preliminary range of attendance potential for the DDC has been
established at 264,000 to 403,000, with a mid-range “best estimate” of 333,000. In addition to
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visitors to the interpretive areas, it is anticipated that there will be considerable regular use of the
non-paid components of the DDC such as the proposed café, information desk, retail and veranda
areas by local residents and Scottsdale tourists. This would generally be in conjunction with hiking
and other use of the overall McDowell Sonoran Preserve. Given current usage patterns of the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve trail system, it is reasonable to expect additional informal users of the
DDC site to non-paid visitor amenities such as the retail shop and café / restaurant. These are above
and beyond the attendance to the DDC as summarized above.
Attendance is expected to be somewhat higher in early years of operation due to local excitement
about the project; a twenty percent surge in attendance is estimated in year one. Attendance will be
balanced during the year with spring especially strong with fall also a strong season. This
attendance potential analysis reflects a competitive ticket pricing policy and aggressive
marketing of the DDC. This preliminary attendance potential represents a range of market
response, but it also reflects a high-quality program and interpretive focus.
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Section IX
DESERT DISCOVERY CENTER OPERATING POTENTIAL

This section provides a preliminary analysis of operating parameters and financial potential of
the proposed DDC. The assumptions made are based on the market potential identified for the
project, the proposed facility size and program, and additional research on operating and
development factors that would be associated with a conservation and education destination of
the profile being considered. This analysis will require refinement as the project moves forward,
and the project moves into later programming and design phases. This section also provides a
preliminary review of pre-opening costs for the DDC prior to opening in 2014.

GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
Successful operation and achieving the goals and mission of a complex facility and organization
such as the DDC will require an appropriate governance structure and operational plan. Moving
forward, establishing the governance structure and organization plan for the development and
operation of the DDC is critical to project success. In addition, this governance planning must
include project oversight and any advisory or support organizations that might be implemented or
formally included. The governance and organization structure of DDC has not been established,
and it will require additional future analysis and planning to inform the selection of a governance
and operating structure appropriate for the project. Following is a review of governance issues and
the assumptions used in this plan.
The initial capital funding mechanism for the DDC has not been finalized. It is anticipated that the
source may be public bonds, gifts and grants or some combination of these sources. The source of
funds will affect the organization and operating structure chosen. However, the land on which the
DDC will be developed will be retained in City ownership, and it is likely that the City would also
have title to the buildings and other improvements to the site. This analysis assumes City of
Scottsdale ownership of the site buildings and improvements.
This plan assumes that the City retains legal title to the land and buildings. Due to the need to
ensure the appropriate operation of DDC within the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, it is also assumed
that the City maintains at a minimum, oversight of DDC operations and recourse to correct
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violations of key conservation, ecological and operational issues. Three illustrative organization
and operations structures for the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) are outlined below. These
represent a spectrum, ranging from full-City operation to full private not-for-profit operation. There
could of course be variations to these governance and organization structures.
1. City Operation - All aspects of DDC operations are provided by the City including facility,
exhibits, programming and events. An advisory board and/or a private “friends of the
DDC” type support group might be established. There may be formal ties to existing
conservation and community organizations as well, and/or other partnerships.
2. Programming partner - The City operates and maintains the DDC facility and grounds and is
responsible for capital repairs, and grounds maintenance, etc. A contracted private not-forprofit organization provides education programs, experiences, exhibits, interpretation,
marketing and public interface. The programming partner might be responsible for
reinvestment in exhibits and public areas. There may be formal ties to existing conservation
organizations as well.
3. Independent operator - The City enters into a long term lease with a private not-for-profit
operator for the facility. The private partner would be responsible for upkeep, maintenance
and reinvestment of the DDC property and all ongoing operations. There would likely be
performance criteria and facility use regulations applied to the independent operator. There
may be formal ties to existing conservation organizations as well.
The revenue and operations plan as described herein could occur within a range of organization and
operating structures. Typically however, for facilities of this type, a public-private partnership
yields superior results, and in all three of the above governance and organization structures, a form
of public-private partnership is assumed. It is not the purpose of this report to resolve the
governance and organization format issues for the DDC; as there is not sufficient information and
public engagement to make this decision at this time. Additional information, engagement and
decision-making that will likely be part of the process would include but not be limited to:
♦ Responsibility for funding initial project capital costs and for securing ongoing external
revenue streams to support operations will be an important factor in selecting a governance
and operating model. The entities and organizations that have these responsibilities to the
DDC, in turn, will desire appropriate DDC governance and organization structures. For
instance, many not-for-profit educational and conservation and education destinations that
are operated by a government entity do not directly solicit contributions for capital
investments and operations; rather, a not-for-profit partner is often responsible for such
fundraising activity. In turn, the not-for-profit partner typically assumes a responsibility to
their contributors to manage or implement the use of the contributed funds.
♦ The DDC will be a major investment of the City of Scottsdale’s resources and will be a
primary public face of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. The Preserve is, in turn, one of
Scottsdale’s major investments and responsibilities. The operating entity will be responsible
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for operating successfully from a market and financial perspective; but also in a manner that
supports the conservation, preservation and economic development goals attendant to both
the DDC and the McDowell Sonoran Preserve as a whole.
♦ The mission, legal authority, and internal organizational capacity of various potential
participants will affect the opportunities for various governance and operating plans.
♦ Legal issues pertaining to allowable contractual and ownership relationships under
applicable law.
♦ The DDC will be adjacent to the Gateway trailhead, and will share access and parking with
the trailhead that is operated by the City of Scottsdale. An effective and seamless joint
operation of the overall site is needed so that public access to the Preserve and the Gateway
trailhead is maintained at the highest levels and the success of DDC operations are
enhanced. The legal and operational relationship of the DDC to the existing Gateway
facility and to the overall McDowell Sonoran Preserve will be an essential aspect of project
planning. Clearly addressing these factors in the process of establishing DDC governance
and organization will be important to project success.
♦ The effectiveness of a conservation and education organization in sustaining its attendance,
earning revenues, providing superior educational experiences, disseminating conservation
messages and generating economic benefits is affected substantially by its governance and
operating structure. Positive operating outcomes of these types are enhanced by an
organization that has the capacity to operate as an ongoing business in a competitive
environment with flexibility, speed of adjustment and opportunistic approaches to a
constantly evolving marketplace and economic environment.
The most efficient provider of the range of operating inputs and capital reinvestments that
occur annually and over time is clearly desirable. For instance, the City may be very
effective in performing certain maintenance and landscape functions; while a private
organization may be more efficient in delivering educational experiences and programs.
Operating flexibility should also be considered. Educational and nature based organizations
compete in the general marketplace for visitors and their spending in a constantly evolving
and dynamic environment. Therefore, to maximize effectiveness, operating flexibility and
autonomy is important. This extends from hiring and pay scales, to reallocation of
resources, entering partnerships and launching special projects.
♦ The governance and operating plan will have to address issues relating to insurance and
assumption of liability, as well as issues relating to financial responsibility in the event of
unforeseen or emergency conditions.
♦ Establishing a governance and operating plan that meets the needs and stated desires from
the community’s perspective will be important in building needed support in the planning,
funding and development process.
♦ In addition to the above, there may be other factors that influence the process of creating the
governance and organization plan.
The choice of operating entity will be influenced by the outcomes targeted for DDC, ongoing
responsibility to sustain the organization and enhance its benefits and other relevant factors as
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outlined above. As overall project planning proceeds and the funding plan is developed, additional
research should be conducted and internal discussion undertaken among City government and
stakeholders to establish the process for determining governance and then, establishing the
optimum governing and operating entity or entities for the initial development phase, then the
ongoing DDC operations.
Operating Assumptions
As a major conservation and education organization, the DDC would operate under the norms of
such facilities nationally, adjusted for local conditions. The operating assumptions include:
♦ The DDC is assumed to be operated by a governmental entity, by a private, not-for-profit,
501 (c) (3) enterprise or a hybrid of these. As such, this analysis does not include any
property or corporate taxes, nor does it include depreciation, bond or mortgage payments, or
management fees. It focuses on estimating Non-Operational Revenues.
♦ The DDC will be well designed and constructed. It will be of a scale in size and in quality
to be recognized nationally as a facility of excellence. This operations analysis assumes a
facility with approximately 73,000 gross square feet (GSF) plus outdoor exhibit and public
areas. It is assumed to open in 2014.
♦ Attendance potential at the DDC was evaluated in prior sections of this report, with
attendance a function of the available markets and the size and scope of the project, its
location, its marketing profile, and ticket prices. The mid-range attendance potential level
from the market analysis of 333,000 is used in this operations analysis. Based on the
experience of other facilities, a surge in attendance during the first few years of operation is
assumed before reaching stable attendance.
♦ The DDC will be open year-round, seven days a week. In addition, special events and
facility rentals could occur at the facility when they do not disrupt regular visitation.
♦ The DDC will be well managed and will have the appropriate staff and board infrastructure
to support a project of this nature. The structure, its exhibits, finishes, mechanical
equipment and support systems will be well maintained to minimize insurance risks and
unexpected repair and maintenance expenditures. Maintaining the exhibits in excellent
condition is key to customer satisfaction. The DDC will build a compelling organizational
vision, with strong and distinguished advisors and staff, and the project will have a strong
base of community support. The facility and site will be used for special events and cultural
activities after hours to promote community support and generate additional income.
Educational groups will be invited to visit at discounted prices, and will receive a
worthwhile and enjoyable educational experience. Community outreach will be a
cornerstone of the programming effort.
♦ The DDC will develop an aggressive marketing program to achieve and maintain attendance
and continually attract new visitors. Ticket pricing will be attractive and commensurate
with overall visitor experience and value delivered. The project will also be managed to
provide dynamic and effective educational programs and dramatic and continually evolving
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new exhibits. The changing exhibit gallery is essential to attracting new visitors and repeat
visitation.
♦ There is a $6.3 million cash operating reserve planned as part of the project’s initial capital
cost that would be available for any contingencies, as well as to provide funding should
fundamental shifts in the organization’s structure be necessary to reach a new equilibrium
between revenue sources and operating costs. The amount of the cash operating reserve is
equal to a full year’s operating budget not including retail cost of goods sold and
contributions to capital reserve accounts.
REVENUE POTENTIAL
The DDC as does virtually all cultural, conservation and education destinations, will generate
revenues from a wide variety of sources including Operational Revenues from tickets, retail,
food service, facility rentals and so forth; from memberships; and from an array of NonOperational Revenue sources such as endowments, grants, gifts, contributions, fund-raising
events, bequests and so forth. These many revenue sources are needed to meet the institutions
operating costs and to contribute to future facility re-investment and capital maintenance. The
revenue plan as described is achievable if the full DDC facility and interpretive plan is
implemented; a successful governance structure and organization is established; and, the quality
of operations are at the described level. Data in Appendix D provides a summary of national
experience in museum funding sources. The national museum survey data used in the summary
indicates that the majority of comparable museums have a revenue mix in which Operational
Revenues (tickets, retail, memberships, food etc.) are less than half of all revenues, with the
remainder from Non-Operational sources (endowments, gifts, grants, fundraisers etc.). Thus, to
realize its market and operating potential, to maximize the benefit of the initial capital
investment and to provide the community with maximum benefits, the business plan for the
DDC reflects museum industry best practices by including revenue sources from its Operational
Revenues and from non-operational sources. In the operating plan presented later, there are
personnel and expense budgets amounts dedicated to and adequate for the activities necessary to
generate. Further, and as discussed above the appropriate governance and operating structure is
needed to optimize the fundraising aspects of the plan. It should be noted that fundraising is a
primary responsibility of leadership boards that may be created for DDC. Following are
discussions regarding revenue opportunities for the DDC.
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Operational Revenues
Operational Revenues of the DDC will be derived mainly from ticket sales and memberships,
with additional revenue derived from sources such as retail sales, café and vending,
memberships, and use of the facility for receptions and banquets. Following is analysis and
discussion of the Operational Revenue potential of DDC.

Ticket and Membership Revenues
Average per capita admissions revenue is a product of ticket prices and the mix of ticket types
sold (adults, children, etc.). Data in Table IX-1 provide DDC ticketing and membership
assumptions. A benchmark DDC adult ticket price of $15.00 is assumed in this scenario. The
ticket prices used are in current 2010 dollars. When developed, price inflation would be built
into the actual future ticket price. As the project moves forward and the DDC plan is refined, the
ticketing assumptions and pricing will need to be revisited along with assumptions regarding the
use of “coupons” and discount admissions. These ticket prices are in line with the assumed
product offerings, the experience of comparable facilities nationally, and with local area
educational attractions.
Memberships can be an important revenue source. Due to the scale of the Resident Market and
the price of a family membership versus the price of general admissions, membership to the
DDC has the potential to be substantial. Free admission with the purchase of a membership is an
important economic incentive for becoming a member. The Dual Membership category (two
persons) has been added as a membership category to reflect the area’s demographic profile, and
industry best practices. This analysis assumes approximately 5,830 DDC memberships in a
stabilized year. Based on assumed ticket prices and the estimated number of memberships, an
average membership fee of $100.00 per membership is estimated in current dollars. This
includes family and individual memberships as well as higher-level “supportive” memberships.
Data in Table IX-2 present the assumed distribution of tickets and ticket sales by type over a
five year period. Year 3 is considered the “stable” year of operations. Members are assumed to
enter free of charge. There is also provision made for a limited number of complimentary and
VIP tickets, facility rental attendees and children under the age of 3. These are all included in
the Free/Complimentary category.
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Table IX-1
Admissions Analysis
Desert Discovery Center
Per Capita Ticket Revenue

% to Total Attendance
Attendance
By Type
Adult

37.55%

Percent
Contribution Contribution
to Ticket Per to Ticket Per
Ticket Price
Capita
Capita

125,042

$15.00

$5.63

62.7%

Senior

17.00%

56,610

$12.25

$2.08

23.2%

Youth (3-12)

16.00%

53,280

$9.00

$1.44

16.0%

Student Group

5.00%

16,650

$6.00

$0.30

3.3%

14.00%

46,620

$0.00

$0.00

0.0%

Members
Facility Rentals
Free/Complimentary

1/

6.15%

20,480

$0.00

$0.00

0.0%

4.30%

14,319

$0.00

$0.00

0.0%

($0.47)

-5.3%

$8.98

100.0%

Less Discounts & Coupons @ 5%
Total

100.00%

333,000

Memberships Estimates
Membership
Types
No. of Member Attendances
Average Annual Attendances Per Membership
Est. Total Memberships
Average Membership Fee

Membership Revenue

46,620

Percent to
Total

Estimated
Number of Avg. Price
Memberships By Type

Individual

20.5%

1,195

$40

Dual

35.0%

2,041

$70

5,830

Family

40.0%

2,332

$125

$100.00

Donor

3.0%

175

$250

Sponsor

1.0%

58

$500

Patron

0.5%

29

$1,000

100.0%

5,830

$100.16

8

$583,000

Rounded:

$100.00

1/ Includes children aged 2 and under, complimentary tickets, VIPs, special events & programs etc.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table IX-2
Attendance Distribution and Ticket Price Assumptions12
Desert Discovery Center
% to Total Attendance
Adult

Year 1
39.7%

Year 2
38.4%

STABLE
YEAR 3
37.6%

Year 4
37.6%

Year 5
37.6%

Senior
Youth (3-12)

19.0%
18.6%

18.0%
17.0%

17.0%
16.0%

17.0%
16.0%

17.0%
16.0%

Student Group

3.5%

4.5%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

Members
Facility Rentals

10.0%
5.2%

12.0%
5.9%

14.0%
6.2%

14.0%
6.2%

14.0%
6.2%

Free/Complimentary

1/

Total
Attendance By Type
Adult

4.0%

4.2%

4.3%

4.3%

4.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

158,641

134,266

125,042

125,042

125,667

75,924

62,937

56,610

56,610

56,893

Youth (3-12)

74,326

59,441

53,280

53,280

53,546

Student Group
Members

13,986
39,960

15,734
41,958

16,650
46,620

16,650
46,620

16,733
46,853

Senior

Facility Rentals
Free/Complimentary

1/

Total

20,779

20,629

20,480

20,480

20,582

15,984

14,685

14,319

14,319

14,391

399,600

349,650

333,000

333,000

334,665

Percentage of Adult Ticket Price
Adult

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Senior

82%

82%

82%

82%

82%

Youth (3-12)

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

Student Group

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

Members

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Facility Rentals

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Free/Complimentary

1/

Achieved Per Capita Ticket Revenue

2/

Adult

$15.92

$15.92

$16.70

$16.70

$17.50

Senior

$13.00

$13.00

$13.60

$13.60

$14.30

Youth (3-12)

$9.55

$9.55

$10.00

$10.00

$10.50

Student Group

$6.37

$6.37

$6.70

$6.70

$7.00

Members

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Facility Rentals

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Less Coupons & Discounts

($0.49)

($0.48)

($0.49)

($0.49)

($0.52)

Per Capita Average Revenue

$10.30

$9.89

$10.02

$10.02

$10.51

Free/Complimentary

1/

1/ Includes children aged 2 and under, complimentary tickets, VIPs, special events & programs etc.
2/ Year 1 ticket prices reflect compounded inflation rate of 2% per year from 2010 to 2014 dollar value. Actual
pricing in 2014 dollars will depend on actual inflation and other factors and would be rounded accordingly.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

_______________________
12

Per capita average ticket revenue reflects mix of ticket prices based on the baseline ticket price assumptions and
assumed inflation for the year under consideration as well as variations in the mix of ticket types sold.
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Operating and Revenue Assumptions
As a cultural and educational not-for-profit destination organization, the DDC would operate under
the norms of such institutions nationally, adjusted for local conditions. Data in Table IX-3
summarize key operating assumptions for the DDC under the planned operating scenario.
Per capita retail sales are assumed at $3.50 per attendee. Outside sales by non-DDC visitors are
assumed add an additional 15 percent in sales above the sales to DDC attendees. Cost of Goods
sold (COGS) are assumed at an industry standard 50 percent of gift shop sales. These are relatively
strong retail sales factors reflecting the strong tourism component of the audience and the good
merchandising opportunities for the DDC. Per capita sales are assumed at $1.00 (in a stabilized
year, in current dollars) for vending and light snacks.
Café/ restaurant sales are assumed to be operated by outside vendors. This analysis assumes a
$35.00 (in 2014 dollars) base lease rate, assuming three year term increased at inflation for second
term, and an additional owner participation of 2 percent of gross sales. Gross Café/ restaurant sales
would include spending by DDC attendees as well as spending by people using the Gateway area
and also people who make the Café/ restaurant a destination given the plan to provide diners with
outstanding views in a very nice Café/ restaurant setting.
Interviews with Scottsdale hospitality leadership indicate that the DDC would create a new and
popular venue for business and social facility rentals. At many similar facilities nationally, facility
rentals have generated considerable attendance and revenues. Miscellaneous, “other” earned
revenues are assumed at 1 percent of Operational Revenues. These might include research fees,
advertising within the facility, sale of publications, guided hikes, travel programs etc.
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Table IX-3
Operating and Revenue Assumptions, In Current Dollars Unless Noted
Desert Discovery Center
General

Comments

Year Assumed to Open to Public

2014

Indoor Gross Exhibit Square Footage

34,200

Total Indoor Gross Square Footage

72,972

Total Exterior Square Footage

(28,500 NSF)

70,700

Mid-Range Attendance

333,000

Annual Inflation Rate

2.0%

Personnel & Benefits Annual Inflation Rate

2.5%

Annual Attendance Growth after Year 4

0.5%

Admission Fees and Revenue
Adult Ticket Price

$15.00

Per Capita Ticket Revenue
Coupons & Discounts as a % of Per Capita Ticket Rev.
Ticket Price Increase % every other year

$8.98
5.0%
5.0%

Retail
Retail Area Gross Square Footage
Per Capita Retail Sales
Outside Retail Sales as Percent of Per Capita Retail Sales

2,400
$3.50
15%

Cost of Goods Sold as a % of Retail Sales

(2,000 NSF)

50%

Food Service
Vending and Retail Shop Per Capita Food / Beverage Sales

$1.00

DDC Net Proceeds from Vending & Store Food Sales
Café/Restaurant Indoor Gross Square Footage
Desert Dining Garden Outdoor Square Footage

25.0%
3,120 Assumes 80 seats.
3,000

Restaurant Base Lease Rate Per SF in 2014 Dollars

$35.00

1/

2/

2.0% 3/

DDC Net Proceeds of Restaurant Gross Sales
Family & Individual Memberships
Number of Family, Individual & Supportive Memberships
Average Membership Fee
Annual Attendances Per Membership

5,830 Stable Year
$100.00
8

Facility Rentals and Receptions
Major Rentals Per Year
Target Attendance in Stable Year
Average Net Revenue per Rental

50
15,000 Avg. 300 per event
$6,000

Medium Rentals Per Year
Target Attendance in Stable Year
Average Net Revenue per Rental

30
3,000 Avg. 100 per event
$2,000

Minor Rentals Per Year (primarily Birthday Parties)
Target Attendance in Stable Year
Average Net Revenue per Rental

100
2,500 Avg. 25 per event
$300
1% 4/

Other Revenue As a % of Earned Revenue
Operating Reserves
Operating Reserve Assumption in 2014

$6,300,000

Annual Growth Rate above Inflation Rate

3%

Annual Interest

3%

5/

NOTE: Assumes DDC Program of Areas dated June 16, 2010 by Swaback Partners.
1/ Limited vending and beverage / snacks available in gift shop. Other food provided by café.
2/ In 2014 dollars. Three-year term increased at inflation for 2nd term.
3/ Restaurant assumed to hold a liquor license. Restaurant gross sales estimated based on $8 per capita for DDC visitors,
plus $10 average spend from an assumed 18,000 (50 per day) annual outside patrons who are drawn from from trail users
and from drive-up customers.
4/ Other revenues include revenue from programs, special events, stroller rentals, lockers and other sources.
5/ In 2014 dollars.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc. and Swaback Partners
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Non-Operational Revenues
An important revenue source for facilities such as the DDC are Non-Operational Revenues
derived from sources such as endowment, contributions, fundraising events, grants, supportive
level memberships as well as miscellaneous revenues. Under this plan, DDC would be active in
generating substantial Non-Operational Revenues. Nationwide, virtually all not-for-profit
museums, nature-based attractions and science centers receive a substantial share of their total
revenues from such sources. The amounts of Non-Operational Revenues that such facilities
receive can vary widely based on their particular circumstances, and the aggressiveness of their
organizations. Appendix D provides a summary of the national experience regarding major
categories of revenues for museums and science centers.
This analysis assumes that the internal capacity to fundraise for the DDC will be appropriate to
the scale of the organization, and that the organization will generate “contributed,” endowment
and other revenues as an ongoing and essential component of its operation. The facility is
expected to engage in ongoing fundraising, to secure operating grants and to establish financial
reserves and endowment. This is typical in the Phoenix Metro area and elsewhere, and it is
reasonable to assume that the DDC would be well-positioned to attract such revenues. Further,
developing a unique, cause related institutional position statement, vision and mission will
enhance the institution’s ability to attract operating funds.
An estimated $1.7 million in annual, current dollar Non-Operational Revenues is targeted for a
stable year.13 It is anticipated that the DDC would seek larger amounts to fund additional
programs and activities, enhance its market position, build its endowment and capital reserves,
and to fund capital improvements. For large nature based educational facilities such as DDC,
Operational Revenues (such as ticket sales, retail, memberships etc.) can range from 25 to 80
percent of Total Revenues, with the remaining 20 to 75 percent derived from Non-Operational
Revenues (such as Contributed, Endowment and Other Revenue sources). In the case of the
DDC, Operational Revenues have been estimated to be about 75 percent of total revenues, with
the remaining 25 percent from non-visitor related revenue sources. This is a favorable ratio of
Operational and Non-Operational Revenues sources. Achieving such performance will require

_______________________
13

See Table IX-4 below
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that along with capital fund-raising for the project, project sponsors will have to secure sources
of on-going operating support. Following is additional discussion of Non-Operational Revenues.
Non-Operational Revenues sources can be derived from an array of sources and each institution
develops its revenue source mix based on its institutional characteristics and local circumstances
and opportunities. This analysis has assumed No formal endowment other than the Operating
Reserve Fund for the facility that can serve as the initial contribution to endowment. Endowment is
a desirable approach to securing Non-Operational Revenues revenues.
A targeted campaign to create an endowment for the DDC should begin in the project’s early
planning stages. Support from an endowment can substantially assist successful operations.
Endowment contributions can be either general in nature, or specifically allocated to an exhibit, task
or position. For instance, the amount to endow a particular exhibit would be formulaically derived,
and would carry with it formal signed recognition in the facility, as well as recognition in Museum
publications and visitor guides. Other endowment could be raised on a more traditional
philanthropic basis.
This analysis also assumes an array of on-going government or non-governmental grants and gifts,
contributions, contributions in-kind, fundraisers and so forth. The actual sources and percentage to
total amount of the Non-Operational Revenues will depend on the circumstances of the organization
and the opportunities that exist in the marketplace. With the efforts of a well-established board of
trustees, as well as with an active development and fundraising program, the goals established
should be attainable.
Subsequent to this planning phase, it is recommended to undertake a fund-raising feasibility study
and plan to evaluate the potential sources and amounts potentially available for Non-operational
revenues, as well as the potential for an initial capital campaign. The results of that study will
provide important input to the refinement of all aspects of the DDC plan including this business
plan.

Operating Reserves and Endowment
DDC is planned to open with operating reserves of $6.3 million in future dollars that is part of
the initial capital campaign. This operating reserve fund is the equivalent of one year’s operating
expenses, less the cost of retail goods sold and funding of the capital reserve.
Desert Discovery Center
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reserves are assumed to grow at a rate of 3 percent annually in addition to the rate of inflation.
This analysis assumes an annual interest revenue of 3 percent from the operating reserves to
support DDC operations. In a stable year current dollar value, this equates to $178,000. These
become a component of the Non-Operational Revenues as discussed above. Over time, an
important goal of DDC will be to increase the dollar value of its Operating Reserves and its
endowment. As noted, it is recommended that future refinement of the DDC plan include
additional endowment if possible.

Contributed and Other Revenues
Following is further discussion of various Contributed and Other Revenue sources.
♦ Corporate Sponsorships - Corporations are increasingly viewing sponsorship of first rate
cultural and educational institutions as a way to meet their charitable obligations, while
gaining positive publicity and public recognition. The tying of specific exhibits or programs
to their sponsors allows the sponsor to have on-site recognition or recognition in travelling
exhibits and at events. An annual targeted development campaign by the DDC might focus
on regional and State corporations to gain sponsorships and partnerships. This approach has
yielded significant results for many museums and educational organizations.
♦ Government Grants - There are a wide variety of grants available from government bodies
and from foundations. Many museums receive substantial portions of their annual budgets
from such sources14. These will be especially useful in funding special educational
programs, exhibit reinvestment and for other focused activities. School systems sometimes
grant educational organizations of this type to pay for curriculums and attendance at the
facility for their students. Many not-for-profit organizations percentages of available
targeted tax revenues such as bed or meal taxes are dedicated to economic development.
They receive such funds based on their proven capacity to attract new visitors to the
community, and thus generate economic activity and tax revenues.
♦ Foundation Grants - Foundation grants for specific activities are a major source of funds
for institutions such as the DDC. These grants may be for particular travelling exhibits or
programs; to support educational or conservation activities or for reinvestment in the
facility. These are often competitive grants, which require development resources for
ongoing grant writing and management.
♦ Private Philanthropy - Many institutions derive funds from annual philanthropic giving
and individual gifts.
♦ Annual Gifts - A targeted development campaign should focus on regional individuals and
corporations, and people involved in the philanthropic world. This effort may take the form

_______________________
14

Many granting organizations require that an institution be in existence and/or open to the public for a specified
period before being eligible to apply. Grant funds may require 18 months to 2 years to enter the income stream.
Other revenue sources should be in place to cover this source at facility opening.
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of higher-level sustaining memberships, (above and beyond the family-type memberships
that are largely attendance driven).
♦ Small Gifts - can be solicited where a specific use is identified, such as the preservation of a
particular site, object or living specimen, or to support an activity such as an educational
class or program.
♦ Fund Raising Events - Annual balls, picnics, holiday parties and so forth are common
fundraisers. Sometimes performers headline fundraising concerts at reduced rates or for
free. Athletic events such as running or bicycling competitions can be sponsored.
♦ Leadership Giving - In many institutions the Board of Directors make meaningful
contributions annually as part of their leadership role.
♦ Gifts In-Kind - Some of the inputs to the operation of the DDC lend themselves to support
through gifts in-kind. For instance, utilities might make up 3 percent or more of operating
costs. Full or partial donation of these could represent a major revenue source.
Implementation of a conservation exhibit or a utility conservation demonstration project
within the DDC campus might be the basis for such a gift- in-kind. Other basic supplies and
inputs such as accounting services, maintenance supplies, website, advertising, insurance,
travel services and so forth might also be purchased under special arrangements such as
reduced profit margins or even as pure donations.
♦ Educational Sponsorships - Colleges in the Phoenix metro area can be sources for interns,
docents and interpreters. In turn, the DDC can provide substantial educational opportunities
for students, and can be a resource to the entire educational and conservation community.
♦ Other - Many institutions have revenue sources particular to their programs, organization or
communities. Examples include interest on operating accounts copyright payments, funding
for-on-site research and so forth.
DDC Revenue Potential
The DDC has substantial Operational Revenues potential from admissions, memberships, gift
shop, vending, café, facility rentals and miscellaneous sources. Data in Table IX-4 summarize
Operational Revenue potential for the DDC. Under the assumptions of this analysis, the DDC has
$5.6 million in Operational Revenue potential in a stabilized year, in 2010 dollars.
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Table IX-4
Revenue Potential
Desert Discovery Center
Year

2014

YEAR 1

2015

2016

YEAR 2

STABLE
YEAR 3

2017

YEAR 4

2018

YEAR 5

Stable Yr Att.
(in current Percent
to Total
dollars)

TOTAL ATTENDANCE

399,600

349,650

333,000

333,000

334,665

333,000

Per Capita Ticket Revenue

$10.30

$9.89

$10.02

$10.02

$10.51

$8.98

$4,117,218

$3,456,947

$3,337,861

$3,337,861

$3,518,680

$2,991,089

40.5%

530,000

555,440

647,130

647,130

685,620

$583,000

7.9%

1,706,836

1,523,351

1,479,827

1,509,424

1,547,310

1,340,325

18.1%

REVENUE
Operational Revenue
Ticket Revenue
Membership Revenue
Gross Retail
Food Service Net

106,015

94,618

91,915

93,753

96,106

83,250

1.1%

Café/Restaurant Lease Revenue

197,832

184,894

182,732

190,442

192,325

169,502

2.3%

Facility Rental

356,566

357,203

364,347

371,634

379,066

330,000

4.5%

Other Revenue

70,145

61,725

61,038

61,502

64,191

54,972

0.7%

$7,084,612 $6,234,178 $6,164,850 $6,211,746 $6,483,299

$5,552,138

75.1%

Total Operational Revenue
Non-Operational Revenue
Operating Reserves Interest
Other Non-Operational Revenues

1/

TOTAL REVENUE

Operating Reserves Growth

$189,000

$192,606

$196,282

$200,027

$203,844

$178,099

2.4%

$1,205,220

$2,221,624

$2,460,245

$2,586,030

$2,490,617

$1,663,650

22.5%

$8,478,831 $8,648,408 $8,821,376 $8,997,804 $9,177,760
$6,300,000

$6,420,217

$6,542,727

$6,667,575

$6,794,806

$7,393,886 100.0%
$5,936,631

NOTE: DDC is expected to open in 2014. Therefore, Year 1 represents the inflated 2014 dollar value.
1/ Represents potential revenue from grants, gifts, corporate sponsorships, fundraising events, endowment proceeds and other relevant sources.
See discussion in text.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

Revenue Summary
Based on the existing program for the facility, its attendance potential, ticket pricing, memberships
and assumptions regarding Non-Operational Revenues, data in Table IX-4 present a five-year
estimate of revenue potential for the DDC. The initial years of operation benefit from higher
attendance levels than is expected in the stable year. The first year estimate is in current dollars,
with future years assuming a 2.0 percent annual inflation rate. The actual dollar amounts for Year 1
and subsequent years will depend on future rates of inflation, project performance, and the number
of years the project takes to develop before opening.
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The stable year Operational Revenue potential for the DDC is estimated to be approximately $5.6
million in current dollars based on the findings and assumptions of this report. Non-Operational
Revenues have been estimated at $1.8 million in a stabilized year in current dollars (25% of total
revenues).

OPERATING EXPENSE PROFILE
Museums and nature based sites, like the DDC, are largely fixed cost operations. The costs with
little variability include utilities, insurance, most personnel, exhibit care, basic marketing, and
maintenance. However, there is some variability in expenses based on attendance levels such as
visitor services, education programs, marketing and so forth. Over time, an institution can adjust its
operation upward or downward to fit its revenue profile. In this analysis, the operating expense
profile was developed to reflect the proposed program and the experience of other comparable
projects of this type. Inputs to the operating expenses analyses include the experience of
comparable facilities and the “metrics” of the new facility – its size, program and attendance
potential. Increasingly detailed operating expense plans can be made in subsequent planning,
design and construction phases.
The expenses reflect a tightly operated project with a “bottom line” orientation. These profiles
do not reflect the capitalized reinvestment in the DDC that will be necessary over time for the
physical structure and the exhibits. If higher revenues than those presented are attained,
additional programs and reinvestment will be possible. Following are discussions of some of the
major expense categories for the project.

Personnel Expenses
Data in Table IX-5 illustrate estimated staffing requirements for the DDC based on facility size and
program, estimated attendance patterns, and operating scenario. Compensation levels for the project
were developed based on the experience of comparable projects in this region of the country. These
salary levels are for comparative and analytical purposes only. They are not meant to be used to set
the compensation levels for any given individual. An average fringe rate for taxes and benefits of
28 percent of total full-time, part-time and seasonal salaries is used in this analysis. The staffing
profile prepared for this analysis is appropriate for the mid-range attendance level and a 73,000 GSF
facility with an additional 70,700 GSF of exterior areas.
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The staffing profile for the project includes 51 full-time year-round employees, 52 part-time
employees and 9 seasonal employees, for a total of 79.25 full-time equivalent positions. In addition,
an allowance of $37,500 has been included (in addition to noted seasonal positions and interns)
annually for various part-time, seasonal and intern wages. An average cost of $15.00 per hour
(including employer taxes and other direct costs) for 2,500 hours has been assumed. As funding
and operating experience allow, additional staff positions would enrich the offerings and operations
of the DDC. The total payroll for the DDC, based on this staffing profile, is estimated at $3.6
million inclusive of overhead and benefits plus $37,500 as an allowance for various part-time,
seasonal and intern wages. Personnel direct salary and fringe benefit costs are approximately 50
percent of total operating expenses. Personnel costs have been typically higher than the rate of
inflation; therefore, this analysis assumes personnel related costs such as salaries and benefits will
increase at a rate of 2.5 percent per year.
Like many non-profit attractions, staff positions would be supplemented by volunteers, who would
have interpretive duties as well as duties associated with education, exhibits and other important
functions such as supporting admissions and retail. Based on data on the comparable destinations in
Table VI-5, the DDC may have the potential to attract a base of 200-300 volunteers. The number of
volunteers will ultimately depend on the size and scope of facility’s programming, education
approach, opportunities for meaningful service, quality of the volunteer program and so forth.
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Table IX-5
Illustrative Personnel Positions and Salaries
Desert Discovery Center

Position
Administration
Executive Director
Business Manager / CFO
Personnel Manager
Account Manager / Bookkeeper
Receptionist/Administrative Asst.

Annual
Salaries
(FTE)

Part-Time
Number
Number of
Seasonal (Peak of Full Number of
Peak
Season)
Time
Part Time Season Total Salary
Salaries
Positions Positions Positions
Budget

$150,000
$100,000
$55,000
$45,000
$29,000

1
1
1
1
1

Marketing, Development, Membership and Facility Rentals
Marketing Manager
$80,000

$150,000
$100,000
$55,000
$67,500
$29,000

1

1

$80,000

Marketing Coordinator/Administrative Asst.
Development Manager
Grant Writer / Development Data Coordinator
Membership Manager
Membership Coordinator

$35,000
$90,000
$50,000
$55,000
$35,000

1
1
1
1
1

$35,000
$90,000
$50,000
$55,000
$17,500

Marketing & MembershipAdministrative Asst.
Events Coordinator
Facility Rentals Coordinators

$35,000
$50,000
$45,000

1
1
1

2

$35,000
$50,000
$90,000

$50,000
$50,000
$32,000

1
1
1

2

$50,000
$50,000
$64,000

$35,000
$22,000

1
10

1
16

$52,500
$396,000

Visitor Services and Education Programs
Manager of Education Programs and School Groups
Education and Public Program Manager
Educators
Visitor Services Manager and Training
(Visitor
Assistantst. & Volunteers)
Visitor Assistants
Visitor Assistants (Peak Season)
Retail & Admissions
Museum Store Manager / Buyer
Assistant Store Manager
Admissions Manager
Group Sales Reservationist / Membership Sales
Cashiers - Admissions/Retail
Cashiers - Admissions/Retail (Peak Season)
Exhibits
Multimedia Program & Exhibit Manager
IT / Multimedia Technician / Web Site
Changing Exhibit Gallery Coordinator
Exhibit Technician
Plant Operations, Living Specimen Husbandry
Facility Manager / Engineer
Assistant Facility Manager / Engineer
Biologist
Horticulturist
Biologists / Horticulturists (Interns)
Staff Technician / HVAC / Life Support Systems
Custodians
Groundskeepers
Lead Security Guard
Security Guards
Total
Fringe & Benefits @ Average of

$5,000
$60,000
$40,000
$55,000
$25,000
$21,000

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
3

$55,000
$40,000
$50,000
$50,000

1
1
1
1
$12,000

$28,000
$22,000
$22,000
$28,000
$24,000

1
2
1
2

Total Salaries & Benefits Budget
Total Full Time Equivalent Positions (FTE'S)

5

$60,000
$40,000
$55,000
$25,000
$189,000
$22,500
$75,000
$70,000
$40,000
$157,500

3

$55,000
$40,000
$50,000
$75,000
$24,000
$28,000
$77,000
$44,000
$56,000
$72,000

1
4
3
2
6

51
28% of Total Salaries

$20,000

10

$4,500
$75,000
$70,000
$40,000
$35,000

4

52

9

$2,791,500
$781,620
$3,573,120
79.25

NOTES: Part Time Employees Calculated at 50% FTE, seasonal workers at 25% FTE. Volunteers would serve to supplement some positions such as Visitor
Assistants.
Visitor Assistants and Cashiers paid positions be supplemented by Volunteers.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Non-Personnel Operating Expenses
Data in Table IX-6 provide a stable year attendance operating expense estimate in current dollars
based on detailed factors for individual expense items for the DDC.

Table IX-6
Illustrative Annual Operating Expenses
Desert Discovery Center
Project Parameters
Indoor Square Footage
Exterior Square Footage
Annual Attendance
Students in Groups
Employees (FTEs)
Detailed Budgetary Analysis
Salaries (FTE, PTE)
Fringe / Benefits (@ 28% of Sal.)

72,972
70,700
333,000
16,650
79.25

Percent
See Personnel Schedule to Total

Annual Amount
$2,791,500
$781,620

Allowance for Interns & Seasonal Personnel
Uniforms
Professional/Contract Services
Voice/Data/Web Presence
Postage & Shipping
Equipment Rental/ Lease
Travel, Meeting and Entertainment
Dues and Subscriptions
Retail Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
Advertising
Printing/Copying & Publications
Educational Kits
Events & Programs
Changing Exhibits
Exhibit Reinvestment
Exhibit Supplies
Exhibit Replacement
Supplies & Materials

$37,500
$7,925 @
$237,750 @
$79,250 @
$27,738 @
$31,700 @
$39,625 @
$19,813 @
$670,163 @
$666,000 @
$166,500 @
$49,950 @
$200,000
$200,000
$199,800 @
$30,000
$15,000
$158,500 @

Utilities
Insurance
Repairs & Maintenance
Grounds keeping/Landscaping Supplies &
Replacement
Parking Maintenance
Other Operating Expenses / Contingency
Subtotal Operating Expenses

$218,916
$91,215
$109,458

@
@
@

$75,000
$18,000
$118,875
$7,041,797

@

$352,090

@

Capital Reserves
Total Operating Costs
Operating Analysis
Operating Expense Per SF
Operating Expense Per Visitor
Attendees Per FTE
Op. Exp Per FTE
Square Feet Per FTE

@

1/

Expense Factors
See Personnel Schedule
See Personnel Schedule
Budgeted at $15/hour for
2,500 hours
$100 Per FTE
$3,000 Per FTE
$1,000 Per FTE
$350 Per FTE
$400 Per FTE
$500 Per FTE
$250 Per FTE
50% Of Gross Retail Sales
$2.00 Per Attendee
$0.50 Per Attendee
$3.00 Per Student
Budgeted
Budgeted
$0.60 Per Attendee
Budgeted
Budgeted
$2,000 Per FTE
$3.00 Per Interior SF
$1.25 Per Interior SF
$1.50 Per Interior SF
2/

$6,250 Per Month
Budgeted for 300 spaces
$1,500 Per FTE

5% of Op. Expenses

$7,393,886

37.8%
10.6%
0.5%
0.1%
3.2%
1.1%
0.4%
0.4%
0.5%
0.3%
9.1%
9.0%
2.3%
0.7%
2.7%
2.7%
2.7%
0.4%
0.2%
2.1%
3.0%
1.2%
1.5%
1.0%
0.2%
1.6%
95.2%
4.8%
100.0%

$101.32
$22.20
4,202
$93,298
921

1/ Factors are based on industry standards, the specific attributes of the project and local conditions.
2/ Source: Ten Eyck Landscape Architects, Inc.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Following is a discussion of selected individual categories.

Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
The gift shop is assumed to be set-up and operated by DDC and include diverse merchandise
supporting the visitor experiences offered. Gift shop personnel costs are included in the
administration and retail staffing estimates. Shop operating supplies, utilities and other
administrative expenses are included within the overall DDC operating cost line items. Cost of
goods sold is assumed at 50 percent of gross retail sales, based on typical industry results.

Advertising, Printing and Publications
Advertising, printing and publications include the design, production and distribution expenses for
internet, television, radio, newspaper, outdoor posters, billboards, and other printed matter including
office stationary and letterhead; press release packages; educational kits; tour guides and others. In
addition, a compelling and informative DDC website would be prepared and sustained. It is
assumed that the DDC will prepare a marketing plan appropriate for the facility, the attendance
potential and the marketing channels in the Scottsdale area. The DDC is expected to receive much
free publicity by local media stations and sources initially and over time.

Professional Services
Professional services include consulting fees, tax preparation and auditing, legal fees, office
equipment maintenance contracts, consulting contracts for marketing, benefits, information
technology etc. at $238,000.

Supplies and Materials
Supplies and materials include consumable items such as office supplies, custodial and building
maintenance supplies, paper products, educational aids and exhibit tools, estimated at $159,000.
Factors for supplies and materials have been provided for office, curatorial and
educational/programming functions as well. Supplies and material expenses are based on
comparable organization data.
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Other Administrative Expenses
Other administrative expenses include telephone and internet; postage and shipping; equipment
rental; travel and development; dues and subscriptions; and other costs. Projections for other
administrative expenses were based on comparable organization data. Other operating costs
account for operating contingencies and discretionary departmental expenses.

Utilities, Repairs and Maintenance, and Insurance
The DDC estimated utility costs were estimated on a preliminary basis from comparable
organization data. As a modern new facility with “green” design, allowances were made for
efficiencies within the facility’s design, and from energy conservation and recycling efforts. The
utilities budget includes electricity costs (including outdoor lighting), air handling (HVAC), exhibit
and general lighting, as well as other uses, energy for heating and cooling, public services, and
charges for sewerage. Repairs and maintenance are based on a new building, and insurance costs
are based on typical amounts for museums and current experience.

Events
The DDC will offer special events and programs. This approach of actively engaging the
community has been successful elsewhere and is planned as an important part of the DDC
experience. A budget of $200,000 annually has been allocated in this plan for such purposes. In
addition, it is anticipated that the DDC will seek sponsors for such events.

Changing Exhibits
The lease of traveling exhibits is an increasingly important component of museum and comparable
facilities operations nationally. Traveling exhibits help a facility like the DDC to offer new subjects
and concepts to the public without the time and labor needed to develop the exhibition program inhouse. Temporary exhibits produced in-house provide an opportunity to focus on local topics and
to utilize in-house expertise and creativity. Traveling and temporary exhibitions also helps to
generate new and repeat visitation. The plan for the DDC includes changing exhibit space and it is
expected that changing exhibits would be offered annually. This budget has allocated $200,000
annually for such purposes, based on observed costs for traveling and temporary exhibit programs.
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Exhibit Reinvestment & Supplies
This operating budget category covers normal upkeep and maintenance of exhibits and any
consumables that may be included. Reinvestment in the exhibits is essential to maintaining a
“fresh” face to the public and in keeping all exhibits in good working order. The full
replacement of exhibit areas over time would be based on new capital campaigns, and the costs
would be a capitalized expenditure. Annual repair and improvement however should be
budgeted as a recurring and ongoing process. This budget includes approximately $200,000 for
this cost based on $.60 per attendee to reflect the wear and tear on the exhibit areas.

Capital Reserves
A capital reserves fund should be in place to cover major non-recurring expenses for mechanical,
electrical and plumbing repairs and maintenance contracts. These costs are expected to be less
during the early years of operation due to new construction and extended warranty periods. Capital
reserves may also contribute to future changing exhibits, minor building improvements and
replacement of large equipment under heavy use such as exhibit lighting and HVAC units. This
reserve can also double as an operating expense contingency fund in emergencies. Contributions to
this fund are usually made from surplus Non-Operational Revenues, but can also be funded through
fundraising. An annual budget of approximately $352,000 or 5 percent of total operating expenses
for replacement reserves is included in this analysis.

Total Operating Costs
Total operating costs including Capital Reserves are estimated at approximately $7.4 million in a
stable year and in current dollar value. Data in Table IX-7 summarize the estimated operating costs
of the DDC for a five-year period. It is important to note that Year 1 of the plan is in 2014 dollars.
The actual amounts for Year 1 and subsequent years will depend on future inflation, the number of
years before opening and the actual budgets put into place.
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Table IX-7
5-Year Operating Expenses in Future Dollars
Desert Discovery Center
Year
Operating Expenses
Salaries (FTE, PTE)
Fringe / Benefits (@ 28% of Sal.)
Allowance for Interns & Seasonal Personnel
Uniforms
Professional/Contract Services
Voice/Data/Web Presence
Postage & Shipping
Equipment Rental/ Lease
Travel, Meeting and Entertainment
Dues and Subscriptions
Retail Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
Advertising
Printing/Copying & Publications
Educational Kits
Events & Programs
Changing Exhibits / Curatorial
Exhibit Reinvestment
Exhibit Supplies
Exhibit Replacement
Supplies & Materials
Utilities
Insurance
Repairs & Maintenance
Groundskeeping/Landscaping Supplies &
Replacement
Parking Maintenance
Other Operating Expenses / Contingency
Miscellaneous

1/

Total Operating Expenses
Capital Reserves

2/

Total Operating Costs

2014

2015

YEAR 1
$3,006,140
$841,719
$40,383
$8,410
$252,302
$84,101
$29,435
$33,640
$42,050
$21,025
$853,418
$848,117
$212,029
$44,526
$212,242
$212,242
$212,029
$31,836
$15,918
$168,201
$232,315
$96,798
$116,158

Stable Yr
(in current Percent to
dollars)
Total
$2,791,500
37.8%
$781,620
10.6%
$37,500
0.5%
$7,925
0.1%
$237,750
3.2%
$79,250
1.1%
$27,738
0.4%
$31,700
0.4%
$39,625
0.5%
$19,813
0.3%
$670,163
9.1%
$666,000
9.0%
$166,500
2.3%
$49,950
0.7%
$200,000
2.7%
$200,000
2.7%
$199,800
2.7%
$30,000
0.4%
$15,000
0.2%
$158,500
2.1%
$218,916
3.0%
$91,215
1.2%
$109,458
1.5%

2017

2018

YEAR 2
$3,081,294
$862,762
$41,393
$8,620
$257,348
$85,783
$30,024
$34,313
$42,891
$21,446
$761,676
$756,945
$189,236
$51,094
$216,486
$216,486
$216,270
$32,473
$16,236
$171,565
$236,962
$98,734
$118,481

2016
STABLE
YEAR 3
$3,158,326
$884,331
$42,428
$8,836
$262,495
$87,498
$30,624
$34,999
$43,749
$21,875
$739,914
$735,318
$183,829
$55,149
$220,816
$220,816
$220,595
$33,122
$16,561
$174,997
$241,701
$100,709
$120,850

YEAR 4
$3,237,284
$906,440
$43,489
$9,057
$267,745
$89,248
$31,237
$35,699
$44,624
$22,312
$754,712
$750,024
$187,506
$56,252
$225,232
$225,232
$225,007
$33,785
$16,892
$178,497
$246,535
$102,723
$123,267

YEAR 5
$3,318,216
$929,101
$44,576
$9,283
$273,100
$91,033
$31,862
$36,413
$45,517
$22,758
$773,655
$768,850
$192,212
$57,664
$229,737
$229,737
$229,507
$34,461
$17,230
$182,067
$251,466
$104,777
$125,733

$79,591
$19,102
$126,151

$81,182
$19,484
$128,674

$82,806
$19,873
$131,248

$84,462
$20,271
$133,873

$86,151
$20,676
$136,550

$75,000
$18,000
$118,875

1.6%

$235,196

$116,668

$0

$0

$0

$0

0.0%

$8,075,078

$8,236,579

$8,401,311

$8,569,337

$8,740,724

$7,041,797

95.2%

$403,754

$411,829

$420,066

$428,467

$437,036

$352,090

4.8%

$8,478,831

$8,648,408

$8,821,376

$8,997,804

$9,177,760

$7,393,886

100.0%

1.0%

1/ To accommodate higher attendance levels after opening in Years 1 and 2 and unforeseen early year expenditures, the operating expenses have been increased by 3% and 1.5%,
respectively, in addition to inflation.
2/ Capital Reserves include funds for equipment replacements and minor building repairs/improvements.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

OPERATING POTENTIAL SUMMARY
Based on the detailed Operational Revenue potential and operating expense analyses presented
earlier, data in Table IX-8 provide combined operating revenue and operating expense scenario for
the project, based on a mid-range attendance scenario. In the early years of the project, when
attendance is higher than in a stable year, Operational Revenues are likely to be higher than in later
stabilized years. Over a five-year period there will be some variability in operating performance
based on the years’ individual circumstances (tourism cycles, weather patterns, the national
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economy etc.), with higher levels of Non-Operational Revenues allowing higher levels of cash flow
and/or enhanced operations.

Low-Range Attendance Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis at the low end of the attendance potential range (264,000 visitors in stable
year) was prepared, and is included in Appendix E. Attendance is the primary driver of operating
revenue, so testing the operating results at the low attendance range provides a useful project
sensitivity test. The Operational Revenue potential at the low attendance range is $4.4 million in
stable year in current dollars, and non-Operational Revenue target of $2.2 million. In this scenario,
operating expenses were adjusted downward to reflect the lower attendance and a leaner
organization operating profile. Operational Revenues cover approximately 66 percent of the $6.7
million operating expenses appropriate for the Low Attendance Range Sensitivity Analysis. This
sensitivity analysis indicates that at a low range market response, there should be good opportunity
to adjust operations and raise additional funds to operate DDC successfully. In addition, and as
noted, there is a $6.3 million cash operating reserve planned as part of the project’s initial capital
cost that would be available for any contingencies, as well as to provide funding should
fundamental shifts in the organization’s structure be necessary to reach a new equilibrium between
revenue sources and operating costs.
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Table IX-8
Net Income Summary
Desert Discovery Center
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

STABLE
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

$5,552,138

$7,084,612

$6,234,178

$6,164,850

$6,211,746

$6,483,299

$178,099

$189,000

$192,606

$196,282

$200,027

$203,844

$1,663,650

$1,205,220

$2,221,624

$2,460,245

$2,586,030

$2,490,617

$7,393,886

$8,478,831

$8,648,408

$8,821,376

$8,997,804

$9,177,760

Operating Costs

$7,041,797

$8,075,078

$8,236,579

$8,401,311

$8,569,337

$8,740,724

Capital Reserves

$352,090

$403,754

$411,829

$420,066

$428,467

$437,036

$7,393,886

$8,478,831

$8,648,408

$8,821,376

$8,997,804

$9,177,760

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Stabilized
Attendance
Levels

1/

Revenues

Operational Revenues
Non-Operational Revenues
Operating Reserves Interest
Other Non-Operational
Revenues

2/

Expenses

Net Revenue
1/ Revenue and expense in current dollars.

2/ Estimates of Non-Operational Revenue Potential have been limited to the extent required. Higher amounts would be sought.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

Comparison to Case Studies
Data in Table IX-9 compare selected operating characteristics of the DDC under a mid-range
attendance scenario to the case studies in this report. These data indicate that the DDC’s operating
profile is consistent with the experience of the case studies.
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Table IX-9
Comparison of Desert Discovery Center Operating Characteristics with Case Studies

Attendance

Operational
Revenue

NonOperational
Revenue

Operating
Expenses

Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library and Museum

410,000

NA

NA

$10,000,000

47.5

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

400,000

$5,117,000

$3,036,000

$8,056,000

122

Desert Botanical Garden

320,000

$4,764,000

$6,811,000

$8,537,000

110

High Desert Museum

150,000

$2,200,000

$1,306,000

$3,972,000

44

Las Vegas Springs Preserve

206,000

$1,569,000

$10,633,000

$12,182,000

89

Living Desert

325,000

$5,876,000

$1,407,000

$9,088,000

110

Wild Center - The Natural History
Museum of the Adirondacks

100,000

$1,942,000

$2,901,000

$4,676,000

42

Proposed Desert Discovery
Center

333,000

$5,552,000

$1,842,000

$7,394,000

79.25

Facility

FTE
Employees

1/

1/ FTE = Full-Time Equivalent. Part-time employees at 50% of full-time employee and seasonal employees at 25% of full-time employee.
Source: Facilities profiled and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Operating Potential Summary
Based on the analysis in this report, the DDC has the potential to operate successfully over time, if
the assumptions regarding quality of facility development, operations and annual fundraising are
met. This project will derive substantial income from tickets, retail, food service, facility rentals,
memberships and programs; however, active and successful fundraising is vital to sustain the DDC.
In this scenario, the DDC earns about 75 percent of the revenues needed to support the facility’s
operating costs. This is a strong rate for a successful, well-run facility of this scale and type, and
reflects the outstanding site, the attractive facility plan, and the organizational profile and expense
budgets as outlined herein.
In addition to the DDC’s substantial capacity to generate Operational Revenues, the DDC, like
virtually all not-for-profit institutions of its type, will need to secure Non-Operational Revenues to
sustain operations. The Non-Operational Revenues target has been set only at the level needed to
cover the operating expenses of the plan. The Non-Operational Revenues assumed in this plan are
well within the experience of other major conservation and education destinations nationally and in
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the Phoenix Metro Area. In reality, the DDC would set higher targets for Non-Operational
Revenues in order to expand programs, build endowment, reinvest in the facility and increase
financial reserves to mitigate any variances from Operational Revenue plans. A directed set of
fundraising and giving programs will help to accomplish this goal.
The operating profile of the facility is similar to many of the comparable institutions, whose
operating strategies have been used in preparing the operating plan. Many projects of this type
experience early year surges in attendance. This pattern has been included in this plan, and the
operating plan is based on stable year performance. Diversified and creative sources of revenue and
sound fiscal management will assist the DDC to sustain its operations and provide a valuable
resource for conservation, education and enjoyment in the Scottsdale area.

PRELIMINARY PRE-OPENING OPERATING PLAN
In addition to design, permitting, building construction, exhibits design, fabrication and installation,
and furniture, fixtures and equipment; the development costs for an organization such as DDC
include, in part, costs associated with the following:
♦ Development administration
♦ Fundraising and financing
♦ Project management, business planning, legal and other professional services
♦ Additional staff recruitment and training
♦ Administrative costs
♦ Pre-opening marketing and outreach
♦ Gift shop (initial stock)
♦ Temporary work space for new employees and those displaced during construction
♦ Pre-opening building operations after the building has its occupancy permits but before
grand opening
♦ Funds to secure any travelling or special exhibits in place at grand opening
♦ Additional financial reserves given the increased organizational scale
♦ Pre-opening gala & events
♦ Operating reserves and endowment
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The design, permitting, construction and other building specific expenditures will be based on final
design and future conditions. However, an initial estimate of the project’s timeline and order-ofmagnitude pre-opening costs is useful to the planning process.
Data in Table IX-10 provide key assumptions for the pre-opening operating plan for DDC. Data in
Table IX-11 provide a preliminary review of the potential pre-opening costs for the DDC for a
development period assumed to require 3.5 years to grand opening. This development time period
is a preliminary placeholder for this early analysis but is typical for a project of this type and scale.
The identified pre-opening operating costs are estimated at $6.1 million in the value of the dollar in
the year they are planned to be expended in, plus, an additional $6.3 million for operating reserves
in future dollars. This reserve fund is the equivalent of one year’s operating expenses, not including
the cost of retail goods sold and annual contribution to capital reserves. This provides an indication
of the actual dollar amount needed for this component of the overall development plan. As project
planning moves forward, the pre-opening operating plan should be revisited and refined.

Table IX-10
Key Pre-Opening Cost Assumptions
Desert Discovery Center
Occupancy of Space

October 1, 2013

Technical Training

October - November 2013

Soft Opening Date

December 1, 2013

Pre-opening/Audience Testing

December 1, 2013

Grand Opening Date
Days Per Week Open
Annual Inflation Factor
Personnel Inflation Factor
Fringe & Benefits as % of Salary
Pre-Op Administrative Costs % of Total Wages
Staff Recruitment % of New Employee Wages
Contingency on Pre-Opening Costs

January 1, 2014
7
2.0%
2.5%
28.0%
25.0%
10.0%
20.0%

Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table IX-11
Preliminary Pre-Opening Costs Through Opening January 1, 2014
Desert Discovery Center
Year
Years Before Opening
1/2 Year Factor
Inflation Rate
Inflation Rate Factor
Personnel Inflation Rate
Personnel Inflation Rate Factor

2010
-4

2011
-3

50%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

2012
-2

2.00%
102.00%
2.50%
102.50%

2013
-1

2.00%
104.04%
2.50%
105.06%

2.00%
106.12%
2.50%
107.69%
Total

Percent of
Total

1/

Staff
Salaries

$0

$115,313

$538,445

$1,623,068

$2,276,826

18.4%

Fringe & Benefits

0

32,288

150,765

454,459

637,511

5.2%

Staff Recruitment & Training
(10% of Salaries)

0

11,531

53,845

162,307

227,683

1.8%

Temporary Employees for Opening

0

0

0

20,000

20,000

0.2%

0

159,131

743,055

2,259,834

3,162,020

25.6%

Subtotal Staff Related Costs
Administrative Costs (15% of Salary, Fringe
& Benefits)

0

23,870

111,458

338,975

474,303

3.8%

Temporary Office Rental

0

12,000

20,000

25,000

57,000

0.5%

Temporary On-Site Trailer Rental

0

0

6,000

4,500

10,500

0.1%

Live Animal & Planting Related Costs
Before Building Occupied

0

0

0

50,000

50,000

0.4%

Educational Programs / Outreach

0

0

0

50,000

50,000

0.4%

Moving from Temporary Offices to Site

0

0

0

25,000

25,000

0.2%

2/

0

0

0

341,706

341,706

2.8%

Museum Store Merchandise (Allowance)

3/

0

0

0

369,815

369,815

3.0%

Opening Traveling Exhibits

4/

0

0

0

53,845

53,845

0.4%

Pre-Opening Marketing

0

0

150,000

500,000

650,000

5.3%

Opening Gala

0

0

0

250,000

250,000

2.0%

0

70,826

177,357

326,425

574,609

4.6%

0

265,827

1,207,869

4,595,099

6,068,796

49.1%

0

1,000,000

3,000,000

2,300,000

6,300,000

50.9%

Total Pre-Opening Costs

$0

$1,265,827

$4,207,869

$6,895,099 $12,368,796

100.0%

Cumulative Pre-Opening Costs

$0

$1,265,827

$5,473,697

Other Operating Expenses After Building
Occupied

Budget - $200,000
Booking Fee

Contingency at 10% of Other Pre-Opening
Costs
Subtotal Pre-Opening Costs, Before
Endowment
Operating Reserves and Contingency

5/

6/

7/

$12,368,796

NOTE: Assumes DDC will open January 1, 2014 and that Center will be fitted-out before opening and occupancy. Does not include other pre-opening project costs
such as project management, architectural and engineering fees, animal and plant collections and holding, FF&E (furniture, fixtures and equipment), legal fees, interim
financing costs, etc.
1/ This is the summary of pre-opening staff costs per year. A back-up table includes list of staff positions and when they are hired. This includes costs associated
with staff training.
2/ Represents 3 months worth of opening year operating expenses such as professional/contract services; voice/data; postage & shipping; equipment lease/rental;
travel, meeting & entertainment; professional development; dues & subscriptions; printing/copying; general supplies and materials; animal and plant feed & supplies;
utilities; insurance & taxes; groundskeeping; parking maintenance; utilities; and other operating expenses.
3/ Assumed at 1/2 of opening year cost of goods sold (COGS) will be needed to stock and supply retail area for opening.
4/ The costs associated with the Opening Traveling Exhibits should be credited back to Year 1 Changing Exhibit budget expenses.
5/ Assumed at 25% of budget, and that the booking fee is put towards the total cost of the changing/traveling exhibit rental.
6/ Assumes contingency on all other pre-opening costs listed above of 20% in 2011, 10% in 2012 and 5% in 2013. Does not reflect cost of collection and holding. It
also does not include the costs of the plantings and gardens. Depending on the size of the plantings, this should be planned for at a minimum of 2 years in advance.
7/ Assumes approximately one, stable year's worth of operating budget of rounded $6.3 million in future dollars. Does not include the cost of retail
goods sold and capital reserve.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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PRELIMINARY MARKETING STRATEGY
Publicity and public outreach will be an ongoing and increasingly important activity as the DDC is
developed. These activities will transition to the ongoing marketing, advertising and publicity for
the DDC as it opens and operates. Following is a Preliminary Marketing Strategy for the DDC.

Product Definition
The DDC product definition starts with its Mission Statement, extends to its building and site
program and the types of experiences it will offer.
The Desert Discovery Center Mission Statement as adopted to date by the DDC oversight
Committee is:
The Desert Discovery Center is a magical place providing a culture of educational
wonder and recreational insights, inspiring both residents and visitors to understand,
appreciate, sustain, and return to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the world’s
richest, most amazing desert, which is its home.
(Revised April 8, 2010)

The DDC will be large in scale at 72,972 SF and 70,700 SF of exterior public spaces. This will be a
major destination in the Phoenix Metro Area and has the space and capacity to accommodate a very
high attendance pattern and high attendance days.
The architecture of the Desert Discovery Center (DDC) is conceived as a world-class statement on
how to sensitively integrate a built environment into its pristine Sonoran Desert setting, while at the
same time providing for all the educational, recreational, and social opportunities the DDC affords.
Experiencing the DDC’s various pavilions and courtyards visitors will gain an insightful education
about the McDowell Sonoran Mountain Preserve, as well as the Sonoran Desert. Numerous
interpretative exhibits, and hands-on demonstrations by Preserve docents will be contained within
the courtyards and pavilions geared to all ages and all levels of interest.
An immersive theater experience will take visitors on an emotional journey through the desert.
Within the DDC, one will be able to fully experience the mysteries of the desert and the hidden
worlds of the desert plant and animal life through interesting and engaging exhibit experiences.
These will include experiences geared to adults as well as to children. The DDC will be a place of
constantly changing presentations and events so that one gains a different experience on every visit.
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The Center will be a place of community gathering and entertainment, including:
♦ A restaurant/and cafe will be featured with a unique desert-dining garden.
♦ A shade covered amphitheater will feature on-going talks as well as musical
entertainment.
♦ A retail pavilion will feature a unique blend of desert related items such as gifts, hiking
gear, books, desert plants, art, CD’s, etc.
♦ The Desert Great Room, another community gathering place, will be a multi-purpose,
architecturally unique, indoor/outdoor pavilion that will be used for a variety of
presentations, conferences and social gatherings such as weddings, parties and corporate
events.
The DDC will most importantly act as a gateway to explore the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, as it
will be directly linked to a short interpretive path to stroll into the desert or to continue on to enjoy
the miles of pathways that take you deep into the desert. It will be a well-know destination for
Scottsdale and in the Phoenix Metro Area as a whole.

Brand Development
A destination such as the DDC will develop its core “Brand” in a process paralleling its planning
and development. A starting point for describing the “core essence” or “core characteristics” of the
DDC should be begun in moving later toward establishing the DDC Brand. These core essences
will also inform the marketing messages to potential visitors. Simultaneously, the ultimate name of
the DDC should be tested and verified as a part of the brand development. Following are initial
ideas for descriptions of the DDC’s core essences that have been drawn from the characteristics of
the DDC, the visitor experience planning, the primary market research and the input of the creative
team and the client group throughout the planning process. These might include.
♦ A “true” Sonoran Desert experience.
♦ Feel the mystery and beauty of the Sonoran Desert.
♦ A desert experience that informs and entertains all age groups and levels of experience with
the desert.
♦ A world-class facility that sensitively integrates a built environment into its pristine Sonoran
Desert setting.
♦ The best view of the McDowell Mountain Range in the Phoenix metro area
♦ A cool oasis in the desert.
♦ The authoritative interpreter of the Sonoran Desert.
♦ An entree to a lifetime of desert experiences.
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♦ A great place to enjoy with family and friends.
♦ The best setting in Scottsdale for your special event.
A structured branding process should be undertaken as part of the ongoing project planning to distill
the DDC’s characteristics from a marketing perspective to focused characteristics that become the
basis for project DDC publicity, marketing and advertising.

Market Segments and Target Audiences
The proposed DDC is expected to attract visitors from both resident and tourist markets. Marketing
channels that engage both residents and tourists will be most effective. Because many visitors to the
area look to area residents for advice on things to do while visiting the area, elements of the
marketing efforts should focus on a general campaign in the Phoenix Metro Area.
For tourists, DDC would not usually be a primary trip purpose for those staying overnight, and
coming from more distant markets. In addition, Scottsdale and the Phoenix Metro Area as a whole
receive a large number of visitors. The Scottsdale Market Area hosted 8.1 million visitors,
comprised of 6.9 million (85 percent) day visitors and 1.2 million (15 percent) hotel visitors. The
Phoenix Metro Area attracts approximately 15.0 million total visitors. There are plentiful tourist
prospects in the local area such that marketing outside the Phoenix Metro Area should focus on
publicity and building familiarity in the travel industry, rather than in major media expenditures.
The available advertising dollars are better focused in-market; with “earned media” (editorial
coverage opportunities, as opposed to advertising) focused on general publicity and name
recognition outside of the Phoenix market.

Types of Visitors
Elements of DDC’s marketing should focus on targeted types of potential DDC visitors such as the
following:
♦ Resident market families.
♦ Adult couples and groups from the resident market.
♦ Outdoor sports enthusiasts including hikers and mountain bikers.
♦ Tourist families.
♦ People visiting friends and relatives who reside in Scottsdale or elsewhere in the metro area.
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♦ Couples and singles staying in resorts and hotels in Scottsdale and other metro area
communities.
♦ Attendees of marquee events such as auto auctions, championship sports events etc.
♦ Elderly people or others who can no longer hike into the desert environment.
♦ School groups.
♦ Attendees to social and business events held at DDC.
♦ People using DDC’s restaurant as a destination for a meal or drinks with friends.
♦ People using the Gateway to access the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
♦ People desiring a Sonoran Desert experience during the hottest months.

Usage Patterns
Related to the product offered, and available markets, usage patterns suggest that the following will
be primary ways that visitors use the DDC:
♦ As a special outing on a weekend, holiday or while on vacation.
♦ As a regular part of one’s leisure time routine -- this especially occurs with DDC members
and volunteers.
♦ As part of a school group.
♦ With a group such as elder hostel, a church group, or Boy and Girl Scouts.
♦ For special programs and events such as lectures, guided hikes, new exhibit openings and so
forth.
♦ For children’s birthday parties.
♦ Before or after a desert hike or bike.
♦ To attend a business or social function.
♦ To have a meal or drink with friends.
♦ To purchase a special item at the retail store.
Product Pricing
Attendance is the primary driver of Operating Revenues. Attendance levels are also an important
contributor to the evaluation of mission fulfillment and public reputation. Thus, a pricing strategy
that focuses on high attendance both supports mission fulfillment and supports the financial success
of the DDC. A benchmark DDC adult ticket price of $15.00 is assumed with youth tickets (ages 312) at $9. In marketing the DDC, the high value to price ratio these proposed ticket prices represent
will be a strong selling point. As the project moves forward and the DDC plan is refined, the
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ticketing assumptions and pricing will need to be revisited along with assumptions regarding the use
of “coupons” and discount admissions. The ticket prices used in the business plan are in line with
the quality and value of the product offerings, the typical visitor length of stay at DDC, the
experience of comparable facilities nationally, and with local area educational attractions. The
results of the primary market research were also used in setting these prices. Prices in this range
signal to a potential visitor that there is a major experience offered; but that the price is not too high
to give pause to most potential visitors.

Organizational Partners
DDC will provide experiences that are both enjoyable and educational. The conservation mission
of the DDC will be advanced. Its visitors will include residents, school children and tourists.
Therefore, there is a broad array of existing organizations and entities that would have common
interests with DDC. These are all potential partners in programming and in marketing.
Conservation oriented organizations such as McDowell Sonoran Conservancy, Friends of Pinnacle
Peak, the Audubon Society, The Nature Conservancy, Sierra Club and area Native American
communities may be possible partners in marketing conservation aspects of DDC.
Nature based attractions such as the Phoenix Zoo, the Desert Botanical Garden and the Sonoran
Desert Museum could create joint ticketing, programming, marketing and other strategies.
Tourism based organizations such as the Arizona Office of Tourism, the Greater Phoenix
Convention and Visitors Bureau, and the Scottsdale Convention and Visitors Bureau may offer
cooperative advertising opportunities, joint website placement, and other marketing opportunities.
Connections to other Scottsdale leisure and entertainment oriented entities should also be explored.
These might include Downtown Scottsdale, Scottsdale Center for the Arts and WestWorld of
Scottsdale.
Partnerships with individual hospitality entities may be desirable. These might include tour bus
packagers, Scottsdale resort properties, event planners, and hiking guides. Very importantly, the
DDC should work closely with the operators of its on-site restaurant in cross promoting their
audiences.
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The intent in each of these relationships is to find areas of mutual interest and programs that can
advance DDC’s marketing effectiveness. However, care must be taken that DDC maintain its
standing, foremost as an advocate for the understanding and conservation of the Sonoran Desert and
the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in particular, and that extreme care be taken before entering any
exclusivity arrangements.

Marketing Budgets
An advertising budget of $666,000 in current dollars is included in the DDC operating plan based
on $2.00 per attendee. This is commensurate with ticket pricing, overall marketing budget and
industry best practices. This budget when leveraged with cooperative advertising and other such
techniques is sufficient to maintain a strong marketing presence. In addition however, there are
budgets for personnel and overhead in the marketing, membership and program areas, events
coordinators, education and public program coordinators. A significant responsibility of all of these
positions is public outreach. Thus, in addition to the media and sales aspects of marketing, there
will be an ongoing effort toward creating events and programs that are news worthy and create
opportunities for formal and informal outreach to targeted market segments. In addition, there is
adequate funding in the planned operating budget, and a dedicated webmaster to maintain the DDC
website as a primary marketing vehicle.

Design of Marketing Programs
The marketing, advertising and public relations elements of the marketing program – during all
phases – must not only describe the quality of the planned attraction, but also create excitement
among residents, potential visitors, media, and potential funders, sponsors, and marketing partners.
Media and marketing design should reflect the following.
♦ The location, site, and accessibility must be emphasized in all media and marketing
materials, and must be part of what builds community support.
♦ Vivid descriptions must be developed during Phase I for future programming: exhibits,
festivals, events, and community uses.
♦ Marketing messages should appeal to as many audience segments as possible for costeffectiveness and should be used in targeted, focused campaigns for each audience.
The DDC website will be the information portal for most people regarding a visit to the DDC and
regarding its important interpretive themes. It should be well designed at inception and well
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maintained to provide the public with updates on all that is happening at the DDC; and content
related to DDC that draws visitors to learn more about the DDC and the desert environment it
interprets.
Phasing of the Public Relations and Outreach Efforts
Following is the suggested sequence for the public relations and outreach efforts.
Phase I - Building Community Support Through Marketing and Public Relations
During the planning, building and launch phases of the project, it is important for project sponsors
to engage the public and build support for the overall goals of the DDC. Community leaders can
use more of a public relations (or community relations) approach, directed toward the Primary and
Secondary Resident markets, which is most cost-effective at this stage. It consists of the following
segments.
♦ Additional community meetings, with advance notice via the city’s website, e-mail blasts,
notes with utility mailers, city newsletter, and local/regional media outreach (newspapers,
radio stations, television stations).
♦ Creation of a Facebook “fan” page devoted to tourism, with sections for each special area of
DDC interpretation, and a section focusing on the efforts to create the DDC.
♦ Other “social media” activities (Twitter, MySpace – to attract younger “audience” members)
as necessary and appropriate during early and mid-phases of development.
♦ Media training for project sponsors, city officials and those most involved in the economic
development efforts in order for them to be adequately prepared to discuss the DDC and
how it fits into Scottsdale’s conservation efforts and tourism development activities. This
would happen after all “messages” are finalized.
♦ Regular media outreach and media appearances by project sponsors and city officials during
each phase of the project, with a media plan designed for outreach to local, regional, state,
national and international media.
♦ A suggested sequenced public relations strategy for the remainder of early 2011 and beyond:


Completion of message points, talking points, media materials, and media plan.



Community and leadership meeting(s) and local outreach prior to major press push to
“test” message points.



Community buy-in is key prior to media launch.



E-mail and community newsletter “news blasts” prior to media push so that community
is fully informed.



Press release and media outreach upon finalization of major planning and development
phases, with outreach to local, regional, state, and national news outlets.
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Media follow-up featuring basic story points with focus on national press outlets: print,
online and broadcast (Ongoing).



Community feedback and additional outreach.



Updates on “Facebook” and other social media outlets.



Press conference announcing site location and details of future plans.

Phases II and III - Marketing and Public Relations
Since the DDC’s cash budget for marketing/advertising buys will have constraints during initial
development and later when open and operating, the recommended focus of the available dollars is
to create exceptional advertising and promotional materials. Then, focus on taking advantage of
other “earned media” (editorial coverage opportunities, as opposed to advertising) opportunities to
spread the word about the DDC. Having superior marketing materials will be attractive to
marketing partners and enhance the effectiveness of marketing and promotional materials when they
receive public exposure. This will mean an aggressive “strategic communications, media relations,
and PR campaign,” designed and executed by a staff person designated for this role.
Initially, this will mean staged message development as plans are refined for the DDC. Messages
would be formulated as the clear vision and direction for the building of the DDC and for the role
that it will play in the life of the community and the region is increasingly detailed moving forward.
When early messages are developed, they should be tested with the list of potential funders,
sponsors, and marketing partners. These messages should be brief, concise, and designed to give an
overview of the vision for the DDC, the costs involved in bringing it to completion, and examples of
how the DDC will affect and improve the lives of those in the Community; and enhance the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the Sonoran Desert as a whole; as well as how it will serve as an
important “draw” for tourists and regional residents.
Earned media can also be built around website development, planning phases and special events in
support of the DDC. In addition, the festivals and events that occur in Scottsdale must be used to
their maximum advantage to market and promote the DDC in all its facets. An audience attracted
for an advertised community event may not be aware of the planned DDC. Implementing a plan to
directly inform and attract these people can be highly effective in building its audience and
maintaining a high profile in the area.
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Media materials should include:
♦ Fact sheet on the plans for the DDC.
♦ Photos of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
♦ Photos of planned area for DDC development and the design concepts to date.
♦ Enhanced website specific plans for DDC.
♦ Ties to city / DDC website.
Language and style in message development and in media materials should consider the following:
♦ All materials should be developed in both Spanish and English.
♦ All materials should also reflect the language/content on the Scottsdale city website.
♦ All materials should also focus on the “storylines” that will be part of the mission of the
DDC: environment and ecology; conservation, celebration of the desert’s beauty, and others.
♦ Messages should:


Emphasize the future role of the DDC as an iconic destination attraction that becomes
co-branded with the city of Scottsdale.



Reflect the critical mass and quality of attraction elements inherent in the DDC and its
mission.



Serve resident, tourist, and other markets (funders, sponsors, marketing partners,
potential exhibit producers).



Have “repeatability” and be open to review and adaptation as plans grow and change.



Advance the goal of attracting new audiences and contributing to longer stays.



Help foster better “word of mouth” advertising by visitors: give them phrases that are
easy to summarize and repeat to others.



Reflect the storylines of of the DDC that will enhance the competitive position of the
area and the DDC as a tourist and educational destination.



Emphasize the impact on quality of life for area residents (the cultural, recreational,
educational, and aesthetic resources that will be enjoyed by residents as well as visitors
and will inspire community pride).

Once the final plan is in place, the DDC needs to organize familiarization tours (‘fam’ tours) for
local area travel agents, statewide tourism officials, CVB staff from the surrounding cities and areas
where appropriate, as well as travel writers and tour packagers and operators.

Examples of Media Outlets
Links to tourism-related websites are also important. There are a number of Phoenix Metro Area
Tourism related websites that might be ideal for linking and cross promotion.
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Establishing strong relationships with Phoenix Metro Area media outlets will be vital to staying top
of mind in the area and in providing good coverage for DDC related activities and press releases.
There is a diversity of Media Outlets in the Phoenix Metro Area that are available and that should
be utilized.
Local, Arizona and national media and magazines that could be targets for earned media (editorial
coverage opportunities) might include: The Arizona Republic, North Valley Magazine, Arizona
Weekly, KKNT news talk radio, East Valley Tribune, Monthly, Arizona Highways Magazine,
Arizona Foothills Magazine, and Conde Nast Traveler, Travel + Leisure Magazine, and
Backpacker Magazine among many others.

PROJECT PLANNING AND DECISION-MAKING- RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS
Following are recommended next steps in the development process. These may not occur
sequentially. These steps should be coordinated with committee recommendations.
1. Fundraising Capacity
Project leadership in conjunction with community to evaluate funding capacity (possibly with
assistance of fund raising counsel):
♦ Investigate fund raising capacity for project development - conduct a fundraising feasibility
study for initial capital contributions and for ongoing contributed support.
♦ Investigate ongoing operating support options from various public and private sources.
2. Professional Staffing
Engage professionals to manage the subsequent planning process for the DDC.
3. Concept Refinement
Refine DDC planning and design according to the design process established by Swaback Partners.
This would include exhibits, visitor experience, building size and design opportunities, site plan and
operations plans as well as corresponding capital costs and ongoing operating costs.
4. Project Leadership/ Governance Options
Consider governance options and engage community to support DDC project.
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5. Operating and Business Plan
Refine on an ongoing basis the operating plan for DDC as presented herein. This would be based
on refinements to the DDC plan, new information and plans for project capital and ongoing funding,
and changes in the economic environment. Consider evaluating project economic impacts and
community benefits.
6. Capital Cost Analysis
Refine capital costs as planning moves forward.
7. Select Preferred DDC Scenario
City Council and Project Leadership to choose preferred DDC governance scenario based on the
refined options, economic and community benefits of the options, project capital and ongoing costs,
and community resources and preferences.
8. Project Leadership to Engage Fundraising Counsel if not Already Engaged
9. Final Planning and Construction
Project leadership to continue to involve community and engage design team to finalize planning of
the DDC:
♦ Hire DDC staff needed for final planning and construction phase.
♦ Begin and undertake capital campaign.
♦ Refine exhibits, building and site plans moving in subsequent phases of work to design
documents.
♦ Refine business plan.
♦ Undertake approvals process.
10. DDC Construction
11. DDC Opening
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Appendix A
DETAILED CASE STUDIES

Table A-1
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Facility Name and Location

Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum, Springfield, Illinois

Date Opened to Public

April, 2005

Governance and Operations

Parent Institution: State of Illinois.
Subsidiary Institution: Illinois Historic Preservation. Tax-exempt.
The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library Foundation (ALPLF) is a private, not-forprofit organization with a mission to support the exhibits and programs of the Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum (ALPLM).
The State of Illinois owns the building and collections and pays most salaries; ALPLF
recently purchased a large collection of artifacts for the museum and is in the process of
repaying the loan for this.

Type of Museum

Historical Library and Museum

Mission

The ALPLF supports the educational and cultural programming of the ALPLM. It
fosters Lincoln scholarship through the acquisition and publication of documentary
materials relating to Lincoln and his era, and promotes a greater appreciation of
history through exhibits, conferences, publications, online services, and other
activities designed to promote historical literacy.

Site

The Library and Museum complex covers a two square block area in downtown
Springfield, Illinois, with easy access to I-55.

Facility

The Library and Museum complex consists of three primary areas; The Presidential
Center Gateway at Union Station, The Presidential Museum, and The Presidential
Library. The Presidential Center Gateway at Union Station is a century-old railroad
station in downtown Springfield that was adapted as the tourist friendly "gateway" to the
ALPLM well as to other local Lincoln attractions.
Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, Inc. (HOK) served as the primary architect and
worked in conjunction with BRC Imagination Arts, exhibit designers.

Facility Size

ALPLM: 200,000 SF complex
Museum only: 100,000 SF, with 43,000 SF of permanent exhibit space and 3,000 SF of
temporary exhibit space.

Market Size

208,18215

_______________________
15

Source: Springfield, IL MSA 2009 population estimate. U.S. Census Bureau.
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Table A-1 (cont.)
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Annual Attendance

♦

2005: 600,00016

♦

2006: 500,000

♦

2007: 424,000

♦

2008: 350,000

♦

2009: 410,00017

School Group Attendance:

Attendance Trends

♦

2007: More than 70,000 children and nearly 3,000 teachers were admitted free
to the museum as part of school tours in.

♦

2008 and 2009: 25% of annual attendance is comprised of school groups.

The 2008 decline in attendance was addressed by increasing the marketing budget and
hiring a professional marketing director. Attendance rose 17% in 2009, the bicentennial
year of Lincoln’s birth.
Seasonality:

Attendance Profile

♦

Summer: families, generally a younger audience

♦

Winter, late fall: mature audience, history buffs

♦

Winter months: slow season for the museum

♦

Summer: families, generally a younger audience

♦

Winter, late fall: mature audience, history buffs

♦

Winter months: slow season for the museum

The museum reaches full capacity in peak months. It is working to increase winter
attendance.
Recent increase seen in local and in-state visitors; and slight decrease in national and
international tourists.
Typically not much diversity in attendees. Diversity comes from school groups.
Admission

The Library has no admission charge.
The Museum's admission fees are:
♦

Adult (16 - 61 years of age): $10.00

♦

Senior (62 years of age and up): $7.00

♦

Children (5 - 15 years of age): $4.00

♦

Military (id required): $7.00

♦

Students (school/college id required): $7.00

♦

Child (under 5): Free

Ticket price includes admission to the exhibit areas and both theater presentations.

_______________________
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Museum opened April, 2005.
Lincoln bicentennial year.
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Table A-1 (cont.)
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Hours of Operation

Museum: 9:00 am – 5:00 pm daily (ticket sales end at 4:00 pm)
Café offers in-house dining (9:00 am – 4:00 pm daily)

Membership Price/Number

Prices:
♦

National Associate: $60

♦

Basic: $60

♦

Family: $75

♦

Family Plus: $100

♦

Circuit Rider: $300

♦

Rail-splitter: $500

♦

President's Cabinet: $1,000

♦

Ambassador: $2,500

♦

Emancipator: $5,000

♦

Lincoln Society: $10,000

Total Number of ALPLF Memberships: 4,000 to 6,000, and increasing.
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

The Museum is a state-of-the-art facility that has many Lincoln items on permanent
display. Exhibits are uniquely designed to be personal and experiential. Through
technology and interactive approaches, the permanent exhibit galleries depict
Abraham Lincoln's beginnings from log cabin to his end at Ford's Theater. Visitors
view a reproduction of the House Chamber in the Old State Capitol and Lincoln's
flag-draped casket. Exhibits use historically-accurate life size figures. Displayed to
evoke emotional impact and involvement of viewer, the exhibits contain very little
printed material. The Museum also houses a 250-seat multi-stage and screen
presentation, and a holographic theater that brings Lincoln documents and artifacts to
life. Designed by BRC Imagination Arts, the facility combines scholarship and
showmanship, immersing visitors in Lincoln’s world and its people and events.
The Library is the world's premier center for Lincoln research and an important
addition to American culture. Displayed documents include the 13th Amendment;
Lincoln's handwritten copy of the Gettysburg Address, and the Emancipation
Proclamation.
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Table A-1 (cont.)
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Permanent Exhibits

Special Events

Permanent exhibits include:
♦

The Plaza

♦

The Treasures Gallery

♦

The Illinois Gallery

♦

Mrs. Lincoln's Attic

♦

Journey One

♦

The Pre-Presidential Years

♦

The Union Theater

♦

Live Performance Theater

♦

Journey Two

♦

The White House Years

♦

Ask Mr. Lincoln

♦

Ghosts of the Library

♦

The Gateway

2009 Bicentennial Year:
♦

New Lincoln pennies were introduced at the Museum.

♦

Hosted Abraham Lincoln Association Gala Ball at which President Obama
spoke. The ball was held at a local hotel for security issues.

♦

Another ball, The Period Ball, was a free event held at the Museum.

♦

The museum also hosted other balls.

♦

Reading of the Gettysburg Address with 180,000 children participating online,
and several thousand in the plaza.

♦

Custom Harley-Davidson with Lincoln memorabilia.

♦

Other smaller events.

Education

All Illinois school children receive free admission to Lincoln sites in Springfield from
the State of Illinois, as part of an agreement with the state to build the museum.

Gift Shop

The Museum Store is outsourced to Event Network. It is a large and successful store
with many items including souvenirs, clothing, china, and books. Since the Museum
opened in 2005, per capita sales have exceeded benchmarks for comparable museums.
Books are especially popular because they augment the highly emotive museum
experience.

Food Service

The Café has been less successful. After outsourcing it to a local caterer, a new 3-year
contract has been drawn with Subway. A new local caterer will provide catering for
special events and facility rentals.

Facility Rentals

Weddings and other events.
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Table A-1 (cont.)
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Operating Budget 2009

ALPLF Budget: $4,653,061
Museum Budget: $10,000,000

Sources of Revenue 2009

ALPLF Revenue: $5,764,655.
Gifts by Campaign
Foundations: $65,500
Annual Fund: $39,548
Board: $138,000
Memberships: $380,039
New Charter Members: $20,200
Grants: $641,819
Major Giving: $1,877,716
Corporations: $2,255,787
Museum Revenue: $10,000,000

Operational Information

ALPLF finished the June 30, 2009 fiscal year with a $1,111,594 positive net change in
assets. Funds derived from donations, earnings on investments and revenue from the
Museum Store and Café. Expenses are dominated by interest on debt and staff and
operational expenses. $1,359,642 was also spent in direct support of the Library and
Museum. Expenses relating to the acquisition of the Taper Collection impact finances.
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, the ALPLF expended $955,000 in interest
expenses and costs of maintaining their debt. They also made the first payment on the
$23,000,000 debt when they retired $500,000 of the total. They plan to retire additional
debt annually as revenues permit.
Total expenses for the year were $4,653,061, while total revenue amounted to
$5,764,655. A major financial priority of the Foundation is to continue to increase
contributions targeted for the purpose of retiring the debt incurred in the purchase of
invaluable Lincoln artifacts.
They have seen steady growth in membership during the FY. The financial crisis of
2008 and early 2009 took its toll, but they weathered the storm well as their longstanding Investment Policy Statement restricted their equity (stock) assets to 30% of total
investment assets. Currently they are at 25% equity percentage.18

Number of Employees

Marketing

♦

Library: 30 full-time employees

♦

Museum: 40 full-time employees; 10 to 15 seasonal employees

Annual marketing budget is typically in the $50,000 to $100,000 range. A new
marketing director was hired in 2008 and the budget increased $50,000. Bicentennial
celebrations were highly publicized, and they received a grant for the bicentennial year
for local TV and national spots. The ALPLM also utilize web programming and print
media.

_______________________
18

2009 ALPLF Annual Report.
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Table A-1 (cont.)
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Partnerships and
Accreditation

Member of the American Association of Museums.

Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

Interactive, emotionally-immersive exhibits.
Latest technology to highlight and showcase exhibits, thus appealing to a wide audience
range.
Educational focus and research.
Staying true to mission of interpreting Lincoln’s life, era, and presidency.
Sense of “specialness” of place, “Land of Lincoln.”
Privilege to view Lincoln history and artifacts in his hometown.
Public and private support.
Highly visible marketing strategies working within the region, state, and nation.

Source: Facility profiled, 2009 ALPLF Annual Report, 2010 AAM Directory, ConsultEcon, Inc.

Figure A-1
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

Source: www.eventnetwork.com
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Figure A-2
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

Source: Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

Figure A-3
Museum Store at Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

Source: www.eventnetwork.com
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Figure A-4
Exhibit at Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

Source: images.google.com

Figure A-5
Exhibit at Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

Source: images.google.com
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Table A-2
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Facility Name and Location

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, Tucson, Arizona

Date Opened to Public

1952

Governance and Operations

Private, nonprofit organization. Tax-exempt: 501 (c)(3)

Type of Museum

Zoo, natural history museum and botanical garden

Mission

The mission of the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is to inspire people to live in
harmony with the natural world by fostering love, appreciation, and understanding of
the Sonoran Desert.

Site

Located in suburban Tucson, off a main thoroughfare.

Facility

The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is a zoo, natural history museum and botanical
garden. Exhibits recreate the natural landscape of the Sonoran Desert region. Within the
Museum, grounds there are more than 300 animal species and 1,200 kinds of plants.
There are almost 2 miles of paths traversing 21 acres of desert. The museum is set in
100 acres of Sonoran Desert. It has both indoor and outdoor spaces and exhibits.

Facility Size

Interior public space: 70,000 SF
Interior exhibit space: 18,000 SF

Market Size

1,020,20019

Annual Attendance

2008: 425,474 estimate
2009: 400,000 estimate
Center for Sonoran Desert Studies:

Attendance Trends

♦

Students in School Groups in 2008: 30,000

♦

Students in School Groups in 2009: 30,000

♦

Students in School Groups in 2010: 25,00020

♦

Total Audience Served in 2009: 43,735 (including Students in School Groups
and Community Outreach Education Programs). 500 adults participated in
classes, tours and trips. Audience for programming is primarily children and
youth, both in on-site school groups as shown and community and youth
outreach.

Attendance showed a decline in 2009, related to economic downturn and decline in
tourism to Tucson. However, Desert Museum visitation has stayed ahead of Tucson’s
tourism decline.
The peak seasons are winter and spring, and the Museum welcomes 2,500 visitors and
200 schoolchildren on a typical spring day.

_______________________
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20

Tucson, AZ MSA 2009 population estimate.
Projected estimate based on winter attendance and reservations for 2010.
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Table A-2 (cont.)
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Attendance Profile

The museum appeals to people of all ages from young children to senior citizens.
Families and mature adults are the prime audience. In the past, adults were the primary
audience, but the proportion of families and children is steadily increasing. An estimated
75% of attendance is from out-of-state visitors and 25% from in-state visitors.
Diversity:

Admission

♦

School group attendance is more diverse than general attendance. However,
there is concern that as school funds decline only upper-income public and
private schools will be able to afford trips to the Museum. There are grants to
underwrite admission fees for some schools, but districts cannot always afford
busing.

♦

A successful new offering, Summer Saturday Evenings appeal to a diverse
group of residents, with special programming for the whole family, and reduced
ticket prices.

September – May
♦

Adults: $13.00

♦

Children 6-12: $4.25

June – August
♦

Adults: $9.50

♦

Children 6-12: $2.25

♦

Summer Saturday Evenings: Admissions after 4:00 p.m.: $6.00 ($2.25 for 6-12)

Children 5 and under: Free
Members: Free
Hours of Operation

Open Daily
October – February: 8:30 am – 5:00 pm (no entry after 4:15 pm)
March – May: 7:30 am – 5:00 pm (no entry after 4:15 pm)
June – August;
♦

Mon-Fri: 7:30 am – 3:00 pm (no entry after 2:15 pm)

♦

Sat: 7:30 am – 10:00 pm (no entry after 9:15 pm)

♦

Sun: 7:30 am – 5:00 pm (no entry after 4:15 pm)

September: 7:30 am – 5:00 pm (no entry after 4:15 pm)
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Table A-2 (cont.)
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Membership Price/Number

Total Number of Memberships: 22,517
Prices:

Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

♦

Coati Club: $30 / $25 to Renew. For children ages 6-12

♦

Individual: $40

♦

General: $5021

♦

Turquoise: $150

♦

Copper: $300

♦

Silver: $600

♦

Gold: $1,200

The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum displays exhibits of live animals in natural
settings, while providing educational programs. At the same time, the Museum is an
institution committed to researching and protecting the land, plants, and the animals
of the Sonoran Desert region. About 85% of the Museum’s attractions are outside.
Most visitors spend between 2 and 3 hours touring the Desert Museum. As the Museum
continues to expand, it takes longer to see all exhibits, and thus creates impetus for repeat
visitation.

Permanent Exhibits

Most of their exhibits are living exhibits, which simulate natural habitats and their
interrelationships of plants, animals and geology. The museum focuses on the plants,
animals, minerals, and fossils that are native to the Sonoran Desert region, with a few
exceptions.

Education

Education is a museum-wide effort and coordinated through the education department.
On Summer Saturdays, the Museum stays open late and hosts 5,000 attendees per
evening, with many minorities and residents attending. Summer Saturdays include
special programs that appeal to the whole family. An illustration of this is the live
animal shows performed in the theater. The charge is reduced to $6.00 per person for
adults.
Educational programs include:

Gift Shop

♦

Art Institute, which primarily serves adults taking art classes.

♦

Center for Sonoran Desert Studies: Public programs serve pre-k through adult,
and include summer and winter camps, teen internships, adult trips, classes and
tours, school field trips, and community outreach. Scientific research, as well
as education, is part of the Center, and educational programming is based on
scientific research.

Two shops, Mountain House Gift Shop and Ironwood Gift Shop, offer a wide variety of
merchandise from books (some from ASDM Press) and souvenirs to regional crafts,
jewelry, and foods, including ASDM logo items and local Native American arts and
crafts. Retail is contracted to a private concessionaire.

_______________________
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General category is basic family membership for two, with children under 17 admitted free.
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Table A-2 (cont.)
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Food Service

Ironwood Terraces, a self-serve grill, offers a complete menu including children’s items
and is open every day. Special menus are available for tour groups, school groups, and
special events.
The Ocotillo Café offers formal dining, and is open seasonally for lunch in winter and
for dinner on Summer Saturday Evenings.
Phoebes Coffee Bar and the Cottonwood snack shop offer hot and cold drinks, pastries,
sandwiches, ice cream and other snacks.
Picnics: There is a small picnic area near the Museum entrance.
Food service is contracted to a private concessionaire.

Facility Rentals

Private groups, banquets, event planning. Growing endeavor. Rental income is about
$45,000 annually just for rent. Renters use the Museum’s concessionaire, and Museum
receives 24% of revenue.
Currently the Museum reacts to incoming calls and is just developing group sales
models.

Operating Budget 2008

Expenses
Program Services:
♦

Facilities: $1,830,461

♦

Visitor services: $271,886

♦

Summer Saturday Evenings: $20,704

♦

Interpretive Animal Collections:$263,278

♦

Botany: $435,297

♦

Herpetology and Invertebrate Zoology: $461,919

♦

Mammalogy and Ornithology: $668,736

♦

Publications: $50,607

♦

Center for Sonoran Desert Studies: $1,573,545

♦

Design and Planning: $292,819

♦

Art Institute: $496,976

Supporting Services:
♦

Administration: $415,980

♦

Finance: $511,764

♦

Marketing: $258,970

Fundraising:
♦

Development and Membership: $503,483

Total Expenses: $8,056,425
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Table A-2 (cont.)
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Sources of Revenue 2008

Revenue and Other Support
♦

Admissions: $2,740,159

♦

Concessions: $468,789

♦

Museum food services: $273,122

♦

Facilities rental: $46,638

♦

Membership: $1,217,902

♦

Contributions: $1,685,823

♦

Grant revenue: $101,647

♦

Special events, net: $83,840

♦

Education: $234,504

♦

Publications: $52,242

♦

Net investment gain (loss) : $(47,785)

♦

Other: $28,398

♦

Support provided from designated funds: $465,996

♦

Net assets released from donor restrictions: $801,760

Total Revenue and Other Support: $8,153,035
Number of Employees

Total staff: 122 (90 full-time, 8 part-time, and 24 additional temporary)
Volunteers: 500 (200 docents and 300 other volunteers)
In 1952, began with 4 employees.

Marketing

Annual marketing budget 2008: $260,000 (similar in 2009 and 2010)
The ASDM incorporates a mix of electronics and internet, partnerships, donated TV
spots, recent marketing to Phoenix for “stay-cations.” They have $100,000 local Tucson
air-time donated per year. It has many partnerships with hotels, and 120 hotels hand out
discount coupons. It also incorporates CVB promotions and family tours.
The Museum wants to attract younger families for the long-term sustainability of the
institution. They are developing new programs for children, including:

Partnerships and
Accreditation

Desert Discovery Center

♦

Running Wild: 30-second advertising promotional shown on TV.

♦

Desert Arc: Outreach to schools. They offer free or discounted admission to
children participating in the program for visitation with their families.

♦

Butterfly Festival

♦

Other special events

Accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums and member of the American
Association of Museums.
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Table A-2 (cont.)
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Quality exhibits appealing to a wide audience range.

Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

Interpretive programming of a distinct habitat.
Highly visible marketing strategies working within the region, state, and beyond.
Educational focus and scientific research.
Staying true to mission of interpreting natural history using a holistic approach.
Sense of “specialness” of place and privilege to be there.

Source: Facility profiled, www.desertmuseum.org, 2008 Annual Report, 2010 AZA Member Directory, and
ConsultEcon, Inc.

Figure A-6
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum Entrance

Source: www.purpleroofs.com
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Figure A-7
Crowning Saguaro Outdoor Exhibit at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Source: www.purpleroofs.com

Figure A-8
Gift Shop at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Source: www.purpleroofs.com
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Table A-3
Desert Botanical Garden
Facility Name and Location

Desert Botanical Garden, Phoenix, Arizona

Date Opened to Public

Founded in 1937

Governance and Operations

Incorporated nonprofit educational institution. Tax-exempt: 501 (c)(3)

Type of Museum

Botanical garden

Mission

The Garden is committed to excellence in education, research, exhibition, and
conservation of desert plants of the world with emphasis on the Southwestern United
States. They will ensure that the Garden is always a compelling attraction that brings
to life the many wonders of the desert.

Site

Located in Papago Park, the Desert Botanical Garden sits on 145 acres and has more
than 50,000 plants on display. Papago Park is a 1,200-acre park that includes the
Phoenix Zoo, recreational facilities, hiking trails, and other amenities.

Facility

The Desert Botanical Garden (DBG) hosts one of the world’s finest collections of desert
plants. One of only 44 botanical gardens accredited by the American Association of
Museums, the museum showcases 50 acres of beautiful outdoor exhibits. The Garden is
home to 139 rare, threatened and endangered plant species from around the world, and
offers unique experiences to more than 300,000 visitors each year.
In 2002, the Garden completed a $17 million expansion that includes a new entry and
admissions area, a gift shop and sales greenhouse, and Dorrance Hall, a 400-seat
reception hall and gallery. The Pulliam Research and Horticulture Center that houses the
departments of horticulture, research and visitor services was also developed, as was the
Desert Studies Center, which accommodates the education services department,
volunteer headquarters and outdoor classrooms.
In 2008, as part of its $17.8 million campaign for renovation and endowment, the Garden
renovated the old Cactus and Succulent houses, creating the Harrington Cactus and
Succulent Galleries and the Ottosen Entry Garden. Additional projects include selfguided audio tour; in-school curriculum for Arizona teachers; scholarships for the
Garden’s school field trip program in new research scientists and a new way-finding
system. In 2009, the Berlin Agave Yucca Forest opened and will be followed by the
refurbished Center for Desert Living Trail in 2010.

Facility Size

Exterior acreage: 145 acres
Exterior exhibit acreage: 50 acres
Their public interior space consists of administrative areas, meeting spaces, rental spaces,
and classrooms, 2 for children and 2 for adults.

Market Size

4,364,09422

_______________________
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Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ MSA 2009 population estimate.
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Table A-3 (cont.)
Desert Botanical Garden
Annual Attendance

Total Attendance 2008: 369,016 (accurate)23
Stabilized Attendance: 320,000
Chihuly: The Nature of Glass Attendance: 550,00024
Education Attendance 2008:

Attendance Trends

♦

Students in School Groups: 44,379

♦

Teacher Open House Attendance: 320

♦

Children in On-Site Programs: 2,400

♦

Adults in On-Site Programs: 2,000

♦

Adults in Off-Site Programs: 600

Attendance trends are somewhat weather dependent as the Garden is an outdoor
experience. Overall, attendance has been meeting or exceeding attendance expectations.
2009: slow in October (shoulder month) and slow in December due to cold weather.
Seasonality:

Attendance Profile

♦

Summer: Slow, except for Europeans and flashlight tours

♦

Fall: Somewhat more attendance as weather cools

♦

Holiday Season: Events which bring visitation

♦

January and February: Somewhat quiet

♦

March 1 through mid-May: High season with cactus blooming

Forty percent of those who visit the Desert Botanical Garden are locals, whereas sixty
percent of its visitors reside outside of Maricopa County. The park has a membership
program but one does not need to be a member to visit. The most common visitors are
aged forty and older, with many of them being retirees. They are usually homeowners
with available disposable income. Families, children, and school groups tend to visit
during special exhibitions and events such as butterfly exhibits.

_______________________
23
24

2008 rise in attendance reflects Chihuly exhibit attendance.
Reflects 6-month special exhibit period.
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Table A-3 (cont.)
Desert Botanical Garden
Admission

Adults: $15.0025
Seniors: $13.50 (60 years and older)
Students (13-18 and college with ID): $7.50
Children (3-12): $5.00
Children under 3 are admitted free
Members: Free

Hours of Operation

The Garden is open seven days a week, year round.
Garden Seasonal Hours:

Membership Price/Number

♦

October – May: 8 am-8 pm

♦

June - September: 7 am-8 pm

♦

Senita Club: One Year: $75 Two Years: $140

♦

Cholla Club: One Year: $100 Two Years: $190

♦

Aloe Vera Club: One Year: $65 Two Years: $120

♦

Agave Century Club Membership: One Year: $150 Two Years: $290

♦

Boojum Tree Club Membership: One Year: $300 Two Years: $590

♦

Ocotillo Club Membership: One Year: $500 Two Years: $990

♦

Golden Barrel Club Membership: One Year: $700 Two Years: $1,390

♦

Saguaro Circle Membership: One Year: $1,250 Two Years: $2,490

Number of Members: 20,123
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

The living collection of over 20,000 desert plants, with particular emphasis on those
inhabiting the Sonoran Desert, continues to serve the public and scientific
community. For the public, the collection provides pleasure for the senses and spirit,
and acquaints them with the great diversity of plants in desert ecosystems, dispelling
the myth that deserts are "empty wastelands." Many of these plants can be used in
home or business landscaping. For scientists, the Garden's collection provides
important data (locality, original collector) that accompanies the majority of plants.
The Garden's extensive seed collection includes rare plants, providing a backup to the
species and opportunities for further study.

Permanent Exhibits

50 acres of outdoor, living exhibits featuring all types of cactus and succulents. Exhibits
provide the focus for many special events, festivals, and seasonal activities including
annual events such as Las Noches de las Luminarias and Mariposa Monarca Monarch
Butterfly Exhibit.

_______________________
25

Adult admission increased from $10.00 to $15.00 in November 2008 when the Chihuly exhibit opened, and has
remained at the higher price with no adverse effect on attendance. Ticket price for the exhibit included admission to
the Garden, and admittance is timed. Tickets can be ordered online.
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Table A-3 (cont.)
Desert Botanical Garden
Special Exhibits

Chihuly: The Nature of Glass
November 22, 2008–May 31, 2009
Hours: 8 am–8 pm with three timed entry periods
Members: Free
Non-Members: Adults $15; Seniors $13.50; Students (13-18 and college with ID) $7.50;
Children (3 -12) $ 5; Children under 3 admitted free26
Spring Butterfly Exhibit
Location: Marshall Butterfly Pavilion
March 6 to May 9, 2010; 9:30 am-5 pm Daily
The display areas feature butterfly host plants and an activity tent where participants see
our scaly-winged friends up close. Additional support provided by The Fred Maytag
Family Foundation.
Additional Ticket required
Members: Free
General Public: $3.50 with paid Garden admission
Allan Houser: Tradition to Abstraction
November 21, 2009 to May 30, 2010
The Desert Botanical Garden and Heard Museum present a major exhibition of the
works of Apache master sculptor Allan Houser.
Joint ticket for admission to both the DBG and Heard Museum:27
Adults $23
Seniors $20

Education

The DBG’s educational programming for children, adults and educators promotes
enjoyment, understanding, and stewardship of the Sonoran Desert. Place-based
opportunities for preschoolers, in-depth camps, and service-learning teen programs are
offered as resources to stimulate a connection to nature and discovery.
Their curriculum for students blends hands-on, inquiry-based learning and is specifically
designed to complement and correlate educational objectives and Arizona Academic
Standards.
Their innovative programs for adults include workshops, hikes, trips and certification
classes, including their Botanical Art and Illustration School.
♦

Adult Programs

♦

Children's Programs

♦

Field Trips for Schools and Youth Organization

♦

Desert Landscaper School

_______________________
26

Admission fee included general admission to the Garden.
Otherwise, patrons may purchase an admission ticket at each venue. There is no additional charge for the
sculpture exhibit.
27
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Table A-3 (cont.)
Desert Botanical Garden
Gift Shop

Garden Shop and Plant Shop. Both are operated by the Garden.

Food Service

Desert Botanical Garden Patio Café: Located on Ullman Terrace. Open seven days a
week. Garden Admission required.
♦

Patio Café Open - 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily

♦

The Grill at the Patio Café - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

♦

Butterfly Café - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

♦

The Coffee Cart, located in front of the Garden Shop. Saturdays and Sundays
from 10 am.-3 pm

Outside caterer operates the Patio Café.
Facility Rentals

Business and social events can be held at a number of venues within the Garden. There
are many options available, with rental prices ranging from $400 to $3,500 depending on
venue, number of guests, and length of event.

Operating Budget 2007-2008

Expenses
Program Expenses: $4,392,767
Fundraising and Membership: $1,240,942
General and Administrative: $1,039,449
Retail, Marketing and Visitor Services: $1,863,994
Total Expenses: $8,537,152

Sources of Revenue 20072008

Revenue
Gross Profit on Retail and Beverage Sales: $1,443,776
Admissions: $1,942,915
Contributions, Grants and Special Events: $6,038,534
Memberships: $1,377,352
Net investment gain (loss): $(396.170)
Other: $772,911
Total Revenue: $11,179,318

Number of Employees

Employees: 94 full-time and 33 part-time
Volunteers: 1,166

Marketing

Annual marketing budget: $250,000 (similar in 2009 and 2010)
Incorporated a mix of print, TV, radio (NPR), and some outdoor advertisements.
Internet advertisements have not been successful, which is potentially because the DBG
has an older target audience. Still they are using both Facebook and Twitter.
Marketing budget for Chihuly: The Nature of Glass: $500,000 (annual budget for 2008).
This was a major fund raising and outreach event, not only to raise funds but also to
develop new audiences. Prior to the exhibit, comparable information was gathered from
other botanical gardens hosting Chihuly. Based on comparables, DBG used conservative
attendance and revenue projections, and exceeded expectations in both areas, despite a
challenging economic year.
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Table A-3 (cont.)
Desert Botanical Garden
A charter member of the Museum Association of Arizona and National Center for Plant
Conservation, the Garden is accredited with the American Association of Museums and
American Association of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta. It continues to build on its
70-year legacy of environmental stewardship, and has become nationally and
internationally known for its plant collections, research and educational programs. In
2005, it was named one of Arizona’s Treasures by then Governor Janet Napolitano.
Collaborative exhibits with the Heard Museum and other institutions.

Partnerships and
Accreditation

Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

♦

Provides an excellent visitor experience.

♦

Open daily, 12 hours per day.

♦

Adheres to their mission of desert plants, and research and education.

♦

Hosts special events, festivals, programs, and exhibits.

♦

Employs highly visible marketing strategies within the region and state.

Source: Facility profiled, www.dbg.org, 2008 Annual Report, 2010 AAM Member Directory, ConsultEcon, Inc.

Figure A-9
Chihuly Exhibit at the Dessert Botanical Garden

Source: www.dbg.org
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Figure A-10
Chihuly Exhibit at the Desert Botanical Garden

Source: www.dbg.org

Figure A-11
Exhibit at the Desert Botanical Garden

Source: www.dbg.org
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Figure A-12
Desert Botanical Garden Trail Map

Source: Desert Botanical Garden
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Table A-4
High Desert Museum
Facility Name and Location

High Desert Museum, Bend, Oregon

Date Opened to Public

The museum opened in its current location in 1982. Since 1992, a building process has
doubled the museum’s size, and added new exhibits, a store and café, administrative
space, a library, and other infrastructure.

Governance and Operations

Nonprofit organization. Tax-exempt: 501(c)(3)

Type of Museum

Natural and Cultural History Museum

Mission

Through exhibits, wildlife, and living history, the High Desert Museum creates
learning experiences to help audiences discover their connection to the past, their role
in the present, and their responsibility to the future.

Site

Located 3.5 miles south of Bend, Oregon.

Facility

Set in 135 acres, the High Desert Museum's 53,000 SF main building anchors a
quarter-mile trail that winds along a stream and through aspens and ponderosa pines.
The facility includes indoor/outdoor spaces and exhibits, and has a gift/book shop,
and full-service café.
The Museum includes 53,000 square feet of exhibits and amenities in the main
building, while paved outdoor trails wind through acres of natural exhibits and animal
habitats. The museum has a substantial permanent collections inventory, but also is
constantly updating exhibits or creating new exhibits. There is a mix of static
exhibits and interactive exhibits – though exhibits are not ‘interactive’ in the high
tech sense.

Facility Size

Outdoor space: 135 acres
Total interior space: 110,000 SF
♦

Main building: 53,000 SF

♦

Exhibit area: 32,000 SF

Market Size

158,629 28

Annual Attendance

2009 Total Attendance: 150,000
2009 School Group Attendance and Outreach: 10,000

_______________________
28

Bend, OR MSA 2009 population estimate.
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Table A-4 (cont.)
High Desert Museum
Attendance Trends

While tourism revenue, which is vital to this area, has dropped, attendance at the
Museum is up 14 percent over last year. Tickets sold out quickly for their live wolf and
bat encounter programs, and attendance is increasing to their newly expanded schedule
of changing exhibitions.
The success of the Museum and its value to the region’s residents and tourists is a result
of strategic steps taken by the Museum, evidenced by its ability to grow and change
during the past 27 years. The Museum is proud of its unique position as a successful
natural and cultural history museum 150 miles from a metropolitan area. Most museums
of this size and scope are located in metropolitan areas.
Seasonality:

Attendance Profile

♦

Summer is peak visitation season.

♦

70% of visitors visit between May 1 and Sept. 31.

♦

Fall and winter are popular with members and retirees.

♦

There is a high VFR market.

The museum appeals to people of all ages from families to senior citizens.
♦

Bend is a tourist destination. In 2006, there were 2.5 million overnight
visitors to Central Oregon.29

♦

While tourism has generally slowed, drive markets remain strong. In addition
to tourists, the Museum has a strong local following and repeat visitation. 20%
of visitors are members. Many people in Bend are second homeowners with
either their first or second home in Bend.

Origin of Visitors:
♦

Central Oregon: 25%

♦

Rest of Oregon: 35%

♦

Rest of the U.S.: 35%

♦

International: 5%

Diversity:
♦

2,500 disadvantaged families admitted free through Discovery Pass program.

♦

2,000 residents admitted free in a partnership program with Deschutes Public
Library.

♦

9,000 visitors during two free days during the year.

_______________________
29

visitcentraloregon.com
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Table A-4 (cont.)
High Desert Museum
Admission

Summer May 1 - October 31
♦

Adult: $15

♦

Senior (65 plus) : $12

♦

Youth (ages 5-12) : $ 9

♦

Child (4 and under) : Free

Winter: November 1 - April 30

Hours of Operation

♦

Adult: $10

♦

Senior (65 plus) : $ 9

♦

Youth (ages 5-12) : $ 6

♦

Child (4 and under) : Free

Summer: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. daily, May 1 through October 31
Winter: 10:00 am to 4:00 pm daily, November 1 through April 30

Membership Price/Number

Annual Membership:
♦

Individual: $50

♦

Individual Plus: $60

♦

Family / Grandparent: $75

♦

Family Plus: $120

Silver Spurs: $300
Desert Sage Society Membership Levels:
♦

Fellow & Corporate: $1,000

♦

Curator's Circle: $2,500

♦

Museum Associate: $5,000

♦

President's Council: $10,000

♦

Founder's Center: $25,000

Number of Memberships:

Desert Discovery Center

♦

Memberships under $1,000: 4,500 memberships

♦

Membership Donors above $1,000: 350 memberships

♦

Members are widespread throughout Oregon.
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Table A-4 (cont.)
High Desert Museum
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

The Museum’s interpretive focus is the High Desert. Visitors enjoy indoor/outdoor
walk-through exhibits, including the Native American wing with artifacts and
aquaria, large dioramas of the Old West, a Desertarium with live animals and natural
history exhibits, riparian area, steam-powered sawmill, log cabin, and 167 live
animals. The Museum offers special living history events and programs.
Programming is aimed to provide a sense of cultural history as well as natural history.
Live animal interpretations and living history demonstrations are presented regularly.
In 2002, the museum opened the 7,400-SF Donald M. Kerr Birds of Prey Center and
its featured exhibit Raptors of the Desert Sky displays close-up views of live raptors
in natural habitats.
The average length of visitation to see the museum 3 to 4 hours.

Permanent Exhibits

Education

♦

Wildlife

♦

Living History, using the “I” experience and period costumes

♦

Indoor Exhibits, with 2 permanent or long-term exhibition halls and 2
temporary spaces

♦

Outdoor Exhibits

Guided Discovery Tours at the Museum
These 60-minute “private field trips” focus on a particular theme. Museum educators
will guide students through a variety of activities utilizing the Museum’s exhibits as part
of the themed tour.
Available tours: $7 per student. Maximum 20 students per tour Price includes
admission to the Museum.
Tours:
♦

Technology from 17th-21st century

♦

High Desert Wildlife

♦

The Art of Adaptation

♦

Animal Keeper Care

Discovery Trunks:
These are curriculum-based learning tools designed to enrich and enliven classroom
learning through authentic materials and hands-on lessons. Trunks are pre or postactivity for the Discovery Classes.
♦

Traveling the Applegate Trail

♦

Living Off the Land

With a Discovery Class: 2 weeks for $15
Without a Discovery Class: 2 weeks for $25
Gift Shop

Desert Discovery Center

Silver Sage Trading Store: Art, books, jewelry, toys, cards, ornaments, home decor and
apparel themed around the high desert. The store is operated by the Museum.
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Table A-4 (cont.)
High Desert Museum
Food Service

Rimrock Café: Coffee, lunch or snack. Indoor and outdoor patio seating.
Hours:
♦

Winter: 11 am - 3 pm

♦

Summer: 10 am - 4 pm

Admission is free to the Rimrock Café and Museum Store. Food service is currently
operated by the Museum. In the past, food service was contracted to a concessionaire,
but this did not work well, so the Museum took over the service. Picnic tables are in the
front parking lot for picnics and school groups.
Facility Rentals

Schnitzer Entrance Hall
♦

4,000 SF

♦

Capacity: 500, theater or banquet style

♦

$2,500 includes access to indoor and outdoor exhibits

♦

$1,500 without access to exhibits

Donald M. Kerr Birds of Prey Center
♦

700 SF indoors and 1,500 SF outdoor pavilion

♦

Capacity: 50, banquet style; 150, cocktail reception

♦

$1,000 includes access to outdoor exhibits

♦

Museum Meadow

♦

7,200 SF

♦

Capacity: 500+

♦

$1,000 includes access to outdoor exhibits

Rimrock Café Patio
♦

800 SF

♦

Capacity: 60, banquet style; 75, cocktail reception

♦

$1,000 includes access to outdoor exhibits

M.J. Murdock Education Center

Desert Discovery Center

♦

440–837 SF

♦

Capacity: 75, theater style; 60, banquet style

♦

$200: half day (8 am to 12 pm)

♦

$300: full day (8 am to 5 pm)
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Table A-4 (cont.)
High Desert Museum
Operating Budget FY 2009

Expenses

(year ending June 30, 2009)

Program Services:
♦

Exhibits: $1,677,952

♦

Education: $496,038

♦

Visitor Services: $625,361

♦

Communications: $402,181

Support Services
♦

Management and General: $232,728

♦

Fundraising: $537,286

Total Expenses: $3,971,546
Sources of Revenue FY 2009
(year ending June 30, 2009)

Revenue and Other Support
♦

Admissions: $1,038,440

♦

Museum Store and other sales: $588,589

♦

Facilities rental: $51,447

♦

Membership: $336,976

♦

Contributions: $1,007,687

♦

Grants: $211,733

♦

Education: $31,140

♦

Endowment earnings allocated to operations: $63,632

♦

Fundraising events: $153,304

♦

Other revenue: $22,699

Total Revenue and Other Support: $3,503,647
Number of Employees

Staff: Full-time 43, part-time 2
Volunteers: Part-time volunteers 250, interns 7

Marketing

Recent increases to marketing budget. 2009 marketing budget: $402,181

Partnerships and
Accreditation

Member of the American Association of Museums. They work with local public
schools, State Parks, Oregon Cultural Trust, and Oregon Community Foundation

Desert Discovery Center
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Table A-4 (cont.)
High Desert Museum
Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

Strategic Planning

♦

Excellent cultural exhibits

♦

Live animal exhibits

♦

Changing exhibits

♦

Marketing and promotions

♦

Strong tourist visitation

♦

Exhibits loaned to other museums

♦

Facility rental program

Recent strategic planning has changed the museum’s trajectory of a 12-year decline in
attendance and revenues. Previously the museum had expanded without sufficient
planning resulting in a higher cost structure, and new revenues were not sufficient to
meet costs. Despite the expansion, attendance continued to decrease.
The current phase of planning has focused on more efficient operations and marketing
that has reversed the trend. Specifically the Museum has hired personnel who have
implemented changes in exhibitions and marketing.
Keys to increased attendance and operations:
♦

Beautiful, expanded facility

♦

9 new exhibits per year

♦

Exhibits displayed for shorter amounts of time, typically 3 to 6 months

♦

Interesting and exciting exhibits such as Sin in the Sagebrush

♦

Wild animal exhibits, and changing shows

♦

Living history and role playing

♦

More emphasis on marketing

Source: Facility profiled, www.highdesertmuseum.org, 2009 Annual Report, Guidestar, 2010 AAM Guide,
ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Figure A-13
Entrance to Raptors of the Desert Sky at the High Desert Museum

Source: www.highdesertmuseum.org

Figure A-14
High Desert Museum Map

Source: www.highdesertmuseum.org
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Table A-5
Las Vegas Springs Preserve
Facility Name and Location

Las Vegas Springs Preserve

Date Opened to Public

Founded in 2007, and open to the public

Governance and Operations

Parent Institution: Springs Preserve Foundation Board, 501(c)(3), in partnership with
Las Vegas Valley Water District. The Foundation was formed after opening as a
fundraising entity. The Water District operates the Preserve through a Board of Trustees.

Type of Museum

Historical and Cultural Complex

Mission

The mission of the Springs Preserve is “to inspire communities to sustain our land
and embrace our culture.”

Site

The site is the original source of water for Native Americans living there, and later for
travelers and settlers. It was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1978,
and is called the “birthplace of Las Vegas.” Located off a busy highway and 5 miles
from the Las Vegas Strip, the neighborhood is residential.

Facility

The Springs Preserve is a 180-acre cultural institution designed to commemorate Las
Vegas' history and to provide a vision for a sustainable future. The Preserve features
museums, galleries, outdoor concerts and events, botanical gardens and an interpretive
trail system that meanders through a wetland habitat. It also includes a library, 1,800seat outdoor amphitheater, smaller garden amphitheater, indoor movie theater, outdoor
children’s playground, and meeting areas. Seven buildings have LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) Platinum status.

Facility Size

Total acreage: 180 acres
♦

Gardens: 8 acres

♦

Trails: 1,8 miles (2.6 miles upon completion)

♦

Children’s Play Area: 14,336 SF

♦

Outdoor Exhibit Space: 45,336 SF

Total building space at opening: 176,000 SF
Total building space at completion: 254,000 SF
♦

Desert Living Center: 76,975 SF

♦

ORIGEN Experience: 49,610 SF

♦

Nevada State Museum (currently under construction): 78,000 SF

Building space components:

Market Size

♦

Indoor Exhibit Space: 45,336 SF

♦

Administrative: 6,080 SF

♦

Rental Space: 7,359 SF

♦

Classroom Space: 10,680 SF

♦

7 LEED Platinum Green Buildings

1,902,83430

_______________________
30

. Las Vegas-Paradise, NV MSA 2009 population estimate. U.S. Census Bureau
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Table A-5 (cont.)
Las Vegas Springs Preserve
Annual Attendance

2008-2009 Attendance:
♦

206,142 total attendance (accurate)

♦

27,000 students on field trips from Clark County School District

♦

300 teachers in workshops

♦

20,000 Annual Passes sold

♦

8,000 visitors Ice Cream Festival

♦

30,000 Haunted Harvest and Winter Lights Festival (total for both events)

2007-2008 Attendance:

Attendance Trends

♦

194,286 total attendance

♦

Factors driving local attendance: Holiday events and year-round educational
programming, partnerships with Clark County School District and other local
educational, cultural, media and entertainment attractions.

♦

Factors driving tourist attendance: Unique, family entertainment option within
5 miles of the Strip with Springs Café by Wolfgang Puck.

♦

2009-2010 attendance is projected at a 20% increase over the previous year.

Seasonality:
♦

Spring and fall are high seasons.

♦

Summer and January-February are low seasons.

Attendance Profile

Las Vegas is one of the strongest tourist destinations in the U.S., as well as a growing
high-population area. 10% of visitors are local and 90% are tourists.

Admission

General Admission tickets include entrance to all the attractions but do not include
admission to special events. Members are admitted free of charge. Access to Gardens
and Trails is free; however, patrons must obtain a ticket at the ticketing window.
Nevada Residents: Ticket Type and Cost
♦

Adult: $9.95

♦

Senior (65+): $8.95

♦

Student (18+): $8.95

♦

Child (5-17 years): $4.95

♦

Child (under 5 years): No Charge

Nonresidents: Ticket Type and Cost

Desert Discovery Center

♦

Adult: $18.95

♦

Senior (65+): $17.05

♦

Student (18+): $17.05

♦

Child (5-17 years): $10.95

♦

Child (under 5 years): No Charge
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Table A-5 (cont.)
Las Vegas Springs Preserve
Hours of Operation

The Springs Preserve is open daily from 10 am to 6 pm.

Membership Price/Number

Membership Prices:
♦

Value - Individual: $25

♦

Value - Family: $60

♦

Donor - Bronze: $100

♦

Donor - Silver: $250

♦

Donor - Gold: $500

♦

Donor - Platinum: $1,000

Total Number of Memberships: 8,000 (estimate)
Annual Passes sold Sept. 1, 2008 to Sept. 1, 2009: 2,624
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

Desert Living Center: Comprised of five buildings featuring interactive exhibits,
classroom and meeting space, a library, art gallery and more. The Desert Living Center
(DLC) is the “green” focal point of the Springs Preserve. Certified Platinum LEED by
the U.S. Green Building Council, these buildings embody the Preserve’s message of
sustainability.
ORIGEN Experience: Features
♦

Big Springs Gallery and Theater

♦

Live animal habitats

♦

Natural Mojave Gallery

♦

New Frontier Gallery

Gardens: Features
♦

Cactus Gardens

♦

Palm Oasis

♦

Herb Garden

♦

Rose Garden

♦

Vegetable and Fruit Gardens

♦

Cooking demonstrations using herbs they have grown

♦

Enabling Garden, providing gardening options for people with physical
disabilities

♦

Areas demonstrating different types of grasses, soils, mulches and hard-scapes

Trails: 1.8 miles of trails that meander through 110 acres of native habitats and
archaeological sites, following the footsteps of explorers, settlers, and ancient peoples.

Desert Discovery Center
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Table A-5 (cont.)
Las Vegas Springs Preserve
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience (cont.)

Sites of Interest:
♦

Rare plants and Mojave Desert wildlife

♦

Little Spring House that once sheltered the water supply

♦

Bird watching in the Cienega and throughout the site

♦

Chicken coop, caretaker's house and other remnants of early settlers

♦

Archaeological dig of pit-houses

♦

Birthplace of Las Vegas

Nevada State Museum: When it opens in its new home at the Springs Preserve, the
Nevada State Museum and Historical Society will become a part of the overall
Preserve experience.
Permanent Exhibits

Local history, gardens, historic buildings; dozens of exhibits. 117 permanent exhibits
and 2 rotating exhibits.

Program Highlights

Programming is focused on enhancing the desert living experience through providing
educational and cultural classes as well as significant holiday events and sustainable
celebrations.

Special Events and Festivals

Annual sustainable holiday celebrations include Haunted Harvest in October, Winter
Lights Festival in December, and Star Spangled Spectacular in July. Benefit events such
as Run Away with Cirque du Soleil, World Water Day, and the Ice Cream Festival are
held each year. Musical and theatrical performances, gourmet food and wine events are
scheduled throughout 2010.

Education

Programs for children, adults, families, teachers, and school groups include: Drip
Irrigation, Desert Landscaping, Sustainable Living, Historic Las Vegas Lectures,
Children’s Story-time and Nature Collecting, Architecture, and Wildlife tours

Gift Shop

Springs Preserve Gift Shop

Food Service

Desert Discovery Center

♦

4,077 SF

♦

One-of-a kind products including educational books, games, desert-friendly
plants, clothing and Preserve memorabilia.

♦

Retail is operated by Guest Services, a division of the Preserve that operates
other guest services such as admissions, security, special events programming,
and facility rentals.

The Springs Café by Wolfgang Puck.
♦

Indoor and outdoor dining.

♦

4,100 SF indoors, 3,000 outdoors

♦

The Springs Café is open daily from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

♦

The Café is operated by Wolfgang Puck and offers views of the Las Vegas
Strip.

♦

Catering from the restaurant is available for special events at the Preserve.

♦

Overseen by Guest Services.
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Table A-5 (cont.)
Las Vegas Springs Preserve
Facility Rentals

2008-09: over 60 weddings were booked

Operating Budget

Expenses

Sources of Revenue

2007-2008

Salaries and Wages

$5,857,313

Energy

$1,994

Materials and Supplies

$757,922

Maintenance and Repairs

$1,682,017

Rentals and Leases

$50,406

Other Employee Expenses

$116,948

Other Operating Expenses

$3,714,996

Total

$12,181,597

Revenue and Other Support

2007-2008

Annual Admissions/Other Income

$1,569,022

Fundraising/Grants

$126,353

LVVWD Partner Contribution

$10,507059

Total Revenue and Other Support

$12,202,434

Building Costs

Built at a cost of over $250 million.

Number of Employees

There were 89 full-time equivalent employees in 2009. Staff is supplemented with 220
volunteers.

Marketing

Increased marketing focus with full time marketing director and assistant.

Partnerships and
Accreditation

Member of the American Association of Museums. LEED-certified buildings.

Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

♦

Marketing.

♦

Programming that gives visitors new reasons to return.

♦

Festivals and events that increase demography.

♦

More accessibility through reduced prices for residents.

♦

Staff reduction of 18%, and cost controls.

Source: Facility profiled, www.springspreserve.org, 2010 AAM Guide ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Figure A-15
Las Vegas Springs Preserve Lobby

Source: www.springspreserve.com

Figure A-16
Las Vegas Springs Preserve Café

Source: www.springspreserve.com
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Figure A-17
Desert Living Center at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve

Source: www.springspreserve.com

Figure A-18
Living Collection at the Las Vegas Springs Preserve

Source: www.springspreserve.com
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Table A-6
Living Desert
Facility Name and Location

Living Desert, Palm Desert, California

Date Opened to Public

The Living Desert was established in 1970.

Governance and Operations

Private, nonprofit organization. Tax-exempt: 501 ©(3)

Type of Museum

Park, Natural History Center, Gardens, Zoo

Mission

The Living Desert's mission is desert conservation through preservation, education
and appreciation.

Site

Located in the Coachella Valley

Facility

A large campus with both indoor and outdoor areas includes Chase Gallery and
Reception Area, Hoover Education Center and Discovery Room, Wildlife Hospital and
Conservation Center, Village WaTuTu and District Commissioner’s House, aviaries,
butterfly house, amphitheater, children’s play park and picnic area, cafés, gift shops, and
an administrative complex. The facility has developed over time with many additions
and changes.

Facility Size

A large facility with many types of indoor and outdoor spaces developed over time.
♦

1,800 acres, with 1,000 acres remaining in their natural state.

♦

200 developed acres.

♦

1,200 SF Discovery Room that will be enlarged to 3,600 SF Children’s
Discovery Center.

♦

700 parking spaces for cars; 14 for buses.

Market Size

4,143,11331

Annual Attendance

2008-2009: 325,000 combined daily attendance and special events, including 8,040
visitors through guided and unguided group sales. 6% increase projected for 2009-2010.

Attendance Profile and
Trends

The Living Desert appeals to all age groups. There are wilderness trails for fitness
walking that are popular with adults. Live animals are popular with children and
families.
Estimated that 60% of visitors are tourists and 40% are residents.32 In the past, there have
been more tourists than residents. Current visitor information indicates this may be
changing, and there is a trend toward more residents and families. Coachella Valley
residents, both full-time and seasonal, tend to support attractions in their own
community, and may not travel to adjoining communities.
♦

Drive-markets have been strong from L.A. and San Diego.

♦

Coachella Valley is reported as having 2 million visitors per year. German and
British tourists visit in summer, and their visitation remains strong.

Seasonality:
Winter/Spring is the peak season. The facility starts to get busy at the end of November

_______________________
31
32

Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA MSA 2009 population estimate. U.S. Census Bureau.
Resident is defined by the Living Desert as “within one-hour drive.”
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Table A-6 (cont.)
Living Desert
Admission

General Admission $12.50
Seniors (62+) $11.00
Military $11.00
Children (Ages 3 - 12) $7.50
Children under 3 Free

Hours of Operation

Peak Season Hours:
♦

Open every day October 1 to May 31

♦

9:00 am to 5:00 pm

♦

Last admission at 4:00 pm.

Summer Hours:

Membership Price/Number

♦

Open every day June 1 to September 30

♦

8:00 am to 1:30 pm

♦

Last admission at 1:00 pm

Prices:
♦

Individual: $45

♦

Dual: $65

♦

General: $75

♦

Contribution: $100

♦

Supporting: $135

♦

Donor: $250

♦

Sustaining: $500

♦

Curator’s Circle: $1,000

♦

Director’s Circle: $2,500

♦

President’s Circle: $5,000

Total Number of Memberships: 14,500
Life Members: 1,000
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

The Living Desert focuses on the deserts of the world, and plants and animals are viewed
in naturalistic settings. The indoor/outdoor campus is planned as a journey through the
deserts of the world and features 2 main areas: North American Colorado Desert
animals and plants, and African savanna animals and village life. There is a winding
path connecting exhibits and attractions. After entry, visitors view North American
section, the more exotic African section, and also aviaries, a model train exhibit, and
other exhibits.
Grown and developed over time, the facilities lack a cohesive message. While the
Living Desert has many interesting exhibits, it appears somewhat cobbled together and
outdated. They are looking toward future planning.
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Table A-6 (cont.)
Living Desert
Permanent Exhibits

Special Events
Education

Gift Shop

♦

Live animal exhibits from African and North America

♦

Eagle Canyon, an exhibit of desert animals

♦

Village WaTuTu, an authentic replica of a village found in northeast Africa
with African animals

♦

Warthog Exhibit

♦

Savanna exhibit housing reticulated giraffe and ostrich

♦

Fanciful Fliers, a 3,000 square foot walk-through exhibit filled with butterflies
and a hummingbirds within a garden setting

♦

"G-scale" train

♦

Amazing Amphibians: Frogs on the Edge! at Eagle Canyon

♦

Demonstration Garden

Howl-O-Ween, WildLights, and Earth Day
♦

School groups on-site and outreach: variety of programs from Pre-K through
7th grade aligned to meet California State Curriculum Standards and the Living
Desert's mission.

♦

Family Programs and Camps with emphasis on animals and adventure.

♦

Adult Programs through Living Desert University (environmental education)
and lectures.

♦

Wildlife Shows

♦

Travel Programs

♦

Volunteer Programs for teens and adults.

♦

Breakfast Walks

♦

Mojave Max Emergence Contest

Shops:
♦

The Plaza Gift Shop offers books, designer jewelry, apparel, art and souvenir
items.

♦

Kumbu Kumbu Market is located in Village WaTuTu, offering African-theme
souvenirs and clothing.

♦

Palo Verde Garden Center offers, in season, the most complete collection of
Southwest native and desert adapted plants in the region. Many of the plants
may not be found elsewhere. Also available is a comprehensive collection of
regionally appropriate desert garden books, specially selected pottery, garden
accessories, and gifts. Two plant sales per year with increased discounts, 1
weekend each in spring and fall.

Gift shops are contracted to an outside vendor.
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Table A-6 (cont.)
Living Desert
Food Service

Dining Options:
♦

Thorn Tree Grill located in Village WaTuTu. This patio restaurant serves
American cuisine and cold refreshments including beer.

♦

Meerkat Café’s menu selection includes sandwiches, salads, beverages and
desserts.

♦

They also have limited picnic areas for visitors who may choose to bring their
own food.

Food service is contracted to an outside vendor.
Facility Rentals

Private groups, banquets, events, weddings:
♦

Group Guided Tours and Animal Shows: $100 to $600 depending on activity
and size of group.

Special Packages:
♦

Journey Into Africa Tour and Luncheon
Rates: $70/person buffet-style; $80/person plated. Rates include 2-hour day
rental of District Commissioner's House, catering, service charge, tour, and
basic rentals. Sales tax is not included. 20 - 50 guests.

♦

Lattes with Leopards
Rates: $60/person for Continental Breakfast, $75/person for brunch. Rates
include 2-hour day rental of District Commissioner's House, catering, service
charge, one event Coordinator, tour, and basic rentals. Sales tax is not included.
20 - 50 guests.

♦

Savanna at Sundown
Rates: Savanna Only: $25/person. Tour & Savanna: $40/person. Rates include
private use of Giraffe Savanna, beverages, service charge, one event
coordinator, tour (if selected) and basic rentals. Sales tax is not included.
Minimum 15 guests.
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Table A-6 (cont.)
Living Desert
Operating Budget

200933

200834

Zoological and botanical

1,535,908

1,720,057

Education and graphics

1,126,360

1,243,409

Membership

236,308

331,000

Guest service expenses

452,115

353,204

1,358,052

1,374,656

546,751

641,291

1,716,326

1,558,049

Fund-raising

631,358

834,557

Depreciation

1,485,157

1,345,969

9,088,335

9,402,192

2009

2008

$1,911,039

$2,135,510

1,379,751

1,885,910

684,686

502,181

1,125,105

1,260,535

631,717

1,068,756

0

0

Education programs

346,088

360,920

Benefits and events

1,177,082

1,272,373

Net unrealized gain (loss) on investments

(955,069)

(379,888)

Net assets released from donor restrictions

982,094

4,484,872

Total Unrestricted Support & Revenue

7,282,494

12,591,169

Expenses
Program Expenses

Supporting Services
Administrative
Repairs and Maintenance
General operating

Total Unrestricted Expenses
Sources of Revenue

Revenue
Admissions
Contributions
Guest services income
Membership
Rental and investment income (loss)
Endowment distribution

Operating Information

2008-2009 FY: Attendance and membership dropped 6%, and senior staff took 5% pay
cuts. The Living Desert attendance, membership and revenue declines were on par with
other nonprofits in the area, and also with businesses. The park is in the process of
building a $20 million endowment fund, and reassessing visitation strategies.

Number of Employees

Staff: 95 full-time, 28 part-time, and 6 additional temporary
Volunteers: 500 to 600
In 1970, began with 1 employee.

_______________________
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FY 2009 ended June 30, 2009
FY 2008 ended June 30, 2008
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Table A-6 (cont.)
Living Desert
Marketing

2009 fundraising budget was $630,000. Limited budget is available for advertising.
Mix of TV, radio, and print advertising. Rack cards in hotels and tourist spots that look
for information on what do to in the valley. They have two big events in the high season,
Halloween weekend and Party for the Planet.

Partnerships and
Accreditation
Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

Accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquarium, World Association of Zoos and
Aquariums, and American Public Gardens Association
♦

Special events, exhibits and programs.

♦

Live animals and Wildlife Program

♦

Model train garden

♦

Natural desert habitat

♦

Walking and hiking trails.

♦

Successful plant nursery and garden center

♦

Looking toward future planning

Source: Facility profiled, www.livingdesert.org, 2008-2009 Annual Report, 2010 AZA Member Directory,
ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Figure A-19
Village WaTuTu Gift Shop at The Living Desert

Source: www.livingdesert.org

Figure A-20
The Living Desert Map

Source: www.livingdesert.org
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Table A-7
Wild Center: Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks
Facility Name and Location

Wild Center: Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks, Tupper Lake, New York

Date Opened to Public

Founded in 1998; new facility opened to the public July 2006

Governance and Operations

Private, not-for-profit organization overseen by the Museum's Board of Trustees with the
assistance of its Advisory Board. Tax-exempt: 501(c)(3).

Type of Museum

Natural History Museum

Mission

The mission is to inspire an enduring passion for the Adirondacks where people and
nature can thrive together and set an example for the world.

History

In February 1999, the then named Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks became
an official organization when the New York State Board of Regents approved the
Museum's Provisional Charter and new governance structure, giving it formal legal
status. The voters of Tupper Lake elected to donate a 31-acre site along the Raquette
River to house the Museum. The Wild Center was designed by architectural firm
Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum. The Wild Center officially opened on July 4, 2006.

Site

The Museum is located on a 31-acre site in the Town of Tupper Lake, NY near the
geographic center of the Adirondack Park. The Museum is located on a main road
within the park, and the visitor center looks out on a small pond.

Facility

The museum building is a LEED Silver building and sits on a 3-acre pond. It includes a
number of features that mix the indoors and outdoors, including a river flowing around
the inside of the museum's main Hall of the Adirondacks, wetlands exhibit connecting
directly through a giant glass window to a living marsh outside, indoor waterfall,
towering glacial ice wall, high-definition interactive films, a wide-screen theater, and
indoor trail leading from an Adirondack Lean-to in the Museum's Great Hall to a replica
of the summit of a mile-high mountain.

Facility Size

31-acre campus:
♦

54,000 SF building

♦
Market Size
Annual Attendance

Attendance Trends and
Audience Profile

13,000 SF interior exhibit space
35

50,274
♦

First year attendance an estimated 105,000

♦

Stabilized attendance an estimated 92,000 to 100,000

♦

Estimated number of students in school groups: 6,000 to 8,000

♦

Summer is peak visitation time from Memorial Day to Labor Day.

♦

Slight decline in attendance due to economy, but not as bad as other attractions
in the region.

♦

School groups attend year-round; May is the busiest month.

_______________________
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Franklin County, NY 2009 population estimate. U.S. Census Bureau
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Table A-7 (cont.)
Wild Center: Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks
Admission

Adults (15 - 64): $15.00
Youth Ticket (4 - 14): $9.00
Senior (65 +): $13.00
Children 3 and under: Free
Members: Free

Hours of Operation

Summer & Fall
♦

Labor Day to October 31 - 10 am - 5 pm, 7 days a week

♦

Memorial Day - Labor Day - 10 am - 6 pm, 7 days a week

Winter & Spring

Membership Price/Number

♦

November 1 - Memorial Day: Friday, Saturday, Sunday 10 am - 5 pm.

♦

Open Presidents' Week and Martin Luther King Day

♦

Closed Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New Year's Day

♦

Special Holiday Hours: December 26 - December 31 - 10 am -5 pm

♦

Closed month of April for exhibit installations

♦

Memberships for individuals start at $45 and include free admission for 1 year.

♦

Memberships for families start at $85 and include free admission for 1 or 2
named adults and their children through age 18.

Total Number of Memberships: 5,000
Interpretive Focus and
Visitor Experience

This new Center, dedicated to understanding the Adirondack region, is committed to
helping people explore the entire expanse of the Adirondacks.
The Wild Center is science-based, and its experiences, exhibits and programs are
designed to open new ways to look into the latest discoveries made by natural
scientists.
The average visitor spends two to three hours at the Museum. There are walking trails,
naturalist guides, movies, live exhibits including hundreds of live animals, live otters,
and information about the natural world and the Adirondacks.

Permanent Exhibits

Desert Discovery Center

Most of their exhibits are living exhibits, which simulate natural habitats and the
interrelationship of plants, animals and geology. The museum focuses on the plants and
animals that are native to the Adirondack region, and on sustainability and environmental
issues.
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Table A-7 (cont.)
Wild Center: Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks
Education

Programs for people of all ages, and school groups.
Regular Museum School Group Visit:
School groups tour the Museum on their own as long as they have 1 chaperone for every
10 students. Must call in advance to schedule their visit.
Wild Classroom Programs 2010:
The Wild Classroom is the Museum's education program, focused on helping students
develop the skills to better understand the natural world.
There are three different Wild Classroom options that can be combined in varied ways
on a field trip:
1.

Wild Classroom Focus

2.

Wild Classroom Stations (Stations may include Animal Encounters)

3.

Wild Classroom Animal Encounters

Wild Classroom programs meet state standards in New York.
Gift Shop

Wild Supply Company: Local products and vendors. Sustainability-themed. Operated
by Wild Center.

Food Service

Waterside Café: Try to serve in local produce in season. Light meals are served.
Formerly operated by vendor from Saranac Lake, but due to distances and rural setting,
museum took it over operation.

Facility Rentals

Weddings, meetings, conventions, groups, and special events:
♦

Hutchens Conference Room seats 30 for Board table style meetings; 50 for theater
style. Projector and installed screen available for presentations.

♦

Flammer Theater seats 165. The theater provides state of the art audio visual and
sound equipment for presentations.

♦

Big Wolf Great Hall is available for weddings, dinners, galas, concerts, receptions
and meetings after public hours. The hall can seat 150 at tables with expansion
room towards the exhibits. The Great Hall provides an area for dancing when
desired.

♦

Blue Pond Tent and Esplanade. Overlooking Blue Pond, the tent has a seating
capacity of more than 150 at tables. The tent and Esplanade terrace is available for
picnics, parties, and other gatherings. Side walls and heat are available when
weather requires. Power and lights are available.

♦

Hall of the Adirondacks and other exhibit areas may be rented for events after
public hours.

♦

The Waterside Café at The Wild Center will provide catering for special events
with a wide variety of menus, depending on the event. A preferred caterer list is
also available.

In addition, The Wild Center also offers outdoor areas for rental.
Other Programs

Farmers’ Market:
Every Thursday, late June through late September. Set up in the Esplanade
Tent—a seasonal structure put up in summer for special events.
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Table A-7 (cont.)
Wild Center: Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks
Operating Budget 2008

Total Expenses
$4,0675,521

Sources of Revenue 2008

Revenue from Earned Income
Admissions: $789,584
Conference Sponsorship: $469,733
Museum food services: $92,231
Facilities rental: $45,195
Education programs: $2,725
Investments: $29,510
Retail: $425,954
Less cost of goods sold: $229,796
Net retail: $196,158
Revenue from Unearned Income
Membership dues: $346,268
Grant revenue: $6,250
All other contributions, gifts and grants: $2,865,373
Total Income: $4,843,395

Operational Information

Summary History—Revenues 1999-2007
Wild Center raised $40.7 million in 9 years
Government grants of $16.2 million accounted for about $0% of amount raised
Capital and unrestricted contribution of $14 million accounted for 34% of total raised.
Future plans were for admissions, memberships, and merchandise sales to account for an
increasing proportion of revenues after opening the Center in 2006.

Number of Employees

35 full-time; 15 part-time; 150 volunteers (peaks in summer season)

Marketing

2010 marketing budget: $275,000
Marketing in state and region. Joint ticketing with ski area. Partnership with Big Tupper
Ski Area. More online marketing, and joint efforts with area CVB’s and other
attractions. Trying to pinpoint marketing more specifically to areas where it will be the
most effective. Marketing budget reduced from 2009 due to budget constraints.

Partnerships and
Accreditations

Silver LEED Certification
Biannual Newsletter: The Otter
Member of the American Association of Museums and Association of Science and
Technology Centers
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Table A-7 (cont.)
Wild Center: Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks
Keys to Visitation and
Operating Strategy

♦

Maintain beautiful natural setting.

♦

Develop highly engaging, hands-on exhibits, including the use of live animals.

♦

Focus on a specific image-able place., the Adirondack Mountains

♦

Focus on sustainability and conservation of natural resources.

♦

Promote as a community resource.

Source: Facility profiled, www.wildcenter.org, Guidestar, 2010 AAM Directory, ConsultEcon, Inc.

Figure A-21
The Wild Center Exterior

Source: HOK and AIArchitect (http://www.aia.org/aiarchitect/thisweek08/0321/0321n_tupper.cfm).
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Figure A-22
Exhibits at The Wild Center

Source: HOK and AIArchitect (http://www.aia.org/aiarchitect/thisweek08/0321/0321n_tupper.cfm)

Figure A-23
Site Plan of The Wild Center

Source: The Wild Center (www.wildcenter.org).
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Figure A-24
Floor Plan of The Wild Center

Source: The Wild Center (www.wildcenter.org).
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Appendix B
FOCUS GROUPS

Scottsdale Desert Discovery Center – Market Study Focus Groups Report
April 2010

Study Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the breadth and depth of knowledge, as well as emotional attachment, to the
Sonoran Desert ecosystem and environment – including Scottsdale’s McDowell Sonoran
Preserve
Describe interest in Scottsdale’s proposed Desert Discovery Center (DDC)
Measure public resonance and interest in the proposed DDC’s layout and architecture
Measure response and reaction to the proposed exhibits and offerings of the DDC
Gauge visitation interest and general pricing expectations

Overview
The focus groups that were conducted tap qualitative interest in the desert ecosystem, a proposed
Desert Discovery Center (DDC) and responsiveness to the DDC’s concept as currently proposed.
In addition, the focus groups helped identify and clarify language for surveying and communicating
with local area residents about the DDC project. Despite relatively high internal validity, focus
groups report on very few people’s knowledge, perceptions, and opinions and do not provide an
evidentiary base for making generalizations to any larger populations although these particular
groups do display a unique consensus that is suggestive of greater generalizability.

Methodology
Two focus groups conducted in Scottsdale, AZ on the evening of April 19, 2010
• Group 1 Scottsdale residents
• Group 2 Greater Phoenix metro-area residents (excluding Scottsdale)
Participants included a mix of young and older, male and female, and included several Hispanics
and African-Americans. Residential status included native born, long-term, and shorter-term (as
few as four years). Most participants had one or more children, including a great-grandparent of
Desert Discovery Center
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several. All indicated that they have frequent out-of-town visits from family and friends. All had
visited one or more local area attractions.

Summary of Findings
Overall Impressions of the Desert Discovery Center and Its Goals
• All participants expressed positive to extremely positive perceptions toward the DDC
concept as presented in the focus groups. Most were excited about the prospect of the DDC
project and all were supportive of the plan as presented. No serious reservations about any
aspect of the plan were raised although participants were more probing about the details and
specifics. In the end, public support and success of the project will be based on providing
the “world-class” offering promised and presented.
• Participants want the project to be done “right” and want it to be attractive and something
that they can be proud of. They resonate to the idea of a “world-class” destination to present
to outsiders and its reflection on their community.
• Although not initially aware of the DDC, after learning about the proposal, participants are
consensually positive about the project, the entire set of goals tested, and its location. The
only caveat raised to goals presented is more explicit identification of education and
educational goals.
• Participants say the goals tested are the right goals and most believe that the goals are
attainable. They further state that execution and implementation must be “world-class” for
the goals to be attained.
• Education/educational programs were the one area where participants felt the proposed
offering was not totally clear or explicit. Many expressed the opinion that education is, and
should be, a central goal of the project.
• All participants say the proposed DDC will be a valuable addition to their community. This
sentiment is even stronger among Scottsdale residents.
• Participant’s perceive the DDC’s desirability to tourists is assumed based on its ability to tell
the story of the unique Sonoran Desert environment, the setting of Phoenix/Scottsdale and
the proposed DDC.
• The only mildly negative reaction toward the project came from one participant who
expressed concerned about what those living in the immediate area – especially residents of
neighboring DC Ranch – would think about the DDC. An interesting response from within
the group was that this perceived negative might be offset with the positive of not having
future development because of the preserve.
Awareness of the DDC and the Preserve
• Scottsdale residents seem marginally more interested and excited about the proposed DDC,
but no more aware, than non-Scottsdale residents. The name Desert Discovery Center has
little or no name recognition with anyone. The acronym DDC has no brand recognition
among the public.
• The McDowell Sonoran Preserve has limited initial name recognition with only a few
participants being aware of it even after further prompting. This level of DDC awareness is
markedly lower than other desert related destinations and attractions, including the ArizonaSonora Desert Museum in Tucson and the Desert Botanical Gardens in Phoenix.
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The public appears to know little or nothing about Scottsdale’s plan to leverage the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve by creating a Desert Discovery Center destination at “The
Gateway.”
All participants state that they know the general area where the Preserve and proposed DDC
are located, and report that access will be easy and convenient for them (both Scottsdale and
non-Scottsdale groups).
Participants, especially Scottsdale residents, articulate pride in the desert that is uniquely
central to their community, and look forward to greater access for themselves and visitors.
Participants were particularly interested in having this access destination close by to share
with their guests as well as tourists.

Interest in and Use of the Desert
• When prompted, participants display interest and concern about the desert environment.
Many are keenly aware of the uniqueness of the desert environment in which they live.
They are concerned with its preservation in a natural state and the impact that development
has had on it.
• Use of the desert varies based on personal interests and abilities. Activities cited include
picnicking and similar family outings, hiking, mountain biking, equestrian, and viewing the
flora and fauna.
• Participants currently use a variety of destinations/attractions in the local and regional area.
Almost all have visited the Desert Botanical Gardens and most have visited the ArizonaSonora Desert Museum in Tucson, despite the two hour drive. All are interested in having
access to the desert close at hand.
• Most participants emphasized the desire to learn about the desert environment and
ecosystem, but they also understand the concept that visitors, whether local or tourists, must
be nurtured with entertainment and motivated with emotional resonance to the desert.
Reactions to the Overall DDC Design and Pavilions
• Participants are very positive about integrating the built environment into the pristine
Sonoran Desert setting, creating a green and sustainable preserve, and celebrating the beauty
of the Sonoran Desert.
• The fact that the DDC will be a gateway to various terrains and elevations in the desert
environment is very appealing.
• A very positive response was received to the indoor-outdoor layout for the pavilions. Locals
indicate that there will be a three month summer slow season for this destination, but that it
will be mitigated by the ability to move from one controlled environment to another,
coupled with early morning and late evening hours. The indoor-outdoor aspect of the
project resonates with participants who indicate that learning is reinforced by frequent
returns to the open, with its views of the preserve and the desert oasis-like landscaping
between pavilions.
• The proximity to the existing hiking pavilion and access to the trails of the McDowell
Preserve were perceived to be very desirable. Participants liked the idea of having access to
storage for personal belongings and availability of basic supplies on site for impromptu
hiking, for those desiring to do so.
• While the value of the close proximity to hiking trails is recognized advantageous, a few
respondents thought that hiking and visiting exhibits would not be something that they
would do on the same trip.
Desert Discovery Center
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The design and look of the pavilions received very positive responses, as did the presence of
the shade awnings, both of which blend with the desert setting and mountainous terrain.
Participants were pleased about the free public areas like the café, gift shop/retail, and
welcome plaza and pavilion in addition to the fee for entry of the larger experience/exhibit
space. They also seemed unconcerned with parking issues.
Response to the Desert Great Room for events of all types was very well received.

Dining and Retail
• Participants recognize the potential of the proposed DDC as a social gathering place for
meals and venue to host social and business events.
• The café was well received with participants displaying interest its offerings, including
alcohol, and recognize the desirability of the DDC for entertaining and having a drink with
friends.
• There is slight concern about the nature of the café. The bottom line is that participants
expect high food quality, described as “good food,” and will be very dissatisfied with the
institutional food quality that is commonly found in most public attractions. Perceived
quality of F&B offerings could easily influence attendance because most visitors are likely
to make such purchases.
• Purchase prices for F&B must be perceived as reasonable and not be inflated, as is often the
case in public spaces with captive audiences. Repeat traffic and business will be dependent
on high quality F&B at a “fair” price. One participant volunteered that a small premium
could be charged consistent with the location and setting, and there was no vocal
disagreement.
• The idea of a retail outlet(s) including a conventional gift shop, the selling area arts and
crafts, and selling hiking supplies was very desirable to many participants. Educational
materials should be included in the gift shop offerings.
• The gift shop concept should be expanded to desert shopping given the desirability of
offering conventional gifts, drinks and snacks, local arts and crafts, desert education
materials and hiking supplies. Participants also suggested offering secure storage for
personal items for those who wish to venture into the desert. Visitors having to carry bags,
etc. on the trail and high temperature car storage may not be desirable.
The “Magical World” Exhibit
• Participants understand the expected emotive overview of the “Magical World” immersive
experience and recognize how this amalgam of technology and entertainment can expand
awareness and increase interest in the desert and in the Preserve. Participants readily
identify analogs to the immersive experience which means visitors will know in general
terms what to expect.
• Participants recognize the importance of incorporating such an immersive multi-media
experience into a conservation and education destination at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve
to attract locals and tourists. Its uniqueness and quality seem like it will greatly influence
repeat visits.
Anticipated Visitation Behaviors
• The idea of having knowledgeable committed docents and docent stations (once explained)
was received with widespread approval and participants commented on how such people
Desert Discovery Center
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personalize and enhance these types of experiences. More than one participant wants to
volunteer.
Given its accessibility, the DDC will be a desirable destination for short, as well as longer,
visits.
The DDC is very desirable to all participants as a sightseeing opportunity for friends and
relatives visiting from elsewhere.
Similarly, participants think that the DDC will be desirable to tourists staying in Scottsdale
and greater Phoenix.
Since there is no single form of “typical” visit to DDC, length of expected visits vary in the
minds of participants. They anticipate that their typical visits to the proposed DDC exhibits
would likely last between two and four hours. This means that many are likely to avail
themselves of the café for food or drinks while visiting.
Most participants do not think DDC guests will take in exhibits and go for a hike on the
same visit. Thus, they anticipate multiple visits to enjoy the different types of experiences
offered.
Participants said they are likely to visit the exhibits and immersive experience one or more
times with almost all saying that they are likely to visit at least annually. Many participants
state that they would visit the DDC two to four times annually for different purposes and
even more frequently when entertaining out-of-town family and friends.

Price Expectations
• An admission price of $20-$25 dollars is implied from the responses of these 19 participants
to a survey administered at the end of the focus groups.
• Participants like the idea of family pricing, annual memberships, and season passes. All
expect two-tier pricing for adults and children.
• Participants were not well acquainted with the idea of “Friends of . . .” organizations but
offered no reservations about such an offering.
The table shows the mean (average) price for each of the price questions posed. Note that this is a
very small sample size (19 participants). As such, these results are illustrative rather than
projectable to the population.
The four questions were:
• At what price would you consider visiting the DDC to be too expensive that you would not
consider purchasing it? (TOO EXPENSIVE)
• At what price would you consider visiting DDC to be priced so low that you would begin to
question its quality? (TOO CHEAP)
• At what price would you consider visiting DDC to start getting expensive, but still a
possible purchase? (EXPENSIVE)
• At what price would you consider visiting DDC to be a bargain – a great buy for the money?
(CHEAP)
Notice that Scottsdale residence report slightly higher averages in response to all four questions.
These results describe the range into which correct pricing is likely to fall.
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Pricing Question Results
Area

TOO expensive

Phoenix

TOO cheap

Expensive

Cheap

Mean

$32.50

$6.94

$25.56

$16.17

Mean

$39.30

$9.60

$29.10

$17.90

Mean

$36.08

$8.34

$27.42

$17.08

(9 People)
Scottsdale
(10 People)
Total
(19 People)

Source: The Olinger Group

The plot below shows the pricing sweet spot with “lower bound of an acceptable price range” or the
“point of marginal cheapness” (PMC) and “upper bound of an acceptable price range” or the “point
of marginal expensiveness” (PME).
•
•

The "indifference price point" (IPP) refers to the price at which an equal number of
respondents rate the price point as either "cheap" or "expensive".
The "optimal price point" (OPP) is the point at which an equal number of respondents
describe the price as exceeding either their upper or lower limits. Here optimal identifies
equal tradeoff in extreme sensitivities to the price at both ends of the price spectrum.

100%
90%
Lower Bound of an
Acceptable Price
Range
($12-$14)

80%

Indifference Price Point
($20)

70%
60%
50%

Upper Bound of an Acceptable
Price Range
($24)

40%
30%

Optimal Price Point
($15-$18)

20%
10%
0%
$0

$5

$10

$15

$20

$25

Too Expensive

$30

$35

$40

Too low to believe

$45

$50

EXPENSIVE

$55

$60

$65

$70

$75

Bargain

Source: The Olinger Group

Following is the moderator’s guide for the focus groups.
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Scottsdale Desert Discovery Center – Market Study Focus Groups
Moderator’s Guide – V2
Overview
The focus groups seek to identify and clarify language for surveying and communicating with local
area residents (not area visitors or tourists) about interest in desert ecosystem, a desert discovery
center and responsiveness to the DDC concept as currently developed.
Materials
1. Project Goals
The goal of the Desert Discovery Center is to increase residents and visitor’s appreciation and
understanding of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve through immersive experiences, educational programs
and superior visitor amenities. As gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, the DDC will inspire the
appropriate use, enjoyment and conservation of the Sonoran Desert and the McDowell Sonoran Preserve
itself. The DDC will enhance Scottsdale’s quality of life and attractiveness as a tourist destination.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Interpretive Themes with Statements and graphics as appropriate
Creative graphics depicting architecture, layout, and sample exhibits
Photographs of scenic views from the site
Maps show location in larger area and relationship to McDowell Preserve.

======================================================================
Upon entry, receive a sheet of paper with the following questions:
What does DDC stand for?
What do you know or have you heard about the McDowell Preserve?
======================================================================
Introduction
Hello, my name is ___________ and I want to start out by thanking you for coming to our
discussion. I work with The Olinger Group, a marketing research firm. We conduct discussion
groups like this one in order to gain an in-depth understanding of how people, like you, feel about
different topics, products, and issues.
Today, we’ll be talking about a recreation and learning project in your area. Our discussion will last
approximately 2 hours. I’ll be moderating our discussion, so let me take a minute or two to tell you
a little about myself and share the ground rules for our discussion.
Ground Rules
Now I’d like to review the ground rules for our discussion that will make our meeting easier for you
and more valuable to us.
1. First, there are no right or wrong answers to the questions we are asking. People may
disagree on different issues, and that is okay. Everyone’s opinion is important.
2. I want you to be open and candid with me. We are here to learn, and honest opinions are of
the greatest value to us.
Desert Discovery Center
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3. I’d like to let you know that I may change the subject during the discussion. That doesn’t
mean that I don’t want to hear what you have to say, I just want to make sure we get through
all the things we have to cover in the time we have.
4. I also ask that you speak directly to the group and talk one at a time. If we have any side
conversations or too many people talking at once, we always end up missing the good, juicy
stuff.
5. We are audio taping our discussion. No one will hear this besides my associates and me.
We are only doing this so that we can review what you say after this is over in case we miss
something.
6. Client representatives and associates of mine are monitoring our discussion from behind the
glass, and I want to let you know that from time to time, they may bring me notes or
questions during the discussion.
7. I also would like to ask you to please turn off your cell phones and pagers, so that we are not
interrupted during our discussion.
======================================================================
Now I’d like to take a moment for each of you to introduce yourselves and to tell me a little about
yourselves:
1. How long you have lived in the area?
2. How many children do you have?
Let's go around the room again and hear briefly from each of you: (These are meant to be quick,
part warm-up, part gut check on the hypothesis that the name is deeply embedded in the
community.)
3.
4.
5.
6.

What does DDC stand for?
What do you know or have you heard about the McDowell Preserve?
What do you know or have you heard about a proposed Desert Discovery Center?
Next, I would like you to tell me about your interest in and general feelings about the desert
ecosystem in which you live.
7. What aspects of the desert and its ecosystem, if any, most interest you and your family or
friends?
8. What activities do you currently engage in that are directly related to or made possible by
the desert ecosystem in this area?
9. Are there any activities not already mentioned that you are interested in pursuing related to
the desert ecosystem?
10. Have you ever or do you currently visit the McDowell Preserve?
11. What offerings, amenities, activities, or attractions, would encourage you to visit the
McDowell Preserve and the Sonora Desert more often?
12. What other places in the greater Phoenix area or "Valley of the Sun" offer similar desert
opportunities, education, scenic views, or access?
a. Have you visited the Desert Botanical Garden in Phoenix or Arizona-Sonora Desert
Museum near Tucson?
b. Have you ever visited the Sonoran Desert Naturalist website?
(If not already covered earlier)
Scottsdale wants to leverage the McDowell Sonoran Desert Preserve that is within its borders.
Desert Discovery Center
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13. What do you know or have you heard about this initiative?
14. Is the creation of a destination attraction at the McDowell Preserve in Scottsdale a good
idea?
15. What themes should such an attraction emphasize?
The Desert Discovery Center will be the primary gateway into the McDowell Sonoran Preserve,
which offers 14,000 acres of wilderness including breathtaking mountain peaks. The Sonoran
Desert is one of the most diverse and certainly one of the world’s most amazing deserts.
These photographs were taken at the site of the proposed Desert Discovery Center and give an idea
of what the setting will be.
16. How does this site compare to other places where the public has a view of and access to the
desert?
This first map shows the location of the McDowell Preserve and the proposed DDC.
This second map shows how the DDC interfaces with existing facilities and trailheads.
[Show the maps-I have no questions about them since location is fixed and we ask about usage
later]
The goal of the Desert Discovery Center will increase resident's and visitor’s appreciation and
understanding of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve through immersive experiences, educational
programs and superior visitor amenities. As gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, the DDC
will inspire the appropriate use, enjoyment and conservation of the Sonoran Desert and the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve itself. The DDC will enhance Scottsdale’s quality of life and
attractiveness as a tourist destination. (Show GOALS board)
17. Are these the right goals?
18. Are they attainable?
19. Will this be a valuable addition to your community?
The Desert Discovery Center will be a world-class statement on how to integrate a built
environment into the pristine Sonoran desert setting. It will be a new benchmark of green and
sustainable architecture celebrating the beauty of the Sonoran Desert.
The Desert Discovery Center will be a collection of indoor/outdoor desert pavilions set within lush
desert landscaping. The pavilions will be connected by a series of heavily shaded courtyards
providing an oasis effect in the midst of the desert. Materials will be rugged and desert like, yet
refined and all selected to blend with the desert. The various pavilions will be sculptural in nature,
reflecting the fractured geometry of the mountain backdrop. Some will be set low into the earth and
some have soaring cantilevered roof forms. All will reflect the character of the desert. Water
elements will add to the cooling effect of the courtyards, capturing of rainwater and reusing water
from the DDC.
[Show the rendering of the facility layout]
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This rendering provides one vision of the expansive indoor-outdoor layout of the proposed DDC. It
will be composed of a Looking at it from right to left….
• Adequate convenient parking
• Proximity to the existing hiking pavilion
• Welcome plaza and pavilion
• Gift shop and Café
• Three large viewing with views of the desert
• Exhibit pavilions
• Amphitheater
• Desert Great Room
• Magical World Immersive Experience
• Family Center with exhibit space
20. What are your first impressions of the layout and conception of these proposed Desert
Discovery Center facilities?
21. What do you like about it?
22. Do you have reservations about any of this so far?
Finally, these renderings provide more detail about the look and feel of the DDC pavilions.
[Show the renderings of the pavilions]
23. What are your first impressions of this style of building?
24. What do you like about it?
25. Do you have reservations about any of this so far?
Magical World
Set in the Sonoran Desert, Scottsdale's Desert Discovery Center's signature attraction, “Mysterious
World,” will be an introduction to the Sonora Desert and its ecosystem that immerses visitors in its
beauty and wonders.
“Mysterious World” will transport you into a world of secrets and surprises. You discover a
world that’s hiding in plain sight in the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
You meet friendly guides who know the secrets of the desert and can reveal them in magical
ways. An artist shows light dancing across the landscape during the amazing spectacles of
sunrise and sunset making the desert bloom with radiant flowers that glow with color. A
naturalist uses “night vision” to reveal the lively nocturnal world of the coyote and its fellow
desert creatures. A grandfather magically shows his granddaughter 10 million years of
geologic history as volcanoes erupt, tectonic plates grind together and weather wares
mountains to sand. Each revelation is more astonishing than the last as the stories spill off
the screens and into the audience.
The experience choreographs video projections, theatrical lighting, dramatic music,
surround-sound and physical effects such as vibration, wind and heat. The main area is
dominated by a dynamic composition of projection screens. These screens “float” in front
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of a seamless backdrop capable of creating sunrise, daytime, sunset and starry night. The
message is, “There’s so much out there to explore – discover the magic for yourself.”
[Show the storyboards and read the descriptions]
Sunrise
The drama of sunrise in the Sonoran Desert. Vivid sky-shades of cobalt blue and shimmering
gold (back screen) shine on a desert filled with radiant wildflowers (front screens) in luminous
shades of red, pink, orange, yellow and green. As the sunrise illuminates the desert, the field of
flowers grows and grows until it fills the theater – you are engulfed in a riotous rainbow of
colorful flora.
Sunset
The desert at “magic time” -- sunset. Artists come here from all over the world to capture this
bewitching, radiant, ephemeral shade of amber-gold light. You find yourself bathed in this
light, and become part of the magic moment when nature comes alive. It’s an ‘emotional
souvenir’ of this immersive presentation.
The Desert at Night
The unexpected wonders of the desert at night, when the land comes alive. This world is
illuminated by a radiant full moon, and billions of stars that spill off the screen, immersing the
audience. The light reveals a magic domain of wild creatures. A coyote howls at that moon,
and then races after a jackrabbit. Saguaro flowers bloom, inviting long-nosed bats to suck their
nectar. Wood rats nibble at the spiny pads of prickly pears. It all seems to happen at once, all
around us.
Geologic Time
In addition to offering a unique experience focused on the desert today, The Magical World
experience will also delve deeper into the Sonoran desert story. For instance Geological time is
explored.
How did the Sonoran Desert come to be? The dynamic geologic history of 40 million years is
telescoped into seconds. Volcanoes explode with atomic force, generating red-hot liquid rock
that flows off the screens into the audience. The spent volcanoes collapse into calderas. The
land rumbles and rips art, producing new mountains and valleys. This whole fiery story is in the
rock, if you know how to ‘read’ it…
26. What do you think of this concept?
27. What do you like or not like about them?
28. Tell me how important you think it is to incorporate such an immersive multi-media
experience into a destination attraction at the McDowell Preserve in Scottsdale?
(Begin interpretive themes with graphics
29. For each of the following themes or exhibits…
a. Tell me how important you think it is to incorporate such an experience / attraction
into a destination attraction at the McDowell Preserve in Scottsdale?
b. What do you like or not like about them?
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Discovery Portal
The Discovery Portal greets visitors when they enter the Desert Discovery Center. The suspended
globe shows the planet’s deserts; graphic panels mounted in “living walls” provide orientation
information and an introduction to deserts, the Sonoran Desert and the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve.
The centerpiece is the Desert Mandala Globe suspended in the courtyard above the icon that says to
visitors: “There is information here.” (Show the image of the icon) The globe interprets the
history of the Sonoran Preserve and the significance of the Sonoran Desert in relation to the other
great deserts of the world. Orientation information, interpretation of the history of the Sonoran
Preserve, and how the citizens of Scottsdale voted to tax themselves to create the largest nature
preserve within an urban area in North America are presented.
Seasons of the Sonora
Seasons of the Sonora has an interactive map, sub-galleries with large-scale images of desert
plants and learning stations and Tom Thumb’s Theatre, an immersive experience about geology
that is housed in a scale model of the rock formation.
In the Seasons of the Sonora pavilion, you walk inside a spiral-shaped structure that offers a tour of
a year in the desert. It shows changing weather patterns and presents imagery of the plants that
bloom at certain times, migratory birds that are arriving or leaving, other animals that may be going
through mating rituals or bearing young. Interactive, three-dimensional exhibits along the spiral
provide opportunities to understand the adaptations that allow life to survive the desert’s climatic
extremes. Unusual and interesting relationships, like those between plants and pollinators and how
microclimates shape species, are highlighted using interactive experiences for all ages and ability
levels.
Staying Alive
Staying Alive offers visitors the chance to view large-scale sculptures that show the survival
drama of Sonoran Desert animals. Touch screen computer stations help visitors understand the
adaptations animals must make to survive climatic extremes, find food, reproduce and avoid
predation. Sub-galleries with learning stations and large-scale imagery offer the opportunity to
learn more about desert animals.
This pavilion will focus on the adaptations that allow desert animals to survive in a harsh, arid
landscape where summer temperatures can exceed 120 degrees. Curving walls will separate the
experience into night and day since so many desert animals are nocturnal. Half of the space will be
dim, cool and mysterious. The other half will be bright, warm and airy. The gallery walls will be a
rich cornucopia of imagery depicting desert fauna, with various interactive experiences that help
visitors understand that, despite its beauty, the desert is a place where the struggle for survival does
not cease, a constant battle between predator and prey. Private spaces will offer virtual experiences
such as being a raptor floating on the wind, searching for prey, or a mouse on the desert floor,
hunting insects while being hunted itself by snakes, coyotes and birds of prey. Dynamic, realistic,
large-scale sculpture of various animals will be used as segues to learning experiences about various
adaptation strategies.
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Hidden Worlds
Hidden Worlds helps visitors see and understand part of the natural world they typically cannot
see: burrowing animals, microscopic soil life and various live insects and reptiles. A bank of
monitors shows images from cameras placed on the Preserve; if nothing is happening in realtime, visitors can choose to watch archival footage. The Snake’s Eye View Theatre offers an
immersive experience in which visitors view the world from the perspective of a snake.
The Hidden Worlds pavilion will feature experiences that show visitors glimpses of the desert world
that are not typically seen with the naked eye.
An entire wall will be made of transparent plexiglass so that a view of the soil behind it is revealed.
Visitors will see animals in burrows; activate video that shows microscopic soil life; learn how the
caliche layer forms; understand cryptobiotic crust (and why they need to stay on trails to avoid
damaging it) and pull out drawers that reveal touchable minerals and other objects that docents can
change out to support various programs.
A bank of monitors will reveal real-time images from cameras placed at sites throughout the
Preserve, including infrared nighttime footage from watering stations. Visitors will be able to
access archival footage that ultimately will become a Preserve “life list” of bird sightings and
occurrences of other animals. Live reptiles, amphibians and various arthropods will be creatively
displayed in small habitats.
Human Adaptation
Human Adaptation is a trip through time that challenges the visitor to understand how
prehistoric and historic cultures adapted to the desert environment, and how future societies will
need to adapt. A floor-mounted theatre-in-the-round traces the evolution of the Valley of the Sun
with aerial photography, satellite imagery and historic still and moving pictures.
For millennia, humans have adapted to the desert environment by manipulating water, so the
centerpiece of the human adaptation pavilion will be a dramatic, interactive vertical water sculpture.
Water will flow down strands of transparent or reflective material (in the manner of rain chain).
Visitors will be able to change the flow of the water using interfaces mounted on the massive
crucible into which the water flows, mimicking the real-life diversions and dams that affect the flow
of the Colorado, Salt and Gila rivers. The experience will be a walk through time via various recreated environments that reflect the evolution of human society in the Valley of the Sun. Visitors
will experience a Hohokam pit house, a cowboy line shack from the EuroAmerican settlement era, a
Fifties bungalow and a sustainable home of the near future in which they learn the basic tenets of
desert sustainability. The habitats will be united by the common thread of water, and how human
society in the desert is ultimately shaped by how people relate to this vital resource.
Children of Tomorrow
In this especially-for-kids space, young visitors can walk into a giant saguaro cactus, trace its
root system through floor lighting, try to identify desert animals from the sounds they make, play
on a model of the McDowell Mountains and take a trip on a time machine.
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The Children of Tomorrow pavilion will be open to visitors of all ages, but its primary target
audience will be kids ten and under. Free play spaces will include a 3D scale model of the
McDowell Mountains on which kids can climb. The full suite of learning experiences will offer
challenges such as identifying animals by listening to sounds. Kids will be able to enter a walk-in
saguaro cactus and activate “rain” to see its ribs swell, how water is transported within the cactus
and view a bird’s nest from the inside-out. They will have the opportunity take a trip back in time
to witness (for instance) what the Valley of the Sun was like before air-conditioning, or make
choices in the present day, then travel into the future to see the consequences.
30. On your sheet of paper, please rank the exhibits you think would be of interest to you by
placing the exhibit numbers in the appropriate boxes.
31. Now, tell me your reaction to the types of exhibits mentioned.
Next, I am going to describe other potential OFFERINGS at the proposed McDowell Preserve
Desert Discovery Center. (Show graphics.)
32. I would like to hear your impressions of each of the following.
• Docent stations - The docent stations offer outlet to the robust personal interpretive
services of volunteers sharing their experiences and knowledge of the local desert
environment.
• Educational Programs
o Weekends
o School outings
o Adults
o Children
• Access to Preserve and the hiking trails [see map]
• Gift shop
o Local arts & crafts space
o Education materials
o Hiking supplies
• Food service - The DDC will be a place of community gathering and
entertainment. A restaurant/and cafe will be featured with a unique desert-dining
garden for enjoying a fine meal, gathering for coffee after a hike or having a
refreshing drink on a warm day.
o Casual café breakfast and lunch
o Table cloth dinner
o Beverages
 Beer / Wine / Cocktails
• For locals
• For tourists
• Rentable
33. Would this DDC be a desirable location to host social and business events?
34. How likely are you and people you know to use each of the OFFERINGS we just
described?
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Before we talk about how much an attraction like this should cost, please answer the four
questions about price on the pricing sheet.
35. Now that you are finished writing, what would you or people like you be willing to pay for
ticket to the facility, retail and café are open to the public.
Given what you know and have learned about the proposed location of the DDC…
36. Will it be a desirable evening/sunset or other short duration (1-2 hours) destination for you
and people like you?
37. How desirable is this sort of attraction to you as a sightseeing opportunity for friends and
relatives visiting from elsewhere?
38. How desirable do you think this sort of attraction would be for tourists staying in
Scottsdale?
39. How desirable do you think this sort of attraction would be for tourists visiting other places
in the metro-area?
We know that people decide by making tradeoffs; like travel time vs. quality of the experience?
40. Given the location of the DDC, how likely are you to visit
41.
a. For a half day outing with family or friends to visit the DDC?
b. For a day long outing including a DDC visit and a hike?
c. For a few hours of hiking or other exercise at the Preserve but not visiting the DDC?
d. For a drink with friends?
e. For a light meal; lunch; dinner?
f. In the evening after work?
g. To schedule a social event such as a wedding reception or holiday party?
42. How much time do you think you will spend on a typical visit to DDC visiting exhibits and
other offerings?
43. How often do think you will visit?
44. Do you think if you visit you would want to return again?
45. What about Memberships with this proposed DDC? Would these be attractive if for one fee
you could have unlimited visits during the year?
46. Would you be interested in joining a "Friends of …" organization that supports the DDC?
a. What should it be like?

The Olinger Group, Consultecon, and the City of Scottsdale thank you for your participation
tonight.
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Appendix C
DESERT DISCOVERY CENTER – ONLINE MARKET STUDY
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Appendix D
REVIEW OF PRINCIPAL REVENUE CATEGORIES
FOR MUSEUMS AND SCIENCE CENTERS

The following is a review of the revenue sources of museums and science centers. Data for this
analysis are drawn from two comprehensive financial data sources for these facility types. The first
is the American Association of Museums’ (AAM’s) 2009 Museum Financial Information (MFI)
publication. The AAM distributed surveys to 5,510 museums throughout the United States and
received 671 responses, creating a sample that is assumed to be representative of museums. The
second source, the Association of Science-Technology Centers Incorporated (ASTC) 2009
Sourcebook of Statistics and Analysis, distributed its survey to 445 science centers and museums
and received 195 responses. These are also assumed to be representative of the Science Center
Industry.

Operating and Non-Operating Income
The MFI refers to “operating income” as the income generated by a museum’s general operations in
a given fiscal year. This includes earned and contributed sources used to fund ongoing operations.
Non-operating income is related to temporarily or permanently restricted funds, such as endowment
contributions and pledges, capital campaign contributions and pledges, and all return on investments
– realized or unrealized – that is not used for operations, but rather is used for capital projects or
used to increase endowment or financial reserves36.

Types of Operating Income
The MFI outlines operating income in four major categories:
♦ Government Sources refer to funds from tribal, local, state or federal sources. These
include grants, exchange agreements, contracts for specific services or line-item
appropriations.
♦ Private Sources include charitable income from non-government sources. Examples would
be contributions from individuals, foundations, and corporations.
♦ Earned Income is money earned by providing goods or services where the amount paid is
comparable to the actual value of the goods or services. This includes admission fees, food
_______________________
36

Museum Financial Information 2009, American Association of Museums
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and museum store sales, building rental, fairs and festivals. This category does not include
undesignated, unrestricted or general operating grants, contributions from individuals,
bequests or sponsorships of special events.
♦ Investment Income can be defined as the portion of operating income derived from
investments, which might be determined by the museum’s spending policy and may include
capital gains, dividends, interest, etc.
Data in Table D-1 summarizes revenue amounts by type that make up the four major sources of
operating income. These are grouped by percentiles such that the amounts in the table reflect an
institution’s actual amount at a particular percentile of all responses for that income type. This data
indicates that larger museums have greater relative capacity to generate earned income.
Table D-1
Sources of Operating Income
Mean % of
Total
24.4%
Government
36.5%
Private
27.6%
Earned
11.5%
Investment

10th
Percentile
$0
$7,240
$1,987
$0

25th
Percentile
$8,000
$43,235
$21,528
$0

Median
$100,000
$339,719
$207,120
$20,000

75th
Percentile
$431,226
$1,279,052
$1,144,240
$254,170

90th
Percentile
$1,666,452
$3,139,502
$3,463,966
$1,527,923

Source: AAM 2009 Museum Financial Information and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Data in Table D-2 show distribution of sources of operating income. Museums in the 90th
percentile of government income receive nearly 80 percent of their funding from the government,
whereas the median museum receives less than 8 percent. Museums in the 90th percentile of the
earned income category, within which the Desert Discovery Center would fall, obtain
approximately 63.4 percent of their income through earned income. Thus, even museums that
generate the largest percent of earned income still rely relatively heavily (over 36%) on other
sources of income.
Table D-2
Sources of Operating Income by Percentile

Government
Private
Earned
Investment

10th
Percentile
0.0%
4.1%
1.5%
0.0%

25th
Percentile
0.7%
13.3%
7.8%
0.0%

Median
7.8%
32.4%
21.3%
2.5%

75th
Percentile
41.5%
55.8%
42.7%
16.4%

90th
Percentile
79.4%
77.8%
63.4%
35.6%

Source: AAM 2009 Museum Financial Information and ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Both the type and size of museums factor into this income mix. Approximately 21.5 percent of Art
Museums’ total income is from earned income, and most museums fall within the twenty to midthirty percent range. However, many museums types have higher ratios. Science/Technology
Centers obtain nearly 50 percent of their total income from earned income. Science/Technology
Centers generate a much smaller portion of their total income through investments than other
museum types. Data in Table D-3 outline the distribution of total income by discipline, operating
expenses, and governance.

Table D-3
Average Percent of Income Sources
By Discipline, Operating Expenses, and Governance

Discipline

Operating
Expenses
Governance/
Parent

Overall
Art Museum
Children's/Youth Museum
General Museum
Historic House/Site
History Museum/Historical Society
Living Collections
Natural History/ Anthropology Museum
Science/Technology Center/Museum
Specialized Museum
Under $250,000
$250,000 - $1 million
$1 million to $4 million
$4 million+
Government
College/University
Private Nonprofit

Government
24.4%
13.3%
11.7%
32.6%
23.0%
36.4%
35.4%
24.2%
19.3%
19.9%
26.9%
30.3%
23.4%
18.3%
60.2%
28.7%
13.2%

Private
36.5%
46.6%
27.8%
33.7%
34.6%
31.0%
20.3%
38.3%
28.9%
37.7%
38.5%
38.1%
38.8%
30.2%
24.4%
46.7%
39.8%

Earned
27.6%
21.5%
48.3%
24.8%
31.7%
24.0%
30.0%
31.1%
48.8%
33.2%
26.2%
24.2%
25.7%
34.1%
11.2%
10.2%
32.7%

Investment
11.5%
18.6%
12.1%
8.8%
10.7%
8.5%
14.3%
6.4%
3.0%
9.3%
8.3%
7.5%
12.1%
17.3%
4.2%
14.5%
14.3%

Source: AAM 2009 Museum Financial Information and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Museums with operating budgets greater than $4 million generate 34.1 percent of their total income
through earned income, a much larger percentage than smaller museums. The largest museums also
tend to have a significantly higher capacity to generate investment income, and often have a lower
ratio of private and government income. Over 60 percent of the total income of museums operated
by government entities is from government funding, whereas nearly half of the total income of
museums operated by universities and colleges is from private income. Private Nonprofit museums
receive only 13.2 percent of their total income from the government, compared to 28.7 percent for
colleges and universities. As a result, they rely more heavily on both private income and earned
income. Private Nonprofit museums’ median earned income proportion is over 20 percent higher
than museums run by either the government or colleges and universities.
Desert Discovery Center
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The AAM data show that many larger scale facilities have an income mix that includes substantial
portions from all income types. While the Desert Discovery Center will have great income earning
potential, it should be noted that other sources of funding are still vital to the success of the center.

ASTC Science Center Experience
ASTC uses the term “Operating Revenue Sources” in place of “Operating Income,” which is used
in the MFI. The meaning is the same it divides operating revenue sources into four major
categories: earned income, public funds, private funds, and endowment income. Data in Figure D4 display the average percent of total operating revenue sources for the surveyed science and
technology centers in 2009.

Figure D-4
Operating Revenue Sources (U.S.)
(Average Percent of Total)

Endowment
Income, 6.2%
Public Funds,
17%

Earned
Private Funds,
Income, 49.6%
27.2%

Source: 2009 ASTC Sourcebook of Statistics & Analysis and ConsultEcon, Inc.

Science and Technology centers have strong capacity to generate earned income. They also receive
a relatively smaller percentage of government funding than other museums. Data in Table D-5
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provide operating revenue sources by science center location, size, and operating expenses category
types.

Table D-5
Operating Revenue Sources by Location, Size, and Operating Expenses
(Average Percent of Total)

By Location

Earned
Income

Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Endowmen
t Income

All Respondents

47.0%

22.3%

25.1%

5.5%

U.S.

49.6%
36.2%
42.0%
45.7%
49.1%
48.8%
54.7%
43.4%
45.9%
46.3%

17.0%
45.1%
14.9%
20.5%
23.7%
28.2%
10.0%
17.0%
22.4%
30.1%

27.2%
16.2%
38.2%
25.9%
21.8%
18.0%
31.3%
30.6%
26.6%
18.2%

6.2%
2.6%
4.8%
7.9%
5.4%
5.0%
4.0%
9.0%
5.2%
5.4%

Other Countries
Very Small
Small
By Size
Medium
Large
<$1 million
By Operating $1-$2.5 million
Expenses
$2.5-$5 million
>$6.5 million

Source: 2009 ASTC Sourcebook of Statistics & Analysis and ConsultEcon, Inc.

The data indicate that science and technology centers with higher operating expense budgets have
lower ratios of earned income and private funds than do smaller science centers. This may indicate
a higher capacity by larger science centers to attract government funding.
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Appendix E
LOW-RANGE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Table E-1
Preliminary Attendance Potential
Desert Discovery Center
Market Penetration Rates
Estimated 2014
Market Population

Visitation Range

Low

High

Low Range
Attendance

Mid Range
Attendance

High Range
Attendance

Percent to
Total

260,200

8.00%

12.00%

20,816

26,020

31,224

7.8%

Secondary Market Area

2,165,200

3.00%

5.00%

64,956

86,608

108,260

26.0%

Tertiary Market Area

2,574,700

2.00%

3.00%

51,494

64,368

77,241

19.3%

Total Resident Market

5,000,100

2.75%

4.33%

137,266

176,996

216,725

53.1%

Low

High

Low Range
Attendance

Mid Range
Attendance

High Range
Attendance

1,183,000

2.50%

3.50%

29,575

35,490

41,405

10.6%

237,000

2.00%

3.00%

4,740

5,925

7,110

1.8%

136,000

2.00%

3.00%

2,720

3,400

4,080

1.0%

1.00%

1.50%

68,950

86,188

103,425

25.9%

Resident Market
Primary Market Area

Estimated 2008
Visitor (Tourist) Market

Tourist Market

1/

Scottsdale Overnight Visitors
Domestic & International Overnight
Hotel Visitors
Visiting Friends & Relatives (VFRs)
Overnight Visitors Staying in Seasonal
Homes
Scottsdale Day-Trip Visitors
Domestic Overnight Day-Trippers to
Scottsdale

2/

6,895,000

International Overnight Visitors to
Metro Phoenix, Not Staying in
Scottsdale

3/

Total Visitor (Tourist) Market

2,031,000

1.00%

1.50%

20,310

25,388

30,465

7.6%

10,482,000

1.20%

1.78%

126,295

156,390

186,485

46.9%

263,561

333,386

403,210

100.0%

264,000

333,000

403,000

Total Stabilized Attendance Potential Range
Mid Range Attendance

4/

1/ Based on latest data available. This is a reasonable assumption for future tourism activity.
2/ The City of Scottsdale defines this segment as day visitors in its annual Scottsdale/Paradise Valley tourism study. Day visitors are domestic overnight tourists staying in
accomodations outside of the Scottsdale/Paradise Valley.
3/ International overnight visitors is derived from Mexican, Canadian and Overseas visitors to Arizona.
4/ Rounded to nearest 1,000.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-2
Five Year Attendance Potential Pattern
Desert Discovery Center

Percentage of
Stabilized
Attendance
Mid Range
Visitation Potential

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

STABLE
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

120%

105%

100%

100%

100.5%

316,800

277,200

264,000

264,000

265,320

NOTE: DDC is expected to open in 2014. Therefore, Year 1 represents 2014.
1/ Stabilized attendance expected to occur in Year 3. This analysis assumes that the full facility will be
open for Year 1 of operations.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.

Table E-3
Seasonality of Attendance
Desert Discovery Center
Low Attendance Scenario
Seasonality

Total
Attendance

Mid-Range Attendance
Seasonality

Total
Attendance

High Attendance Scenario
Seasonality

Total
Attendance

January

7%

18,452

7%

23,310

7%

28,224

February

9%

23,724

9%

29,970

9%

36,288

March

11%

28,996

11%

36,630

11%

44,352

April

13%

34,268

13%

43,290

13%

52,416

May

11%

28,996

11%

36,630

11%

44,352

June

7%

18,452

7%

23,310

7%

28,224

July

6%

15,816

6%

19,980

6%

24,192

August

6%

15,816

6%

19,980

6%

24,192

September

6%

15,816

6%

19,980

6%

24,192

October

8%

21,088

8%

26,640

8%

32,256

November

8%

21,088

8%

26,640

8%

32,256

December

8%

21,088

8%

26,640

8%

32,256

100%

264,000

100%

333,000

100%

403,000

Total

1/

1/ Rounded to nearest 1,000.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-4
Facility Sizing Parameters
Desert Discovery Center
Low- Range
Attendance
Annual Visitation

1/

264,000
Average Periods During
Peak Months

Peak Periods
Peak Month Attendance

34,268

Average Month Attendance

22,000

High Week at 28% of peak month

9,595

6,160

High Day Attendance at 18% of
high week

1,727

1,109

Length of Stay

(2 hr. stay 30%)

(2.5 hr. stay 35%)

(2 hr. stay - (2.5 hr. stay 35%)
30%)

Peak in-house Population

518

604

333

388

Rounded
High Day Parking

520

600

330

390

207

239

132

156

2/

Requirement
Potential for Event Parking
Demand

Facility
Rentals

3/ 4/

200

1/ Early year attendance may be fifteen percent higher or more. However, this analysis uses a more conservative assumption of
10% for financial modeling purposes.
2/ Based on 95 percent auto usage during peak daytime periods (bus usage is higher during the shoulder seasons from school groups and tour
groups). 2.5 persons per vehicle. Plus 5% turnover requirement. Does not include employee, volunteer and other administrative visitor parking.
This is for DDC only. The parking will need to be considered in the context of the Gateway trailhead use and parking needs.
3/ Estimated at one car per two attendees at events of 300 people per event, plus 50 cars for caterers and servers, security, DDC staff, volunteers
etc.
4/ Most major facility rentals will be during evenings or at the end of the day, so they would seldom overlap with the peak in-house times of day
which tend to be 10am to 2pm. Further, if there were a need for a mid-day facility rental, the parking might be accomodated through mitigation
measures such as remote parking shuttles etc. For the vast majority of events parking demand accomodated by parkingavailable because the
demand from hikers and/or DDC attendees is lower at the time of the event.
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Table E-5
Admissions Analysis in Current Dollars
Desert Discovery Center
Per Capita Ticket Revenue

% to Total Attendance
Attendance
By Type

Percent
Contribution Contribution
to Ticket Per to Ticket Per
Ticket Price
Capita
Capita

Adult

37.55%

99,132

$15.00

$5.63

62.7%

Senior

17.00%

44,880

$12.25

$2.08

23.2%

Youth (3-12)

16.00%

42,240

$9.00

$1.44

16.0%

Student Group

5.00%

13,200

$6.00

$0.30

3.3%

14.00%

36,960

$0.00

$0.00

0.0%

6.15%

16,236

$0.00

$0.00

0.0%

4.30%

11,352

$0.00

Members
Facility Rentals
Free/Complimentary

1/

Less Discounts & Coupons @ 5%
Total

100.00%

264,000

$0.00

0.0%

($0.47)

-5.3%

$8.98

100.0%

Memberships Estimates
Membership
Types
No. of Member Attendances
Average Annual Attendances Per Membership
Est. Total Memberships
Average Membership Fee

Membership Revenue

36,960

Percent to
Total

Estimated
Number of Avg. Price
Memberships By Type

Individual

20.5%

947

$40

Dual

35.0%

1,617

$70

4,620

Family

40.0%

1,848

$125

$100.00

Donor

3.0%

139

$250

Sponsor

1.0%

46

$500

Patron

0.5%

23

$1,000

100.0%

4,620

$100.18

8

$462,000

Rounded:

$100.00

1/ Includes children aged 2 and under, complimentary tickets, VIPs, special events & programs etc.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-6
Attendance Distribution and Ticket Price Assumptions
Desert Discovery Center

% to Total Attendance
Adult
Senior
Youth (3-12)

Year 1
38.7%
20.0%
18.6%

Year 2
38.4%
18.0%
17.0%

STABLE
YEAR 3
37.6%
17.0%
16.0%

Year 4
37.6%
17.0%
16.0%

Year 5
37.6%
17.0%
16.0%

Student Group
Members
Facility Rentals

3.5%
10.0%
5.2%

4.5%
12.0%
5.9%

5.0%
14.0%
6.2%

5.0%
14.0%
6.2%

5.0%
14.0%
6.2%

4.0%

4.2%

4.3%

4.3%

4.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Free/Complimentary

1/

Total
Attendance By Type
Adult
Senior
Youth (3-12)

122,602

106,445

99,132

99,132

99,628

63,360
58,925

49,896
47,124

44,880
42,240

44,880
42,240

45,104
42,451

Student Group

11,088

12,474

13,200

13,200

13,266

Members
Facility Rentals

31,680
16,474

33,264
16,355

36,960
16,236

36,960
16,236

37,145
16,317

12,672

11,642

11,352

11,352

11,409

316,800

277,200

264,000

264,000

265,320

Free/Complimentary

1/

Total
Percentage of Adult Ticket Price
Adult

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Senior
Youth (3-12)

82%
60%

82%
60%

82%
60%

82%
60%

82%
60%

Student Group

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

Members
Facility Rentals

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Free/Complimentary

1/

Achieved Per Capita Ticket Revenue

2/

Adult

$15.92

$15.92

$16.70

$16.70

$17.50

Senior

$13.00

$13.00

$13.60

$13.60

$14.30

Youth (3-12)

$9.55

$9.55

$10.00

$10.00

$10.50

Student Group

$6.37

$6.37

$6.70

$6.70

$7.00

Members

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Facility Rentals

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Less Coupons & Discounts

($0.48)

($0.48)

($0.49)

($0.49)

($0.52)

Per Capita Average Revenue

$10.28

$9.89

$10.02

$10.02

$10.51

Free/Complimentary

1/

1/ Includes children aged 2 and under, complimentary tickets, VIPs, special events & programs etc.
2/ Year 1 ticket prices reflect compounded inflation rate of 2% per year from 2010 to 2014 dollar value. Actual
pricing in 2014 dollars will depend on actual inflation and other factors and would be rounded accordingly.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-7
Operations Analysis Assumptions In Current Dollars, Unless Noted
Desert Discovery Center
General

Comments

Year Assumed to Open to Public

2014

Indoor Gross Exhibit Square Footage

34,200

Total Indoor Gross Square Footage

72,972

Total Exterior Square Footage

(28,500 NSF)

70,700

Low-Range Attendance

264,000

Annual Inflation Rate

2.0%

Personnel & Benefits Annual Inflation Rate

2.5%

Annual Attendance Growth after Year 4

0.5%

Admission Fees and Revenue
Adult Ticket Price

$15.00

Per Capita Ticket Revenue
Coupons & Discounts as a % of Per Capita Ticket Rev.
Ticket Price Increase % every other year

$8.98
5.0%
5.0%

Retail
Retail Area Gross Square Footage
Per Capita Retail Sales
Outside Retail Sales as Percent of Per Capita Retail Sales

2,400
$3.50
15%

Cost of Goods Sold as a % of Retail Sales

(2,000 NSF)

50%

Food Service
1/

Vending and Retail Shop Per Capita Food / Beverage Sales

$1.00

DDC Net Proceeds from vending & store food sales

25.0%

Café/Restaurant Indoor Gross Square Footage
Desert Dining Garden Outdoor Square Footage

3,120 Assumes 80 seats.
3,000

Restaurant Base Lease Rate Per SF in 2014 Dollars

$35.00

2/

2.0% 3/

DDC Net Proceeds of Restaurant Gross Sales
Family & Individual Memberships
Number of Family, Individual & Supportive Memberships
Average Membership Fee
Annual Attendances Per Membership

4,620 Stable Year
$100.00
8

Facility Rentals and Receptions
Major Rentals Per Year
Target Attendance in Stable Year
Average Net Revenue per Rental

40
12,000 Avg. 300 per event
$6,000

Medium Rentals Per Year
Target Attendance in Stable Year
Average Net Revenue per Rental

20
2,000 Avg. 100 per event
$2,000

Minor Rentals Per Year (primarily Birthday Parties)
Target Attendance in Stable Year
Average Net Revenue per Rental

90
2,250 Avg. 25 per event
$300
1% 3/

Other Revenue As a % of Earned Revenue
Operating Reserves
Operating Reserve Assumption in 2014

$6,300,000

Annual Growth Rate above Inflation Rate

3%

Annual Interest

3%

4/

NOTE: Assumes DDC Program of Areas dated June 16, 2010 by Swaback Partners.
1/ Limited vending and beverage / snacks available in gift shop. Other food provided by café.
2/ In 2014 dollars. Three-year term increased at inflation for 2nd term.
3/ Restaurant assumed to hold a liquor license. Restaurant gross sales estimated based on $8 per capita for DDC visitors, plus
$10 average spend from an assumed 18,000 (50 per day) annual outside patrons who are drawn from from trail users and from
drive-up customers.
4/ Other revenues include revenue from programs, special events, stroller rentals, lockers and other sources.
5/ In 2014 dollars.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc. and Swaback Partners
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Table E-8
Earned Revenue Potential
Desert Discovery Center
Year

2014

YEAR 1

2015

2016

YEAR 2

STABLE
YEAR 3

2017

YEAR 4

2018

YEAR 5

Stable Yr Att.
(in current
dollars)

Percent to
Total

TOTAL ATTENDANCE

316,800

277,200

264,000

264,000

265,320

264,000

Per Capita Ticket Revenue

$10.28

$9.89

$10.02

$10.02

$10.51

$8.98

$3,257,377

$2,740,642

$2,646,232

$2,646,232

$2,789,584

$2,371,314

35.6%

419,760

440,960

512,820

512,820

542,880

$462,000

6.9%

1,353,168

1,207,702

1,173,196

1,196,660

1,226,696

1,062,600

16.0%

REVENUE
Earned Revenues
Ticket Revenue
Membership Revenue
Gross Retail
Food Service Net

84,048

75,013

72,869

74,327

76,192

66,000

1.0%

Café/Restaurant Lease Revenue

176,438

169,210

167,495

174,901

176,394

155,702

2.3%

Facility Rental

283,661

289,009

294,790

300,685

307,388

267,000

4.0%

Other Revenue

55,745

49,225

48,674

49,056

51,191

43,846

0.7%

TOTAL EARNED REVENUE $5,630,196 $4,971,762 $4,916,077 $4,954,682 $5,170,327

$4,428,462

66.5%

OTHER REVENUE
Operating Reserves Interest

$189,000

$192,606

$196,282

$200,027

$203,844

$178,099

2.7%

$1,784,976

$2,591,887

$2,799,021

$2,914,898

$2,856,829

$2,054,072

30.8%

$7,604,171 $7,756,255 $7,911,380 $8,069,607 $8,231,000

$6,660,632

100.0%

Other Non-Earned Revenue
Requirement

1/

TOTAL REVENUE

Operating Reserves Growth

$6,300,000

$6,420,217

$6,542,727

$6,667,575

$6,794,806

$5,936,631

NOTE: DDC is expected to open in 2014. Therefore, Year 1 represents the inflated 2014 dollar value.
1/ Represents potential revenue from grants, gifts, corporate sponsorships, fundraising events, and endowment proceeds.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-9
Illustrative Personnel Positions and Salaries
Desert Discovery Center

Annual
Salaries
(FTE)

Position
Administration
Executive Director

Part-Time
Seasonal
(Peak
Season)
Salaries

Number of
Number
Peak
of Full Number of
Part Time Season Total Salary
Time
Budget
Positions Positions Positions

$150,000

1

$150,000

$100,000
$55,000
$45,000
$29,000

1
1
1
1

$100,000
$55,000
$67,500
$29,000

Marketing, Development, Membership and
Facility Rentals
Marketing Manager

$80,000

1

$80,000

Marketing Coordinator/Administrative Asst.
Development Manager
Grant Writer / Development Data Coordinator
Membership Manager
Membership Coordinator

$35,000
$90,000
$50,000
$55,000
$35,000

1
1
1
1

$35,000
$90,000
$50,000
$55,000
$17,500

Marketing & MembershipAdministrative Asst.
Events Coordinator

$35,000
$50,000

1
1

$45,000

1

Manager of Education Programs and School Groups

$50,000

1

Education and Public Program Manager
Educators
Visitor Services Manager and Training (Vis. Asst. &
Volunteers)
Visitor Assistants

$50,000
$32,000

1
1

1

$50,000
$48,000

$35,000
$22,000

1
8

1
14

$52,500
$330,000

Business Manager / CFO
Personnel Manager
Account Manager / Bookkeeper
Receptionist/Administrative Asst.

Facility Rentals Coordinators

1/

1

1

$35,000
$50,000
1

$67,500

Visitor Services and Education Programs

Visitor Assistants (Peak Season)
Retail & Admissions
Museum Store Manager / Buyer
Assistant Store Manager
Admissions Manager
Group Sales Reservationist / Membership Sales
Cashiers - Admissions/Retail
Cashiers - Admissions/Retail (Peak Season)
Exhibits
Multimedia Program & Exhibit Manager
IT / Multimedia Technician / Web Site
Changing Exhibit Gallery Coordinator
Exhibit Technician
Animal Husbandry, Life Support Systems & Plant
Operations
Facility Manager / Engineer
Assistant Facility Manager / Engineer
Biologist
Horticulturist
Biologists / Horticulturists (Interns)
Staff Technician / HVAC / Life Support Systems
Custodians
Groundskeepers
Lead Security Guard
Security Guards
Total
Fringe & Benefits @ Average of

$50,000

$5,000
$60,000
$40,000
$55,000
$25,000
$21,000

1
1
1
1
4

1
1
1
3

$55,000
$40,000
$50,000
$50,000

1
1
1
1
$12,000

$28,000
$22,000
$22,000
$28,000
$24,000

1
1
1
2

Total Salaries & Benefits Budget
Total Full Time Equivalent Positions (FTE'S)

3

$60,000
$40,000
$55,000
$25,000
$178,500
$15,000
$75,000
$70,000
$40,000
$157,500

3

$55,000
$40,000
$50,000
$75,000
$24,000
$28,000
$44,000
$44,000
$56,000
$72,000

1
4
2
2
6

48
28% of Total Salaries

$15,000

9

$5,000
$75,000
$70,000
$40,000
$35,000

3

46

6

$2,631,000
$736,680
$3,367,680
72.50

NOTES: Part Time Employees Calculated at 50% FTE, seasonal workers at 25% FTE. Volunteers would serve to supplement some positions such as Visitor
Assistants.
Visitor Assistants and Cashiers paid positions be supplemented by Volunteers.
1/ This position could be split into two part-time positions to share day and evening rentals.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-10
Illustrative Annual Operating Expenses
Desert Discovery Center

Project Parameters
Indoor Square Footage
Exterior Square Footage
Annual Attendance
Students in Groups
Employees (FTEs)
Detailed Budgetary Analysis
Salaries (FTE, PTE)
Fringe / Benefits (@ 28% of Sal.)

72,972
70,700
264,000
13,200
72.50

Percent
See Personnel Schedule to Total

Annual Amount
$2,631,000
$736,680

Allowance for Interns & Seasonal Personnel
Uniforms
Professional/Contract Services
Voice/Data/Web Presence
Postage & Shipping
Equipment Rental/ Lease
Travel, Meeting and Entertainment
Dues and Subscriptions
Retail Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
Advertising
Printing/Copying & Publications
Educational Kits
Events & Programs
Changing Exhibits
Exhibit Reinvestment
Live Animal Exhibit Supplies / Food
Live Animal Replacement
Supplies & Materials

$30,000
$7,250 @
$217,500 @
$72,500 @
$23,563 @
$30,813 @
$32,625 @
$16,313 @
$531,300 @
$528,000 @
$132,000 @
$39,600 @
$150,000
$200,000
$158,400 @
$50,000
$15,000
$145,000 @

Utilities
Insurance
Repairs & Maintenance
Grounds keeping/Landscaping Supplies &
Replacement
Parking Maintenance
Other Operating Expenses / Contingency
Subtotal Operating Expenses

$218,916
$91,215
$102,161

@
@
@

$75,000
$18,000
$90,625
$6,343,459

@

$317,173

@

Capital Reserves
Total Operating Costs
Operating Analysis
Operating Expense Per SF
Operating Expense Per Visitor
Attendees Per FTE
Op. Exp Per FTE
Square Feet Per FTE

@

1/

Expense Factors
See Personnel Schedule
See Personnel Schedule
Budgeted at $15/hour for
2,000 hours
$100 Per FTE
$3,000 Per FTE
$1,000 Per FTE
$325 Per FTE
$425 Per FTE
$450 Per FTE
$225 Per FTE
50% Of Gross Retail Sales
$2.00 Per Attendee
$0.50 Per Attendee
$3.00 Per Student
Budgeted
Budgeted
$0.60 Per Attendee
Budgeted
Budgeted
$2,000 Per FTE
$3.00 Per Interior SF
$1.25 Per Interior SF
$1.40 Per Interior SF
2/

$6,000 Per Month
Budgeted for 300 spaces
$1,250 Per FTE

5% of Op. Expenses

$6,660,632

39.5%
11.1%
0.5%
0.1%
3.3%
1.1%
0.4%
0.5%
0.5%
0.2%
8.0%
7.9%
2.0%
0.6%
2.3%
3.0%
2.4%
0.8%
0.2%
2.2%
3.3%
1.4%
1.5%
1.1%
0.3%
1.4%
95.2%
4.8%
100.0%

$91.28
$25.23
3,641
$91,871
1,007

1/ Factors are based on industry standards, the specific attributes of the project and local conditions.
2/ Source: Ten Eyck Landscape Architects, Inc.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-11
Projected Operating Expenses
Desert Discovery Center
Year

2014

Operating Expenses
Salaries (FTE, PTE)
Fringe / Benefits (@ 28% of Sal.)
Allowance for Interns & Seasonal Personnel
Uniforms
Professional/Contract Services
Voice/Data/Web Presence
Postage & Shipping
Equipment Rental/ Lease
Travel, Meeting and Entertainment
Dues and Subscriptions
Retail Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
Advertising
Printing/Copying & Publications
Educational Kits
Events & Programs
Changing Exhibits / Curatorial
Exhibit Reinvestment
Live Animal Exhibit Supplies / Food
Live Animal Replacement
Supplies & Materials
Utilities
Insurance
Repairs & Maintenance
Groundskeeping/Landscaping Supplies &
Replacement
Parking Maintenance
Other Operating Expenses / Contingency
Miscellaneous

1/

Total Operating Expenses
Capital Reserves

2/

Total Operating Costs

YEAR 1
$2,833,299
$793,324
$32,307
$7,694
$230,813
$76,938
$25,005
$32,698
$34,622
$17,311
$676,584
$672,381
$168,095
$35,300
$159,181
$212,242
$168,095
$53,060
$15,918
$153,875
$232,315
$96,798
$108,414

2015

2016

2017

2018

YEAR 2
$2,904,132
$813,157
$33,114
$7,886
$235,429
$78,476
$25,505
$33,352
$35,314
$17,657
$603,851
$600,100
$150,025
$40,507
$162,365
$216,486
$171,457
$54,122
$16,236
$156,953
$236,962
$98,734
$110,582

STABLE
YEAR 3
$2,976,735
$833,486
$33,942
$8,083
$240,138
$80,046
$26,015
$34,019
$36,021
$18,010
$586,598
$582,955
$145,739
$43,722
$165,612
$220,816
$174,886
$55,204
$16,561
$160,092
$241,701
$100,709
$112,794

YEAR 4
$3,051,153
$854,323
$34,791
$8,285
$244,940
$81,647
$26,535
$34,700
$36,741
$18,371
$598,330
$594,614
$148,653
$44,596
$168,924
$225,232
$178,384
$56,308
$16,892
$163,294
$246,535
$102,723
$115,050

YEAR 5
$3,127,432
$875,681
$35,661
$8,492
$249,839
$83,280
$27,066
$35,394
$37,476
$18,738
$613,348
$609,539
$152,385
$45,715
$172,303
$229,737
$181,952
$57,434
$17,230
$166,559
$251,466
$104,777
$117,351

Stable Yr
(in current Percent to
dollars)
Total
$2,631,000
39.5%
$736,680
11.1%
$30,000
0.5%
$7,250
0.1%
$217,500
3.3%
$72,500
1.1%
$23,563
0.4%
$30,813
0.5%
$32,625
0.5%
$16,313
0.2%
$531,300
8.0%
$528,000
7.9%
$132,000
2.0%
$39,600
0.6%
$150,000
2.3%
$200,000
3.0%
$158,400
2.4%
$50,000
0.8%
$15,000
0.2%
$145,000
2.2%
$218,916
3.3%
$91,215
1.4%
$102,161
1.5%

$79,591
$19,102
$96,172

$81,182
$19,484
$98,095

$82,806
$19,873
$100,057

$84,462
$20,271
$102,058

$86,151
$20,676
$104,100

$75,000
$18,000
$90,625

1.1%
1.4%

$210,934

$105,017

$0

$0

$0

$0

0.0%

$7,242,068

$7,386,909

$7,534,647

$7,685,340

$7,839,047

$6,343,459

95.2%

$362,103

$369,345

$376,732

$384,267

$391,952

$317,173

4.8%

$7,604,171

$7,756,255

$7,911,380

$8,069,607

$8,231,000

$6,660,632

100.0%

1/ To accommodate higher attendance levels after opening in Years 1 and 2 and unforeseen early year expenditures, the operating expenses have been increased by 3% and 1.5%,
respectively, in addition to inflation.
2/ Capital Reserves include funds for equipment replacements and minor building repairs/improvements.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Table E-12
Net Income Summary - Low-Range Attendance
Desert Discovery Center
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

STABLE
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Stabilized
Attendance
Levels

1/

Revenues

Operational Revenues

$4,428,462

$5,630,196

$4,971,762

$4,916,077

$4,954,682

$5,170,327

$178,099

$189,000

$192,606

$196,282

$200,027

$203,844

$2,054,072

$1,784,976

$2,591,887

$2,799,021

$2,914,898

$2,856,829

$6,660,632

$7,604,171

$7,756,255

$7,911,380

$8,069,607

$8,231,000

Operating Costs

$6,343,459

$7,242,068

$7,386,909

$7,534,647

$7,685,340

$7,839,047

Capital Reserves

$317,173

$362,103

$369,345

$376,732

$384,267

$391,952

$6,660,632

$7,604,171

$7,756,255

$7,911,380

$8,069,607

$8,231,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Non-Operational Revenues
Operating Reserves Interest
Other Non-Operational
Revenues

2/

Total
Expenses

Net Revenue
1/ Revenue and expense in current dollars.

2/ Estimates of Non-Operational Revenue Potential have been limited to the extent required. Higher amounts would be sought.
Source: ConsultEcon, Inc.
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Project SummaryPrepared by the renaissance companies
Project Summary

Desert Discovery Center
Scottsdale, AZ
Project Summary Sheet
June 30, 2010

Construction Budget:

$ 35,149,407.54

Site Work:
Buildings:
General Requirements:
Builder's Risk Insurance:
Liability Insurance:
Bond:
Sales Tax:
CM/GC Fee:

$ 7,870,172.13
$22,919,525.64
$ 654,539.70
$
62,888.47
$ 236,303.44
$ 215,700.00
$ 1,920,540.97
$ 1,269,737.18

Permit & Development Fee Budget:

$

Permit & Plan Review Fee:
Water and Sewer Fees:
Power Fees:
Inspection Fees:
Geotechnical Study:
Property Survey:
LEED Administative Fees:
Miscellaneous Fees:

Architectural & Engineering Design Fees:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

150,000.00
200,000.00
50,000.00
15,000.00
2,500.00
10,000.00
60,000.00
10,000.00

(10% of Construction Budget)

Architectural/Struct/Mech/Elect Design Fee:
Interior Design Fee:
Civil Engineering Fee:
Landscape Design Fee:
Exhibit Consulting Fee:
Magical World/Immersive Exp Consulting Fee:

497,500.00

$ 3,514,940.75

$ 3,514,940.75
w/Above
w/Above
w/Above
w/Exhibit Budget
w/Exhibit Budget
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Statement of Probable Cost
Exhibit Budget:

$ 13,060,000.00

Human Adaptation:
Staying Alive:
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert:
The Hidden Desert:
Mysterious World:
The Tomorrow Pavilion:

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,900,000.00
1,700,000.00
1,450,000.00
1,150,000.00
5,900,000.00
960,000.00

FFE Budget:

$ 1,000,000.00
Welcome Pavilion:
Desert Great Room:
Hospitality Pavillion:
Discovery Portals:
The Tomorrow Pavilion:
Administration:
Resourses:
Back of House:
Amphitheater:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

35,000.00
350,000.00
250,000.00
65,000.00
40,000.00
100,000.00
45,000.00
55,000.00
60,000.00

(lockers, counters, POS, vending)
(tables, chairs, linens, warming ovens, equipment)
(tables, chairs, linens, utensils, shelving, display)
(signage, monitors, displays)
(toys, tables, chairs)
(office furniture, computers, tables, chairs)
(shelving, computers, furniture)
(tools, compressor, welder, office furniture)
(sound and PA system)

City CPM Salaries & Allocation:

$ 3,547,653.00

City Public Art Budget:

$

(1% of Construction Budget)

City OH Budget:

$
Legal:
Financing:

$
$

-

Subtotal:

351,494.08
-

Pending City Input
Pending City Input

$ 57,120,995.37

Project Contingency: (10% of Construction & Exhibit Budget)
Total Capital Budget:

$ 4,820,940.75
$ 61,941,936.12

Organization Start-Up Budget: (Pre-Opening, Staff Training, Marketing, etc.)
Organization Reserves & Contingency:
Total Project Budget:

$ 5,800,000.00
$ 6,300,000.00
$ 74,041,936.12
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Sitework Summary

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
Project: Desert Discovery Center
Location:Scottsdale, AZ
Scope: Site Work

June 30, 2010
Revision: 0

Site Work
Item

Description

Unit

Unit
Cost

1
1
2,800
10
2
14

LS
LS
LF
EA
EA
MO

$ 50,000.00
$ 15,000.00
$
3.00
$
250.00
$ 2,500.00
$ 3,500.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
15,000
8,400
2,500
5,000
49,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

0.09
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.09

$
$
$

50,000
15,000
64,900

$
$
$

0.09
0.03
0.12

160,000
120,000
50,000
360,000
160,000
120,000
50,000
360,000
1
8,108
41,481
6,757
55,000
60,000
19,000
1,900
4,020
4,120
3,150
2,916
8
7
175
162

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
LS
CY
CY
CY
SF
SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA

$
0.15
$
0.15
$
0.15
$
0.15
$
0.50
$
0.50
$
0.50
$
0.50
$ 20,000.00
$
5.00
$
4.50
$
10.00
$
1.50
$
1.50
$
1.50
$
15.00
$
15.00
$
15.00
$
0.30
$
0.30
$
500.00
$
500.00
$
150.00
$
150.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,000
18,000
7,500
54,000
80,000
60,000
25,000
180,000
20,000
40,540
186,667
67,567
82,500
90,000
28,500
28,500
60,300
61,800
945
875
4,000
3,500
26,250
24,300

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.04
0.03
0.01
0.10
0.14
0.11
0.04
0.32
0.04
0.07
0.33
0.12
0.15
0.16
0.05
0.05
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.04

$

763,273

$

1.36

$

351,600

$

0.63

$

59,870

$

0.11

1
1,800
20
5
3
1
4,000
3
1
2
2,500
8
4
14
1
1

EA
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA
LF
EA
EA
EA
LF
EA
EA
EA
LS
LS

$ 2,500.00
$
30.00
$
500.00
$ 4,500.00
$ 2,600.00
$ 1,200.00
$
20.00
$ 3,500.00
$ 2,400.00
$ 4,500.00
$
35.00
$ 1,500.00
$ 4,500.00
$ 2,200.00
$ 75,000.00
$ 25,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,500
54,000
10,000
22,500
7,800
1,200
80,000
10,500
2,400
9,000
87,500
12,000
18,000
30,800
75,000
25,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.00
0.10
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.14
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.16
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.13
0.04

$

89,000

$

0.16

$

101,900

$

0.18

$

157,300

$

0.28

$

100,000

$

0.18

1
350,000
90,000
350,000
265,000
125,000
100,000
40,000
3,500
4,500
650
580
650
350
210
810

LS
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF

$ 500,000.00
$
0.25
$
0.30
$
0.10
$
0.15
$
2.00
$
0.50
$
2.50
$
35.00
$
70.00
$
50.00
$
25.00
$
100.00
$
150.00
$
50.00
$
125.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

500,000
87,500
27,000
35,000
39,750
250,000
50,000
100,000
122,500
315,000
32,500
14,500
65,000
52,500
10,500
101,250

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.89
0.16
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.45
0.09
0.18
0.22
0.56
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.09
0.02
0.18

$

689,250

$

1.23

$

400,000

$

0.71

$ 1,628,254

$

2.91

Quant.

Item
Total

Item Ttl.
as CST/SF

Div.
Total

Div. Ttl.
as CST/SF

GENERAL REQUIRMENTS
Layout
Testing
SWPPP

Survey/Layout
Quality control testing allowance
Silt fence
Inlet barriers
Temp entrance / trackout
Dust control (water truck)

GRADING / PAVING
Sitework

Parking /Service Road

Parking Lot Markings

Clear/grub site - parking phase 3
Clear/grub site - parking phase 4
Clear/grub site - service road
Clear/grub site - buildings
Rough grade site - parking phase 3
Rough grade site - parking phase 4
Rough grade site - service road
Rough grade site - buildings
Relocate bus drop
Over-ex/recompact at pad building
Cut/fill site - 2' avg.
Import for building pads - 2'
Compacted DG - parking phase 3
Compacted DG - parking phase 4
Compacted DG - Service road
Concrete edge bands - service road
Concrete edge bands - phase 3
Concrete edge bands - phase 4
Parking lot markings - phase 3
Parking lot markings - phase 4
Handicap logos/signs - phase 3
Handicap logos/signs - phase 4
Steel parking bumpers - phase 3
Steel parking bumpers - phase 4

UTILITIES
Site sewer

Domestic water

Site fire line

Electrical

Tie-in to existing line
Sewer line
Sewer cleanouts
Manholes
3" meter service
11/2" meter service
3" water line
3" RPPV
11/2" RPPV
8"x 12" TSVB&C
Fire line
8" VB&C
Fire hydrants
Fire riser
Electrical underground (prim./sec.)
Utility conduit/trenching allowance

LANDSCAPING
Earthwork

Inert Materials

Hardscape

Native/tree cacti salvage
Salvage/stockpile native top dressing
Rough grade landscape areas
Screen native topsoil for granit to dress
Fine grade
Desert pavement top dress
Decomposed granite top dressing
Wash reconstruction
Steel bridge - light duty
Steel bridge - heavy duty
Steel handrails
Stone check dams (ave 2' high)
Steel retaining walls @ terraces
Stone retaining walls @ amphitheater
"Living" walls (ave 10' tall self supported)
"Living" walls (ave 10' tall, retain w soil nailing
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Sitework Summary
Site Work
Item

Planting

Water Features

Irrigation
Site Amenities

Description
Concrete paving (3/8" exposed agg.)
Concrete paving (sand blasted)
Concrete steps (sand blasted)
Concrete benches (sandblasted)
Concrete ramps (sand blasted)
Concrete retaining walls (sand blasted)
Cave exhibits at children's area
Specimen salvage tree
Large tree (5" caliper) (14' min. height)
Medium tree (3" caliper) (12' min. height)
Salvage saguaros
Specimen cacti
Desert Restoration - reveg areas
Desert plantings
Living wall planting - 4" flats at 12" o.c.
Water feature at entry plaza
Cistern at sunken garden
Rain water/condensate collector + storage
Drip irrigation - desert restoration area
Drip irrigation - desert planting
Waste/recycling containers
Landscape lighting (low voltage)
Bike racks

Quant.
70,125
23,656
3,750
600
4,720
200
440
30
50
75
15
100
125,000
140,000
12,750
1
1
1
125,000
140,000
40
1
10

Unit
SF
SF
SF
LF
SF
LF
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
SF
SF
LS
LS
LS
SF
SF
EA
LS
EA

Unit
Cost
$
6.00
$
8.00
$
25.00
$
100.00
$
8.00
$
125.00
$
200.00
$ 9,000.00
$ 2,250.00
$
750.00
$ 2,500.00
$
750.00
$
2.00
$
3.50
$
2.50
$ 50,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 250,000.00
$
1.00
$
1.50
$ 1,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$
750.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

SF
SF
LS

$
50.00
$
65.00
$ 150,000.00

$
$
$

Item
Item Ttl.
Total
as CST/SF
420,750 $
0.75
189,244 $
0.34
93,750 $
0.17
60,000 $
0.11
37,760 $
0.07
25,000 $
0.04
88,000 $
0.16
270,000 $
0.48
112,500 $
0.20
56,250 $
0.10
37,500 $
0.07
75,000 $
0.13
250,000 $
0.45
490,000 $
0.88
31,875 $
0.06
50,000 $
0.09
50,000 $
0.09
250,000 $
0.45
125,000 $
0.22
210,000 $
0.38
40,000 $
0.07
100,000 $
0.18
7,500 $
0.01

Div.
Total

Div. Ttl.
as CST/SF

$ 1,323,125

$

2.36

$

350,000

$

0.63

$

335,000

$

0.60

$

147,500

$

0.26

$
$
$

927,800
166,400
150,000

$
$
$

1.66
0.30
0.27

STRUCTURES
Tensile Structures
Misc. Structures
Metal Sculptures

Tensile Structures - per 6-10-10 site plan
Mechanical enclosure
Sculpered metal allowance

18,556
2,560
1

SUBTOTAL
SITE TOTAL S.F.= 560,000

927,800
166,400
150,000

$
$
$

1.66
0.30
0.27

$ 7,870,172

$

14.05

$ 7,870,172

$

14.05

$ 5,130,000

$

9.16

$ 5,130,000

$

9.16

12.86

ALTERNATE
Parking Structure

Two level parking structure

684

STALLS $

7,500.00
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Statement of Probable Cost
Prepared by the renaissance companies
Building Summary

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
June 30, 2010
Revision: 0

Project: Desert Discovery Center
Location: Scottsdale, AZ
Scope: Buildings
Buildings
CSI
Div.

Item

Description

Quant.

Unit

Unit
Cost

Item
Total

LS
LS

$ 2,500.00
$ 40,000.00

$
$

Item Ttl.
CST/SF

Div.
Total

Div. Ttl.
CST/SF

GENERAL REQUIRMENTS
Layout
Testing

Survey/Layout
Quality control testing allowance

16
1

40,000
40,000

$
$

0.55
0.55

$
$

40,000
40,000

$
$

0.55
0.55

BUILDING FOUNDATIONS
Termite Pretreat

Soil treatment

72,972

SF

$

0.12

$

8,757

$

0.12

$

8,757

$

0.12

Concrete Footings

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

26
80
45
59
66
29
33
31
36
33
26
33
22
39

CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,389
20,056
11,167
14,639
16,528
7,306
8,333
7,639
8,889
8,361
6,389
8,167
5,417
9,722

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.09
0.27
0.15
0.20
0.23
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.11
0.07
0.13

$

139,000

$

1.90

Concrete Slab-on-Grade Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
1,800
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
9,240

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19,980
74,160
33,120
10,800
36,000
25,200
32,400
25,200
36,000
21,600
18,000
38,412
11,520
55,440

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.27
1.02
0.45
0.15
0.49
0.35
0.44
0.35
0.49
0.30
0.25
0.53
0.16
0.76

$

437,832

$

6.00

Colored Concrete Walls Welcome Pavilion
w/ Form Liner & Insulation Desert Great Room
(18" - 24" thick)
Hospitality Pavilion
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,220
15,884
6,030
3,945
5,400
4,400
7,040
4,600
4,410
2,925
5,600

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

209,300
1,032,460
391,950
256,425
351,000
286,000
457,600
299,000
286,650
190,125
364,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.87
14.15
5.37
3.51
4.81
3.92
6.27
4.10
3.93
2.61
4.99

$

4,124,510

$

56.52

Curved Metal/Rock
Composite Wall System

The Tomorrow Pavillion
Mysterious World
Discovery Portals

4,214
17,850
6,324

SF
SF
SF

$
$
$

80.00
120.00
80.00

$
$
$

337,120
2,142,000
505,920

$
$
$

4.62
29.35
6.93

$

2,985,040

$

40.91

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation

7,200
21,200
12,750
1,800
6,000
9,250
10,200
8,180
9,900

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

180,000
530,000
318,750
45,000
150,000
231,250
255,000
204,500
247,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.47
7.26
4.37
0.62
2.06
3.17
3.49
2.80
3.39

$

2,991,500

$

41.00

EXTERIOR WALLS SYSTEM

ROOF STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Metal Roof Structure
& Deck (exposed)
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Statement of Probable Cost
Prepared by the renaissance companies
Building Summary
Buildings
CSI
Div.
Item
ROOF STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
(cont'd) Metal Roof Structure
& Deck (exposed)

Description
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

Quant.
3,600
7,150
11,020
3,100
8,310

Unit
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$

Unit
Cost
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$

Item
Total
90,000
178,750
275,500
77,500
207,750

$
$
$
$
$

Item Ttl.
CST/SF
1.23
2.45
3.78
1.06
2.85

Div.
Total

Div. Ttl.
CST/SF

ROOFING & SEALANTS
Metal Roofing Panels
and Sheet Metal Trim

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

7,200
21,200
12,750
1,800
6,000
9,250
10,200
8,180
9,900
3,600
7,150
11,020
3,100
8,310

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

108,000
318,000
191,250
27,000
90,000
138,750
153,000
122,700
148,500
54,000
107,250
165,300
46,500
124,650

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.48
4.36
2.62
0.37
1.23
1.90
2.10
1.68
2.04
0.74
1.47
2.27
0.64
1.71

$

1,794,900

$

24.60

Roof Insulation

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
1,800
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,990
37,080
16,560
5,400
18,000
12,600
16,200
12,600
18,000
10,800
9,000
19,206
5,760
16,920

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.14
0.51
0.23
0.07
0.25
0.17
0.22
0.17
0.25
0.15
0.12
0.26
0.08
0.23

$

208,116

$

2.85

Caulking

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
1,800
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
9,240

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

833
3,090
1,380
450
1,500
1,050
1,350
1,050
1,500
900
750
1,601
480
2,310

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.01
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.03

$

18,243

$

0.25

Exterior Openings
w/ Transom (custom)
(operable)

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

2
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30,000
60,000
45,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
15,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.41
0.82
0.62
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.21

$

420,000

$

5.76

Exterior Openings
w/ Transom (custom)
(non-operable)

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources

2
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
40,000
40,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.27
0.55
0.55
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27

$

240,000

$

3.29

DOORS AND WINDOWS
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Statement of Probable Cost
Prepared by the renaissance companies
Building Summary
Buildings
CSI
Div.

Item
Clearstory Windows
Diffused Light
Kalwall or Similar
(ave. 6' tall)
(entire perimeter)

Description
Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources

Quant.
1,380
4,332
2,412
1,578
1,800
1,650
1,920
1,806
1,380
1,764
1,170

Unit
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Unit
Cost
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Item
Total
69,000
216,600
120,600
78,900
90,000
82,500
96,000
90,300
69,000
88,200
58,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Item Ttl.
CST/SF
0.95
2.97
1.65
1.08
1.23
1.13
1.32
1.24
0.95
1.21
0.80

$

Div.
Total
1,059,600

$

Div. Ttl.
CST/SF
14.52

Sliding Glass Doors

Hospitality Pavilion

840

SF

$

150.00

$

126,000

$

1.73

$

126,000

$

1.73

Full Height Glass Wall

The Hidden Desert

1,600

SF

$

50.00

$

80,000

$

1.10

$

80,000

$

1.10

Moveable Wall Partition Desert Great Room
Metal on Hanger Rollers

1,600

SF

$

150.00

$

240,000

$

3.29

$

240,000

$

3.29

Floor Treatment
Welcome Pavilion
Concrete Integral Color w/ Desert Great Room
Architectural Joints
Hospitality Pavilion
Discovery Portals
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
1,800
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
0.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,990
37,080
16,560
5,400
18,000
12,600
16,200
12,600
18,000
10,800
9,000
19,206
5,760
2,820

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.14
0.51
0.23
0.07
0.25
0.17
0.22
0.17
0.25
0.15
0.12
0.26
0.08
0.04

$

194,016

$

2.66

Ceiling Treatment
Suspended Architectural
and/or Acoustical
Treatments

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.00
7.00
5.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
8.00
2.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,320
86,520
30,360
30,000
21,000
27,000
21,000
30,000
18,000
15,000
25,608
15,360
11,280

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.18
1.19
0.42
0.41
0.29
0.37
0.29
0.41
0.25
0.21
0.35
0.21
0.15

$

344,448

$

4.72

Painting Exposed
Structure and Exterior
Walls

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,660
24,720
11,040
12,000
8,400
10,800
8,400
12,000
7,200
6,000
12,804
3,840
11,280

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.09
0.34
0.15
0.16
0.12
0.15
0.12
0.16
0.10
0.08
0.18
0.05
0.15

$

135,144

$

1.85

Tenant Improvements
In Excess of Finishes
Noted Above

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60.00
100.00
100.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
60.00
50.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

199,800
1,236,000
552,000
63,000
81,000
63,000
90,000
54,000
45,000
384,120
96,000
141,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.74
16.94
7.56
0.86
1.11
0.86
1.23
0.74
0.62
5.26
1.32
1.93

$

3,004,920

$

41.18

2

EA

$ 10,000.00

$

20,000

$

0.27

$

20,000

$

0.27

INTERIOR FINISHES

Equipment
Dock Equipment/Doors

Back of House
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Statement of Probable Cost
Prepared by the renaissance companies
Building Summary
Buildings
CSI
Div.
Fire Spinklers

Item

Description

Quant.

Unit
Cost

Unit

Item
Total

Item Ttl.
CST/SF

Div.
Total

Div. Ttl.
CST/SF

Fire Protection
Shell System w/ Riser

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,990
37,080
16,560
18,000
12,600
16,200
12,600
18,000
10,800
9,000
19,206
5,760
16,920

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.14
0.51
0.23
0.25
0.17
0.22
0.17
0.25
0.15
0.12
0.26
0.08
0.23

$

202,716

$

2.78

Plumbing
Water Piping, Sewer
Piping and Fixtures

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

14.00
20.00
20.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
12.00
4.00
10.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

46,620
247,200
110,400
24,000
16,800
21,600
16,800
24,000
14,400
12,000
76,824
7,680
56,400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.64
3.39
1.51
0.33
0.23
0.30
0.23
0.33
0.20
0.16
1.05
0.11
0.77

$

674,724

$

9.25

HVAC
Central Plant w/ Heat
Pumps

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30.00
35.00
35.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

99,900
432,600
193,200
180,000
126,000
162,000
126,000
180,000
108,000
90,000
192,060
57,600
169,200

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.37
5.93
2.65
2.47
1.73
2.22
1.73
2.47
1.48
1.23
2.63
0.79
2.32

$

2,116,560

$

29.01

Electrical

Welcome Pavilion
Desert Great Room
Hospitality Pavilion
Mysterious World
Seasons of the Sonoran Desert
Staying Alive
The Hidden Desert
Human Adaptation
The Tomorrow Pavillion
Rotating Exhibits
Administration
Resources
Back of House

3,330
12,360
5,520
6,000
4,200
5,400
4,200
6,000
3,600
3,000
6,402
1,920
5,640

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

83,250
247,200
138,000
60,000
63,000
81,000
63,000
90,000
54,000
45,000
160,050
48,000
141,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.14
3.39
1.89
0.82
0.86
1.11
0.86
1.23
0.74
0.62
2.19
0.66
1.93

$

1,273,500

$

17.45

$ 22,919,526

$

314.09

$ 22,919,526

$

314.09

Plumbing

HVAC

Electrical

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL S.F.= 72,972
Canopy Area = 50,288
Building Footprint = 72,972
PERIMETER = 0
PARAPET HT = 0
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Statement of Probable Cost
Cost Analysis Support Material
Landscape Cost Estimate

Desert Discovery Center
Concept Cost Evaluation
04.26.2010
Description

Cost

Total

1
350,000
90,000
350,000
265,000

ALLOW
$500,000.00
SF
$0.25
SF
$0.30
SF
$0.10
SF
$0.15
Landscape Grading Subtotal:

$500,000.00
$87,500.00
$27,000.00
$35,000.00
$39,750.00
$689,250.00

125,000
100,000
40,000

SF
$2.00
SF
$0.50
SF
$2.50
Inert Materials Subtotal:

$250,000.00
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
$400,000.00

Quantity

Units

Earthwork
native/tree cacti salvage
salvage/stockpile native top dress/boulders
rough landscape grading
screen native topsoil for granite top dress
fine grading

Inert Materials
desert pavement top dress
decomposed granite top dressing
wash reconstruction

Hardscape
steel bridge - light duty
steel bridge - heavy duty
steel handrails
stone check dams (avg. 2' high, loose stacked site rock)
steel retaining walls @ terraces
stone retaining walls @ amphitheater
"living" walls (avg. 10' tall, self supported)
"living" walls (avg. 10' tall, retaining w/ soil nails)
stabilized decomposed granite paths

3,500
4,500
650
580
650
500
210
810
43,000

SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
SF

$35.00
$70.00
$50.00
$25.00
$100.00
$150.00
$50.00
$125.00
$3.00

$122,500.00
$315,000.00
$32,500.00
$14,500.00
$65,000.00
$75,000.00
$10,500.00
$101,250.00
$129,000.00

stabilized decomposed granite plazas
concrete steps (sandblasted)
concrete benches (sandblasted)
concrete ramps (sandblasted)
concrete paving (sandblasted)
concrete retaining wall (sandblasted)
cave exhibits at children's area

32,550
3,750
600
4,720
30,000
200
440

SF
SF
LF
SF
SF
LF
SF

$3.00
$25.00
$100.00
$8.00
$8.00
$125.00
$200.00
Hardscape Subtotal:

$97,650.00
$93,750.00
$60,000.00
$37,760.00
$240,000.00
$25,000.00
$88,000.00
$1,507,410.00

Planting
specimen salvage tree
30
large
(5" caliper)
(14' min.
height) Center Feasibility Study: Phase
50II
City
oftrees
Scottsdale
· Desert
Discovery
prepared
bytrees
Swaback
Partners
medium
(3" caliper)
(12' min. height)
75
salvage saguaros
15

EA
EA
EA
EA

$9,000.00
$2,250.00
$750.00
$2,500.00

$270,000.00
$112,500.00
page VI-9
$56,250.00
$37,500.00

steel bridge - heavy duty
steel handrails
stone check dams (avg. 2' high, loose stacked site rock)
steel retaining walls @ terraces
stone retaining walls @ amphitheater
"living" walls (avg. 10' tall, self supported)
"living" walls (avg. 10' tall, retaining w/ soil nails)
stabilized decomposed granite paths

4,500
650
580
650
500
210
810
43,000

SF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
SF

$70.00
$50.00
$25.00
$100.00
$150.00
$50.00
$125.00
$3.00

$315,000.00
$32,500.00
$14,500.00
$65,000.00
$75,000.00
$10,500.00
$101,250.00
$129,000.00

32,550
3,750
600
4,720
30,000
200
440

SF
SF
LF
SF
SF
LF
SF

$3.00
$25.00
$100.00
$8.00
$8.00
$125.00
$200.00
Hardscape Subtotal:

$97,650.00
$93,750.00
$60,000.00
$37,760.00
$240,000.00
$25,000.00
$88,000.00
$1,507,410.00

EA
$9,000.00
ALLOW
$50,000.00
EA
$2,250.00
ALLOW
$50,000.00
EA
$750.00
ALLOW
$250,000.00
EA
$2,500.00
Water Feature $750.00
Subtotal:
EA
SF
$2.00
SF
$3.50
EA
$1.00
$2.50
Units
Cost
SF
$1.50
Planting Subtotal:
Irrigation Subtotal:

$270,000.00
$50,000.00
$112,500.00
$50,000.00
$56,250.00
$250,000.00
$37,500.00
$350,000.00
$75,000.00
$250,000.00
$490,000.00
$125,000.00
$31,875.00
Total
$210,000.00
$1,323,125.00
$335,000.00

ALLOW
$50,000.00
ALLOW
$50,000.00
EA
$1,000.00
ALLOW
$250,000.00
ALLOW
$100,000.00
Water Feature Subtotal:
EA
$750.00
Site Features Subtotal:

$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$40,000.00
$250,000.00
$100,000.00
$350,000.00
$7,500.00
$147,500.00

Statement of Probable Cost
Cost Analysis Support Material
Landscape Cost Estimate

stabilized decomposed granite plazas
concrete steps (sandblasted)
concrete benches (sandblasted)
concrete ramps (sandblasted)
concrete paving (sandblasted)
Concept Cost Evaluation
concrete retaining wall (sandblasted)
04.26.2010
cave exhibits at children's area

Desert Discovery Center

Description
Planting
Water Features
specimen salvage tree

water
feature
entry plaza
large trees
(5"atcaliper)
(14' min. height)
cistern
at
sunken
medium trees (3" garden
caliper) (12' min. height)
rain water/condensate
collector + storage systems
salvage
saguaros

Desert Discovery Center

specimen
cacti
Concept Cost
Evaluation
desert restoration -reveg areas
04.26.2010
Irrigation desert planting

drip irrigation
- desert
areas
living
wall planting
- 4"restoration
flats at 12"-reveg
o.c.. triangulated
Description
drip irrigation - desert planting

Quantity
30

501
751
151

100
125,000
140,000
125,000
12,750
Quantity
140,000

Water Features
water feature at entry plaza
cistern at sunken garden
waste/recycling containers
rain water/condensate collector + storage systems
landscape lighting (low voltage)
bike racks

Site Amenities

1
1
40
1
1
10

Irrigation
drip irrigation - desert restoration -reveg areas
drip irrigation - desert planting

Units

125,000
140,000

EA
SF

$1.00
Project Subtotal:
$1.50
Contingencies (10%):
Irrigation Subtotal:

TOTAL:

Site Amenities
Note:

*
**
***

Cost

Total

$125,000.00
$4,752,285.00
$210,000.00
$475,228.50
$335,000.00

$5,227,513.50

waste/recycling containers
40
EA
$1,000.00
$40,000.00
Cost estimate Does Not Include the following Civil Engineering Items (demolition, street improvements, traffic signals, street
landscape
(lowsystems,
voltage) new utilities, utility relocations, traffic control,
1 site
ALLOW
$100,000.00
stormwaterlighting
drainage
earthwork) $100,000.00
bike racks
10
EA
$750.00
$7,500.00
Cost estimate Does Not Include the following misc. items--restaurant and café seating/tables
Site Features Subtotal:
$147,500.00
Cost estimate Does Not include proposed or parking areas and related improvements.

Project Subtotal:
Contingencies (10%):

$4,752,285.00
$475,228.50

TOTAL:

$5,227,513.50

Note:

*
**
***

Cost estimate Does Not Include the following Civil Engineering Items (demolition, street improvements, traffic signals, street
stormwater drainage systems, new utilities, utility relocations, traffic control, site earthwork)
Cost estimate Does Not Include the following misc. items--restaurant and café seating/tables
Cost estimate Does Not include proposed or parking areas and related improvements.
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Statement of Probable Cost
Cost Analysis Support Material
General Exhibit Cost Guidelines Prepared by Exhibit Design Associates
Guide to Estimating Exhibit Costs
$175-225/sq. ft.

Basic exhibit installation with simple interactive experiences and a level of detail, fit, and finish typically
seen in a small-town museum or state park with limited interpretive funding. Deliverables typically include:
 graphics of high visual quality that convey a modest number of stories at a moderate level
of detail; limited original artwork, mostly photographic imagery
 exhibition design: 18% of total
 acrylic cases, display bases of standard materials, simple
models
 small and simple audiovisual interactives and hands-on experiences, perhaps one computer
interactive
 track lighting fixtures, including installation (aim and focus), track and power distribution
provided by others.

$250-350/sq. ft.

Mid-range installation with more detailed three-dimensional exhibits, interactives, and graphics typically
seen in a mid-size regional museum or well-funded visitor center in a major national park. Deliverables
can be placed in the same categories, to include:
 graphics with more stories in greater detail, more photos and illustrations, may include
murals or other large-scale imagery and mostly original artwork, rear-lit imagery in select
locations
 exhibition design: 22% of total
 higher quality models, taxidermy mounts, artifacts displayed on museum-quality mounts,
full-sized themed settings and dioramas, raised relief maps, might include limited live animal displays
 more elaborate interactive audiovisual experiences, some human-scale interactives (i.e.
pump a mock cistern, roll a log with a pike, etc.), several computer interactives
 some special lighting effects added to enhance the visitor experience.

$400-500/sq. ft.

High-end, museum-grade installation of the quality found in the Denver Museum of Nature and Science,
Smithsonian Institution or major science center such as the Corning Museum of Glass. Deliverables include:
 graphics with custom original artwork, large-scale imagery, layered imagery, special lighting
effects
 exhibition design: 25% of total
 life-like sculpted models, animated and/or internally lit models, custom metal, glass, and
plastic forms; exotic materials, high-end furniture detailing for cases, might include extensive live animal displays
 complex audiovisual interactives, numerous computer interactives with animated imagery
and multi-level activities, themed interactives to (i.e.) re-create historic events, high-tech
science interactives, etc.
 theatrical-grade lighting with framed light patterns, color areas, special visual effects, incase lighting.
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Statement of Probable Cost
Cost Analysis Support Material
Exhibit Cost Estimates Prepared by Exhibit Design Associates
Pavilion/Exhibit

Approximate
SquareFootage

CostEstimate

SeasonsoftheSonora
SpiralSculpture
ManyͲColoredDesert
CactusGallery
WoodyPlantGallery

3500
1300
400
300
300

$600,000
250,000
100,000
100,000

HerbaceousPlantGallery

300

100,000

Tom'sThumbTheatre
SubtotalExhibitSquare
Footage
SubtotalExhibitCost

300

300,000

StayingAlive
DesertAfterDark
AirborneEnemy
TwilightWall
DawnWall
SpadefootSculpture
Grasshopper
Mouse/DarklingBeetle
Sculpture
TortoiseCombat
Sculpture
Costa'sHummingbird@
ChuparosaSculpture
SubtotalExhibitSquare
Footage
SubtotalExhibitCost

2900
$1,450,000

4500
700
400
300
300
350

$600,000
300,000
250,000
250,000
75,000

350

75,000

350

75,000

350

75,000

$1,700,000

3500

SoilProfilew/Integrated
Ant&BeeHabitats

600

$400,000

400

350,000

400
300

100,000
150,000

600

150,000

3xSmallAnimalHabitats
SubtotalExhibitSquare
Footage
SubtotalExhibitCost

$378

2300
$1,150,000
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$414

3100

HiddenDesert

Snake'sͲEyeͲView
Theatre
PollinationGallery
WildlifeCams

SquareFootCost
forExhibitsby
Pavilion

$329
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Statement of Probable Cost
Cost Analysis Support Material
Exhibit Cost Estimates Prepared by Exhibit Design Associates
Pavilion/Exhibit

Approximate
SquareFootage

CostEstimate

HumanAdaptation
SeasonsoftheSonora
WaterSculpture
SpiralSculpture
ManyͲColoredDesert
HohokamEnvironment
CactusGallery
EuroAmerican
WoodyPlantGallery
SettlementPeriod
HerbaceousPlantGallery
Environment

5000
3500
800
1300
400
600
300
300
600
300

800,000
$600,000
250,000
275,000
100,000
100,000
275,000
100,000

FiftiesBoomtown
Tom'sThumbTheatre
Environment
SubtotalExhibitSquare
Contemporary/Near
Footage
FutureEnvironment
SubtotalExhibitCost
SubtotalExhibitSquare
Footage
SubtotalExhibitCost
StayingAlive

300
600

300,000
275,000

DesertAfterDark
AirborneEnemy
ChildrenofTomorrow
TwilightWall
WalkͲinSaguaro
DawnWall
SaguaroSculpturew/
SpadefootSculpture
InteractiveFloor
Grasshopper
ListeningStation
Mouse/DarklingBeetle
TimeMachine
Sculpture
TortoiseCombat
3xSmallAnimalHabitats
Sculpture
TortoiseHabitat
Costa'sHummingbird@
(Exterior)
ChuparosaSculpture
McDowellMountain
SubtotalExhibitSquare
RangeModel(Exterior)
Footage
SubtotalExhibitCost
SubtotalInteriorExhibit
SquareFootage

2900
600

275,000
$1,450,000

$414

4500
700
400
3000
300
400
300
350
500

$1,900,000

$380

300
350
400

100,000
75,000
200,000

700
350

150,000
75,000

notestimated
(exteriorspace)
350

50,000
75,000

notestimated
(exteriorspace)
3100

80,000

3200

$600,000
300,000
250,000
$200,000
250,000
75,000
180,000

$1,700,000

3500

960,000

SoilProfilew/Integrated
Ant&BeeHabitats
TotalExhibitCost

600

$400,000
7,160,000

400

350,000

400
300

100,000
150,000

600

150,000

3xSmallAnimalHabitats
SubtotalExhibitSquare
Footage
SubtotalExhibitCost

2300
$1,150,000
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2300

SubtotalExhibitCost
HiddenDesert

Snake'sͲEyeͲView
Theatre
PollinationGallery
WildlifeCams

SquareFootCost
forExhibitsby
Pavilion

$329
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Appendix

Appendix A: Project Team
Swaback Partners, pllc
Swaback Partners is a team of dedicated individuals providing services in special case architectural design and planning, interior design, environmental and graphic design, and community development services. The firm was founded
in 1978 and currently practices throughout the United Sates and worldwide.
Inspired by an uncommon association with Frank Lloyd Wright and over 30 years of study and preparation, Vernon
D. Swaback sought to create an Architectural and Planning practice, which would provide individualized work for
demanding clients. The firm has now grown to include John E. Sather and Jon C. Bernhard as partners along with
a staff of 30 individuals.
The experience of the firm has includes designing the only true Discovery Center built in Arizona in the last ten
years. Kartchner Caverns Discovery Center was built to budget and has proven itself with the test of time after ten
years and over one million visitors. It continues to be a profitable operation for the State of Arizona.
In 2008 the firm was recognized by the AIA for their design of the Univision building which was cited as one of the
18 Greatest Architectural Achievements in the State of Arizona. Other important City of Scottsdale project include
our own Studio office building, Scottsdale Visioning, Chaparral Water Treatment plant, DC Ranch, Hangar One, and
numerous desert dwellings throughout the City.

ConsultEcon, Inc.
ConsultEcon, Inc. is an economic research and management/consulting firm serving the museum, attractions,
and tourism industry domestically and internationally. They specialize in providing consulting and advisory services for new museums and for renovations and expansion of existing museums and attractions.
The firm’s market and economic studies have been the basis for major investments and organizational improvements in museums, attractions, and performance venues. Outcomes based on our objective project reviews include
site selection, project justification, planning development strategies, operating plans, and project funding.
Their clients benefit from a breadth of practice that includes all types of museums, aquariums, zoos, performing
arts, cultural districts, heritage parks, and comprehensive master planning. They serve large and small museums,
established institutions, and start-ups. The firm maintains strict standards for each assignment to ensure that our
work is timely, accurate, and respected by clients, funders, professionals, and public reviewers.

Exhibit Design Associates (EDA)
EDA was founded in 1992 by Russ Peterson, a career educator whose post-classroom pursuits led him into the world

of exhibit design. The firm has been under the leadership of William (Biff) Baird since 2002. The focus of EDA’s work
has been primarily on informing and educating visitors to public lands throughout the American West. The firm has
created exhibits, films, publications and other interpretive media for land management agencies at every level of
government, and has significant experience in the planning, development and implementation of communication
strategies for non-profit organizations such as scenic byways and museums as well as corporate clients. EDA personnel regularly work on interdisciplinary planning teams that include professionals ranging from architects and
engineers to economists and biologists.
EDA has a proven capability to design and execute events intended to involve communities in planning processes,
and is skilled at building consensus among diverse stakeholder groups. The firm has earned a reputation for exceptional scholarship and research that includes the capability to work with American Indian communities in the
interpretation of native cultures.The exhibit design work of the firm has consistently demonstrated exceptional
skills in the visual arts, and an ability to create engaging, enjoyable, educational experiences for visitors of all ages
and ability levels.
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Appendix A: Project Team
BRC Imagination Arts
Founded in 1981, BRC has become a world leader in creating inspiring, educational experiences for some of the
most distinguished museums, visitor centers, cultural heritage organizations and attractions around the globe.
BRC’s strength lies in designing and producing compelling and emotionally engaging experiences using a variety of
experiential, environmental, film and theatrical techniques. They have a unique talent for taking difficult and complex information and transforming it into dynamic experiences for diverse audiences and a wide range of different
learning levels.
BRC‘s role on the Swaback Team will be to develop concepts for the crucial, must-see experiences in the Desert Discovery Center. The experiences that will be critical for the economic success of this project.

Ten Eyck Landscape Architects, Inc.
The office of Ten Eyck Landscape Architects, inc. (Ten Eyck), created in 1997, is a nine-person Phoenix landscape
architecture firm whose focus is providing quality design services for project types ranging from large-scale master
planning and urban design to highly detailed landscape architectural projects. These outdoor environments have
been inspired by the Sonoran Desert, the canals and orchards of the early agricultural history of Phoenix, the prehistoric, historic and contemporary architecture of Arizona and the firm’s clients and their sites.
Ten Eyck comes to the Swaback Team tasked with the role of creating a magical transitional landscape and hardscape environment between the built environment of the Desert Discovery Center and its natural setting. The firm
believes in collaborating with other design disciplines to create teams that are tailor-made for each project. Services
the firm provides are planning and landscape architecture.

Renaissance Companies
The Renaissance Companies (Renaissance), founded in 1991 and based in Scottsdale, is a full service construction
firm committed to constructing private and public sector projects that consistently exceed expectations in cost,
time and quality.
Renaissance will perform cost estimating services for the Swaback Team. Their extensive experience in the current
Scottsdale construction market will prove critical in accurately predicting the costs associated with the preliminary
designs produced in this phase of the work. In addition, Renaissance maintain an up-to-date database which aides
them in their ability to accurately forecast expenses and to carefully examine cost saving alternatives.
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Appendix B: Exhibit Design Workshop Notes
Desert Discovery Center
9 – 12 a.m.

Swaback Partners
John Sather
Brent Harris

EDA
Biff Baird
Larry Borowsky

Guests
Linda Butson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COS, Facilities Management Director, Public Works
Tina Wilson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Education, Desert Botanical
Russ Haughey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Executive Director, CNUW (and Scottsdale CC)
Margaret Bruning. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate Director, Scottsdale Pub
Linda Searles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exec Director, SW Wildlife
Debbie Gibson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PHX herpetology
Jana Weldon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Scottsdale Public Art
Jesus Murillo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Planner, COS Current Plan
Steve Geiogamah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tourism Development Coordinator, COS EV
Terri Belisle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CNUW/SCC
John - Welcome / Overview
Swaback was selected in Dec 2009 to conduct phase 2 of this project. It’s a really important piece to moving
things forward. The general idea of this phase is to build upon phase 1 and advance the idea to a point that everybody can answer the question, “What is the DDC?” Right now that consensus doesn’t exist. We’re defining
it, testing it w/ focus groups and surveys, and have some validity to the fact that we’re building toward a success
— something that will be attractive to everyone within PHX metro, and all the tourists who come here.
The broad idea today is to get some feedback and gain a broad sense of where we are on the right track, and
where we need to course-correct.
Phase I was completed in 2007. That phase was to ask if people were interested in doing a DDC, an idea that has
been around for years and years. The idea became bigger; land was allocated, etc etc. But nobody could answer
the question: What is this thing? Is it a small trailhead / visitor center? Is it a major tourist destination? Or
something in between?

PHASE II OBJECTIVES ARE manifold:
Buildings at a conceptual level
Economics / marketing
Furthering the interpretive planning / concepts, educational programs, etc. —
ie answering the question, “what are we ‘discovering’ at the discovery center?”
What’s the experience, what’s the takeaway, what do people learn / feel?
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Currently we’re about 1/2way through phase 2. We’ll make a presentation to city council in early june with an
overview of where things stand, and today’s meetings will inform that presentation.
Biff
This meeting is about us listening to you. Jump in at any time.
Phase I was done in conjunction w/ ConsultEcon. We ran an interpretive planning process with a higher degree
of public involvement than we typically would. We asked the question: “What’s unique, special, important
about the McDowell Sonora Preserve?” we asked that in a number of workshops, involving a number of stakeholders; also had face to face interviews, open houses, various interfaces w/ the public, etc etc.
We came up w/ a set of interpretive themes to drive the rest of the process —
• 7 statements of significance
• Central interpretive theme
• 7 primary interpretive themes
- Biodiversity
- Edge ecology
- Water
- Sustainability
- Urban Wildlife Interface
- Geology / cultural geography
- archaeology
Biological / ecological themes rose to the top in our testing process — all scored at least 4 on a 5-point scale
Cultural themes (history, archaeology, etc etc) sank to the bottom
Sustainability was the #1 most popular theme, ergo it is strongly reflected in the central theme
We also tested facility scale, and the results were emphatic: the community didn’t merely want an “expanded
trailhead” — they wanted to see a large destination attraction
We also designed and tested prototypical exhibit design concepts, and the results were somewhat surprising.
Most favorite was a raised-relief map of the McDowell Mtns. The least favorite is a suspended globe illustrating
deserts around the world. The takeaway? Local focus: people want the exhibits to focus on local area, rather
than a broad global set of themes.
The building design should be the same. The buildings are exhibits in and of themselves — they should reinforce the themes of sustainability, water use, creative adaptation, etc etc.
We found little interest in history of architecture, history of ranching, settlement patterns, urban development,
etc. The DDC should be primarily a nature center — not just a small local one, but a large ambitious one.
People wanted the DDC to be a gathering place, where people can get together without paying admission. They
want to be able to meet friends, have a cup of coffee, have a meal, without paying admission fee. Green building is also a very strong sentiment. People said, “If you’re not going to do this first-rate, world-class, then don’t
bother doing it at all.”
EDA conducted 40 personal interviews, 3 open houses and workshops, and that’s how we got a handle on what
the community wants. The data aren’t scientific at all, but it is still important input.
John: evolution of the process vis-à-vis buildings
Swaback partners hesitated at first because they weren’t sure the city would commit the resources to make it
world-class — and swaback didn’t want to be involved unless it would be world-class
But we realized that Scottsdale isn’t shy about big ideas, and this is one of the biggest ideas Scottsdale has ever
had — might even be the biggest expenditure of money ever, except for roads. We saw a commitment to do this
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on the scale it deserves.
The big question is: what will draw people to this place, and what will inspire them to come back? That speaks
not only to quality but also to the economics. The place needs to be so dynamic that people will go there a lot
— that it will merit repeat attendance and have enough to offer.
Before designing the building, we focused on the experience. I wanted to change the vocabulary, drop the word
“building” and “major tourism attraction.” That language didn’t feel right to me. We needed a new vocabulary
that was a better fit.
Phase I had produced a rough description of the experience: 1.5- to 3-hour stay, 3D theater, 200-seat amphitheatre, 40K to 70K sf bldg, high attendance potential, iconic attraction w/ high national profile. We wanted
something that met a very high bar: an experience you can only get here and nowhere else in the world, and if
you want to get it again you have to come back. Creature comforts were part of the discussion too.
“Adaptation” became an overarching theme early in phase I — the umbrella of “adaptation” to the desert by
plants, animals, and humans. Then we started thinking through how this facility would interact w/ (“adapt to”)
the desert. We had a specific location, and there was a very strong consensus about that location (the gateway
to the preserve). The facility that’s there now is the gateway trailhead, a well-thought-out bldg that earned a
platinum LEED award.
From that starting point, we brainstormed. If you’re interpreting the desert and adaptation, feeding everyone
into a refrigerated box isn’t the right thing to do. Looking at the desert through a glass window didn’t seem like
the right thing to do. We evolved an idea in which this whole environment is based on linked desert pavilions.
These facilities, or pavilions, create a feeling of extreme indoor/outdoor experience. There’s a sense of openness
and adaptation. The process was to follow a discovery path through these linked pavilions, and the pavilions set
them up through major interp themes.
The experience of the pavilion would simply be to walk in and to walk out. The spaces would be designed to be
“appropriate” to the desert — adaptations. We wanted the bldgs to represent world-class responses to adaptation to the desert. Ergo, we had to integrate the facilities w/ the desert, incorporate the desert into the experience — we couldn’t just plunk a bldg down on the earth.
We concluded, we’re not building buildings; we’re building an environment that’s woven together. The pavilions
are there, but not there. We’re here to interpret and love the desert, and putting up a Walmart-sized bldg and
parking lot doesn’t achieve this. We need a facility that’s invisible, yet also as high-profile as the Guggenheim
and the Bilbao. We have to create an experience that’s worthy of the environment, the sonoran desert (the finest desrt in the world).
The term “world-class” gets overused. Hospitatility industry wants to call it “five-star.” Education community
wants it to be “the Harvard” of desert interpretation.
Swaback played around w the space and flow of different buildings / pavilions / functions, to create a plan of a
building that we ultimately know could become an environment (“not a building”).
That’s the process that led us to our current place. We now have a floor plan, a set of walkways, woven together
w/ landscaping, pathways, etc. We’re building off the current parking area and the existing facility. That bubble
is 6 to 7 acres of land, containing about 60,000 sf of buildings, all told; plus 800 to 900 parking stalls.
It will link directly into the hiking trails, which are already very popular.
We’re bringing you into the environment in a very welcoming way — “welcoming hands” in the welcoming
plaza. Compares it to Mather Point at the grand canyon — an arrival point view terrace that announces, “here
you are.” Great view of the mcdowells.
The current experience is free, and it’s very successful. There’s a model of the preserve, a few exhibits, and off
you go. It’s free, and it’s very popular. We wanted to keep that success, which is based on openness and accessibility. So our design is open, welcoming, accessible.
We want a human touch that includes greeters (tap the docents who already work at the preserve). It’s designed
on a free-flow, spoke and hub theory of experience, so that in the peak seasons people can forge their own paths
— it’s not point A to point B to Point C, it’s more free flow. There may be a wayfinding mechanism to steer you
toward a “preferred route,” but basically people will have the opportunity to make their own way and explore
on their own terms.
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Lighting will be very important — all will have a form of daylighting, and some will have controlled lighting
(some will even be dark). This is key to creating the sense of openness. Building designs will include a lot of elements that don’t touch — walls that don’t close at the corners, roofs that are slightly detached from the walls
— openness.
We don’t want this to be static. It’s part of what inspires people to return — it’s dynamic, things change from
season to season, and each time you come back you have a slightly different experience
Desert “great room” — something that’s so cool, so unique, that people will come to Scottsdale specifically to
have their event here. an imaginative, dynamic environment that’s so incredibly cool people will seek it out.
(Not your typical hotel ballroom . . . . .)
There will be a multimedia immersive experience as well, which BRC is going to handle. It’s the emotional, inspirational piece of this that allows you to experience all the times of year, times of day, etc etc.
The landscaping (both preserved and restorative) should tell a story as well. Our landscape architect will weave
things in.
The buildings would tell a story of adaptation. We hope they too will win platinum LEED awards.
Biff
It’s very important that the various pavilions unify in a single experience. the pavilions aren’t meant to be
discrete experiences, rather they’re points on a continuum — one blends into another. The interstitial spaces
carry interpretation and messaging forward, they’re not merely dead space.
The spiral exhibit in the welcoming area reinforces this idea — it doesn’t have start/end points but rather is a
cyclical, circular exhibit, an unbroken line.
The interpretation does have bookends — where we draw our lines biologically. We had to draw them somewhere. The lower Colorado river biome is where the entry gates are. But we’re right on the boundary of the AZ
upland biome, a very different community. We’re in an ecotonal area, a transition zone. Our focus had to be
very strictly local, to focus on the plants / animals that are specific to the preserve.
Russ
The transitions between day and night are the most important times of day for predators — the times when
animals are most active.
Biff
A good point. That is built into our concept, that there’s a transitional “space” within the pavilion to represent
dusk and dawn.
John
The hours of operation may even reflect that — it may be that we are open early and late. It’s an idea that is on the table.
Biff
Our tough crowd is not the tourists. We’re firmly convinced we can get tourists to come here. our tough crowd
is the locals. How can we get them to come here, and come back. We feel like we need to provide a high level of
personal services — docent-led interpretation, programming, etc etc., there are things going on throughout
the day. We need really really good personal interpreters.
John
We want to make these docents “stars.” That’s the way this becomes more dynamic. They may be very scholarly,
they may be great communicators, they may be great showmen, or people with a long history of living here and
a great store of personal knowledge. These people already exist in Arizona; we simply tap them and give them a
platform. They make our pavilions come alive in a way beyond what design and exhibitry can do.
Russ
The water fountain is risky. Great concept, but something that bothers people around here is water being
wasted in a sculptural element of this type. It’s going to draw opposition.
John
We’d be remiss in not talking about water and telling the story of water. We want/need to talk about it in a way
that’s understandable, compelling, and acceptable. This is not a fountain; it’s an educational tool.
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Russ
Another way to do that would be to have water for wildlife. People don’t think about what we’re conserving
the water for. They want to conserve water to support the natural ecosystem, not to support another condo
development.
John
We think the element can model good conservation practice. We can design it in conjunction w/ Scottsdale
Water to show what they’re doing, and want to show what we’re doing within our own facility.
Steve
I think it’s a really important story to tell. How that story is told is very important. I like the concept.
I also hope you won’t shy away from telling the story of local native Americans (ie, out of desire not to compete
w/ the Heard). The Heard is a different type of facility, you can tell this story here w/out stepping on the Heard’s
toes and I hope you will.
Linda Searles
Don’t worry about competing with this community. We’re in a race against time to save the ecosystem. This is
our chance to tell the story and change attitudes.
Jana
Re fear of having a fountain: you’re going to have a problem w/ this, because a citizen is going to complain to
their councilperson and you’re going to have to justify it. A lot of people who fought for this preserve aren’t
going to like the fountain; that’s just a warning. Politically it could be a big problem.
John
This is not a fountain; it’s a technical exhibit that’s somewhat artistic in nature, but it’s not going to look / smell
/ feel like a fountain. We’d be really remiss if we didn’t talk about water in the ultimate way — with a water
exhibit.
Jana
You’re talking to the choir; understood. But somebody’s going to call it a fountain, and that’s going to get into
the paper. You need to be prepared for it.
P.S. — I totally agree w/ the idea that live docents can make all the difference. That gibes w/ my personal experience (ie, at highgate cemetery in London, where I’ve had my own favorite interpreter for the last 20+ years).
Debbie Gibson
These people are under your nose, and you don’t even know it sometimes. I have repeat business, over and over
— local people — who, when their families are in town, they come back to see a particular docent. These people
make it an experience. I have it every day. And we’re just a small facility.
John
The desert living center in las vegas is a negative example of this; they have guards in all the exhibit spaces
instead of welcoming docents.
Debbie Gibson
The personal one-on-one feedback is what makes it. People can ask questions, they can learn everything they
want, it’s very interactive — they can feed the snakes, they can see them up close and out of their cages. You
have people out there who have so much knowledge.
Biff
It’s a management challenge because volunteer labor is not free. Not everybody is good at it. But we can create some
local stars. This personal experience is absolutely vital. The best exhibits in the world can’t match a skilled human
interpreter who can adjust to his audience. An exhibit can’t think on its feet and respond to the audience.
John
So how do we evolve this experience to make it one-of-a-kind — you can only get that experience here — and
how do we attract special events that would only be here, but wouldn’t be right at the botanical gardens or the
zoo, etc etc. ??? We want to have four brand-new experiences that don’t exist in Scottsdale right now, but that
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are right for Scottsdale.
Russ
Like a monsoon party ?
John
Exactly. Or there’s an event in Acadia national park, a popover festival, that is extraordinarily popular — people
come there specifically for that event. What can we create that has that type of singular appeal?
Margaret Bruning
We shouldn’t downplay weather as one of our cultural touchstones, esp in regard to the heat and that mirage
that occurs. I’d encourage people to come to this facility during the heat of the day and encourage people to
experience that sense of cooking in the desert.
I would hope this place works in tandem w/ our other desert appreciation centers, and I also would hope that
it challenges us to expand who we think we are. Whenever we ask the public what it wants, they naturally respond from a place of comfort — ie what we already know. Maybe we need to bring people along. I appreciate
the specifics about the sonoran community, but desert communities can learn from each other — we should
not exclude the broader context.
Russ
We have a lot of things in common w/ other deserts.
Margaret
We are light-years behind in terms of sustainability, with respect to other desert communities. Other people
have made adaptations that we haven’t gotten yet. We need people to be inspired to do better for the desert,
and better for ourselves. That’s a bigger worldview.
Skilled interpreters help us connect to our deep history. Interpreters can help us do that. This place has a beautiful history as well as a beautiful landscape. Where does time begin and where does it end? History doesn’t
begin and end w/ human beings. There are other communities (plant, animal) here.
Re the water exhibit, it makes us bristle at the idea that we’re glorifying human interventions.
John
This makes me excited — this could be edgy, controversial, but “done right” water feature. If water always has
been, and always will be, a controversial element, then let’s make this the ultimate water exhibit that generates
and focuses the conversation / controversy.
Margaret
But if you did the water exhibit from the point of view of a rattlesnake, it would be a different type of exhibit.
John
Where can you go in Scottsdale to learn about water?
Russ
SRP
John
But SRP does it in a different way.
Margaret
Mining is another story that’s important. We shouldn’t gloss over it just because the public says we want more
of the stuff that we like to look at. If there was mining here, then we should learn about it. It’s part of the continuum.
Russ
You can’t talk about the desert out there without talking about grazing, because the vegetation on the McDowell preserve has been affected strongly by grazing.
Biff
You pegged it by reminding us that we’re taking an anthropomorphic perspective. It’s true that history didn’t
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begin when humans showed up. At the same time, the point of this facility — the mission — is to explore human adaptation.
Margaret
But the caution is that we don’t want to glorify the ways in which people came in and conquered the desert.
Biff
Agreed. We should be questioning that assumption about conquest here at the desert — we should be engaging
that debate and educating people about it. One of the key points is that modern culture changed the desert to
make it more comfortable for humans. We engineered the desert. That’s a big takeaway.
Margaret
But that’s not the end of the story. We have to understand where we go moving forward.
Linda Butson
I’m wondering by, if creating smaller spaces that are singular usage, you have limited how you can approach the
future. I’ve heard here today a number of times about adaptability, and I know from my experience you often
have to adapt a facility from one purpose to another. I want to make sure you haven’t limited yourself.
John
We think that adaptability has been enhanced by what we have done. We have a campus of structures. We have
plans that show how these could be added onto. We can have that debate. Short of saying, “the most efficient
shape is a rectangle,” then you’re into a debate about balance. It’s clearly on our agenda to ensure that these are
reusable buildings in other forms, as this evolves. The word “dynamic” isn’t merely about telling new stories,
but also about how the facility itself can grow and morph.
We call all our buildings 100-year buildings.
Linda Butson
One of the other things I was hoping you would consider — I would like to see the natural desert breezes be
used as part of the pavilions.
John
We call them pavilions because they can be open, you can capture the air and the natural circulation. And then we
want to tell the story about it — create it, and then make sure that people understand what they’re looking at.
Jana
Beware of creative exhibits that undermine or degrade the preserve itself. The theatre, e.g., undermines the
nature of your resource because they detract from the meditative experience. It’s a diversion, geared for short
attention spans, etc etc. the nature preserve has to be experienced in a meditative way, it requires time and
engagement. You can’t condense it into five minutes.
This actually works against you — you’re developing an audience that won’t come back to the preserve, and
won’t engage with the preserve. You’re catering to their worst impulses — giving them what they want instead
of challenging them, giving them a click-fest infotainment experience that undermines you philosophically.
Why do you create a play structure for the kids, a faux-desert ?? let them run around in the real desert.
Biff
There’s an empathic experience to this. E.g., kids wll be able to crawl into a hole and pretend they’re a burrowing
animal. That’s not something you can do in the real desert.
Debbie Gibson
But then you’re encouraging kids to crawl into holes when they’re in the real desert. You’re teaching them to
run around in the desert fearlessly and teaching them that it is a harmless playground, when in fact they should
be learning that the desert is fragile and dangerous. It’s the wrong message — ie, the message is that the desert
is a playground.
I agree w/ Jana’s point about authentic vs. simulated experiences. There was a guy who did a star talk — at
night, under the stars — and I heard about that for months. It wasn’t a movie, it wasn’t “virtual” — it was the
real thing, and that’s what is now exotic and new to people. It’s what they crave.
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I totally agree w/ the heat of the day — bring people in when its 110 degrees outside. Make that activity about
how to cope w/ the heat of the day.
Margaret
Re the playground, I think it’s more engaging to give kids a creative outlet as opposed to just stuff to climb
around on
John
I’m role playing here a little bit. There’s another side to this, I think, that others might have. We have a joint
subcommittee made up of tourism commission, preservation commission, etc. I myself have had your thoughts
about the Magical World (the multimedia experience), contrasted against the types of authentic experiences
you’re talking about.
But the question is, do we have a broader audience of people who won’t come back at 5 a.m., or won’t come back
in the heat of the day, or won’t come back in all 4 seasons. The question is — can you deliver that experience
to people without requiring them to come out at 5 a.m. ?? And the question is can you have balance — can you
do both ?? Can you offer authentic experiences for those who want them, and mediated experiences for those
who don’t want to?
Jana
I don’t think you can.
Biff
I think we’re talking about two different audiences. The person who you’re imagining, who will be offended by
the mediated experience, and who is open to having the pure authentic experience you’re describing — they
don’t need us to interpret for them. We have nothing to offer to them. They just need a trailhead, and off they
go. The question is, can we reach an audience that otherwise wouldn’t have these experiences, and inspire them
to seek those experiences out?? Can we both cater to their desires, and challenge them to stretch ??
Jana
If you cater to the quick attention span, it’s self-fullfilling — you’ll ensure that nobody goes out to the desert, nobody goes out there in the heat of the day in august or at 5 a.m. you’ll offer an experience that they already want,
and won’t challenge them to get outside themselves. It becomes a self-fulfilling, self-defeating prophecy.
Margaret
It’s also a place to educate people. We do need to help people use their imagination, and have experiences they
couldn’t get by walking out on the trail — ie, to have the experience of being a bird, or of being a snake, etc etc.
Russ
You have to guard against making this a Disney desert type of place. The SW Center for Biological Diversity is
the most radical environmental group here in Arizona. I sometimes ask, what would those guys think about my
idea? If you can make something they like, then you’ve done well.
Biff
But wouldn’t they criticize the very fact of it?
Russ
Yeah, they probably would.
John
It’s a fine balance, and we’re groping for it. I respect the purist point of view. I don’t want to undermine that.
But we can’t just preach to the choir.
Russ
We’re trying to reach beyond the purists, that’s true.
Jana
I want to reiterate the book publishing industry. They’ve killed their own audience by catering to the short-attention span and getting away from good books, instead of focusing on good literature. They haven’t cultivated
an audience for good literature, and therefore it doesn’t exist. They’ve cultivated an audience of people w/ short
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attn spans who don’t really love to read.
Linda Searles
To get people to care about a place and save it, they have to get out and see it first-hand. Getting people out
there is critical, so they appreciate the desert and are motivated to save it. They have to see the flowers, breathe
the air, see the animals. It’s a magical place as it is, so just focus on the magic of the sonoran desert.
Biff
What role should live animals play at the DDC? I’d like to hear your opinion about whether it’s appropriate or
inappropriate, and if it is appropriate then to what extent?
Linda Searles
There are animals that are appropriate for that, and others that aren’t.
Biff
Are you suggesting that on a rotating, temporary exhibit we bring animals in ? the last thing we want is a depressing exhibit, like a caged zoo animal.
Debbie
The whole animal thing is a lack of education. People who live in this desert don’t understand the role this animals play. They don’t understand what role the snakes play. I know people who live in gated communities who
have all the rattlesnakes exterminated, and then they end up w/ a terrible packrat problem — and then they
want to exterminate the packrats.
People like hands-on experiences with animals. If you provide hands-on experiences, you’ll have a big hit. Let
people get close to the desert. But it all comes back to education. It’s easy to put a rattlesnake on display, but it’s
more difficult for a bobcat or mountain lion. For those animals, you need an exhibit that’s built for that animal
— but that probably means it’s not accessible to be seen by the public.
People need to understand the whole circle, the whole ecosystem. You can’t keep the cute bunnies but get rid
of rattlesnakes. You don’t get to choose. It’s a package deal.
John
This is like a training center about living in the desert. It’s a go-to place, linked with other organizations that
support this. I don’t think we’re the Mother Ship necessarily, but we tell the whole story here.
Re landscaping: We’re at the base of the mountain, so we have to let water flow through. That’s another benefit
of the pavilion model, it’s open and water can flow through it. Second, we want to create microclimates that
model adaptations — something as simple as using shade. We want to stimulate all five senses and have that
be part of our landscape forms. We want to model animal habitats as well.
Parting words: Are we generally on the right track?
Debbie
I’m excited about it. I think we’re on the right track. There are some areas that need to be addressed and maybe
modified, refined. There are some changes that need to be made, but we’re definitely on the right track and off
to a good start.
Russ
Gotta make sure it doesn’t get loved to death.
Debbie
What are you putting in place to mitigate the damage to the desert that will occur during construction? What
about the rattlesnakes who are being displaced, the bobcats who will lose hunting grounds (even temporarily),
etc etc. ??
John
I can’t answer you specifically yet, but I have dealt w/ these problems before and they will be addressed. Mitigation will have to be a part of the construction process. We’ll use that as an educational tool, so people understand that we practiced what we preached.
Debbie
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You should use that to your advantage — you can document what you do and hold it up as a model for the future.
Tina
Are you on the right track? I still don’t know what makes the DDC unique, from a messaging perspective. I see
the uniqueness in technology and scale. But I’m not sure what it is that you do, and do best.
John
We give the comprehensive story. None of the other facilities brings the complete story to the table. We’ll be
the complete package. The dominant theme is adaptation — that’s what we bring to the table.
Tina
I’m not getting that message. That needs to be increased.
Margaret
Maybe those ideas are in there, but perhaps there’s more massaging that can happen in terms of the context
of life in the desert for both the animals and the people. I’m looking at staying alive, for example — the life
and death of the desert, the extremes. But I don’t think we’re seeing the whole picture yet. There are gaps to
be filled in.
Linda Searles
You’re trying to be all things to all people. You need more of a focus on the Sonoran desert.
Steve
I think you’re doing great. I’d like to see more programming maybe — stuff for people who can’t, or won’t, get
out onto that trail. Hands-on activities for kids would be another thing to add.
John
This has been really good — a take-off-the-gloves assessment. We’ve got enough on the table for people to really sock us, rather than just hand out accolades. We didn’t get the constructive criticism from our focus groups
back in March. We got some very tough questions today. I don’t have all the answers yet. But our next step will
be to react and make sense of what we’ve heard, and we’ll stand on the shoulders of what we’ve heard.
Phase 2 is a feasibility study. There’s a tremendous amount of community support to get this to the finish line,
but we want to get it done right. That’s an incredible balancing act — design, messaging, education, marketing,
financing, everything else. Our next big public act will be to make a midpoint presentation to city council in
early june. That’ll be a benchmark point.

2 – 5 p.m.
Yvonne Massmann. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COS, Rec Leader, Comm Svcs
Bill Murphy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COS, Executive Director, Community Services
Robin Schweizer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  COS, Preservation Coordinator, Planning
Claire Miller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COS, Preservation Coordinator, planning
Scott Hamilton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COS, Sr Trails Planner, planning
Dan Gruber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . McDowell Sonoran Conservancy
Brian Dygert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COS, GM WestWorld

Biff
In phase 1 (late 2006 to June 2007), we did a basic interp planning / economic feasibility process. The interpretive process led to the following outcomes --Sustainability and Adaptation are the key themes
Destination attraction is the desired scale
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Adaptation is a robust theme not only for the interpretive context, but also for the educational and the architectural contexts. It has very strong traction.
John
It’s the training center for how we live in the desert.
Biff
The other marching orders we got from Phase I was that we had strong support for common areas — gathering
places that offered food / recreation but did not require an admission fee. People didn’t mind if scale and perspective were manipulated. People wanted it to be exceptionally high quality, or don’t bother. And they wanted
it to be an example of environmentally friendly building — they want the center to model the themes.
John
We want to answer this question today: what will draw people to this place, and what will draw them back ??
Biff
We got a little hamstrung in phase 1 w/ people asking, “What’s the WOW??” We don’t design that way. We are
process-driven. We have a strong conservation stewardship message that we want to deliver, but not in a didactic way; we want to lead people to that conclusion. We want to show them, not tell them.
Our tough crowd are the locals. The tourist crowd will show up if we build a good facility. The local people will
come once for sure. What we want to do is get them to come back. We’ve asked ourself that question continuously — how do we get them to come back?
Part of the answer is programming (docents, personal interpreters, etc). . . . .
Yvonne
Does it have to be called the Desert Discovery Center? Because there’s already something called the Desert
Center at Pinnacle Peak, so it’s confusing.
Biff
The name Desert Discovery Center has been around for so long that it has a certain “brand recognition” . . . .
except that it doesn’t, because many/most people don’t know that name.
Brent
For that matter, what is McDowell Sonoran preserve? People don’t recognize that one either.
Biff
The name is up for grabs. It doesn’t identify w/ Scottsdale, the mcdowell mountains, or the sonoran desert
— so maybe it is worth reconsidering the name of it. It is not set in stone.
John
I think 3 words is too many. I think it should be 1 word, and it should be an intriguing word. I don’t think “desert discovery center” is very intriguing, but it’s so deeply entrenched that maybe it’s too late to change.
Yvonne
Desert holes should be part of the “staying alive” exhibit — we get tons of those questions all the time. People
want to know who made the hole, what’s it for, etc etc. People are fascinated by that.
Biff
Might be a good fit for the “children of tomorrow” area.
John
Re the saguaro exhibit: should we have a fake saguaro in the “children of tomorrow” area, or should we send the
kids outside to look at real cacti?
Claire
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there is so much happening on the outside of the plant that you can see, but you can’t see all the things that are
happening on the inside. So the exhibit of a sliced-open cactus is compelling, because you can see things that
aren’t visible in the real world.
Dan
It’s not one or the other — you can do both. Once you’ve learned what to look for, you see different things.
That’s very powerful.
Claire
The educational experience impacts the stewardship attitude — people are better stewards when they understand more.
John
In the time machine piece, you can challenge the kids to build their own future — one that builds upon the
good things our generation has done to adapt, but takes things that much further. It’s a way for the children to
imagine and express how their future will look.
Dan
To focus a little bit more on messaging: one of the things that strikes me as you’ve gone through all these
elements is that there are a lot of explorations of specific examples that could be used to generalize to larger
spheres. But in my mind it raises the question of whether people will connect the dots and walk away w/ explicit messages ?? is it sufficient for the messages to be implicit ? or do we need to make the messaging a little
more explicit? Do we need to spoon-feed them the takeaway, or can we be confident that people (esp kids) will
draw the generalized conclusions we want them to draw?
Biff
I can’t answer you directly, but I think it would be a mistake to assume that implicit messaging is sufficient.
We probably need to make the messages explicit in some way / shape / form. When we get to the exhibit-design phase, we have to figure out how to do that. For that matter, we’re not necessarily formulating messages
to implant into people’s heads. We’re formulating specific objectives, which include cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral outcomes, and then designing to those outcomes. As we go through this process, we need to write
down the outcomes we’re trying to achieve and then design to those outcomes.
Dan
The reason this is “the mother ship” is that you’re talking about the interrelationships of everything (living and
not) with everything else. This is an ecological center, fundamentally — it’s all encompassing. Other venues
take one slice of the ecosystem; this area takes the whole thing.
This has meta-messages — messages that are sprinkled throughout the various exhibits, in various ways and
various places. Some of them are:
What is a desert?
Why do desert creatures need to make these extraordinary adaptations? What is so challenging about it?
Evolution — this is the mechanism of adaptation. What drives change? How does change occur? How come
some things change and some die?
So how do you tie these things together? How do you ensure that people walk out w/ the messages you want
them to walk out with ??
Biff
A lot of people look at animal adaptations as if the animal made a conscious choice to do things a different way.
When in reality it’s just serendipity, and it’s a numbers game.
Dan
You’ve got animals that have evolved fundamental changes in metabolic processes that were hundreds of millions of years old. That’s what is necessary to survive in a desert environment. That’s the drastic extent of
adaption necessary to survive here.
Larry
Is the connection that, unlike animals, humans can make a conscious choice to adapt? Animals have made
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these very drastic adaptations via evolution, natural selection; humans may be called upon to make conscious
adaptations (choices) that are just as drastic.
Dan
There are different ways to link things together in this center — it’s an informational web, and people can navigate their way through the exhibits and connect things up in different ways.
Yvonne
We don’t have to give them chapter and verse; we can’t provide every detail. We have to inspire people, give
them enough information where they can get interested / excited, and then are inspired to learn more on their
own.
Bill
When you talk about human adaptation, you have a desert area there that is seriously pristine. How are you
going to maneuver and work all this magic and still preserve all of that? How do you get that to happen? How
do you hide the parking? Can you go underground?
The more you can involve (the theme of) adaptation, the better.
John
We do have an underground option for parking — one of 5 options. (the other 4 are surface parking, in phased
layouts)
Scott
Also voices concerns re parking
Biff
The way the parking is approached may be part of the educational milieu — it can carry messaging about adaptation, if it’s done right.
Dan
This site has always been meant to carry this load. As long as it is done aesthetically and sustainably, then we
are not violating any ideals nor breaking faith w/ longstanding intent. We can’t let parking drive the design of
this facility. The finished products, and even the process by which we get there, are part of the messaging.
John
There’s a community aspect to this. This should be a community gathering place — education, celebration,
adaptation. It’s about pure enjoyment of great beauty. This is another thing we can offer that is part of the
experience that draws people to the site, and draws them back.
John
So let’s take stock: are we on the right track or what? If not, what do we need to change?
Yvonne
Taking the saguaro exhibit, I’m not sure that people are moved by an exhibit of a fake plant. I think they’re
moved by getting to experience the real thing.
Dan
You’ve made an incredible effort to meld the inside and the outside. But maybe that process is not done yet.
For an example: is it possible to ensure that while you’re experiencing an exhibit of a plant, there is a sightline
built in (using windows, etc) to the real plant ??
There are other parts of the facility too, not just the exhibits — is there a way to treat the other parts of the
facility almost as if they are exhibits ?? Make them in some more direct way a part of the experience and the
meta-messaging.
Ie, can you put glass walls on things that are normally closed off (ie, the back of the house) to create more of a
sense of community?? Eg., real scientists in a real lab, working behind glass.
There are spaces in the facility that aren’t exhibits per se, but can be woven into the educational / communal
experience.
Yvonne
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The name “magical world” is too Disney-like. You need to change that name.
Biff
Question for the crowd: what’s the appropriateness (or not) of live animal displays at the DDC? If they are appropriate, what animals? How? And above all, why?
In phase 1, it was strongly expressed that people don’t want this place to be a zoo, or to have a collection function. Unless live animals are extremely well done, my sense is that it’s not appropriate. My preference would be
to avoid displaying birds, live mammals, etc etc — there’s the maintenance issue, space issue, and above all the
fact that we all hate to see animals in cages.
That said, I’ve rarely seen a good job done of displaying insects. We could do an effective job of displaying certain sonoran bugs, in a way that’s consistent w/ our thematic foundation.
Dan
How does this expand ??
John
We’ve got expansion drawings that show how they expand. Either we add new pavilions, or we expand the existing ones. Either thing can happen. We have thought that through.
Yvonne
Those canvas shade things will not work. Every time there’s a big wind, they’ll fly off.
John
There’s a lot of research into that issue, and tensile structures can deal w/ wind loads a lot more effectively
now. I wouldn’t toss that idea out. It’s a challenge, but those challenges can be met a lot more effectively these
days.
There are various forms of shade — trees, roof overhangs, tensile structures, etc., all create microclimates that
help to model and represent the way we adapt sustainably to life in the desert.
Scott
Expresses concerns about the landscaping — esp concerned about having plants that are in anomalous locations, or that are ecologically “incorrect” or “impure.“ he cites the standards that are applied re landscaping
/ planting at trailheads on the preserve, to ensure that plants are not misplaced or put into environments
where they don’t belong — and to ensure that microclimates aren’t destroyed or altered. This environment is
so sensitive to sunlight, soil, slope, wind, drainage, etc etc — within a space of 20 to 30 feet, the entire world
can change.
Dan
I don’t think we should freight down the DDC with the idea that it has to uphold ecological purity, or that it
has to uphold the same standards of preservation that are applied elsewhere on the preserve. The decision was
made 25 years ago to build this facility as a teaching tool. So let’s use it as a teaching tool — let’s build it, build
the plant palette purposefully, and use that to teach people about the incredible sensitivity of the microclimates.
Biff
The decision was made to purchase 36,000 acres as a preserve, and to spend 6 acres of that land capital on conservation education. That doesn’t seem inappropriate.
John
There is a “let’s get real” part of this. You can’t build anything without altering microclimates. You can be sensitive; you can do it sustainably. Or you can just not build it at all, and have a pure and pristine and untouched
environment.
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Appendix C: City Council Powerpoint Presentation
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Olinger Group
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SONORAN SURVEY 2010

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey regarding the Sonoran Desert. This
research is designed to understand your opinions about the Scottsdale's McDowell Sonoran
Preserve.
We appreciate your participation and ask that you read all questions carefully and take your
time to answer thoughtfully and thoroughly.
Please be advised that this survey is for research purposes only, no sales are involved and no one
will contact you as a result of your participation or answers. Your contact information will go to no
third parties. Your answers will be kept anonymous and strictly confidential.
Please enter your password:

We suggest that you utilize the full screen view for the survey and use the sliders to scroll, especially when answering questions with a
drop-down set of choices.

When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.
If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

In what year were you born?

How many children under 18 years old are living with you in your home?

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

[QUOTA: QuotaOldYoung]

[QUOTA: QuotaChildren]

Note:
This page only contains quota information and only appears in
preview mode.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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What is your zip code?

Do you live in...
The City of Scottsdale, Arizona
Elsewhere in the Greater Phoenix Metro-Area
Neither of these

[QUOTA: QuotaResident]

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How many years have you lived in The City of Scottsdale?
Years

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How many years have you lived in the greater Phoenix metropolitan area?
Years

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How often have you traveled to, or visited, Phoenix/Scottsdale in the last ten years?
Visits

In total, about how many days have you visited, or stayed in Phoenix/Scottsdale on those trips?
Days

How likely are you to travel to Phoenix/Scottsdale in the next five years?
Very Likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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For what reasons have you, or will you travel to Phoenix/Scottsdale?
(Select all that apply)

Business
Leisure tourism
Visit family or friends
Meeting or convention
Other

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Which of the following Arizona attractions have you heard of or do you know about?
(Select all that apply)

Arizona Museum of Natural History

McDowell Sonoran Preserve

Arizona Science Center

Phoenix Art Museum

Arizona State University Art Museum

Phoenix Museum of History

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum near Tucson

Phoenix Zoo

Casa Grande

Pinnacle Peak Park

Cave Creek Regional Park

Pueblo Grande Museum and Archaeological Park

Children’s Museum of Phoenix

Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art

Desert Botanical Gardens in Phoenix

South Mountain Park

Grand Canyon

Squaw Peak Preserve

The Heard Museum

Taliesin West

Heard Museum-North

Other (Specify)

Kartchner Caverns

None of these

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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You say you have heard of some of these Arizona attractions.
Which have you visited? And, which do you plan to visit in the future?
Have Visited Plan to Visit
Arizona Museum of Natural History
Arizona Science Center
Arizona State University Art Museum
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum near Tucson
Casa Grande
Cave Creek Regional Park
Children’s Museum of Phoenix
Desert Botanical Gardens in Phoenix
Grand Canyon
The Heard Museum
Heard Museum-North
Kartchner Caverns
McDowell Sonoran Preserve
Phoenix Art Museum
Phoenix Museum of History
Phoenix Zoo
Pinnacle Peak Park
Pueblo Grande Museum and Archaeological Park
Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art
South Mountain Park
Squaw Peak Preserve
Taliesin West
Other (Specify)
None of these

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Do you or your family and friends participate in any of the following outdoor activities related to or
made possible by the desert environment?
(Select all that apply)

Equestrian trail riding
Hiking
Bird watching
Mountain biking
Backpacking
Other (Specify)
None of these

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How informed are you about the unique Sonoran Desert ecosystem in which Phoenix/Scottsdale is
located?
Completely Informed
Very Informed
Somewhat Informed
Neither Informed, Nor Uninformed
Somewhat Uninformed
Very Uninformed
Completely Uninformed

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How interested are you in learning more or having greater access to the Sonoran Desert environment?
Very Interested

Interested

Neither

Uninterested

0%

Very Uninterested

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Do you know or have you heard about the City of Scottsdale's plans to make greater public use of its
McDowell Sonoran Preserve?
Yes

No

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How do you feel about The City of Scottsdale planning to make greater public use of its McDowell
Sonoran Preserve?
Strongly
Support

Support

Neither Support, Nor
Oppose

0%

Oppose

Strongly
Oppose

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Why do you

[SSI Script]

Scottsdale's plans for its McDowell Sonoran Preserve?
5

6

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How much do you know or have you heard about a proposed Desert Discovery Center in Scottsdale,
Arizona?
Nothing at all
Heard about it but no details
Just a few details
Quite a bit
Following it closely

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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The City of Scottsdale is considering the creation of a Desert Discovery Center at the Gateway to the
McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
How do you feel about such a proposed Desert Discovery Center?
Strongly Support

Support

Don't Know or Can't Say

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Why do you feel this way about a proposed Desert Discovery Center?
5

6

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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What do you think should be the single most important FUNCTION or GOAL of a new Desert Discovery
Center (located at the gateway to the McDowell Sonoran Preserve) being planned by the City of
Scottsdale?
I do not know.

My idea about functions or goals...
5
6

Do you support the creation of a Desert Discovery Center as a desert-themed destination attraction at
the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in Scottsdale?
Strongly Support

Support

Don't Know or Can't Say

0%

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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The proposed Desert Discovery Center will be the primary gateway into the McDowell
Sonoran Preserve, which offers 16,000 acres of wilderness including breathtaking mountain
peaks and vast expanses of natural Sonoran Desert, one of the most diverse and certainly
one of the world’s most amazing deserts.

These photographs, taken at or near the site of the proposed Desert Discovery Center, showcase its
natural setting. The structure in #3 is the existing trailhead pavilion.

Which ONE of these photos makes you most interested in getting into or visiting the McDowell
Sonoran Preserve?
(Select only one)

1

3

5

7

9

11

2

4

6

8

10

None of these

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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This first map shows the location of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve and the proposed
Desert Discovery Center.

How desirable is this proposed location for a destination attraction Desert Discovery Center?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Don't Know If It Is

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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As a local area resident is this location likely to increase or decrease your usage of the facility?
Increase

No effect

Decrease

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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This rendering provides a vision of an expansive indoor-outdoor layout for the proposed
Desert Discovery Center.

The Desert Discovery Center will cover about 5 acres and be a collection of indoor/outdoor desert
pavilions set within lush desert landscaping. The pavilions, totaling 30-50,000 square feet under roof,
will be connected by a series of heavily shaded courtyards, providing an oasis effect in the midst of
the desert. Materials will be rugged and desert like, yet refined and selected to blend with the desert.
The various pavilions will be sculptural in nature, reflecting the fractured geometry of the mountain
backdrop. Some pavilions will be set low into the earth and some will have soaring cantilevered roof
forms. All structures will reflect the character of the desert. Water elements will add to the cooling
effect of the courtyards, capturing rainwater and reusing water from the Desert Discovery Center.
How desirable is this indoor/outdoor layout for the proposed Desert Discovery Center?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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The Desert Discovery Center will be a world-class example of how to integrate a built
environment into the pristine Sonoran Desert setting. These depictions show it to be a new
benchmark of green and sustainable site design and architecture, celebrating the beauty of the
Sonoran Desert.

How desirable is this vision for the proposed Desert Discovery Center?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

How likely are you to visit an indoor/outdoor attraction like this during different seasons of the year?
Very Likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

January – March
April – June
July – September
October – December

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Please take a few moments to read over the goals currently planned for the Desert
Discovery Center.

Desert Discovery Center GOALS
INCREASE
Appreciation and understanding of desert and its ecosystem.

ENHANCE
Quality of life and Tourism.

INSPIRE
Use, Enjoyment, and Conservation.

SERVE
Area residents of Scottsdale and Greater Phoenix.

PROVIDE
Gateway to McDowell Sonoran Preserve,
Immersive desert experiences,
Educational programs,
Superior visitor amenities.

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Indicate which of the goals you think are MOST IMPORTANT and LEAST
IMPORTANT for a Desert Discovery Center at Scottsdale's McDowell
Sonoran Preserve.
Check the three most important goals in the first column and the three
least important goals in the second column.
(You must check three in each column.)
Most
Least
Important Important
Goals
Goals
Provide gateway to McDowell Sonoran Preserve
Provide superior visitor amenities
Enhance tourism
Inspire conservation and sustainability
Enhance quality of life
Provide educational programs
Serve greater Phoenix area residents
Inspire enjoyment of the desert
Inspire use of the desert
Serve Scottsdale residents
Provide immersive desert experiences
Increase understanding of desert and its ecosystem
Increase appreciation of desert and its ecosystem

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Help us better understand what you think and how you feel about Scottsdale's proposed Desert Discovery
Center. Based on what you have seen so far tell us how well each of the following statements reflects your
impressions of the proposed Desert Discovery Center.

Strongly
Agree
Agree

Neither
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Nor
Disagree
Disagree

Looks cool and refreshing
Blends appropriately with the desert environment
Showcases the desert flora
Pavilions are themselves works of art
Grounds are easy to navigate

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Many of the pavilions will offer exhibits about the local Sonoran Desert environment. Next
is a description of an immersive experience which will be the center piece of the Desert
Discovery Center. This immersive experience will give visitors a multi-media multisensory introduction encapsulating all of the Sonoran Desert experience at one time.
Now, we want to show you a short video describing the planned immersive experience
which will be the center piece of the Desert Discovery Center.
Make sure your sound is turned on and is set at a comfortable level.
The video clip (hosted by YouTube) should appear below. Please click the play button to make the clip start. Do not click on
the screen after clicking play as it will take you away from the survey.
Please do not continue to the next page until the video clip has finished.

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Magical World
Set in the Sonoran Desert, Scottsdale's Desert Discovery Center's signature attraction, "Magical
World," will be an introduction and invitation to the Sonoran Desert and its ecosystem.
The experience choreographs video projections, theatrical lighting, dramatic music, surround-sound
and physical effects such as vibration, wind and heat. The main area is dominated by a dynamic
composition of projection screens. These screens “float” in front of a seamless backdrop capable of
creating sunrise, daytime, sunset and starry night. The message is, “There’s so much out there to
explore – discover the magic of the desert for yourself".
How desirable do you think it is to incorporate such an immersive multi-media experience into a
destination attraction at the McDowell Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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The drama of SUNRISE in the Sonoran Desert. Vivid sky-shades of cobalt blue and shimmering gold
(back screen) shine on a desert filled with radiant wildflowers (front screens) in luminous shades of
red, pink, orange, yellow and green. As the sunrise illuminates the desert, the field of flowers grows
and grows until it fills the theater – the audience is engulfed in a rainbow of colorful flora.
How desirable is a segment like SUNRISE as part of the immersive experience Magical World?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

The desert at “magic time” -- SUNSET. Artists come here from all over the world to capture this
bewitching, radiant, ephemeral shade of amber-gold light. Audience members find themselves bathed
in this light, and become part of this magic moment in the dramatic change from day to night.
How desirable is a segment like SUNSET as part of the immersive experience Magical World?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

The unexpected wonders of the DESERT AT NIGHT, when the land comes alive. This night time world
is illuminated by a radiant full moon, and billions of stars that spill off the screen, immersing the
audience. The light reveals a magic domain of wild creatures. A coyote howls at that moon, and then
races after a jackrabbit. Saguaro flowers bloom, inviting long-nosed bats to suck their nectar. Wood
rats nibble at the spiny pads of prickly pears. It all seems to happen at once, all around us.
How desirable is a segment like DESERT AT NIGHT as part of the immersive experience Magical
World?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

GEOLOGIC TIME shows how the Sonoran Desert came to be. The dynamic geologic history of 40
million years is telescoped into seconds. Volcanoes explode with atomic force, generating red-hot
liquid rock that flows off the screens into the audience. The land rumbles and rips apart, producing
new mountains and valleys. This whole fiery story is in the rock, if you know how to ‘read’ it…
How desirable is a segment like GEOLOGIC TIME as part of the immersive experience Magical World?
Very Desirable

Desirable

0%

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

100%

When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.
If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How desirable do you think it is to incorporate THIS immersive multi-media experience into a
destination attraction at the McDowell Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

Is there some other theme that you think should be included in a Desert Discovery Center immersive
experience?
5

6

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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In addition to this center piece multi-media multi-sensory immersive experience, other
pavilions will offer other immersive exhibits to introduce visitors to the local Sonoran
Desert environment. Here are some of the proposed exhibit concepts.
To fully understand the nature and scope of each exhibit take a few moments to read the
brief description of each one as it is presented on the next few screens.

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Seasons of the Sonora has an interactive map, sub-galleries with large-scale images of desert plants,
learning stations, and a brief immersive theater experience about geology housed in a scale model of
a rock formation. A feature exhibit is a spiral-shaped structure that offers a tour of a year in the
desert. Interactive, three-dimensional exhibits along the spiral depict weather patterns, imagery of the
diverse flora in bloom, and migratory birds all changing throughout the year.
How desirable do you think it is to incorporate such a Seasons of the Sonora exhibit into a destination
attraction at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Staying Alive shows adaptations used to survive in a harsh, arid landscape, hot in summer and
freezing in winter. Curving walls separate the experience into night and day since so many desert
animals are nocturnal. Half of the space will be dim, cool, and mysterious. The other half will be
bright, warm and airy. Touch screen computer stations help visitors understand the adaptations
animals must make to survive climatic extremes, find food, reproduce, and avoid predation. Also
offered are learning stations and large-scale imagery to learn more about desert animals. Dynamic,
realistic, large-scale sculpture of various animals will be transitions between learning experiences
about adaptation strategies.
How desirable do you think it is to incorporate such a Staying Alive exhibit into a destination attraction
at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Hidden Worlds shows the natural world typically unseen: burrowing animals, microscopic soil life and
various live insects and reptiles. One wall of transparent plexiglass provides a close-up view of the
soil behind. Visitors see animals in burrows; activate video showing microscopic soil life; learn how
the soil layers are formed; and why hikers need to stay on trails to avoid damaging the desert
environment. Monitors show live images and archival footage from cameras in the Preserve including
infrared nighttime footage from watering stations. The Snake’s Eye View Theatre offers an immersive
experience from a snake’s perspective. Live reptiles, amphibians and arthropods will be displayed in
small habitats.
How desirable do you think it is to incorporate such a Hidden Worlds exhibit into a destination
attraction at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Human Adaptation shows adaptations used to survive in a harsh, arid landscape, hot in summer and
freezing in winter. Curving walls separate the experience into night and day since so many desert
animals are nocturnal. Half of the space will be dim, cool, and mysterious. The other half will be
bright, warm and airy. Touch screen computer stations help visitors understand the adaptations
animals must make to survive climatic extremes, find food, reproduce, and avoid predation. Also
offered are learning stations and large-scale imagery to learn more about desert animals. Dynamic,
realistic, large-scale sculpture of various animals will be transitions between learning experiences
about adaptation strategies.
How desirable do you think it is to incorporate such a Human Adaptation exhibit into a destination
attraction at the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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In this especially-for-kids space, the target audience of kids ten and under can walk into a giant
saguaro cactus, trace its root system through floor lighting; or try to identify desert animals from the
sounds they make. A desert “time machine” takes kids on a trip to witness (for instance) what the
Valley of the Sun was like before air-conditioning, or make choices in the present day, then travel into
the future to see the consequences. Kids can also climb a 3D scale model of the McDowell Mountains.
How desirable do you think it is to incorporate Children of Tomorrow exhibit like this into a destination
attraction at the McDowell Preserve in Scottsdale?
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

0%

Very Undesirable

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Having learned about some of the possible exhibits proposed for the Desert Discovery
Center...
Which of these exhibit themes would you most want to experience? Which of these exhibit themes
would you least want to experience?
Most Want to
Experience

Least Want ot
Experience

Children of Tomorrow
Human Adaptation
Hidden Worlds
Staying Alive
Seasons of the Sonora

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Of the exhibit themes remaining, which would you most want to experience and which would you
least want to experience?
Most Want Least Want
to
ot
Experience Experience
Children of Tomorrow
Human Adaptation
Hidden Worlds
Staying Alive
Seasons of the Sonora

Thinking about The Desert Discovery Center and these exhibits....
Is there anything about the exhibits that you think is particularly interesting or important?
Is there anything about the exhibits that you think is missing and should be added?
Is there anything about the exhibits that you think should be changed or dropped?
If you have no further thoughts or comments about the proposed exhibits, click the arrow to move on
to the next question.
5

6

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Next, tell us how desirable you think the Desert Discovery Center will be for…
Very
Very
Desirable Neither Undesirable
Desirable
Undesirable

Tourists
Visiting friends and relatives
School outings
Educational programs about the desert and its ecosystem
Children
Adults

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Now please consider some other potential OFFERINGS at the proposed
McDowell Sonoran Preserve Desert Discovery Center.
How likely are you and people you know to use each of the following OFFERINGS ?
Very
Very
Likely Neither Unlikely
Likely
Unlikely
Mountain bike rentals
Gift shop
Hiking supplies
Local arts and crafts
Books and other Educational materials
Access to Preserve and the hiking trails

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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The proposed Desert Discovery Center will be a place of community gathering and
entertainment. A restaurant and cafe will feature indoor seating as well as a unique desertdining garden for enjoying alfresco meals. Have a snack or meal throughout the day, relax
and refresh after a hike, or gather with friends and family for coffee or a refreshing drink
on a warm evening.
How likely are you and people you know to use each of the following food and beverage offerings?
Very
Very
Likely Neither Unlikely
Likely
Unlikely
Casual café breakfast
Casual café lunch
Casual dinner
Table cloth dinner
Beverages - Coffee / Tea / Juices
Beer / Wine / Cocktails

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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Given what you know and have learned about the the proposed Desert Discovery Center
and its location, how desirable will it be for you and people like you…

As a destination experience with family or friends (1 to 3 or more hours)
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

As a sightseeing attraction or opportunity for friends and relatives visiting from elsewhere
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

For a day long outing including a Desert Discovery Center visit and a hike
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

For a few hours of outdoor activity, like hiking, at the Preserve but not visiting the Desert Discovery
Center
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

For a drink with friends
Very Desirable

After work to socialize with friends or co-workers
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

For a social event such as a wedding reception or holiday party
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

Undesirable

Very Undesirable

As an attraction for tourists staying in Scottsdale
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

As an attraction for tourists visiting the Phoenix area
Very Desirable

Desirable

Neither

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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How much time do you think you will spend on a typical visit to Desert Discovery Center visiting
exhibits and other offerings?
Hours

If you visit, do you think you would want to return again?
Yes

No

How many times per year do think you will visit the Desert Discovery Center?
visits in a typical year

All things considered, and based on what you now know about this Desert Discovery Center
destination attraction Scottsdale proposes to create for the Gateway to the McDowell Sonoran
Preserve,
How do you evaluate the SIZE and SCOPE of the project for each of the following?

Too
Small

Just
Right

Too Big

For the Desert Location
For The City of Scottsdale
For the Greater Phoenix-Scottsdale Area

How much would you expect to pay for one adult admission to this proposed Desert Discovery
Center?
$

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

At what price for admission would you consider the Desert Discovery Center to be TOO EXPENSIVE
that you would not consider visiting?
$

At what price for admission would you consider the Desert Discovery Center to be priced so low
(TOO CHEAP) that you would begin to question its quality?
$

At what price for admission would you consider the Desert Discovery Center to start getting
EXPENSIVE, but still a possible destination?
$

At what price for admission would you consider the Desert Discovery Center to be a BARGAIN – a
great deal for the money?
$

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

Does the Desert Discovery Center sound like a place you would consider renting for a social event or
occasion?
Yes

No

Does the Desert Discovery Center sound like a place where you would want to attend a social or
business event?
Yes

No

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

How likely would you be to purchase an annual family Membership that includes unlimited visits during
the year for this proposed Desert Discovery Center?
Very Likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

How likely would you be to join a "Friends of the Scottsdale Desert Discovery Center" that supports
the Desert Discovery Center through volunteering or fundraising?
Very Likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

Thank you for your participation in the survey.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

We are sorry, but you do not qualify to particpate in this survey.
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BROWSER.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

We are sorry, but you do not qualify to particpate in this survey.
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BROWSER.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

We are sorry, but you do not qualify to particpate in this survey.
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BROWSER.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

We are sorry, but you do not qualify to particpate in this survey.
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BROWSER.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

We are sorry, but you do not qualify to particpate in this survey.
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BROWSER.
0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.

SONORAN SURVEY 2010

Unfortunately, we have already received enough responses from respondents in this group. Thank
you for your time.

0%

100%
When you complete a screen, click the forward arrow button.

If you have any questions or problems while completing the survey, please contact

surveysupport@olingergroup.com.
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